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PREFACE

Fracture by the progressive growth of incipient flaws under cyclically varying loads,
i.e., by fatigue, must now be considered as the principal cause of in-service failures of
engineering structures and components, whether associated with mechanical sliding and
friction (fretting fatigue), rolling contact, aggressive environments (corrosion fatigue), or
elevated temperatures (creep-fatigue). Of particular importance are the early stages of
fatigue damage, involving the initial extension of microcracks and their subsequent growth
at very low velocities, as these processes tend to dominate overall lifetime. This has been
reflected by trends in fatigue research over the past five years, which have focused largely on
so-called "small cracks," of dimensions comparable with the scale of microstructure or local
plasticity, and on crack growth in the near-threshold regime, i.e., at stress intensities
approaching the fatigue threshold below which cracks are presumed dormant. In addition,
associated mechanistic studies have highlighted the critical role of crack tip shielding in
fatigue, which arises predominantly from crack closure and deflection, and this has proved
to be important in modeling aspects of environmentally-assisted cracking and behavior
under variable amplitude loads, and in rationalizing the classical stress/strain-life and defect-
tolerant design approaches.

The series of internationl conferences on Fatigue and Fatigue Thresholds, although
devoted to all aspects of fatigue, has emphasized these topics of small cracks and
near-threshold behavior, and consequently, has become an international forum for the
exchange of information in this field. The series, which has been run under the auspices of a
steering and international committee wth representatives from Australia, Austria, Canada,
China, Czechoslovakia, France, Holland, Japan, Norway, Sweden, U.K., W. Germany and the
U.S.A., began in Stockholm, Sweden, in 1981, and continued at the University of
Birmingham in England in 1984.

The current proceedings of the third conference, "Fatigue '87," which was held at the
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, covered a wide range of diverse views of tile
fundamental and applied aspects of fatigue. This includes questions of cyclic deformation,
crack initiation and propagation, small cracks, crack closure, variable amplitude effects, and
environmentally-influenced behavior. The proceedings should provide a comprehensive
state-of-the-art review of the field, suitable for students, researchers and practising
engineers alike.

The Editors would like to thank the Editorial Committee, particularly Professors R.P
Gangloff and J.A. X ert, the International Committee and the University of Virginia for their
help over the past couple of years. We express our sincere thanks to Dr. A.H. Rosenstein of
the Air Forces Office of Scientific Research, Dr. G. Mayer of the Army Research Office, Dr.
B.A. MacDonald of the Office of Naval Research, and Dr. G. Hartley of the National Science
Foundation for their financial support, and to Ms. Tana B. Herndon for her sterling efforts
as the conference secretary.

R.O. Ritchie
E.A. Starke, Jr.
June 1987.
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RECOMMENDED SYMBOLS

a Crack-Length - One-Half the Total Length
of an Internal Crack or Depth of a Surface
Crack

Aa Crack Growth Increment

a.c. Alternating Current

B Test Piece Thickness

C Compliance

C1 - C 5 & D Constants

da/dN Rate of Fatigue Crack Propagation

A da. Additional Growth Rate due to Environment
9N
Fdal

LdaJ Growth Rate Retarded by Crack Tip BluntingLNCTB

dal Growth Rate Enhanced by Localised Hydrogen
AJ LHE Embrittlement

rda] Overall Growth Rate for 'True Corrosion
13NTCF Fatigue'

Fdal
JSCF Stress Corrosion Fatigue Crack Growth Rate

fdal Stress Corrosion Plateau Growth Rate PerL p Second

da/dt Crack Extension Rate

d.c. Direct Current

6 Value of Crack Opening Displacement (see
British Standard BS5762)

6c  Critical Crack Opening Displacement, beingOne of the Following:
(1) Crack Opening Displacement at Fracture

(2) Crack Opening Displacement at FirstInstability-or Discontinuity
(3) Crack Opening Displacement at which

i
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an Amount of Crack Growth Commences

6m Crack Opening Displacement at First
Attainment of Maximum Force

DH Diffusion Coefficient for Hydrogen in Iron

E Young's Modulus of Elasticity

exp Exponential Base of Natural Logarithms

E Creep Strain

t S Secondary Creep Rate

CT Transient Creep Strain

F Cyclic Frequency

G Strain Energy Release Rate

GIG G Crack Extension Forces for Various ModesIG I of Crack Opening

I Current

ia Anodic Current Density

K Stress Intensity Factor - a Measure of the
Stress-Field Intensity Near the Tip of a
Perfect Crack in a Linear-Elastic Solid

Kc Fracture Toughness - The Largest Value of
the Stress-Intensity Factor that exists
Prior to the Onset of Rapid Fracture

K cl K in Fatigue Cycle Below which Crack is
Closed

KI  Opening Mode Stress Intensity Factor

K IC Plane-Strain Fracture Toughness as Defined
by ASTM Standard Designation E 399-74 or

British Standard BS 5447

K ii Elastic Stress-Intensity Factor at the
Start of a Sustained-Load Flaw-Growth Test

Plane-Strain KI Threshold Above which
1KISCC Sustained Load Flaw-Growth Occurs

ii
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KIH2S Value of KISCC in Dry H2S Gas
KQ Provisional Fracture Toughness Value

Corresponding to a 5% Deviation of the

Load/Displacement Relationship from
Linearity

Kmax  Maximum Stress-Intensity Factor

Kmin Minimum Stress-Intensity Factor

AK Stress Intensity Range

AK th Threshold Stress Intensity Factor Below
which Fatigue Crack Growth will not occur

AK0 AK. to just cause Fatigue Initiation
1 1.

AK Next Value of AK

Kh Value of AKth at R = O
Ath t

AKo  Constant Value of AKth

dAK Notional Extra Stress Intensity due to
Environment

kT, k N  Stress Concentration Factor, Neuber
Correction Factor

in Natural Logarithm

log Common Logarithm

m Power Exponent in Paris-Erdogen Expression

da A A K'UN

N Cycles
N. Cycles to Initiate

NF Cycles to Failure

AN Cycles Increment

n Strain Hardening Exponent

6P Load Range

v Poisson's Ratio

iii
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Q Flaw Shape Parameter

o Stress

Ac Stress Range

amax  Maximum Stress

ops Proof Stress

aOmi n  Minimum Stress

o u  Ultimate Tensile Strength

oa Yield Stress under Uniaxial Tension

A0net Stress Range on Net Section

R Minimum Load/Maximum Load

RI lR below which Crack Closure Occurs

rp Plastic Zone Size

P Crack Tip Radius

PO Notional Minimum Value of p

T Temperature

t Time

th Hold Time in Load Cycle

tr Rise Time in Load Cycle

to, .max Values of t at Minimum and Maximum
r r Environmentil Enhancement

V Potential Difference

V Reference Potential Difference0

V(a) Potential Difference at Crack Length, a

W Test Piece Width

0 Electric Potential

x, y Cartesian Co-ordinates

iv
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Y Compliance Function

Ohms

RECOMMENDED ABBREVIATIONS

BFS Back Face Strain

BRF Blunting Retardation Factor

CCP Centre Cracked Plate

COD Crack Opening Displacement

CT Compact Tension

CTB Crack Tip Blunting

DCPD Direct Current Potential Drop

EEF Environmental Enhancement Factor

LHE Localised Hydrogen Embrittlement

PD Potential Drop

SENB Single Edge Notched Bend

SENT Single Edge Notched Tension

SCC Stress Corrosion Cracking

SCF Stress Corrosion Fatigue

TCF True Corrosion Fatigue

T-Type WOL T-Type Wedge Open Loading

UTS Ultimate Tensile Strength

V
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A STUDY OF CORROSION FATIGUE CRACK INITIATION, GROWTH AND
THE THRESHOLD CONDITION UNDER VARIABLE AMPLITUDE LOADING

I.M. Austen* and E.F. Walker*

Variable amplitude corrosion fatigue is the major
cause of service failures and fatigue life is
dominated by crack initiation and growth at low
rates. Life predictions require research into
mechanisms and modelling and this paper describes
work on three areas. These are initiation from
notches, crack growth rates and threshold AK each
under constant and variable amplitude loading.
Results are considered in terms of quantitative
models based on mechanistic understanding.

INTRODUCTION

Fatigue is still the major cause of failure in metal structures or
components and in virtually every case the situation is complicated
in terms of investigation and prevention by at least one of the
following features:- (i) a corrosive environment which accelerates
failure rate, (ii) a stress history that is not simple constant
amplitude, (iii) a stress concentration, notch or crack-like defect.

Thus, understanding of variable amplitude corrosion fatigue
crack growth becomes the most important task in improving the
integrity of components and structures in service.

Quantitative information for preventative design and life
prediction can come either from modelling or from laboratory tests
which simulate the service condition. Accurate simulation of the
service environment implies not accelerated but real time testing.
Data acquisition rates are then directly related to the expected or
design life, typically tens of years. Accurate prediction from
models which can extrapolate to realistic fatigue life requirements

* British Steel Corporation, Swinden Laboratories, Rotherham, UK.
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necessitate precise mechanistic models which in the first
instance require validation against experimental data.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAME

A comprehensive experimental programme has been carried out and
full details and results will be published elsewhere (1). The
research addressed three areas of corrosion fatigue crack growth
and employed constant amplitude (CAL), block loading (BL) and
random loading (RL). The areas, with the total number of experi-
ments in each, were:- (i) initiation from notches (116),
(ii) crack growth rate (48), (iii) crack growth thresholds (32).

Steels Three steels were used in the research, two high strength
steels with tempered martensitic microstructures and a structural
steel with a ferrite/pearlite microstructure. The analysis and
properties of these steels are given in Tables 1 and 2.

TABLE I - Chemical Analyses (Wt. %)

Steel C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni V Cu Nb

BS4360- 0.155 0.36 1.24 0.019 0.025 0.045 0.025 0.04 - 0,06 0.03
50D

835M30 0.29 0.16 0.47 0.016 0.012 1.2 0.19 4.22 - - -

817M40 0.38 0.29 0.67 0.04 0.017 1.26 0.28 1.50 0.20 0.21 -

TABLE 2 - Basic Properties

Cy Ou Elongation R of A KIC KIH S
MPg MPa % % s/n MPa /m

BS4360-50D 353 504 31 65 62* 63

835M30 1291 1686 11 41 80 17.6

8171140 1166 1277 14 49 66 23.6

* not valid KIC

Computer Controlled Testing All tests used the DCPD technique for
monitoring initiation and growth of fatigue cracks. Calibrations
were derived experimentally and represented as third order polyno-
mials (2,3). Most of the tests were controlled and monitored
using a multi-tasking computer system developed at BSC Swinden
Laboratories (4). This system controls eight servohydraulic
fatigue machines simultaneously where each can perform a different
test type from a choice of eleven. Facilities are available for
CAL, BL and three types of narrow band random loading with testing
modes of increasing AK, constant AK or reducing AK. In addition,
strain controlled low cycle fatigue (LCF) testing is performed
using this system.
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Initiation From Notches Three point bend specimens of 817M140 steel,
10 x 30 x 140 mm, were used which contained notches 7.5 mm deep
with 0.076, 1.59, 3 and 11.75 mm root radius in addition to
fatigue pre-cracks. Fatigue tests were performed under CAL and
narrow band RL at stress ratios of 0.05 to 0.7 in air and in 3.5%
NaCl. For each combination, up to five tests were used to define
the minimum driving force for initiation, the cycles to initiate
cracks discernible by the 50 Mm resolution DCPD system and the
subsequent crack growth rates.

With a view to prediction of initiation life, LCF parameters
were established for this steel using both smooth and precorroded
specimens.

Crack Growth Rate The history effects of RL and BL on crack growth
rate as a function of AK were assessed using 20 mm thick CT speci-
mens of 835130 and BS4360-50D steels in air and aqueous environments.

The block loading consisted of simple single overloads
repeated after intervals of constant amplitude loading and also
more complex overload/underload and repeated overload sequences
were used, The random loading had clipping on both peaks and
trough with turning points linked by a ramp waveform with a
constant time period, The clipping necessarily altered the
specified mean and rms so each sequence was cycle counted by the
'Rainflow' method to produce accurate parameters for calculation
of AKrms for data presentation. Crack growth rate, da/dN, was
calculated using a five point sliding polynomial method using
logarithmic increments of crack length (1, 2).

Crack Growth Thresholds Automated threshold testing was carried
out using a constant K gradient, constant R, step load reduction
technique to establish AKth values at a growth rate of 2 x 10

- 1 1

m/c. This method is one of four outlined in a British Standard
Draft for Development to be published in the near future (5).
The AXK level was reduced according to:-

AXK = AKR exp [CK (a-a )] ... (1)

where CK, the normalised K gradient, was calculated from:-

CK = -0.35 RY ... (2)
[ AK

This provides a 10% reduction in the first step over an increment
of three times the maximum crack tip plastic zone size (1,5).
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RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND MODELLING

Initiation From Notches

Fracture Mechanics Approach Traditionally, initiation life, Ni,
has been correlated with the notional stress parameter AKi//p
where AKi is calculated assuming the notch depth is part of the
crack (2). This approach was shown to provide inadequate statist-
ical correlation for prediction purposes with a typical scatter
band width of two orders of magnitude on life (1). An alternative
fracture mechanics approach has been developed with the derivation
of a K solution for short cracks emanating from notches. The form
of short crack correction has been demonstrated by Smith and co-
workers (6,7) as:-

AK cac a n+H (D/p) +1 (3
Kcalc no

A] =  a +D .(3)

where values of the constant, H, are quoted as 7.09 (6) and
4.76 (7). The short crack parameter, 1 is given by:-0

- - i
I1 1A thl ... (4)

0 T1 I-

An alternative form to Equation (3) is now proposed which
allows H to be uniquely defined, independent of lo, by setting the
correction to unity for the case of a fatigue precrack; this gives:

aa D
AKcalc a n + H . __ . )

AKi an +D (5)

Substitution at a equal to 1 gives H simply as /Dpc, where pc is
the root radius o? a real fatigue crack. This correction factor
applies only when it is greater than unity and for crack lengths
less than 1o, an is set equal to 10. Using this approach, Fig. 1
shows the correlation with initiation life. Note that there are
some data points for initiation and subsequent arrest which could
also be predicted from Equation (5) with a knowledge of the propa-
gation threshold, AKth, for the appropriate environment and
loading mode. The lower bound to the data in Fig. 1, excluding
arrest points is:-

-4.29

N, = 3.92.107 AK calc for AKcalc > 2 MPa /m ... (6)

Local Stress Approach A; an alternative to tie fracture mechanics
approach, a local stress approach may be adopted so that initiation
life can be predicted from LCF parameters. Using Neuber's Rule,
it can be shown that:-
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Aalocal onet o kN - 4 o' (2N,) 2 b + 4 E.E'(2N )b+ (

A comparison is made in Fig. 2 between the data expressed in
terms of local stress, which has much reduced scatter, with the
prediction from LCF properties which gives an adequate lower bound
prediction.

Crack Growth Rate

As an illustrative example of the results obtained comparing
CAL, BL and RL corrosion fatigue crack growth rates, Fig. 3 shows
data for BS4360-50D steel in seawater at 1 Hz with a stress ratio
of 0.05.

Random Loading The RL results in Fig. 3 were obtained using a
Gaussian sequence with complete cycles. The crack growth behaviour,
when plotted in terms of AKrm s , fall just to the left of the CAL
data. The rms representation is not strictly valid as exact coin-
cidence can only occur when an equivalent AK parameter based on
the mth root of the mth moment of the RL sequence is used where m
is the slope of the Paris Law for CAL. The correction factor for
narrow band random loading iS (8)

AK h ' +lA~h / (, + 1)(8

AK '' "l (8)
rms

(where r is the gamma function from statistical tables).

In this particular case, the correction is to increase AK
values by 13.4% which would result in exact coincidence. Thisrms
implies that there are no net history effects and that all cycles
are damaging. In this sequence, the smallest cycles have the
highest stress ratio so most, if not all, of them are above their
respective AKth values. This conclusion further implies that
Miner's Rule of linear damage accumulation may be applied to
predict RL growth rates from CAL behaviour.

Block Loading Whilst narrow band RL with complete cycles appears
to produce no net history effects, the crack growth results in
Fig. 3 for periodic overloads clearly show retardations in growth
rate. In this case, single overloads 70% higher than the CAL
maximum were applied every 25 000 cycles.

Modelling of crack growth retardation due to overloads may be
tackled quantitatively using the residual stress intensity
approach (9) where the overload induces a compressive KR at the
crack tip which must be subtracted from the K and K tox m
leave AK f for calculation of growth rate. He origina form-
ulation 8 the model due to Willenborg (10) has
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K1 - K (9)1Rf 01, Z ma max""

ZOLj

In this research, this model has been refined to incorporate
so called 'delayed retardation' and 'overshoot' as follows:-

a1 -( Aa
- KOL Z.,a _max OL - - rev

OL CA OL

K 1- .. (10)
max zmax

ZOLJ

A full derivation is given elsewhere (1). The first term in
Equation 13 describes the decay in the overload effect which
becomes zero when the CAL maximum plastic zone boundary crosses
that due to the overload (Fig. 4c). The second term controls
delayed retardation where KR is in fact zero at the point of over-
load (Fig, 4a) and realises its greatest effect when the moving
crack tip crosses the reversed plastic zone boundary due to the
overload (Fig. 4b). The third term describes the overshoot
phenomena where growth rates surpass those expected in CAL (Fig.
4c and d). During this period KR is in fact negative and hence
increases both Kmax and Kmin thus raising the stress ratio. An
overshoot of growth rate than occurs if there is a strong stress
ratio effect in CAL growth rate response.

Prediction based on Equation 13 is compared to measured
growth rates in Fig. 3 where agreement is good. However this model
remains simplistic in that threshold and crack closure aspects are
not yet included. Current research is considering this and also
considering multiple overload effects and the reduced retardation
effects from overload-underload combinations. Even the single
overload case is not fully resolved as not only beneficial retard-
ation and even arrest can occur, but also bursts of ductile crack
extension which dramatically increase crack length and reduce life
can result from overloads. These may be modelled from CAL behav-
iour close to fracture and a J integral resistance curve can be used
to provide a basis.

Crack Growth Thresholds The AKth values obtained by CAL and RL
testing of 835M30 and BS4360-50D steels are given in Table 4.

These results show that in the low strength BS4360-50D steel,
thresholds at low R are higher in seawater due to corrosion blunt-
ing (2) and thresholds under RL are higher than under CAL due to
history effects. By contrast, thresholds in the high strength
835M30 steel are low in corrosion fatigue presumably because
environmentally enhanced growth lowers the AK at the cut off growth
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rate. The RL results for this steel are not so affected by history
effects as the plastic zone sizes are smaller and growth rates out
of affected zones are faster.

TABLE 4 - Threshold AK Value (in MPs/m) For 835M30 And
BS4360-50D Steels

Stress Ratio
Steel Loading Environment 0.05 0,25 0.5 0.75

835M30 CAL Air 4.53 3.90 3.48 2.89
Water 2.84 2.74 2.36 1.57

RL Air 7.28 5.41 2.60 1.98
Water 4.95 3.82 2.61

BS4360-50D CAL Air 6.29 4.57 5.48 3.95
Water 8.75 6.57 5.25 3.76

RL Air 8.69 8.24 8.50 6.81
Seawater 7.67 7.21 7.75 6.05

Under RL, AKth values are characterised by a single value of
AKrms.  Conceptually, growth will proceed if the one largest cycle
in the test block is damaging, but at a growth rate equal to the
CAL growth rate divided by the block length. Consequently, RL
threshold testing should either be continued to very much lower cut
off growth rates, which is impracticable, or should be carried out
over a range of block lengths to determine AKth by extrapolation.

It is known that AKth tends towards 2 MPa /m in steels as R
tends towards unity in CAL testing and since random sequences
contain all R values, this value may be assumed for life prediction
purposes. However, this assumes a complete lack of history effects
which are particularly prevalent at near threshold growth rates
leading to high AKth values which depend on both the RL sequence
and on crack length.

The existence of a positive threshold for non-propagating
cracks implies that the driving force for crack advance is zero and
that this only occurs when the crack is closed throughout the
fatigue cycle by various mechanisms of crack closure (1).
Plastically induced closure occurs at a constant K (Kci); oxide
induced closure occurs at a constant AK (AKox) at the threshold.
Toughness induced closure occurs as the result of a change in
propagation mechanism below a Knax level (Kax) and thereafter at a
fixed proportion (a) of Kmax at a constant stress. Thorough
consideration of the interaction of these closure mechanisms (1)
reveals that there are only four relations governing the dependence
of AKth on stress ratio depending on the combination of the
parameters Kcl, tKox, Kg , a and R:-
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AKth = (Kcl + AKox)(1-R) or AKox

or AK (l-R)/(l - a) or K* (1-R) ... (11)
ox max

The appropriate boundary conditions for each relation are given in
(1).

To illustrate the complexity of closure mechanisms, Fig. 5
shows a schematic illustration of the course of a AK decreasing
threshold test where AK is modified to AKeff which becomes zero at
threshold.

Clearly, acquisition of threshold data is time consuming and
expensive so a database has been compiled of over 1000 AKth values
for steels ranging in yield strength from 114 to 2050 MPa and in
various environments. This is mounted on an IBM-XT computer and
has interactive interrogation and facilities for graphical display
and hard copy. It incorporates the steels data from (11)
together with more recently published information and it is
periodically updated.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Variable amplitude corrosion fatigue life consists notionally
of four phases:- (i) initiation - an incubation period of cycles
for crack formation, (ii) initial growth - where growth at AK
levels above a threshold is discontinuous, not all cycles are
damaging and growth rate can be significantly influenced by
history effects, (iii) propagation - where the Paris Law governs
continuous growth and da/dN correlates with AKh for narrow band
RL, (iv) failure - rapid increase in growth rate as instability is
approached though ductile crack extension and even premature
failure can be caused by high peak loads.

This paper serves to demonstrate the extent to which research
has been successful in quantitative modelling within these
categories. Attention has necessarily been focussed on the first
two as most cycles accumulate here and dominate total life. The
current position is that:- (i) initiation can be predicted from
LCF properties, (ii) initial growth can be modelled using short
crack AK corrections and measurements (or predictions) of threshold
AK and near propagation threshold growth rates, (iii) corrosion
fatigue enhancement of crack propagation can be modelled predict-
ively (1, 2, 4, 12, 13), (iv) narrow band RL can be assessed using
CAL information and Miner's Rule, (v) simple overload effects on
growth rate can be quantitatively modelled.

Several problems remain. One is the requirement to model
complex history effects, via plastic zone interactions, on a cycle
by cycle basis. This must also include predicting the crack
extensions during fatigue with large peak loads. A second major
problem is cycle counting and the subsequent ordering of cycles in
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a RL sequence as all history effects are dependent on K and hence
crack size so the order in which cycles occur can significantly
influence response and hence total life.

Prediction of variable amplitude corrosion fatigue life is
therefore a real possibility provided that research continues to
generate the appropriate models or data. Then prediction of each
phase of life becomes a matter of appropriate computer programming.
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ADDITIONAL SYMBOLS

a = starting crack length (m)
5

a = crack length from a notch (m)n

b = fatigue strength component

c = fatigue ductility exponent

CK  = normalised K gradient (m-
2

D = notch depth, (m)

H = constant (m)

kt = cyclic strain hardening coefficient (MPa)

K* = minimum K for roughness induced closure (MPa m)
max

KR  = residual K due to overload (MPa Vm)

KOL = Kma x at overload (MPa m)

AK = AK corrected for short cracks (MPa Am)calc

AK = effective AK (MPa Vm)eff

AKh  = equivalent AK in RL (MPa /m)

AK. = initial value of AK (MPa Im)
1

AK = AK at threshold due to oxide induced closure (MPa /m)ox

AK = root mean square AK (MPa IA)rms

1 = short crack parameter (m)0

n' = cyclic strain hardening exponent

R = stress ratio
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Zmax = maximum plastic zone diameter for CAL
CA

Zrev = reversed plastic zone diameter for CAL
CA

Zma
x  

= overload maximum plastic zone diameter
OL

zrev = overload reversed plastic zone diameter
OL

= closure factor

= fatigue ductility coefficient

PC = fatigue crack tip radius (m)

af = fatigue strength coefficient (MPa)

AOlocal = local stress range (MPa)

A0O = fatigue limit (MPa)
0
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EFFECTS OF CORROSION AND CATHODIC PROTECTION ON

CRACK GROWTH IN OFFSHORE PLATFORM STEELS IN SEA WATER:

EINAR BARDAL*

Corrosion fatigue of steel for offshore platforms
has been studied at SINTEF since 1973. Particularly,
the following subjects have been given much attention:
Near threshold crack growth, measurement of very low
crack growth rates, effects of corrosion and cathodic
protection at different crack growth levels, mecha-
nisms of the effects of cathodic protection and the
total effects of corrosion and cathodic protection on
fatigue crack growth life. The paper gives a review
of the most important of these results, which are com-
pareo with results reported in the literature.

INTRODUCTION

Due to long service lives required from offshore steel structures
and the uncertainties involved with acceleration of fatigue tests
in corrosive environments, realistic endurance data for these
conditions cannot be obtained by conventional SN tests (1). For
welded joints, however, fracture mechanics methods and crack growth
data offer a possibility of extrapolation of SN-curves into the
high cycle region. In this connection there is a need for very
slow crack growth data, and an experimental program was established
in 1975 to obtain such data.

Two main features have characterized the experimental eftords to
obtain sufficient amount of data from the low crack growth rate
region:

i) The application of multi single edge notch (MSEN) specimens,
each of which contains 6 cracks to be studied simultaneously.
The specimen, the experimental rig and the set up have been
described elsewhere (2).

ii) The development and application of a crack growth measuring
method and equipment, based on the potential drop technique
with pulsed direct current, by which a particularly high
accuracy and stability was obtained (3)(4)(5).

*) The Corrosion Centre/Division of Materials and Processes,

SINTEF, N-7034 Trondheim-NTH. Nnrway
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In addition to the experiments with MSEN-specimens, some special
tests have been carried out with CT-specimens in order to study the
effects of calcareous deposits formed on the crack surfaces (6).

When results from experiments with natural sea water are compared
with corresponding results obtained in synthetic sea water, no
significant difference is found (7). Most of the experiments
referred to in this review are carried out with synthetic sea
water. The investigated steel is BS 4360-50D.

In early experiments at SINTEF, no significant difference between
the crack growth rates at a frequency of 0.167 Hz (representing an
average wave frequency in the North Sea) and those at 1 Hz was
fougd in the low growth rate region investigated (da/dN < 2 x
10- m/cycle) (2). This result applies to conditions of free
corrosion as well as of cathodic protection. Because of this, most
experiments in synthetic sea water have been carried out with a
frequency of I Hz in order to reduce the test time. Results from
other laboratories show, however, that the frequency has a remark-
able effect at high growth rates (8).

In the early experimental work, effects of crack depth were also in-
vestigated (2). The strongest effect of crack depth on growth rate
was found in the case of free corrosion and low stress ratio. The
growth rates under these conditions are higher in shallow (1-3 mm)
than in deep (3-7 mm) cracks. The effects of crack depth were
further described and discussed in refs. (2) and (3).

EFFECTS OF CORROSION AND CATHODIC PROTECTION ON CRACK GROWTH
RATES AND THRESHOLD VALUES.

Fig. I shows an example of crack growth results in the low growth
rate region under free corrosion. The stress ratio R = 0.5 in this
case. A curve representing the average results in Fig. I is shown
in Fig. 2 in comparison with similar curves from MSEN-tests under
other conditions.

Fig. 2 shows that the crack growth rate increases with increasing
stress ratio R under free corrosion. The effect of R is less clear
under cathodic protection. In both cases the threshold value of
stress intensity rangeAK decreases with increasing stress
ratio. It is well known that this is also the case in air, as
shown in the figure.

Fig. 2 shows the effegts of corrosion and cathodic protection on
growth rates ( 2 x 10- m/cycle at two different R-levels. At
R = O.2-O.1 there are only small differences between the results
for air, free corrosion and cathodic protection. Taking into con-
sideration that the shown results are mainly from deep cracks
(3-10 mm), this is in agreement with results published earlier (2).
At R = 0.5, however, free corrosion in sea water gives consider-
ably higher crack growth rates and lower threshold value than air
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exposure, while cathodic protection has the opposite effects com-
pared with air. This is also shown in Fig. 10 and found n other
investigations (9).

The reason for the higher threshold value under cathodic protection

compared with air was studied by means of special tests with CT -
specimens in air as well as in 3 % NaCl-solution and synthetic sea
water under cathodic protection (-800 mV SCE) (6).

The purpose of the three different environmental conditions was to
obtain three different conditions on the crack surfaces i) a rela-
tively thin oxide layer (air), ii) no deposit (3 % NaCl solution
and cathodic protection) and iii) a thicker calcareous deposit
(synthetic sea water and cathodic protection).

The results are to be compared with the crack closure models (10)
(11). The model developed by Suresh and Richie (10) analyses the
effect of a wedge inside the crack. The important parameters are
shown to be the thickness, d, of the wedge (thickness of deposit)
and its distance, 1, from the crack tip. More sophisticated
models also take into account the rigidity of the wedge (11). The
output from the models is the effect of the wedge upon the stress
intensity factor at which closure occurs, expressed as K =

f(l, d, E ---), where E is Youngs modulus. The driving ? rce for
crack growth thus will be reduced from the nominal M to an effec-
tive&Keff = Kmax - Kcl

The specimens were tested at a frequency of 10 Hz, with a stress
ratio of 0.1 and t = 200C.Load shedding (succesive reduction ofAK
in small steps in order to avoid any effect of load history upon
crack growth rate) was done in accordance with ASTM E647-78T.
The load shedding was performed in the same environment as the
following main test. The main test was run at constant load
amplitude. For the specimen tested in synthetic sea water,it was,
however, necessary to increase the load in three steps of 5 % in
order to obtain a steady crack growth. In agreement with the model
of crack closure and observations reported below, this indicates
growth of a calcareous deposit on the crack surfaces.

The results of this is shown by the obtained crack growth data in
Fig. 3. The just mentioned growth of the deposit during the
experiment in seawater with cathodic protection leads to a scatter
of the data points for this case. The curve suggested to the right
is assumed to represent the final stage of .his process.

After the crack growth tests were finished the specimens were
broken open and crack surface deposits were analysed in SEM by use
of EOAX. Examples of analysis at two different distances from the
crack tip are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
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It is shown that the Ca/Mg ratio increases with increasing distance
from the crack tip. Realizing that increasing distance means increa-
sing exposure time, this result is in accordance with several repor-
ted analyses of calcareous deposits formed under cathodic polarization.

Thickness measurements of the deposits were also carried out, in
the following way: Nickel was deposited on the crack surfaces with
the aim to isolate the calcareous deposits between the nickel layer
and the steel. Then the crack with the deposit was cross sectioned
and the cross section was studied in optical and scanning electron
microscopes. Examples of micrographs with corresponding EDAX analy-
sis with respect to Ca at two different distances from the crack tip
are shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9. The thickness of the deposit bet-
ween steel and Ni a few mm from the crack tip is typically of the
order of lOwm, and the existence of Ca in the deposit is evident.

The crack growth results in Fig. 3 show a good correspondance with
the crack closure model. The anticipated thin oxide layer on the
air exposed specimens (spec. 1 and 2) gives some increase in the
threshold value compared with the spec. 3, which ideally should be
free of any crack surface layer. The thick calcareous deposit (spec.

4), however, gives a much greater increase. Inserting our thickness
observations in Fig. 8 in the crack closure model developed by
Suresh and Richie (12) we obtain a K value of 7-8 MPa/m,
which can explain most of the differgnce in the nominal threshold
value indicated in Fig. 3.

The above results support the crack closure model and indicate that
the numinal AK is strongly affected by surface deposits. The
calculation resSts in ref. (10) shows that K is rather sensi-
itive to variation in deposit thickness in thi actual region. There-
fore, the crack closure concept also can explain the large variation
in experimentally determined threshold values.

In Fig. 10 mean crack growth curves from tests at R = 0.5 in air,
under free corrosion in sea water and with cathodic protection at
two different potentials are shown. The curves are based on crack
growth data from our work at SINTEF combined with comparable data
from UKAEA, Harwell, UK (8). It is seen that free corrosion in sea
water gives higher growth rates than exposure in air at all growth
levels. On the other hand, the effect of cathodic protection at
high growth rates are quite opposite to that at low rates. The
increased crack growth due to cathodic protection at high growth
rates is explained by hydrogen development and embrittlement. The
varioas effects of corrosion and cathodic protection are further
discussed in ref. (7).

PREDICTION OF EFFECTS OF CORROSION AND CATHODIC PROTECTION
ON FATIGUE-LIFE BY MEA-NS OF CRACK GROWTH DATA.

It has been shown (7)(12) that the effects of cathodic protection
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compared with free corrosion as well as with air exposure can be
completely different for conditions resulting in fatigue lives of
40-300 years, as compared to conditions producing lives of 1-10
years. Such differences can not be disclosed by SN tests, where
the whole life is spent in the test. However, long time effects of
environmental conditions can be shown by fatigue life calculations
based on fracture mechanics and crack growth data, assuming that
reliable data are available at low stress intensity ranges near to
the threshold value AK h. That procedure is based on the
knowledge that the major part of the fatigue life of welded joints
in plates and tubulars is spent on crack growth under conditions
that can be described by linear elastic fracture mechanics.

Some results of fatigue life calculations are presented in this
section. Appropriate data for tests conducted with variable ampli-
tude loading are scarce. Therefore a linear load distribution has
been assumed, and the crack growth was calculated based on the con-
stant amplitude growth rate curves in Fig. 10. It should be obser-
ved that by using this approach, possible sequence effects escape
attention.

The loading and geometrical conditions for the calculations are
shown in ref. (7). Examples of results for two different cases
are shown in Figs. 11 and 12.

Fig. 11 represents a case with a small initial defect and a con-
stant nominal stress spectrum as the crack propagates. With such
a small initial defect, the crack growth data in the low growth
rate region in the da/dN - AK diagram (Fig. 10) dominate. The
result is that free corrosion decreases the life by a factor of
three, while a normal and a high degree of cathodic protection
increases life by the same factor. Both comparisons refer to life
in air.

Fig. 12 on the other hand represents a case with a larger initial
defect, pertinent to a practical situation where the defect has
eScaped detection after fabrication. In addition, redistribution
of stresses during crack growth is assumed, so that AK does not
increase with time (time independent AK-spectrum). In this case
(Fig. 12) it is seen that the relative effect of free corrosion
comparea with air exposure is the same as for the small initial
defect (Fig. ±I). The consequence of the larger defect is, how-
ever, that a moderate degree of cathodic protection does not increase
the life above that of free corrosion, and overprotection reduces the
fatique life further (in the example by a factor of 2 compared with
free corrosion, but this may be a rather extreme case (7).

These results tally with SN results trom other investigations con-
cerning the effect of tree corrosion. Further, they indicate that
catnodic protection is no better and some times worse than free
corrosion at higher stress intensity levels possible in real struc-
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tures, but even better than air exposure at low stress intensity
levels (small initial defects). The latter result is due to the
higher threshold value which is obtained under formation of calcare-
ous deposits. In practice, one can probably not rely upon these
deposits, and design fatigue life in sea water under cathodic pro-
tection should not be assumed higher than in air under any circum-
stances.

The applied geometrical model is simplified, but the calculation is
thought to be relevant for other geometries as well (7)(12).
Possible sequence effects which are not included in the calcula-
tion, are not expected to affect the main trend in the results.

CONCLUSIONS

Application of multi single edge notched (MSEN) specimens and
development of a crack growth measuring method and equipment with
particularly high accuracy and stability made it possible to obtain
considiiable amognts of crack growth data at low growth rates
(2x0 -O - 2x10 - m/cycle).

The threshold value, AK decreases with increasing stress ratio
both in air and in sea wter with and without cathodic protection.

At a stress ratio R = 0.5, free corrosion in sea water gives consider-
ably higher crack growth rates and lower threshold value than does air
exposure, while cathodic protection has the opposite effects compared
with air (in the low growth rate region). The reason for the higher
threshold value under cathodic protection is most probably the
existence of calcareous deposits formed on the crack surfaces. The
results support the crack closure model. Crack surface deposits and
crack closure may also explain the large variation in experimentally
determined threshold values under cathodic protection.

Free corrosion in sea water gives higher crack growth rates than air
exposure at all levels of crack growth. The effect of cathodic pro-
tection at high growth rates is to accelerate the growth further,
and thus it is quite opposite to that at low growth rates. In accor-
dance with these results, free corrosion in sea water reduces fati-
gue life compared to air exposure under different conditions, while
cathodic protection affects fatigue life in completely different
ways depending on geometrical and loading conditions. Under long
life conditions (small initial defects) cathodic protection may
give longer life than air exposure. With larger initial defects,
cathodic protection may give even shorter life than free corrosion.
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THE INFLUENCE OF CRACK CONDITIONS
ON HYDROGEN UPTAKE BY STEELS

R.A. Cottis, E.A. Taqi and M. Haji-Ghassemi*

Investigations into the chemical conditions existing within
simulated cracks have shown that an increased hydrogen
overpotential may be obtained when the external surface of a
sample is anodically polarized. This work has examined the
hydrogen uptake by the steel directly, using a conventional
hydrogen permeation electrode set into the wall of a simulated
crack. This has confirmed that high hydrogen uptake rates
may be obtained with anodic polarization. Additional tests
using an occluded cell around a slow strain rate test-piece
have demonstrated the possibility of hydrogen embrittlement
under anodic polarization, the fractographic features observed
at -500 mV (SCE) and -1200 mV (SCE) being essentially
identical.

INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that the enhanced growth rate of corrosion fatigue
cracks in steels in seawater is due to the effect of hydrogen produced by the
corrosion reaction. Furthermore it is clear that the chemical and electro-
chemical conditions in the crack and on the external surface of the steel will
control the rate of the hydrogen evolution reaction. The chemical changes
occurring within real and simulated corrosion fatigue cracks have been
investigated by several workers (1-11). Their work suggests that the pH and
potential within the crack changes in a co-ordinated fashion such that the
hydrogen overpotential remains relatively small at intermediate potential ranges,
a significant driving force for hydrogen evolution only being obtained at external
potentials below -1000 mV (SCE). However, there was an indication in work
by Alavi and Cottis (10) that a significant driving force for hydrogen evolution
might also occur at more positive external potentials, typically in the range
-600 mV (SCE) and above. This was clearly of great significance for the
interpretation of the results of fatigue tests performed at more positive
potentials, since the electrochemical measurements implied that enhanced
corrosion fatigue crack growth rates might be attributable to hydrogen
embrittlement, rather than the more obvious explanation of anodic dissolution.
The argument that hydrogen embrittlement can occur at anodic potentials is not

* Corrosion and Protection Centre, UMIST,

P.O. Box 88, Manchester M60 10D, UK.
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a new one, and Barth et al. (12) have demonstrated the occurrence of
hydrogen embrittlement on plane surfaces in aerated solution, although the
electrochemical processes responsible for the embrittlement were not explained.
Despite this evidence the role of hydrogen embrittlement at anodic potentials
has not been taken very seriously, and the work reported here was intended to
obtain more direct evidence of the relationship between crack electrochemistry,
hydrogen uptake and hydrogen embrittlement. Both static and fatigue-cycled
simulated cracks have been studied, and the results validated using the constant
extension rate test in an occluded cell.

MATERIAL

The experiments were performed on a structural steel to BS 4360 Grade 50E.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Simulated-crack hydrogen permeation measurement

The experiments used a simulated crack formed between a steel block and
a Perspex (poly-methyl methacrylate) cover plate. The crack was parallel-
sided with a width determined by the thickness of a PTFE gasket which was
used to seal the sides of the crack. A recess was machined in the block and
the cover-plate which provided a solution reservoir at the mouth of the crack,
and also allowed for the insertion of secondary and reference electrodes for the
control of the external potential. Miniature glass pH electrodes were mounted
in the cover plate, together with Ag/AgCI electrodes for the measurement of
chloride concentration and Agar gel/KCI salt bridges. The latter connected to
saturated calomel reference electrodes for the measurement of local potential,
and to act as references for pH and chloride measurements. In addition to
these measurements of electrochemical conditions within the crack, the rate of
hydrogen permeation through a region of the crack wall was also measured.
This was achieved by machining a recess 12 mm in diameter in the rear of the
steel block, leaving a membrane approximately 0.4 mm thick in the crack
wall. The exterior surface of this membrane was electroplated with palladium.
A polypropylene electrochemical cell was inserted into the recess and sealed
against the membrane with an O-ring. This cell contained 0.1 M NaOH
solution together with a nickel oxide electrode extracted from a nickel-
cadmium rechargeable cell. The nickel oxide electrode was electrically
connected to the steel block via a zero-resistance ammeter. This maintained
the potential of the palladium -plated surface of the membrane at approximately
+360 mV (SCE), which ensured that all dissolved hydrogen reaching the
membrane was oxidized to hydrogen ions. Consequently the current flowing in
the external circuit was directly related to the flux of hydrogen leaving the
membrane.

Fatigue-cycled simulated crack

In order to ensure that the crack mouth-opening displacement was
realistic, the dimension and displacement of the simulated crack were based on
the calculated values for a fatigue crack in steel. The relevant notional test
conditions used were: crack length 60 mm, stress intensity factor range (AK)
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38 MPa /m and cyclic frequency 0.25 Hz. The design of the simulated crack
was similar to that of the static crack described above, except that the Perspex
cover-plate was sealed onto the steel block by means of side-mounted strips
of silicone rubber. The compliance of the rubber allowed the mouth of the
crack to be opened by means of a cam attached to a small electric motor.
The crack shape was essentially triangular, the Perspex cover plate remaining in
contact with the steel block at the crack tip throughout the cycle. As with the
static crack, facilities were provided for the measurement of pH, chloride
concentration and potential within the crack, and the rate of hydrogen
permeation through the crack wall.

Constant extension rate test with occluded cell

A third simulated crack was produced in which the crack geometry was
less clearly defined, but in which the metal could be strained to simulate the
conditions occurring at the tip of a fatigue or stress corrosion crack. It was
not possible to undertake hydrogen permeation measurements in this case, but
the effect of the hydrogen on the mechanical properties of the steel provided
an indirect measure of the rate of hydrogen generation. The CERT test used
a conventional test machine developed at Newcastle University. The specimen
configuration is shown in Figure 1. This used a silicone rubber tube mounted
around the gauge length of the specimen. pH, potential and chloride electrodes
were sealed into this tube using cold-curing silicone rubber compound, while a
small hole in the tube provided reasonably reproducible mass transport conditions.

RESULTS

Static crack

The electrochemical conditions in the crack and the rate of hydrogen
permeation through the crack wall is shown in Figure 2, together with the
overpotential for hydrogen evolution, calculated from the pH and potential
within the crack. It can be seen that the rate of hydrogen permeation tends
to follow the hydrogen overpotential in a reasonably consistent fashion.
Furthermore the hydrogen overpotential becomes more negative and the rate of
hydrogen permeation increases as the potential is made more positive. The
effect of small additions of sulphide to the solution varies according to the
applied potential and the concentration of sulphide. In contrast with
expectations from work in acid solution the effect of sulphide is not always to
increase the rate of hydrogen permeation, and even when it does increase, the
magnitude of the increase is relatively modest.

Fatigue-cycled crack

Unfortunately, problems were experienced with high and variable
background currents in the hydrogen permeation measurements in the
fatigue-cycled crack. In Figure 3 the majority of the hydrogen permeation
values have been estimated from the hydrogen overpotential calculated from the
crack pH and potential values. In general it can be seen that the behaviour in
terms of crack potential and pH is changed relatively little compared to the
static crack. This is consistent with the predictions of the model developed by
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Turnbull (13). However, when viewed in terms of the hydrogen overpotential,
it is clear that the slightly higher pH in the fatigue-cycled crack at anodic
potentials leads to a significantly more positive hydrogen overpotential, and
hence (presumably) a lower hydrogen uptake. The pH will presumably fall
closer to that observed in the static crack at lower cyclic frequencies, and it
may be significant that the test frequency was in the middle of the range
where frequency is found to affect crack growth rates. It can also be seen
that the estimated permeation current does not match with the measured
current. Where measurements were able to be made, the estimated current is
of the order of ten times that which was measured. This may simply be an
indication of the difficulty of extrapolating from hydrogen overpotential
measurements, since these are particularly sensitive to errors in the
measurement of pH and potential. Alternatively it may indicate that hydrogen
recombination poisons, such as hydrogen sulphide, are building up in the static
crack.

CERT tests

The effect of applied external potential on the reduction of area in the
CERT test is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the steel is embrittled
both with cathodic and anodic polarization, and the change in reduction of area
is consistent with the hydrogen permeation current measured in the static
simulated crack. The fractographic features observed at extreme anodic and
cathodic potentials (Figures 5 and 6) appear virtually identical, and it is clear
that hydrogen embrittlement is occurring at the anodic potential.

DISCUSSION

The behaviour of the crevice and the specimen in the CERT test with
cathodic polarization is consistent with intuitive expectations and with much
other work, consequently this aspect of the behaviour will not be explicitly
considered here.

The behaviour observed with anodic polarization is somewhat more
unexpected, despite previous observations by others (12). The results of the
hydrogen permeation measurements, the observed hydrogen overpotential and the
failure times and fractography of the CERT tests all imply that hydrogen
embrittlement is occurring at the anodic potentials. In terms of the
electrochemical conditions in the crack the increased hydrogen overpotential
results from the pH continuing to fall while the external potential is raised,
whereas the crack potential appears to be limited to around 600 mV (SCE).
To consider the significance of this observation we must first see why the
overpotential tends to remain relatively constant in the intermediate potential
range. In the quasi-equilibrium conditions which develop in the crack after a
few hours the oxygen concentration within the crevice is negligeable, and the
primary reactions occurring are :

Fe -+ Fe2 +  + 2e 1.

Fe2 + + H2 0 -4 Fe(OH) 2 - H +  2.
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2H* -+- 2e- - H2  3.

In the intermediate potential range, where the hydrogen overpotential
remains relatively constant, it is proposed that the pH in the crack is controlled
by the precipitation of ferrous hydroxide, the net reaction being:

Fe + 2H20 -* Fe(OH) 2 + 2H - 2e- 4.

This reaction has a potential/pH relationship which follows that of the
hydrogen equilibrium, the potential at any given pH being about 50 mV above
the I atmosphere hydrogen equilibrium.

As the potential rises and the pH falls an additional reaction must take
over in order to explain the tendency of the crevice pH/potential to fall below
the hydrogen equilibrium line. A possible hydrolysis reaction is

Fe2 4 +- -H20 + CW- Fe(OH)CI -- H +  5.

giving a net reaction

Fe + H20 - C1 - Fe(OH)CI -- H + - 2e 6.

Because of the 2:1 ratio of electrons to hydrogen ions in this reaction the
slope of the line on the E-pH diagram is half that of the hydrogen
equilibrium line, giving the overall behaviour indicated in Figure 7.

Whatever the cause of the observed potential-pH behaviour, there can be
little doubt of the resultant hydrogen embrittlement with anodic polarization.
While this work relates to conditions in cracks or simulated cracks, similar
behaviour for plain specimens in aerated solution has been observed by Barth et
al. (12). Consequently very great care must be taken in using observations of
enhanced crack growth rates at anodic potentials as an argument against a
hydrogen embrittlement mechanism of crack growth.

CONCLUSIONS

Enhanced hydrogen uptake and hydrogen embrittlement in steel can occur
with both anodic and cathodic applied potentials.

The enhanced hydrogen uptake in conditions of aitodic :I|a,'ization occurs
because the crack becomes acid more rapidly than the potential rises, thereby
increasing the overpotential for hydrogen evolution.
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MODELING THE EFFECT OF SULFUR ON THE THRESHOLD ENVIRONMENTAL

CRACKING RATE OF STEELS IN HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER

Peter L. Andresen

The effect of metallurgical sulfur on the environmental
crack growth rates of steels in high temperature water
is modeled based on crack tip transport considerations.
Contributions of sulfide dissolution are integrated with
the effects of water chemistry (corrosion potential,
solution conductivity, and convection) to determine the
crack tip chemistry. This knowledge is coupled with
oxidation kinetics measurements for various materials
and calculated crack tip strain rates to provide predic-
tions of steady state and threshold crack growth rates.
The model provides a unified understanding of water and
material chemistry effects in low alloy, carbon, and
stainless steels as well as Inconels.

INTRODUCTION

The sub-critical, environmental crack growth rate of low alloy and
carbon steels in high temperature water is dependent on numerous vari-
ables, including mechanics parameters (stress intensity, load ratio,
waveform and frequency) and water and material chemistry parameters
(dissolved oxygen / corrosion potential, external solution conduc-
tivity, fluid velocity and number, type, orientation and morphology of
MnS inclusions) (1-3). These parameters are also known to influence
growth rates in high temperature aqueous environments of stainless
steels and Inconels (4-10), suggesting that a generalized model may
exist to account for water and material chemistry effects.

In deaerated environments, crack growth rate enhancement can
occur in steels containing more than about 0.015% sulfur (11) (Figure
1), resulting in rates above the ASME XI wet (1980) code evaluation
curves. The 'high sulfur' rates are not sustained as the stress inten-
sity range or frequency is progressively lowered, giving rise to
threshold behavior which varies with system parameters and exhibits
hysteresis (i.e., the threshold is dependent on whether it is
approached by decreasing or increasing K, frequency, etc) (1-3).

A quantitative model developed to account for these observations
has been formulated on the hypothesis that the primary influence of
metallurgical sulfur (segregated to inclusions or grain boundaries)

* General Electric CRD, PO Box 9 Room 3A43, Schenectady, NY 12301
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is, in combination with water chemistry parameters, to establish the
crack tip chemistry. The concept implies an inter-relationship
between growth rate and crack tip chemistry and inherently predicts
hysteresis since the threshold condition is related to crack tip chem-
istry and growth rate, not loading parameters per.se. Thus compared
to an initially 'high' sulfur crack tip condition, starting from a
'low' sulfur condition requires a higher stress intensity or frequency
to achieve the critical growth rate / chemistry.

This paper will describe a framework for integrating the effects
of various water chemistry parameters to determine the crack tip chem-
istry. The effect of material chemistry (i.e., sulfur) will then be
incorporated into this framework via an iterative solution. Other
alloy composition / processing effects (e.g., chromium content or
depletion in stainless steels) are independently accounted for via the
oxidation / passivation kinetics as a function of crack tip chemistry.
The material and environment contributions are expressed in the form
of a single parameter, 'n', which is consistent with theoretical con-
siderations (4,9). Coupling of 'n' with crack tip strain rate, calcu-
lated from engineering mechanics parameters, permits prediction of
crack growth rates (9,10).

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

Purely analytical solutions to 2- and 3-dimensional mass transport
equations which incorporate the effects of ordinary (Fickian) diffu-
sion, ionic migration and convection are complex and critically depen-
dent on assumptions of arguable validity. Thus crack tip chemistry
studies were undertaken to experimentally simulate the effects of the
three components of liquid mass transport:

Ci i i ZiiFCi * V  + Ci • V (1)

where J is the flux, D is the diffusion coefficient, C is the con-
centration, Z is the cAarge per ion, p, is the ionic motility, F is
Faraday's constant, V0 is the potential gradient, and V is the velo-
city field.

TheRroom temperature simulation experiments were performed using
a Teflon specimen of dimension similar to a 25 mm compact tension
specimen with the crack simulated by a 0.46 mm or 0.076 mm machined
slot 23.6 mm long (9). Crack chemistry was monitored using an array
of 20, 2 mm diameter chloride ion sensitive probes, which fit snugly
into vertical holes in the specimen and were positioned flush with the
top surface of the crack.

The expeiiments examined the effects of mass transport by deter-
mining the chloride ion activity versus time at various locations in
the simulated crack. Two basic types of experiments were performed.
Ordinary diffusion and convection were studied by placing the specimen
into a large reservoir of dilute KC1 (typically 0,001 N), then intro-
ducing a more concentrated KCI solution (typically 0.3 N) into the
crack and observing the decay in concentration in the crack with time.
The effects of density induced flow were overcome by equalizing the
solution densities using a non-ionic solute in the reservoir.
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a - f(n) . (3)-- " ct

The goal of this paper is to establish a fundamental, quantitative
basis for determining 'n' as a function of corrosion potential, solu-
tion conductivity, fluid velocity, metallurgical sulfur content, alloy
type, etc. The basis for and formulation of the crack tip strain rate
as a function of stress intensity, frequency, load ratio, etc has been
developed primarily by Ford (3,9,10).

Crack Tip Chemistry - Water Chemistry Effects

The results of the experimental simulation of crack tip chemistry
are voluminous and presented in detail elsewhere (9). In the absence
of convective transport, the effect on the crack tip chemistry (anion
concentration) of external solution conductivity and the potential
gradient is summarized in Figure 3 (lower left). The external solu-
tion conductivity, C establishes a minimum crack tip chemistry,
C .condition which eS enhanced by a factor which is exponentially
re~ated to the potential difference, AO, via:

C a C 100.4 - C 316
A
O (4)ct ext ext

This prediction of crack tip chemistry assumes a critical crack length
to height aspect ratio (>10 - 50), based primarily on the requirement
that no oxygen be present at the crack tip. It is also assumed to
scale to actual crack geometries and higher temperatures, since the
effects of aspect ratio, crack length, path tortuosity, etc tend to be
normalized for 'symmetrical' transport (where [1) the competing ele-
ments of transport, e.g., ordinary diffusion and ionic migration, are
similarly influenced (via the Einstein relationship between dif-
fusivity and mobility) by variations in the transport path and [2]
where the source and sink for, e.g., sulfur anions are identical).
Thus transport crack tip, or when convection contributes to transport
since factors which influence the velocity field in crack may not
similarlv affect the diffusivity.

The potential gradient is established by the difference in corro-
sion potential between the crack mouth (the corrosion potential as
normally measured) and tip (which, since oxygen is absent, is -0.5 to
-0. Vsh for the pH range / anion levels of interest). The anion
enhancement at the crack tip results from ionic current flow in the
crack, which is reasoned to be iR limited and is a simple function of
the potential gradient, VO, times the solution conductivity, K. For
dilute solutions, the anion enhancement factor for a given potential
gradient can be assumed to be independent of conductivity; at higher
conductivities, the ionic current flow for a fixed potential gradient
increases and, to a first approximation, is balanced by the increased
flux due to ordinary diffusion.

There are alternative explanations for the mechanism which deter-
mines the ionic current flow in the crack, including polarization at
the anode or cathode, and its direct determination by the faradaicallY
equivalent metal oxidation current density resulting from crack
growth. However, [1] these factors lead to decreased accuracy in the
growth rate predictions, [2) the ionic current flow calculated from iR
considerations can be supplied by passive currents within the crack,
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and [3] at moderately high growth rates, the equivalent crack tip
metal oxidation current would create an iR drop in excess of 100 V.
Instead, a significant fraction of the oxidation at the crack tip
occurs by spontaneous (local) corrosion with generation of hydrogen:

3Me + 4H 20 - Me 304 + 4H 2  (5)

The factor of enhancement (Figure 3, lower left) is decreased by con-
vection so that, at sufficiently high fluid velocities, little anion
enhancement at the crack tip may be observed. The effect of fluid
velocity is critically dependent on crack orientation, with the exper-
imentally observed effect adequately accounted for via a pressure gra-
dient which develops along the crack mouth and induces fluid flow
within the crack (9). For an idealized crack perpendicular to the
direction of flow with no variations in surface roughness or morphol-
ogy along the crack mouth, fluid flow simply moves -he boundary condi-
tion into the crack. For high aspect ratio cracks, this is a negligi-
ble effect. However, since the effect of fluid velocity was experi-
mentally observed at very low fluid velocities (pressure gradients),
small variations in crack orientation (from perpendicular) or surface
roughness could result in significant convective effects. Thus,
without detailed knowledge of the crack orientation, etc., fluid velo-
city effects are difficult to predict quantitatively, although their
effects have been observed in the laboratory (15,16) and inferred from
field data (17). By contrast, the simulation experiments showed that,
except at high displacement rates where the growth rate is dominated
by mechanical (inert) fatigue, the contribution of cyclic-enhanced
convective transport is comparatively small.

Evaluation of Water Chemistry Predictions

The goal of crack tip chemistry modeling is ultimately to provide
accurate predictions of crack growth rate over a wide range of water
and material chemistries. Also, no adequate high temperature crack
tip chemistry data are available for comparison, although experiments
are planned. The overall, strain rate based model of crack growth
rate prediction (Eqn 3) has been previously validated for low alloy,
carbon and sensitized stainless steels (9,10), solution annealed
stainless steel (8) and Inconels (7). Those predictions relied upon
empirical fits of sensitization (EPR), which are mathematically com-
plex. Thus, a reasonable basis for determining the accuracy of the
crack tip chemistry modeling by comparing it with existing formula-
tions of 'n.

The basis for determining 'n' is shown graphically in Figure 3,
where the predicted crack tip chemistry (lower left) is used to deter-
mine the oxidation current density at time t (upper left). This value
is inversely proportional to 'n', since 'n' is simply the slope on a
log-log plot of the oxidation current density vs time. The result of
the graphical projection of the water chemistry curves (lower left to
upper right) is a plot of the variation of 'n' with corrosion poten-
tial and solution conductivity. The predicted values, shown in dotted
lines, compare very well with the empirically derived curves for low
alloy steel (Figure 4) except at low potential and high conductivity,
where no data was available for the empir cal fit. Similar agreement
is obtained for sensitized (EPR - 15 C/cm , Figure 3) and solution
annealed stainless steel (EPR - 0, Figure 4).
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Oxidation Kinetics - Critical Sulfur Level and Anion Specificity

The oxidation current density curves shown in the upper left of
Figure 3 were based on measurements of Ford and Combrade (9,18). The
'critical' sulfur level (at which large changes in the oxidation
current density were observed) differed by about 3 orders of magni-
tude, although the shapes of the curves were similar. The difference
is probably attributable to the molybdate carrier electrolyte used by
Ford, an influence which also may exist in borate solutions. For
example, Kassner (6) observed that the 'critical' sulfur concentration
(as H2 SO4 ) for an increase in the growth rate of sensitized stainless
steel was approximately linearly related to the sodium borate concen-
tration.

Borate has a pH buffering effect, which tends to maintain the
crack tip solution near the minimum in oxide solubility. Thus its
effect is consistent with Andresen's (4) hypothesis that a primary
mechanism for the effect of anions is their influence on oxiee solu-
bility (via pH shifts and complexing), particularly in establishing
the transport-limited oxidation kinetics at the crack tip. While
other factors may undoubtedly influence the oxidation kinetics, this
hypothesis is consistent with numerous observations, including: (1]
the increase in growth rate (paralleled by the oxide solubility
curves) both for solutions which become acidic and those which can
only become basic (eg., NaOH) (4), [2] the general similarity in
enhancing growth rates (4-6) of numerous anions (sulfate, chloride,
nitrate, carbonate, fluoride, etc), (3] crack velocity can be main-
tained as the potential is decreased if the anion content is suffi-
ciently high (4-6), [4] the continuum in cracking kinetics from pure
to impure water, and [5] the observation that two fundamental parame-
ters, oxidation / passivation and liquid mass transport kinetics,
which incorporate water and material chemistry effects, distill into a
single parameter, 'n' (4,9). It also provides a basis for using oxi-
dation kinetics measurements on smooth specimens to predict those at
the crack tip, based on near-surface transport control of oxidation
kinetics.

For the water and material chemistry predictions in this paper,
curves similar to the Combrade data were used, with variations as a
function of chromium content similar to that observed by Ford (9,18).
Differences in overall alloy composition (9,10) can be adequately
accounted for by altering the dependency of the oxidation current den-
sity on the crack tip sulfur level (i.e., the curve shape). Anions
such as borate and molybdate apparently shift the 'critical' sulfur
level, while other (aggressive) anions (eg., chloride, nitrate, car-
bonate, fluoride, etc) can be treated in a similar fashion to sulfur.
In the latter group, correction for the contribution of the cation to
solution conductivity should be made (eg., HCl vs NaCl), since it is
the anion concentration which is important.

Crack Tip Chemistry - Incorporation of Metallurgical Sulfur Effects

The incorporation of metallurgical sulfur effects into the crack
tip chemistry model requires some assumptions regarding the rates of
sulfur anion generation and transport in the crack. Assumptions are
necessary since insufficient data are available to adequately charac-
terize the rate of generation which is a function of the distribution
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of sulfur (e.g., length, aspect ratio, etc) and kinetics of dissolu-
tion (e.g., intersection rate, extent and rate of dissolution, etc).
Similarly, the transport rates are difficult to determine analytically
or experimentally since factors such as path tortuosity (esp., result-
ing from oxide precipitation) in high temperature water are difficult
to characterize and are dependent on the chemistry in the crack (oxide
solubility is pH dependent). In contrast to external anion sources,
where transport path effects tend to be normalized by their offsetting
effect on diffusivity (out) and mobility (into the crack, Eqn 1), a
crack tip anion source can't be as readily modeled or extrapolated
using room temperature experiments.

Thus, at this point in the research, the following working
assumptions are employed. For steady state conditions, there is a
linear relationship between: [1] the crack growth rate and sulfur dis-
solution rate in the crack, and [2] the sulfur dissolution rate and
the crack tip sulfur concentration. To establish a quantitative rela-
tionship between the growth rate and (the metallurgical sulfur contri-
bution to) the crack tip sulfur concentration, a single fitting point
must be used. This is graphically shown in the lower part of Figure
5, where an arbitrary growth rate / crack tip sulfur content coordi-
nate has been used to establish the position of the lines. For
deaerated solutions (no potential gradient), the horizontal position-
ing of the lines is linearly related to the sulfur content (although
deviations may result from non-linear relationships, e.g., of nominal
S content versus MnS volume fraction, aspect ratio, distribution
(banding), etc).

Apart from agreement with growth rate observations, the fitting
point can be justified by calculations which employ reasonable values
for the pajh length (1 cm), the diffusion coefficient at 300 C (19)
(0,0002 cm Is), and the amount of sulfur dissolved per unit of crack
advance, although this latter value is difficult to estimate. A sul-
fur 'magnification' factor, representing the ratio of the zone from
which overall alloy dissolution occurs (< crack tip opening displace-
ment) to the zone from which sulfur (MnS) can be dissolved (effective
active volume), can be used to account for the non-uniform distribu-
tion of sulfur in the matrix. However, not all of the several types
of MnS dissolve readily (20). Additionally, studies of the effect of
sulfide stringer orientation relative to the direction of crack growth
(1-3,21) show that the L-S orientation (sulfide stringers oriented
perpendicular to the cracking plane) induces lower growth rates than
either the T-L or L-T orientations, which are similar. Since the L-S
orientation represents the largest volume of contiguous MnS inter-
sected by the crack (volume ratio) but the smallest area of fnS (area
ratio), it is reasonable to assume that incomplete dissolution of con-
tiguous KnS occurs and therefore that the area ratio intersected by
the crack is the dominant factor.

Thus the transport calculation was based on uniform sulfur dis-
tribution with dissolutiog from the entire (1 micron) crack tip open-
ing displacement. At 10' cm/s and 0. Z% nominal sulfur level, the
sulfur anion generation rate is -2x10 - " moles S/s. In the absence of
a potential gradient and for an average crack opening displacement of
20 microns, an approximate solution for ordinary diffusion
(i - -D tAC /&x) yields a crack tip anion concentration of 0.13 ppm
S, in goad agreement with Figure 3 (upper left). The curve in Figure
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4 (lower part) is shifted to the left for lower sulfur alloys, and to
the right when a potential gradient exists (displacement to the right
is assumed to be proportional to the enhancement factor in Eqn 4).

The crack tip chemistry curves (Figure 5, lower part) can be
graphically projected as shown in Figure 3 using the oxidation current
density curves for low alloy steel (Figure 3, upper left) to obtain
the relationship between 'n' and the growth rate (Figure 5, upper
part). Very high purity water (low external solution conductivity) is
assumed in Figure 5. To determine 'n' and thereby the growth rate
(Eqn 3) for a given loading condition (crack tip strain rate), an
iterative approach is used whereby an initial growth rate estimate is
used to determine the crack tip chemistry and thus 'n', which is then
used to re-calculate the growth rate (Eqn 3). For a 0.02% S steel,
the relationship for crack tip sulfur concentration, Cct, in ppm is:

Cct a Cex t  316a6 + 10 a (6)

where a is the growth rate in m/s. In the absence of a potential gra-
dient, only the second term is required. From this, 'n' can be
estimated from the following fit to the oxidation current density
curves:

0.55
'n' t.0 + 0.45 (7)

C t+ 3.0

Substitution from Eqns 6 and 7 into Eqn 3 leads to a complex equation
with three separate a terms which must be solved numerically.

In all instances, the resulting solution for growth rate is
stable, as shown in Figures 6 and 7 for a high sulfur (0.02% S) steel
in deaerated water and for a medium sulfur (0.01%) steel in aerated
water. With decreasing strain rate, where the upper ('high' crack tip
sulfur) and lower ('low' sulfur) lines diverge, two effects are
predicted: [1] the sharpness of the threshold is increased and [2]
the hysteresis in strain rate is increased. This model also predicts
that below the 'threshold' the growth rate decreases and the depen-
dency (slope) of growth rate versus strain rate increases, but the
cracking does not cease.

Figures 6 and 7 compare the model prediction and observation for
a wide range of data (see Ref 9), indicating good agreement for both
the threshold and steady state predictions of the crack growth rate.
The model predicts similar metallurgical sulfur effects for stainless
steels, although they are of less practical consequence since the
'critical' crack tip sulfur content varies with alloy composition
(Figure 3, upper left), so that much higher growth rates / sulfur
intersection rates are necessary to achieve an equivalent effect.
Additional factors include possible differences in the sulfide inter-
section rate for intergranular versus transgranular cracking and prel-
iminary evidence that grain boundary carbide precipitation may be com-
petitive with sulfur segregation to the boundaries.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. A model for predicting the crack tip chemistry as a function of
water and material chemistry is presented which provides a unified
approach for understanding and predicting the effects of water chemis-
try (corrosion potential, solution conductivity, and fluid velocity)
and material chemistry (sulfur content).

2. The model provides a mechanism for accounting for differences in
alloy composition (e.g., among low alloy steel, stainless steel and
Inconel) and accordingly predicts different 'critical' crack tip sul-
fur levels for each material.

3. Used crack tip strain rate calculations and a film rupture / slip
dissolution mechanism for crack advance, quantitative predictions of
threshold and steady state crack growth rates can be made which are in
good agreement with observation.
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OCCURRENCE AND GROWTH OF FATIGUE CRACKS IN CORROSION EINVIRONP ENT

F.Koelf, L.Kosec*"

This contribution explains the mechanism of the de-
velopment and growth of defects occurring due to
metal oxidation at the conditions of changing tempe-
rature field. The analysis is made on two examples:
the breaking of a growing oxide wedge, and crack
closure by a composite layer between the metal and
the oxide. Finally the effect of the number of
cracks on their growth is also analyzed.

INTRODUCTION

In chemically active environment metal surfaces get covered by
corrosion product coatings whose adhesion to the base metal is
variously firm. Firmly adhered and thick corrosion product
coatings can slow down or even completely prevent the progress of
corrosion processes. However, thermal and/or mechanical loads of
metal/oxide systems can failure corrosion product coatings. The
latter can no longer protect the base metal or can do so only to a
certain extent. The defects of the failured coatings can be of
various kinds like cracks, splitting of corrosion products on
parts of the surface, on the boundary to the base metal or inside
the corrosion product layer etc. One of the most frequently found
kind of corrosion is the oxidation of metals.

This contribution treats the effects of thermal stresses and
metal oxidation on the occurrence and development of defects lead-
ing to failure. An analysis is made of a case where due to mechani-

* Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University in Ljubljana, YU

* Faculty of Nature Science and Technology, Dept. of Metallurgy,
University in Ljubljana, YU
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cal instability, the oxide surface coating broke, and through the
created cracks the corrosion medium came into contact with the
metal. On such places an intensified oxidation took place. Due to
the special way of transfer of the oxidizing agent through the
broken oxide layer, on these places the oxides grew in the form of
a wedge. Corrosion products differ essentially from metals so by
their physical as well as their mechanical properties. As a result
the properties inside such a system are very non-uniform, so the
stress-strain states which occur at temperature changes cause the
deformation of the corrosion products, and change their geometric
characteristics.

The results of a general analysis of the model representing
the discussed system are illustrated by three examples: an element
of tool for die casting of brass, pipes of a steam superheater
from a thermal power plant, and anode sticks of an accumulator.
These examples should point to the relative frequency of ne
phenomenon. In the literature very few references are to be found
about it. The effect of the oxide wedge phenomenon on crack
propagation was analysed by P.T. Heald I 1 who found out that,
when no load is applied, a crack cannot start growing unstably
only because of the oxide wedge. The importance of the oxide wedge
phenomenon was described qualitatively and partly quantitatively
also by Kosel, Kosec, Vodopivec et al:, 121 and 131.

OCCURRENCE AND GROWTH OF OXIDE WEDGE

The oxide wedge occurs after a previous uniform oxidation of the

metal surface at a correspondingly high temperature. The newly
occurred oxide on the surface has a different thermal expansion
coefficient than the metal. It is also important that this new
corrosion product has a considerably larger specific volume than
the metal. Under changing temperature conditions, the physical and
mechanical properties of the oxide and the metal do not change in
the same way. An equally important parameter for the discussed
phenomenon is also the strength of the link between the oxide and

the metal.

Occurrence of Oxide Wedge

We will discuss a case where the occurrence and growth of the
oxide wedge are possible because of changing thermal loads. At a
correspondingly high temperature and within a certain time a con-
tinuous oxide layer occurs on the metal surface. During the cool-
ing process of the metal/oxide system compressive stresses occur
in the oxide due to the different thermal expansion coefficients.
At higher temperatures the oxide and the metal plastisize because
of the compressive stresses, but when the temperature lowers, and
the system passes from the plastic into elastic region, the
compressive stresses in the oxide start increasing. Now, the oxide
layer on the surface undergoes elastic deformation. During the
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process of cooling the compressive stresses in the oxide can reach
the plastic limit. If the strength of the adhesion to the metal is
strong enough, the oxide starts flowing plastically. Otherwise, it
can bend locally or split in case that the breaking shear strength
on the metal boundary is s- aller than the tangential stresses.
Generally, however, both these two processes are going on simulta-
neously.

At reheating of the system at a certain temperature the po-
ssible remaining compressive stresses in the oxide become annulled

because of the difference in expansion of the metal and the oxide.
If heating is continued, the tensile stresses appear and increase
in the oxide. Due to mechanical defects that occurred in the oxide

during the process of cooling, different stress concentration
areas can be found in the oxide. With continued heating on these

areas, a relatively brittle oxide can break with a crack running
rectangularly to the metal surface. Several such cracks might

occur. These cracks enable a free and fast transfer of the oxidant
(air) to the metal, inducing a limited local oxidation. This tiny
oxide flaw means the beginning of the oxide wedge.

Growth of Oxide Wede

The newly formed oxide has a much larger volume than the
metal. The volume deformation due to chemical reaction is so
extensive that the stress state would by far exceed the rupture
strength of the metal and the oxide. Therefore both of them (the
metal/oxide system) plasticize. The stress state in the oxide flaw

(weige embryo) is equal to the lower yield point of one of the

syztem's components as follows

OK M
= min ( or , M ) (1)

Ymin min Ymin

By cooling from Tmax , compressive stresses would appear in
the oxide due to which the system plasticizes. The plastification
continues down to the temperature of the transition of the system
from the plastic into elastic state, Tp (temperature of the system's
transition into elastic state under pressure). The stress state in
the oxide flaw at this temperature is:

0m (Tp) min(%, K (Tp), a CTp)) (2)

With continued cooling the compressive stresses increase. If

they attain the yield point Cymnn this induces a repeated plastic

flow of the system.

At changing temperature conditions, the next stage is heating
up the system from Tmi n onto Tmax . Here, at the beginning, the
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compressive stresses reduce and at a certain temperature the
system is free of any stresses. By further heating, up, tensile
stresses increasing with temperature, appear in the system. In the
event that the stress attains the strength of the flaw below the
temperature of the transition from the elastic into plastic state
(T+ under tensile load) the flaw breaks. The newly occurred crack
is the continuation of the crack in the primary surface layer of'

the oxide. In this manner a fast way for the transfer of the
oxidant to the metal reopens, enhancing the growth of the flaw in
the direction of the crack. After several repetitions of the tempe-
rature cycle (Tmax - Tmin-Tmax ) the flaw grows into a wedge of
microscopic dimensions.

STRESSES INDUCED BY THE OXIDE WEDGE

The growth of the oxide wedge in the metal is governed, in the
first place, by the fast transfer of the oxidant to the metal
along the crack and, in the direction normal to the wedge wall, by

the diffusion through the oxide. In this manner a triangular form
of wedge is created and maintained. Any crack through the primary
oxide layer can mean the onset of an oxide flaw or wedge. As a
result, on metal parts which are exposed to changing temperature
conditions, a great number of microscopic defects in the form of
oxide wedges can be found.

The stress state occurring in the system during the process
of oxide wedge development, is investigated on a simplified model
by choosing a thin layer of semi-space, representing the semi-

plane with several oxide wedges. The stress state as function of"

thermal loads will be analysed only at three characteristic
limiting temperatures.

Stress State at the Highest Temperature, Tmax

At this temperature the oxide wedge grows the most rapidly.

Compressive stresses appear in it. attaining the minimum yield
point of one of the system's components Umi . ut since the oxide

and the metal differ also in other properties additional thermal
stresses appear too. On the back face of 'he oxide wedge. i.e. on

the semiplane boundary, these stresses are compressive, and relati-
vely high, acting in the direction parallel to the semi-plane.
Under the semi-plane boundary considerable shear and normal
stresses act on the wedge in the direction rectangular to the
semi-plane 151. The comparative stress in the metal-oxide system
is considerably higher than the yield point, therefore, the rate
of plastic deformation is high, and the stress state does- not
exceed the OYmin.The resultant of the forces arising trom compr,-

ssive stress on the wedge faces (.n), acts in thc direction to-
wards the semi-plane boundary mm Because of' this and due to
temperature stresses, the system undergoes a typical deformation.
The oxide wedge on the semi-plane boundary narrows, and by plaistic
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flaw the metal takes its place. The consequence cf the resulting
stresses is the buckling of the semi-plane boundary around the
oxide wedge, (Fig. I). Very distinct cases of plastic deformation
of the system can be observed if on the back face of the wedge a
tiny piece of the oxide splits and destroys the equilibrium
stress-state on this part of the semi-plane.

The oxide wedge has an influence on the stable or unstable
crack growth in the metal owing to compressive stresses being
equal to the yield point C (T max):

Yminl ma

The actual width of the crack tip is 121

0(c): -- V(max)[ tan @ +jryin (T ma 1  (3)

where @ is the wedge angle of the crack in the metal, V Poisson's
number and t shear module.

And the critical width of the crack tip at unstable growth
is:

0c = 2y/ u(Tmax) (4)

where Y is the surface stress. Crack growth is stable if 0 >0(c),
and unstable and leading to failure if 0 c<(c). c

Stress State at the Temperature of the Transition from the Plastic
into Elastic State T

p

In this case the compressive stresses in the oxide wedge are
increased, but not beyond the yield point. We can define the
maximum stress state as well as the stress concentration factor
around the oxide wedge tip. The stress in the oxide wedge is equal
to a Ymin(T p), and the stress concentration factor is

KI = 1.1209 TYmin (Tp (5)

where c is the length of the oxide wedge. In case there are
several wedges on the surface, then the stress concentration
factor in the metal around the wedge tip is smaller (Fig.2).

If there are several wedges in the semi-plane, with different
distances between them (d) and of different lengths (c) the stress
concentration factor is as follows

KI I min -
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0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0 2,0 3,0
HI 1,1209 0,87186 0,62535 0,51046 0,4446 0,39866 0,28206 0,2303

(6)
where A = c/d

The rupture resistance of the system is better if there are

several equally sized oxide wedges in the semi-plane than when

there is only one single wedge of the same size.

Stress State at the Lowest Temperature, Tmin

The compressive stresses in the wedge increase, and at a

certain minimum temperature (Tmin), attain the value which exceeds

the stress state at allhigher temperatures. The stress concentrati-

on factor is therefore increased, and can be defined in the same

way as above.

Similarly as for Tmax, we are also for Tmin interested in the
answer to the question of stable or unstable crack growth.

The rate of crack propagation c(t) 121 is:

c(t) P 'w (t)It[ w(t)a -0,5 -1 j (7)

Wherefrom the condition for the unstable crack growth is obta-
ined: w = 2 Y / where w is the width of the oxide wedge back

face. In this case the rate of crack propagation is infinite.

RETARDATION IN THE GROWTH OF THE OXIDE WEDGE

Retardation in the growth of the oxide wedge occurs at
certain time intervals when the crack enabling a fast transfer for
the oxidant to the metal at the wedge tip, does not reopens. In
some cases it can happen that the corrosion products close the
crack from the outside so that even at temperature variation this
closure does not break. In this case the oxidation goes on only by
'he aid of diffusion through the oxide. Owing to this the growth
of the wedge slows down, especially at the Lip, which changes also
its morphology. A very solid closure for the transfer of oxygen
represents for example a composite layer of oxide and metal, which
is created at specific operating conditions. This layer is
resistant to changing temperature loads, especially in the phase
of heating up (tension), and is a cause for a long retardation in
the oxide wedge growth. Such a composite closure can,however, be
less resistant to compressive and shear loads due to which it can
split from the surface, and the wedge starts growing again. (Fig.

3).
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SOME ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF THE OXIDE WEDGE
OCCURRENCE

The Plunger of a Die Casting Machine

The plunger of a die casting machine for brass is made from hot
work tool steel (0.4% C, 5% Cr, 1,3% Mo and 0.4% v) 151. At stable
operating conditions the temperature on the plunger surface varies
from 7801C (Tmax ) to 6001C in approx. 11 seconds, while at work
stoppage, the plunger surface cools down below 200 0C, or even down
to the ambient temperature (Tmin). After a certain time of operati-
on, heat checking occurs on the working surface of the plunger.
These defects can be seen as a network of more or less deep cracks
- channels - extending into the metal in the form of oxide wedges.
On the axial cross section of the plunger it is thus possible to
observe practically all the above described phenomena: cracks in
the wedges, deformation of wedges and the surrounding metal, crack
closure and retardation in the growth of the oxide wedge etc.i (Fig. 4,5,6).

Steam Superheater

On the outer wall of the steam superheater, operating at a
lower temperature level than the plunger, oxide wedges were
observed under a relatively thin layer of oxide scale. In some
cases the defects arising from these wedges developed into total
failure of the pipe wall. Besides the agressive effect of the
environment (flue gases), the piping system is subjected also to
loads arising from temperature variation (Fig. 7).

Accumlator Battery

The same kind of defects in the form of corrosion product
wedges were found on positive electrodes of an accumulator
battery. These defects resulted in local breaking of anode sticks
and total failure of the battery. The anode sticks, which are made
from a low-alloyed Pb-alloy, are hung onto the battery box. They
are thus constantly under tension load. During battery filling and
discharging a chemical reaction takes place. Its products differ
very much in specific volume, so the PbS04 probably cannot bear
the weight of the anode stick and breaks. The exchangigr cycles of
discharing and filling at constant tensile load enable the growth
of corrosion products in the form of wedges (Fig.8) resulting in a
sudden brittle, catastrophic failure.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of analytical and experimental investigation this
contribution explains the mechanism of an oxide wedge growth at
changing temperature field and the presence of the oxidant. At
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these specific conditions a wedge is capable of growth leading to
a catastrophic failure. In metal/oxide wedge systems very typical
stress-strain states occur. These have an influence on the
formation of the wedge and on the final failure of the system. Two
examples are analyzed: one when the oxide layer on the semi-plane
boundary breaks, and the other when corrosion products close the
crack from the outside despite temperature variation. This
prevention of the fast transfer for the oxidant to the metal
retards the growth of the oxide wedge, and the normal development
of their morphology. It is also found out that the oxide wedges
grow more slowly if there are several of them on the surface than
in the case when there in only one wedge of the same size.

SYMBOLS USED

T = temperature

CT = stress

au  = ultimate tensile strength

ay = yield stress under uniaxial tension

c = length of the oxide wedge

w = width of the oxide wedge

7 = surface stress
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Fig.5 Deformation of the metal and Fig.6 Retarded growth of the ox-
the oxide wedge due to spli- ide wedge under the unaff-
tting of the oxide on the ected layer of the oxide/
wedge back face metal composite

200 Pm 200um.

Fig.7 Oxide wedge on the outer si-Fig.8 Oxide wedge on the anode
de of the pipe of a steam stick of an accumulator
superheater battery
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THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT ON LOW CYCLE FATIGUE PROPERTIES IN

HSLA STEEL

W.J. Lee*, S.P. Bhat**, Y.W. Chung* and M.E. Fine*

The influence of gaseous environment on low cycle
fatigue properties and microcrack initiation
mechanisms has been studied in 0.11 wt.% Nb HSLA
steel. Completely reversed push-pull fatigue tests
at various plastic strain amplitudes were performed
both in air and in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). A two-
stage surface replication technique for
transmission electron microscopy was used to
determine the initial microcracks which when formed
are less than one :p in length. Nicrocracks are
initiated along slip lines both in air and in UHV.
The increase in fatigue resistance in UHV is
attributed to a delay in microcrack initiation and,
more importantly, decrease in the microcrack growth
rate. The environmental effect becomes more severe
as the plastic strain amplitude decreases.

ITNROUCTION

It has been known since the pioneering work of Gough and Sopwith
(1,2) that the fatigue resistance of metals increases as the
ambient pressure decreases. Since the fatigue life in vacuum is,
in some cases, more than ten times longer than in air (3,4,5),
the study of the effect of these ambient gases on the fatigue
behavior is of great importance. Fatigue test results obtained in
vacuum experiments can be used as a reference to elucidate the
ambient effects on fatigue properties. However, t e vacuum
employed by most investigators was not lower than lxl0 - Pa. At
these pressures, an initially clean surface can be contaminated
within a few seconds assuming a sticking probability of unity, and
this may affect the fatigue properties in a maJor way. Therefore,
experiments in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) under which environmental
effects are either minimized or eliminated are required to
understand gaseous effects on fatigue properties of metals.

' Department of Materials Science and Engineering and Naterials
Research Center, Northwestern University

'* Inland Steel Company Laboratories, East Chicago, IN
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Earlier research (6,7) on the fatigue deformation of commercially
pure iron in a reverse bending mode revealed significant
differences in the surface morphology and crack initiation modes
in UHV and oxygen. To obtain a uniform strain and stress
distribution across the section of the specimen and to compare
results with most existing literature data, axial-loading
experiments are required. To this end, an axial-loading closed-
loop electrohydraulic fatigue apparatus was constructed and
installed in a UHV scanning Auger microprobe (SAM). A detailed
description of the apparatus and electronics was presented
elsewhere (8).

The objective of this research is to gain a better
understanding of the influence of the ambient environment on the
fatigue behavior in a high-strength low-alloy (HSLA) steel. Low
cycle fatigue properties and fatigue crack initiation mechanisms
have been carefully characterized both in air and in UHV over a
wide range of plastic strain amplitudes.

EXPERIMENTAL

The HSLA steel used in this research was found to contain the
following elements (wt. pct): 0.06 C, 0.11 Nb, 1.25 Mn, 0.22 Si,
0.011 P, 0.004 S, 0.048 Al, 0.012 Ce and 0.006 Ca. The average
grain size measured by the linear Intercept method was 7 pm. The
mechanical properties are provided in Table 1. Sheet-type fatigue
specimens with gage section dimensions of 5z2.5x5 m were machined
such that the loading axis was parallel to the rolling direction
and polished to a 0.25 pm diamond finish. All experiments were
done under plastic strain control using a triangular strain
waveform and a constant total strain rate of lxlO -  sec - 1 . The
cyclic plastic strain was measured and controlled with an axial
NTS sub-miniature extensometer mounted on the gage section of the
specimen. Fully reversed push-pull strain cycling (R'= 6 ,mT/6~w
=-l) was erformeI with a clnstant plastic strain amplitude 481/2
ranging from 5xlO to lxlO both in air and in UHV. The rgutine
base pressure during fatigue testing in UHV was 6.5x10- Pa,
obtained by an ion pump and a titanium sublimator. During
evacuation of the chamber, a zero strain condition was maintained
by applying a tensile load to counteract the atmospheric pressure.
After the desired vacuum condition was achieved, the applied
tensile load (0.18 KM, which is less than 4% of the peak load at
the smallest plastic strain amplitude tested) was set equal to a
reference level of zero. Surface deformation was observed in situ
with a secondary electron detector in the vacuum chamber and the
specimen surface was replicated at selected intervals using
cellulose films. The replicas were shadowed with a platinum-
paladium alloy at an angle of 30 deg, parallel to the straining
axis, and then coated with amorphous carbon.
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TABLE 1 - Mechanical Properties

Young's Modulus 203 GPa
Upper Yield Strength 535 MPa
Lover Yield Strength 506 HPa
Ultimate Tensile Strength 603 NPa
Uniform Elongation 15.0 %
Total Elongation 23.5 %
Reduction in Area 66 %
Vickers Hardness, 500 g Load 161 Kg/mm2

Tensile tests were conducted at a cross-head speed of 3 mm/mti
(vhi h is approximately equal to the total strain rate of lxlO -

sec) using standard 50 mm gage length longitudinal sheet
specimens.

Examination of the two-stage surface replicas using the
transmission electron microscope allowed detection of the very
early stage of microcrack initiation where cracks were less than
one pm in length. Microcrack initiation life Ni was defined as
the number of cycles when a crack of length less than one pm was
found. Specimens were cycled until failure. Specimen failure was
defined as the point at which a measurable change in the ratio of
maximum stress in tension to maximum stress in compression was
detected.

RESULTS

In tests carried out at iCp/2 of 3xlO -3 in air, as an example,
very narrow and deep fatigue microcracks developed inside a grain
after 1100 cycles, as shown in Fig. l(a). With continued cycling,
more microcracks initiated and they coalesced or lined up to form
a long crack (Fig. l(b)). The deformation was quite localized and
integrity of grain boundaries was maintained even at th very late
stages of fatigue. Fatigue in UHV at iEp/2 of 3xlO _1 produced
wavy slip lines with occasional microcracks along them (Fig.
l(c)). Little environment-induced differences were observed in
the microcrack initiation features. At a later stage of fatigue
(Fig. l(d)), numerous and uniform slip bands appeared because of
the higher accumulated plastic strain resulting from the longer
fatigue life in UHV.
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Over the range of plastic strain amplitudes tested, both in
air and UHV, microcracks were initiated along slip lines, whereas
grain boundaries showed great resistance to fatigue damage and
acted as an effectivn barrier to the spreading of microcracks.
Only at 4E/2 of lxlO-, grain boundary cracking was observed but
considerably later than slip line cracking. Contrary to the
present finding, working with commercially pure iron, Najumdar and
Chung (6.7) observed grain boundary cracking in UHV and slip line
cracking in oxygen. It was observed that the surface deformation
in vacuum was suppressed relative to that in air after the same
number of cycl Is, especially at the lowest plastic strain
amplitude (5x10- ). When an initial microcrack was detected, no
significant differences in the morphology of microcracks between
air and UHV were observed except that the deformation was a little
more uniformly distributed in UHV.

In Fig. 2, the change in the average stress amplitude as a
function of the number of cycles N In air and in UHV is shown for
HSLA steel specimens fatigued in UHV and air at various plastic
strain amplitudes. The cyclic stress response shows mixed
softening and hardening depending on the plastic strain amplitude:
cyclic hardening above 0.3%, cyclic softening below 0.3%, and a
nearly constant stress response at 0.3%. It should be noted that
the macroscopic cyclic stress response curves are mainly defined
by deformation amplitude and are not affected by the environment
even though deformation markings on the surface are affected by
the environment.

In Fig. 3, the number of reversals to microcrack initiation
(2Ni) and fatigue failure (21f) in air and in UHV are plotted as
functions of plastic strain amplitude on a log-log diagram.
Nicrocrack initiation life, Ni, is represented as a range-bar
whose magnitude is dependent on how often replicas are taken.
Since the relations seem to be approximated by straight lines for
the range of strain amplitudes tested, they can be expressed by
the Coffin-Hanson formula:

i p /2 = (2W C' ................................ (1)

44/2 = 4(2Nf)Cf............................(2)

where Ei" c4 6 and cf are experimentally determined constants.
The plastic-strain-life data follow a single set of parameters to
a reasonable approximation over the entire plastic strain range
investigated. Similar results were reported by Bhat (9): no break
in plastic strain-fatigue life plots for three different HSLA
steels tested in air. The values of the constants determined in
the present study are listed in TABLE 2. It is apparent that
microcrack initiation life and fatigue life in UHV are larger than
those in air over the whole plastic strain amplitude range.
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TABLZ 2 - Coffin-Manson Parameters

relation parameter (in air) (in UHV)

Ef 0.231 0.136
ci  -0.606 -0.484

S1,085 ( 0.442

(d6p/2) vs. 
(2Nf)

Cf -0.682 )-0.492

The smaller absolute values of the slopes in UHV indicate that
both microcrack initiation life and fatigue life in UHV are
enhanced as the plastic strain amplitude decreases.

DISCUSSION

In air, the microcrack initiation process occupies approximately
15-30% of the total lifetime depending on the plastic strain
amplitude, as compared to 10% in UHV, as shown in Fig. 4. This
results from the fact that the microcrack growth stage is more
extended in UHV as compared to the initiation stage. It is known
that the crack initiation stage usually becomes more important as
the deformation amplitude decreases. We found the same trend in
air; i.e. the ratio of crack initiation life to fatigue life
(Ni/Nf) increases as the strain amplitude decreases. Such a
trend, however, was not observed in UHV: the fraction of the
lifetime for microcrack initiation was almost constant for all
plastic strain amplitudes. It indicates that as the strain
amplitude decreases, environmental effects in the crack growth
stage become even more severe in comparison with those in the
crack initiation stage. Therefore in air at low strain
amplitudes, the crack initiation stage becomes more important. In
consequence, it Is suggested that the increase of the ratio Ni/Nf
with the decrease of the deformation amplitude in air is due to
the gaseous environmental effect.
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To illustrate the effect of gaseous environment on fatigue
damage, it was assumed that the fatigue damage in air is a sum of
the intrinsic cyclic damage and the damage associated with the
gaseous environment. In the microcrack initiation stage, the
fraction of the environmental damage to the total fatigue damage
in air Fi is expressed as

Fi = 1 - Miair/Mi,UHV .................................. (3)

where Nioair = microcrack initiation life in air (cycles)

Mi,UHv = microcrack initiation life in UHV (cycles).

Similarly the fraction of the environmental damage in air during
the microcrack growth stage Fg is given by

Fg a 1 -gair/ m g,UHV ........ (4)

where Ng,air = microcrack growth life in air (cycles)

NgUHV = microcrack growth life in UHV (cycles).

Nicrocrack growth life is obtained by subtracting microcrack
initiation life from fatigue life. In Fig. 5, fractions of
environmental damage in the microcrack initiation and growth
stages are plotted as functions of plastic strain amplitude. It
is clearly shown that the environmental effect is greater in the
microcrack growth stage than in the microcrack initiation stage

and that It becomes more severe for both stages as strain
amplitude decreases. During the microcrack growth stage at low
strain amplitude, the gaseous environment is responsible for most
of the fatigue damage. It is emphasized that in determining the
effect of environment the plastic strain amplitude must be
specified.

CONCLUSIONS

Low cycle fatigue behavior and fatigue crack initiation in Nb HSLA
steel were characterized at plastic strain amplitudes ranging from

x to lxl0- both in air and in UHV under the plastic strain
control mode.

(1) The number of cycles to initiate a fatigue microcrack and
the fatigue life in UHV are larger than those in air over the
range of plastic strain amplitudes tested.

(2) Nicrocracks are initiated along slip lines over the range of
plastic strain amplitudes tested both in air and in UHV and not on
grain boundaries except at the highest plastic strain amplitude.
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(3) Cyclic stress response curves are defined mainly by the
deformation amplitude and are not affected by the environment.

(4) Coffin-Nanson relations are reasonably satisfied for both
microcrack initiation and fatigue life in air and in UHY.

(5) In air, the fraction of lifetime for microcrack initiation
increases as the plastic strain amplitude decreases. This trend.
however, was not observed in UHV.

(6) The environmental effect is more important in the aicrocrack
growth stage than in the microcrack initiation stage and
becomes more severe for both stages as plastic strain amplitude
decreases.
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Fig. 1. Transmission electron micrographs of surface replicas at
a plastic strain amplitude of 3xl1r3 3

. Nf air= 3,300 cycles,
Nf,HV- 13,500 cycles (a) 1,100 cycles in air, (b) 2,200 cycles

in air, (c) 2,000 cycles in UHV, (d) 9,700 cycles in UHV.
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Fig. 2. Cyclic stress response curves for Nb steel in air
(solid lines) and UHV (dashed lines). The percent numbers
indicate the plastic strain amplitudes. The arrow means
that the specimen did not fail at the indicated cycles.
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Fig. 3. Coffin-Manson plots of plastic strain amplitude
vs. number of reversals to microcrack initiation and
fatigue failure in air and UHV.
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COUPLING EFFECTS BETWEEN THE a AND y PHASES DURING CORROSION

FATIGUE OF AN a/y DUPLEX STAINLESS STEEL

T. Magnin, J.M. Lardon* and C. Amzallag**

The corrosion fatigue behaviour in a 3.5 % NaCl
solution at pH 2 of an a/y duplex stainless steel
with 50 % ferrite content is studied and compared
with those of the c. and y phases considered separa-
tely. The better resistance to corrosion fatigue of
the duplex alloy in comparison to those of its indi-
vidual phases is emphasized and explained by both
mechanical and electrochemical coupling effects
between the a and y phases in the duplex alloy.

INTRODUCTION

Duplex austenitic-ferritic stainless steels have been developed for
their good resistance to intergranular corrosion and chloride stress
corrosion cracking and for their high strength at room temperature
(1). The stress corrosion cracking properties of the duplex alloys
have been related to complex electrochemical and mechanical coupling
effects between their ct (ferrite) and y (austenite) phases (2,3).
Thus, in chloride solutionsand at free corrosion potential, the
austenite which can be deformed more easily than the ferrite, is
cathodically protected by the ferrite (3), and the stress corrosion
properties of the duplex alloy are then closely dependent on the
ferrite content.

In practical applications, duplex stainless steels are often
exposed to both electrochemical and mechanical damages, the latter
being usually fatigue. Thus the corrosion fatigue properties of
the duplex alloys must be also analysed since the mechanical damage
has been shown to be very different in fatigue and in monotonic

Ecole des Mines, Saint-Etienne, France

**Soci~t6 UNIREC, Firminy, France.
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deformation (4). Nevertheless only a few studies have been publi-
shed on this field (5,6). Moreover they are devoted to the influen-
ce of an aqueous environment on the fatigue crack propagation pro-
perties of the duplex alloys, and nothing is known about their cor-
rosion fatigue crack initiation resistance.

Thus the aim of the present paper is to analyse the crack ini-
tiation mechanisms during corrosion fatigue in a chloride solution
of a duplex stainless steel with 50 % ferrite, paying a particular
attention to the mechanical and electrochemical coupling effects
between the cz and y phases.

EXPERIMENTAL

A sensitive testing equipment is used to record simultaneously the
cyclic evolution of the electrochemical and mechanical parameters.
This method has been described in detail elsewhere (7). Smooth
specimens (10 mm gauge length and 5 mm diameter) are symmetrically
cycled in tension-compression at a prescribed plastic strain ampli-
tude Ac /2 and at constant strain rate t on a servohydraulic machi-
ne. Tests are conducted at room temperature in dry air and in an
aerated and replanished 3.5 % NaCl solution at pH 2 under poten-
tiostatic control. During cycling the evolution of either the elec-
trochemical potential E or the current transient characteristics
at imposed electrochemical potential is recorded.

To quantitatively determine the crack initiation, the number
of cycles Na corresponding to a rapid 1 % decrease of the cyclic
peak stress in tension a has been selected. It has been shown else-
where that Na corresponds to the formation of cracks able to propa-
gate through the volume of the specimen,which is not always the
case of shorter cracks (4).

Tests were performed on an a/y URANUS 50 duplex stainless
steel with 50 % ferrite. It contains (in wt%) 20.6 Cr, 5.97 Ni,
2.45 Mo, 1.64 Cu, 0.009 P, 0.01 S, 0.018 C, 0.07 N. Elongated fer-
ritic bands are observed in an austenitic matrix (3). All the spe-
cimens are waterquenched, but some of them were also aged at 400'C
for two hours (after waterquenching). This usual treatment induces
a large hardening of the a phase by formation of chromium-rich
zones in the iron-rich matrix.

RESULTS

Electrochemical behaviour of the duplex alloy

The polarization curve (E = f(J), where J is the current den-
sity)of the duplex a/y alloy have been determined in the 3.5 ,
NaCl solution at pH 2. Figure 1 indicate the obtained result for
6E/At = 90 mV/h. The corresponding values of the dynamic free
potential Eod of the ct and y phases considered separately have been
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determined using ferritic and austenitic stainless steels the compo-
sition of which are similar to those of the a and y phases of the
duplex alloy. On Figure 1, the cathodic protection of the y phase
by the a phase in the duplex alloy is confirmed for J = 0. This
clearly illustrates the electrochemical coupling effect between the
a and y phases of the a/y alloy. Moreover it can be observed that
the pitting potential of the duplex alloy is about E - 400 mV (E is
refered to a saturated calomel electrode).

Fatigue behaviour in air

This behaviour, which has been described in details elsewhere
(8),can be summurized by the Figure 2 which shows the Coffin-Manson
curves of the duplex (a/y) alloy and of its individual phases a and
y. It has been shown (8) that : (i) at low strain amplitudes (Ac /2
< 10-'), the cyclic deformation of the austenitic phase controlsp

the fatigue properties of the duplex alloy. Because of the large
reversibility of the cyclic strain in the fcc y phase, a good fati-
gue resistance of the duplex alloy is observed (as for the y phase
considered separately). Crack nucleation in the duplex alloy takes
place in the y phase. (ii) At high strain amplitudes (Ac /2 > 10 3),

the cyclic deformation of the ferritic phase (which occups by twin-
ning and pencil glide) controls the fatigue properties of the
duplex alloy. Because of twinning and pencil glide in the a phase,
an early crack initiation takes place in the ferritic phase of the
duplex alloy. The fatigue life is then reduced and a marked change
in the slope of the Manson Coffin curve is observed.

Corrosion Fatigue behaviour in the passive region

Tests have been conducted for two different values of the elec-
trochemical potential E = E = - 120 mV where E is the rest
potential and E = Ed +0150 mV (E is refereS to the saturated
calomel electrode). a~rI given strain rate = s- , the Coffin
Manson curves have been determined in each case as shown on Figure
3. It can be observed that : (i) the corrosive solution at E =
E nd strongly reduces the fatigue life in comparison to air
(q3Sso to the behaviour at E = E ), particularly at low strain
amplitudes : N is reduced by a facior 10 at Ac /2 = 7.10- in
comparison to gir. (ii) At E = E0 , the reductioR of the fatigue 3
life is only significant at high strain amplitudes (AE /2 > 10-).
A reduction by a factor 2 is observed at A /2 =4.10 3 (and at very
low strain amplitudes which is so significaRt in this latter case)
but no reduction is observed at A p/2 = 10" .

To analyse the observed effect of the electrochemical poten-
tial in the passive region, the crack initiation sites have been
observed. At E = E (Figures 4 and 5) the observations are similar
to those in air. Ai high strain amplitude (Ac /2 > 10- ) cracks
initiate principally in the a phase (Figure 4)? either at a/a grain
boundaries or in the twins. The corrosive solution at E = E0 acce-
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lerates the mechanical damage in this case by localisation of the
anodic dissolution at twins and c/a grain boundaries. However, at
AE /2 < 103 for which only the y phase is plastically deformed,
cr~cks initiate in the slip bands of the y phase (Figure 5) for
nearly the same number of cycles than in air. Such results indicate
a strong influence of the deformation mode of the o phase on the
corrosion fatigue resistance of the duplex alloy. To confirm this
effect, tests have been conducted on specimens aged at 4000 C for
two hours. This heat treatment is known to harden the duplex alloy
and to promote twinning in the a phase (3). The influence of this
heat treatment is that the corrosion fatigue resistance of the aged
secimens at E = E , AE /2 = 4.10 -3 and t = 10"2s- is twice lower
than the resistanc of P non aged specimens.

At E = Eanodic , it has been observed that cracks initiate
principally from pits which are formed in the y phase whatever
the applied strain amplitude. Pitting starts during the first cy-
cles in the y phase which induces a rapid increase of the current
densily : J = 1 PA/cm2 at N = 1 and 5 mA/cm2 at N = 100 for Ac /2=
4.10- for instance. p

Finally, it has been shown (9) that, whatever the applied
electrochemical potential, the fatigue lifetimes of the duplex alloy
are always longer than those of the a and y phases considered
separately.

Corrosion fatigue behaviour in the cathodic region

Tests have been conducted at E = - 500 mV (refered to the satu-
rated calomel electrode) to analyse the effect of the hydrogen en-
try on the corrosion fatigue behaviour of the duplex alloy. For
this test, the potential is first imposed at E = - 800 mV during
some minutes to destroy the passive film (9) and then is imposed
at E = - 500 mV. On the Coffin-Manson curves at t = 10 -s -  (Figu-
re 6) it can be observed that a reduction of the fatigue life in_3
comparison to the behaviour at E = E occurs only for Ac /2 > 10
At lower strain amplitudesthe behavi ur at E = - 500 mV P is similar
to the behaviour at E = Eo.

Tests have been also conducted at imposed cathodic potential
on aged specimens. The same effect than at E = E is encountered.
When Ae /2 > 10- , the corrosion fatigue life of the duplex alloy
is twic@ shorter on aged specimens than-9n non aged specimens, but
no difference is observed at A p/2 4 10 .

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

All the obtained results concerning the corrosion fatigue behaviour
of the duplex stainless steel can be analysed in terms of coupling
effects between the a and y phases. In particular, the behaviour
of the duplex alloy is very sensitive to the plastic deforration
mode of the a phase. At low strain amplitudes (A p/2 < 10 ) the
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a phase is not plastically deformed (8) and the corrosion fatigue
resistance of the duplex alloy is then completely different than
at Ae /2 > 10 for which the cyclic plastic deformation of the
a pha~e is of prior importance. So the corrosion fatigue damage
mechanisms of the duplex alloys can be classified in two different
types according to the applied plastic strain :
(i) At low strain amplitudes (A /2 < i0- ), the plastic deforma-
tion principally takes place in -the y phase of the duplex alloy.
Thus the fatigue behaviour in air of the duplex stainless steel is
controlled by the cyclic properties of the y phase. In corrosion
fatigue, when the duplex alloy is in the passive region, the depas-
sivation and the localized dissolution take place principally at
the slip band emergence in the y phase, and sometimes at a/y grain
boundaries. At E = E , the localized anodic dissolution in the -y
phase is limited because of the cathodic protection of the y phase
by the a phase in this case (see Figure 1). Thus, the corrosion
fatigue resistance of the duplex alloy in such conditions is very
good and similar to the resistance in air. However, it must be noti-
ced that, when the tests are very long as for very low strain ampli-
tudes, a localized corrosion at inclusions can occur which induces
small reduction of the fatigue life as indicated on Figure 3. These
effects may be also sensitive to strain rate as discussed elsewhe-
re (9).

At E = Eanodic - + 150 mV, the cyclic deformation promotes
pitting in the y phase even if the pitting potential of the duplex
alloy is + 400 mV. Cracks can then initiate at pits inducing a
reduction of the fatigue life which will be very sensitive to the
duration of tests : at very low strain amplitudesthis reduction is
then very marked (by a factor 10 or more).

When the specimens are aged at 4000 C, the corrosion fatigue
resistance of the duplex alloy at low strain amplitude is not modi-
fied because the main influence of ageing occurs in the ferrite
which is not plastically deformed.

(ii) At high strain amplitudes (Ac /2 > 10-'), the plastic defor-
mation mode oT the Territic phase Ts of prior importance. Thus the
fatigue behaviour in air of the duplex stainless steel is control-
led by the cyclic properties of the a phase which deforms by twin-
ning and pencil glide. In corrosion fatigue, when the duplex alloy
is in the passive region, the depassivation takes place both in the
a and y phases. At E = E , because of the cathodic protection of
the y phase by the a pha?e, the dissolution is principally locali-
zed in the a phase, at twins and at a/a grain boundaries. This ef-
fect induces a reduction of the fatigue lifetime in comparison to
the behaviour in air. However, it has been noticed (9) that, for
a given value of Ac /2, the reduction of the fatigue life described
above is lower in tRe duplex alloy than in the ferritic alloy repre-
senting the a phase of the a/y alloy. This is related to the presen-
ce of the y phase in the duplex alloy which can adapt a part of
the plastic deformation.
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The role of the a phase at high strain amplitudes is confirmed
by the results obtained at cathodic potential. At E = - 500 mV, on-
ly the ferritic phase is sensitive to hydrogen embrittlement (9).
The strong reduction of the duplex stainless steel fatigue life in
this case and the negligible reduction of this fatigue life at low
strain amplitudes in the same electrochemical conditions, clearly
emphasize the role the a phase and of its plastic deformation mode.
Moreover, a marked reduction of the fatigue life at E = E and at
E = - 500 mV has been observed on aged specimens. The age~ng at
400*C has been shown to promote twinning in the a phase, which
induces a marked localization of the dissolution and/or the hydro-
gen reduction reaction in the a phase and which leads to an early
crack initiation. The role of the a phase at high strain amplitude
is confirmed again.

In conclusion, the mechanical and electrochemical coupling
effects between a and y phases have been shown in this paper to
be the key to understand the better resistance to corrosion fatigue
of the duplex alloys than those of its individual phases considered
separately.
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FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION IN Al-Zn-Mg BICRYSTALS
AND ITS DEPENDENCE ON THE ENVIRONMENT

A. Niegel, H.-J. Gudladt and V.Gerold*

High cycle fatigue crack propagation has been

studied in precipitation hardened Al-Zn-Mg specimens
containing a single grain boundary perpendicular or
at 450 to the load axis. In peak-aged bicrystals
tested in laboratory air as well as in wet nitrogen
the crack propagates intergranular. In dry nitrogen
and wet atmospheres containing less than 0.8 kPa
wetness the crack initiation and propagation becomes
transgranular and is 100 times slower than inter-
crystalline crack propagation. The influence of
moisture affecting the intergranular crack propaga-
tion will be discussed in terms of SCC and SCF.

INTRODUCTION

Several types of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) and hydrogen em-
brittlement mechanisms were discovered during the 1970's, which ex-
plained the mechanical behavior for commercial aluminium alloys

(1,2,3). More recently, attention has been paid to the transition
from cracking under monotonic loading and different environmental

conditions to the phenomena of corrosion fatigue under dynamic loa-

ding conditions (4,5). Starting from the investigation of environ-
mental effects of crack propagation in single crystals (6,7,8) this
study concentrates on the crack propagation in grain boundaries.

In order to get a better insight into micromechanisms control-
ling fatigue crack growth in a "corrosive" environment experiments
have been undertaken using specimens which contain only a single

grain boundary (gb).

Max-Planck-Institut fUr Metallforschung, Institut fUr

Werkstoffwissenschaften aid Institut fUr Metallkunde der
Universitat Stuttgart, D-7000 Stuttgart, F.R.Germany
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The material used for this study was a high purity
Al-4.5wt%Zn-1.25wt%Mg alloy provided by VAW, Bonn. Bicrystals with
a single grain boundary in the middle of the specimen were prepared
by a modified strain annealing technique. The cylindrical bi-
crystals were machined by spark erosion into flat specimens having
a rectangular cross-section of 1.5 x 6 mm2 .

Usually, the specimen axes were oriented for single slip in one
of the two grains with the broad surface parallel to the Burgers
vector of the primary slip system. In most cases, the grain bound-
ary plane was normal to the long direction of the specimen and,
therefore, to the load axis. For some fatigue tests, specimens were
prepared having a grain boundary at nearly 450 to the load direc-
tion. The grain boundaries prepared by the strain-annealing tech-
nique had no special symmetry. First analyses (Laue pattern) showed
that the orientation of the two grains differed by less than 100.
The exact determination of the grain boundary orientations and
structures are in progress.

All samples were homogenized for 30 min at 4800 C, water
quenched and electrolytically polished. To initiate cracks nto the
grain boundary notches having a depth of about 500 pm were spark
machined into the small face of the specimens. These were then aged
at 135 0 C for 100 hours to peak-hardness. Thereafter, they were fa-
tigued either in laboratory air or in nitrogen atmospheres with
different moisture content. The latter was controlled by a capac-
itance method throughout the experiment. All bicrystals were fa-
tigued electrodynamically using cyclic tension-compression loading
with a minimum to maximum load ratio of R = -1 at frequencies of
100 Hz (sometimcj 1 Hz).

Crack initiation and propagation were measured with a travel-
ling microscope at 200 times magnification in the x and y direction
with a detection limit better than 5 pm. Threshold measurements
were also made using this optical method as well as a 10 amp d.c
potential drop method which was capable of measuring changes in
crack length better than 10 pm for a crack to width ratio a/w
greater than 0.2 (9). To account for different orientations of the
cracks, the stress intensity factor AK for crystallographic stage I
cracks as well as for gb cracks oriented about 450 to the load axis
was calculated using mode I and mode II stress intensities to ob-
tain an average AK (10):

6K2 = (AKI) 2 + (AKII) 2  (1)

For non-crystallographic cracks as well as for gb cracks propa-
gating normal to the load axis, only mode I is dominant and a cor-
rection function for fixed grips after Rooke et al. (11) has been
used.
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For all AK-calculations it was assumed that the crack propa-
gates only in tension mode and the AK-factor for R = -1 was de-
scribed by AK = Kmax. Special effects of crack closure induced by
roughness of the crack surface or by plastic work were not con-
sidered (12).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Influence of the Grain Boundary Orientation

It is possible that the grain boundary direction, relative to
the load axis, has an influence on the crack propagation. In order
to study this influence bicrystals were fatigued in a wet nitrogen
atmosphere containing a water vapor pressure of 3.1 kPa. The fa-
tigue crack propagation behavior for specimens containing a 450
grain boundary is shown in Fig.1. For wet nitrogen the crack propa-
gates in an intercrystalline manner. In order to compare the cyclic
crack propagation rate with that of transgranular cracks, the
stage I crack propagation in a similar direction as that of the in-
tergranular crack is also presented in the figure. In the inter-
mediate AK-region smaller than 1.5 MPa 1m the gb crack propagates
more than ten times faster than the crystallographic crack, The
threshold value was measured to be AKth = 0.3 MPam which is three
times smaller than that for stage I cracks (8). In the intermediate
AK region da/dN satisfies the general crack propagation relation-
ship for a given mean stress

da/dN = c - (AK)m (2)

where c and m are material constants. The coefficient m for
gb cracks was calculated as m = 2. For stage I cracks m = 4 was
found according to Liang et al. (8). For high AK-values the curves
for trans- and intergranular cracks approach each other and meet at
a crack propagation rate )f 5.10 -8 m/cycle for AK = 3 MPam. In
this range the slope m of the curves are nearly the same.

Fig.2 shows the cyclic crack propagation rate for bicrystals

with a grain boundary orientation of 900 to the load axis in
comparison to that of stage II cracks. In the wet atmosphere, the
crack propagates intergranularly but leaves the grain boundary for
AK-values greater than 10 MPa/m. In this region both curves of
trans- and intercrystalline cracks meet each other at da/dN-values
of about 1 pm/cycle. At lower AK values the crack propagates in an
intercrystalline manner and at AK = 5 MPa~m its propagation rate is
more than 100 times greater than that for stage II cracks. In the
intermediate AK-region, the slope m for intergranular cracks was
calculated to be again m = 2. For stage II cracks, however, m was
calculated to be m = 4. The threshold value for intergranular
Mode I cracks measured as AKth = 0.65 MPa4m was three times smaller
than for stage II cracks. The crack transition shown in Fig. 2 is
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caused by a stage II crack running against a curved grain boundary.
After reaching it the crack continues in an intercrystalline
manner.

The Influence of the Environment

The influence of three different partial water vapor pressures,
3.1, 1.2 and less than 0.8 kPa on the crack propagation behavior is
shown in Fig.3. For the two higher pressures the AKth-value for
intergranular cracking increased with decreasing pressure from 0.65
to 1.3 MPa~m.

For a water vapor pressure lower than 0.8 kPa, however, the
crack initiation becomes more and more transgranular and the crack
propagates as a stage I or a stage II crack. In a dry nitrogen
atmosphere only transgranular crack propagation could be observed.

The cyclic grain boundary crack propagation rates as weli as
the AKth-values, depend on the water vapor pressure and increase
with increasing moisture. For AK-values greater than 2 MPa~m all
curves approach each other and meet at a crack propagation rate of
0.2 pm/cycle for AK = 5 MPa/m.

The influence of moisture on grain boundary cracking has also
been investigated by changing the moisture in the specimen chamber
during the fatigue test. For most of these tests, a crack was in-
itiated in wet nitrogen. Thereafter, the environment was changed to
dry nitrogen with a water vapor pressure of less than 35 Pa. Sur-
prisingly, the crack propagation in the new atmosphere always re-
mained intergranular. For further understanding of this phenomenon,
the specimens were heat treated (10 h at 1351C) before the fatigue
tests were continued in the dry nitrogen atmosphere. This procedure
showed the same result as before, i.e., the crack propagation re-
mained intergranular. Only after a full heat treatment (homogenisa-
tion at 4801C and ageing to peak-hardness) the crack did continue
in a transcrystalline manner in the dry environment.

DISCUSSION

As has been shown by different investigators stress corrosion
phenomena occur in commercial AI-Zn-Mg alloys in the presence of
water vapor (1-3). But even for monotonic loading conditions it is
often difficult to resolve the difference between what might be
dissolution controlled SCC and true hydrogen embrittlement. Under
cyclic loading conditions the effect of hydrogen embrittlement on
crack propagation has been observed using single crystal specimens
and has been discussed in previous papers (6-8). For bicrystals in-
tercrystalline crack propagation must be affected by SCC as well as
by stress corrosion fatigue (SCF).
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It is well known that Al-Zn-Mg specimens aged to peak-hardness

tend to form precipitation free zones (PFZ) which contain incoher-
ent grain boundary precipitates (13,14). TEM examinations of the
grain boundaries reveal the existence of oblated grain boundary
precipitates with visible dimensions 110 and 25 nm which were sur-

rounded by a PFZ having a width of 80 nm (Fig.4). These incoherent
MgZn 2 precipitates were also observed on grain boundary crack sur-

faces by REM if the applied AK-value was greater than 1.5 MPa~m, as
seen in Fig.5. The intercrystalline crack surface is very smooth
and shows no sign of any striation which otherwise are typical for
stage II cracks. In this case, it is suggested that the plasticity
in front of the crack tip is very small compared to stage II -
cracks.

For the case of monotonic loading, this grain boundary em-

brittlement due to hydrogen has been observed and discussed by
Speidel as well as by Gruhi (1,3). It is referred to SCC and de-
pends on the water vapor pressure and the applied stress intensity
(2). If it is assumed that the hydrogen acts in a similar way under
cyclic loading conditions, it must enter the grain boundary during
the tensile half cycles where probably Kmax is the controlling
parameter which is identical with AK in the present case. Then SCC
only occurs if a critical water vapor pressure Pc and a critical

stress intensity AKSCC is exceeded. This critical LKSCC represents
the threshold value and deperds on the water vapor pressure p as

AKSCC = 6Kth , (pc/p)1/2  for p pc (3)

where AKth is supposed to be that for stage II cracks.

TABLE 1 - Comparison of Characteristic Values for Trans- and

Intergranular Cracks in AI-Zn-Mg Bicrystals

Crack Intergranular (3.1 kPa) Transgranular (3.1 kPa)

Cyclic crack Mode I (AK=4 MPam) Mode I (AK=4 MPa4m)
propagation 1.5 x i07 2 x 10-9

rate (da/dN) Mixed Mode (6K=1 MPam) Mixed Mode (K=1 mPa,-
(m/cycle) 1 x 10-8 1 x 10-

AK-dependence Mode I, Mixed Mode Mode I, Mitec , .-:
(MPa~m) da/dN=Cgb.(AK)m , m=2 da/dN ,

Threshold-value Mode 1: 0.65 t 0.05
AKth(MPa/m) Mixed Mode: 0.3 ± 0.1

Influence > 80%
of moisture if p ', 1.2 kPa
p(H20)
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The upper limit for pc has been determined to be 0.8 kPa from
experimental results. In order to initiate intercrystalline crack
growth, the threshold value AKSCC must be smaller than the AKth
value for stage II cracks, which is 2 MPa4m. For a vapor pressure
of 3.1 kPa, the calculated AKSCC is smaller than 1 MPa4m. This
represents an upper limit for AKsC and is comparable to the

0.65 MPa4m obtained from experimenta results shown in Table 1. The
discrepancy between measured and calculated AKsCC may be derived
from the uncertainty in p, determination. Preliminary experiments
with coarse grained specimens at a vapor pressure p = 0.5 MPa
revealed a portion of 30% intercrystalline cracks. Thus, the
assumption pc =0.8 kPa may be an overestimation.

Under monotonic loading conditions SCC is characterized by a
plateau range for intermediate AK-values, e.g. the crack extension
rate [da/dt] o is nearly constant (1,13). For cyclic loading cases,
however, the crack extension rate da/dN for SCC becomes frequency
dependent and an additional SCF term has to be included (16):

da/dN = F-l[da/dt]p + fc(AK)m)SCF (4)

In order to study the two parts quantitatively, the test fre-
quency F was changed to 1 Hz. The cyclic crack propagation rate
showed a plateau range for intermediate AK-values as it is expected
for SCC. If it is assumed that the crack growth rate is mainly
determined by [da/dt] the upper limit was calculated to be
5-10-8 m/cycle or 5"18 -8 m/s for 1 Hz, respectively. For 100 Hz,
however, the calculati value of [da/dt]p represents a cyclic crack
growth rate of 5-10 -  m/cycle which is about 100 times smaller
than the measured crack growth rates. Therefore, the second term of
Equ.(4) appears to control intercrystalline crack propagation. It
could be that SCC determines the threshold-value aKSCC, but another
mechanism must control intercrystalline crack propagation, where
AK > AKSCC.

For SCF it is assumed that the hydrogen dissolved in the grain
boundary has been trapped in form of bubbles which induce the crack
propagation. It is possible that for crack propagation rates
greater than 0.1 Wm/cycle it is the trapped hydrogen which governs
the crack propagation. Christodoulou et al. show in their work that
MgZn2 precipitates on the grain boundary act as traps for the em-
britiling hydrogen (15) and they suppose that bubbles filled with
hydrogen gas will nucleate around the precipitates. Bubbles pro-
duced by trapped hydrogen atoms has been observed by other workers
using TEM.

Preliminary TEM investigations stated the existence of bubbles
in the grain boundary of bicrystals after fatiguing in wet nitro-
gen. During the fatigue test, hydrogen produced by the dissociation
of water vapor on the newly created crack surface can be dissolved
in the grain boundary. The incoherent gb precipitates probably act
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as nuclei for bubbbles where the hydrogen can be trapped. Compared
to the dissolved hydrogen, which is in equilibrium with the water
vapor pressure, the amount of trapped hydrogen increases during
cycling. After a certain number of cycles it is the trapped hydro-
gen that governs the crack propagation rate and da/dN becomes inde-
pendent of the water vapor pressure p and, therefore, of the envi-
ronment. This assumption has been tested by changing the atmosphere
during a fatigue test from wet to dry nitrogen. A crack which pro-
pagates in a grain boundary in wet N2 atmosphere, continues to do
so even when the environment is changed to dry N2 because the crack
propagation is controlled by the trapped hydrogen. However, if the
trapped hydrogen is removed by a full heat treatment (homogenizing
and ageing to peak-hardness) prior to continuing the experiment in
dry N2 , the intergranular crack will change to a transgranular one.

CONCLUSIONS

Fatigue tests with peak-aged Al-Zn-Mg bicrystals have shown inter-
granular crack growth in wet nitrogen or laboratory air due to
stress corrosion fatigue (SCF). The threshold value AKSCC may be
controlled by SCC and depends on the partial water vapor pressure
p. In atmospheres with a pressure p less than 0.8 kPa the crack
propagates only transgranularly. It is suggested that the threshold
is controlled by hydrogen dissolved in the grain boundaries during
cyclic loading.

Intercrystalline cracks produced in wet atmospheres continue to
propagate in this mode even if the environment has been changed to
a dry atmosphere. This may be caused by hydrogen which has been
trapped in bubbles at the grain boundary precipitates during cyc-
ling at medium AK values in wet environment. These bubbles remain
after changing the atmosphere and can be annealed out only at tem-
peratures far above 150 0 C.
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Figure 4 TEM observation of a Figure 5 REM examination of a
precipitation free zone for an grain boundary crack plane for
AI-Zn-Mg bicrystal. The PFZ con- specimens fatigued in wet nitro-
tains incoherent MgZn 2 precipi- gen. The incoherent precipi-
tations for the peak-aged con- tates, shown in Fig.4 has been
dition, observed on the crack plane if

AK is greater than 1,5 MPa 4m.
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B in Figure 1);
* (da/dN)scC  is the crack growth rate under sustained load-

ing in a degrading environment (curve C in Figure 1).

Equation (1) is a typical expression of parallel (independent)
processes. Consequently, it is always the fastest process that is
rate controlling; when two are of about equal magnitude the com-
bination of the two terms is effective. In the following, these
remarks will acquire a special significance.

In addition to the complex kinetics of the mechanical fatigue,
the enviroment-influenced terms are affected by chemical and
transport processes as well, each forming time and temperature de-
pendent consecutive and parallel processes (Brown (5), Krausz (6)
and Brown (7). Some details of these will be elaborated upon, but
by no means all: environment assisted fatigue is an intricate
system of mechanisms.

An analysis on the effect of cycling frequency was reported
before (Krausz and Krausz (8). Partial rebonding in each cycle is
an important cause of threshold effects; it decelerates the net
crack growth. There are two sources of rebonding: the thermal
vibration-induced, atomic scale parti al rebonding of newly gene-
rated surfaces ,Krausz and Krausz (9), and the crack closure-
induced, thermally activated growth retardation (Krausz and
Krausz (8), McEvily (10). This communication is concerned with
some aspects of the threshold behavior, particularly with the role
of thermal activation associated with crack closure.

DISCUSSION

In Region I and II stress corrosion cracking occurs under the com-
bined effects of diffusion, chemical reaction, and the atomic bonu
breaking processes of crack growth. It was shown (5),(6),(7),(8),
and Wiederhorn (11), that these two regions are related in a se-
quential combination and, therefore, the slower process controls
crack growth in each region. Again, a combination of various
mechanisms are effective, but for the present purpose it is suffi-
cient to model SCC in terms of the overall rate of each. It must
also be recognized that due to the random vibration of atoms,
thermally activated processes always occur in the forward as well
as in the backward direction. These terms mean that the forward
occurrences are observed macroscopically, while the backward,being
of a slower rate, are in the direction opposite to the overall
process. These concepts are used in common with chemical kinetics
and thermally activated fracture kinetics (Krausz (10), Glasstone
et al (12) and Laidler (13).

It was shwon by Krausz (6) that the crack velocity, v, in
SCC is expressed in the threshold zone, and in Regions I and II as
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v kfkif kbfIlb (2)
hif hlkIIf+klb+kIIb

where L is the distance the crack travels after activation over
the consecutive barrier system composed of the two (overall)
mechanisms that control Region I and II; the rate constants, k,
are labelled according to their association with the indicated
Region; the second subscript signifies that the rate constant is
that of forward (f) or backward (b) activation. Whichever type it
is, the rate constant is described as

k k_ ex __ -(3)h - kT -

In this k and h are universal constants, Boltzmann's and
Planck's respectively, and T is the absolute temperature. In
the exponent %G*(W) is the apparent activation free energy, a
function of the mechanical energy, W, as defined by fracture
mechanics. Accordingly, t G*(W) for the four cases of Equation (2)
is expressed as

GIf(W) , GIf WIf iAG~If(W) - tG'If WIWf

4L (4)
IGb(W) .GIb WIb ; Gl7IbCW) G11 b + WIIb

Some comments are in place here. The description of the apparent
activation energy by the true activation energy, AG*, and the
mechanical energy, W, is a standard procedure. For some processes,
such as many diffusion mechanisms, the apparent activation energy
is substantially independent of the mechanical energy and thus

:.G'(W) \G .

Usually the mechanical energy is a linear function of the stress
intensity factor, K, or the strain energy release rate, G, or the
strain energy density factor, S, for mixed mode loading (Sih (14)
and Badaliance (15). Other effects, such as the Hillig and
Charles (16) geometrical relation, or the environmental and hydro-
static pressure effects are readily accommodated in this expres-
sion. The appropriate form and numerical values must be establi-
shed through a rigorous fracture kinetics analysis, as shown by
Krausz and Krausz (9).

By definition, at the threshold v -0; accordingly, from
Equation (2)

kif kl f  klb k2lb •1(5)
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The consequences of this relation and conclusions were discussed
by Krausz (6), and by Krausz and Krausz (9). As it was shown, the
relation is valid when no other effects than those, identified
above are involved, and the model used for Equation (2) is appro-
priate.

In corrosion fatigue a different mechanism can be forcefully
present as well: the crack closure effect with its consequent
"crack rewelding". In a previous publication, it was reported (8)
that the consideration of crack closure and the associated effec-
tive cycle time (that is, the cycle time, less the period over
which the crack surfaces are in contact), leads to valid conclu-
sions when rewelding was described by thermal activation theory

(9).

To elucidate the influence of crack closure on the threshold
it is considered that according to Equation (1) the stress corro-
sion cracking threshold mechanism and the thermally activated cor-
rosion fatigue terms are parallel mechanisms. Consequently, in
environment assisted fatigue, the threshold is controlled by the
faster process.

To describe rebonding during closure, the rate constant, krb'
is defined from thermal activation theory as

A G+ (W)
h, kT rb
krb T exp - kT (6)

Crack closure, and thus rebonding, occurs because during load de-
crease the elastic matrix compresses the plastically deformed
crack-tip zone, thereby promoting rebonding. Accordingly, the ap-
parent free energy is

.%G rb G b - rb

where AG;b is the true activation free energy of rebonding.

Because the pressure exerted by the elastically contracted sur-
rounding zone promotes rebonding, the work reduces the thermal
energy need. Following established principles and practices, cor-
rosion fatigue is modelled in the threshold zone and beyond as

LG; -, AK
da LAk Lf exp
dN brf erb rb kT j

-LTb e AGb -rbAK-
LbJ x . kT (7)

where a is the work factcr corresponding to the crack growth
mechanism identified with the subscript f, and rebonding with rb.
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As before, L is the distance of crack growth on each activation.
The two rate constants are representing opposite directions of
crack tip movement, hence their opposite signs. At this stage the
physical or chemical mechanism of the first term is not identified:
this is the task of fracture kinetics analysis that has to be car-
ried out for the material composition and microstructure, tempera-
ture range, frequency, wave-form, R value (Bamford (17), and for
the investigated degrading environmental conditions. The specific
mechanism of rebonding may also be determined by some of these
factors.

When the effect of the closure process on rebonding is negli-
gible the typical reverse step of thermally activated processes
may still occur. The functioning of this healing step was demons-
trated in SCC (5),(6),(9). Accordingly, corrosion fatigue is des-
cribed as

da Lfk - Lk (8)
cf h h

where the healing rate constant, being a reverse process, is

TG+(W) k AG+zhAK
kh -T exp (- kT exp (- nkT

A wide range of published results were analyzed using the
techniques of fracture kinetics (9). These included SM1 1010,
25 Mn-5 Cr-lNi, SUS 304, 10 Ni, A 302B, A 561, HSLA steels,
NIMONIC 105; Ti-8 Al-l Mo-IV, Al-2219-T 851, Ti-6 AI-4V,

7475-T 761 alloys; polymers; AgCl; Mg, Al, Ag,
Cu, Zr, Ti, Fe, Ni,alloys ; frequencies in the range of 3.3 to
100 Hz; R values of 0.05 to 0.08 and in ambient, seawater and other
environments. Several of these were obtained over a temperature
range. All were well reprsented by the relations described by
Equations (7) or (8). This result indicates that fracture kine-
tics can provide useful guidance for the establishment of some of
the mechanisms of threshold effects. Because the rate constants
identify the influence of the various factors that control thresh-
old quantitatively, including the microstructure, the thermal ac-
tivation relations provide indications for the improvement of cor-
rosion fatigue behavior.

Figures 2 and 3 are typical representations of crack closure-
induced "rewelding", and reverse activation-induced healing beha-
viors, respectively. Semilog coordinates were used because these
represent best the exponential function relations of thermally
activated processes. It is clear from the figures that in the
high ,.K zone, where the (da/dN)cf vs. AK relation is a

straight line, the Lf kf term is rate controlling, while in the
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threshold zone the closure, or healing mechanisms are also effec-
tive.

Fracture kinetics analysis of the behavior in Figure 2 reveal-
ed that closure by rewelding is indeed the process in the low-AK
region: Equation (7) was used to calculate the curve, with the
constants (da/dN) =7xlO-4 exp(O.033 AK)- lxlO- 3 exp(O.0126 AK).
The analysis of the steel of Figure 3, on the other hand, revealed
bond healinq in the threshold zone. The corresoondina cQnstants
of Equation (8) are (da/dN) =6xlO-5 exp(O.062 AK) -Ix10 -
exp(-0.067 AK). The method of the calculation and the kinetics
analyses are elaborated upon in reference (9).

The study of threshold behavior can be extended by consider-
ing the effective stress intensity range, AKeff , as considered by

Esaklul and Gerberich (18) for the internal hydrogen degredation
of fatigue thresholds in HSLA steels, and by other investigators.
Particularly relevant information can be expected from tests car-
ried out over wide temperature ranges. These are the only appro-
priate tests to measure the true activation energies, AG*. They
provide important guidance to the identification of the mechanisms.
The corresponding experimental, analytical, and theoretical pro-
gram is quite involved and time consuming. No fast and hard
answers can be expected. However, the usual methods employed for
the determination of the true activation energy, AG*, can be sig-
nificantly simplified by the following technique of fracture
kinetics.

Fracture kinetic diagrams are developed in the logarithm rate
vs. linear driving force (AK, AG, or AS) coordinate systems.
Each of the two mechanisms (Carlson and Beevers (19), Vincent and
Remy (20), and Speidel (21), (crack growth by bond breaking and
crack healing by closure "welding") is described by a relation of
the type

kT G cLAKLk--L TF exp(- AGkT

In the semi-log plot of fracture kinetics they are represented by
a straight line. True activation energy can be obtained by exten-
ding the linear behavior, measured at different temperatures, to
AK 0. The intercept of crack velocity values are then replotted
in an Arrhenius plot; the slope of the resultant straight line
gives the true activation energy AG. This, being independent of
the mechanical energy input, is the actual energy needed to rear-
range the atomic configuration in order to operate the specific
thermally activated process of crack growth or healing. This type
of study is now in progress.
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The fracture kinetics evaluations were carried out on the cor-
rosion fatigue behavior in a wide range of metals, ceramics, and
polymers. An extensive account will be published elsewhere; here
the principles and the conceptual developments are reported.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

(1) Corrosion fatigue is recognized as a thermally activated
process and its relation to SCC is indicated.

(2) Crack closure leads to partial healing by thermally activated
rebonding in typical corrosion fatigue processes. Similarly,
atomic vibration effects reduce crack growth rates.

(3) Fracture kinetics analysis leads to the establishment of the
mechanism, and the effect of microstructure through the
quantitative evaluation of the work factor, a, and the true
activation energy, AG*.

(4) For the analysis of corrosion fatigue behavior the semi-log
plot of fracture kinetics holds essential advantages over the
more conventional double-log coordinates: it reveals the
mechanisms and facilitates the establishment of physically
based corrosion fatigue constitutive equations. It provides
an advantageous technique for the direct determination of the
true activation energy.
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THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPER EMBRITTLEMENT ON
FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH IN HYDROGEN

C.A. Hippsley*

The effects of temper embrittlement on
fatigue crack growth in gaseous hydrogen
have been examined for 2.25Cr I~o steel. A
range of tempered and aged conditions was
examined, using vacuum as the control
environment. In the unembrittled state.
hydrogen encouraged intergranular crackir.
at intermediart 'K and transgranular
crackinV at high _'K. Reversible temper
embrittlement promroted the intergranular
mode, and one-step temper embrittlemvent
promoted the transgranular mode, thus
reflecting lower-shelf fracture mechanisirs.

I ST ROD U T I0ON

Mediumr and low% st rengt h steels (i .*. % itld st res.s
' 700UPa ) ar - generallIy considered resistant tc st at, I
crack groatn under stat ic loading in gaseous hvdro'gen
iliirth (1)) Howevr, a number of examples art. gi\--n i n
t he I i teratI ure of gaseous hydrogen a flfec t i ni c rat k
propagat ion i n such st eelIs under condi1 t ions- f c% i 1~
load ing i n f at igue (R itch ie (2 )and Nakansa et al :t,
In high strength steels, in which hydrogen assistedl
cracking und-r stat ic loads can occur, an intrease, in
susceptibility to the intergranular form of hydroge-n
assisted cracking has been obser,.ed a fter r.' * rs it It
temper embrittlement kHandvopadhyay et al 4i. IT Is
possible therefure that temper embrittlement could als.,
affect hydrogen assisted fat iue Crack grouth in lo~t-r
stri-ngth steels, although little informat ion is
available regarding this possibility.

*Materials Physics and Metallurg IDitisi-, AE~RF Har'At.;'
Oxfordshire OXII (IRA. England
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The current investigation tHippbley (5,6)) has
examined fat igue~ cracking in 2.25Cr IMo steel tempered
to a range of strengths in vacuum and hydrogen Cfl% i 0f-

ment .And t he i nflIuenc eb o f hotIh reve rs iblIe and one-
s tep t tmpt-r emb r IttlIemen t .This paper sumnmarises the
rmst sig~nificant results, paying particular attention
to temper emtbri t tlement effects.

i.XYLRIMENTAL

.A tomtWer'' ial melt tit 2.25('r IMct steel of the follIowinlg
-mpsition was employed (wt. ) 2.1'2(r, 0,95Moi, 0.17Si,

k 201%1 0. 1 SCu 1 (). 0. 021s, 0 .01 51'. Compact tension
specinriens it25nt thi,kcness were machined and given an
austenit isat ion t reatment oI 960"~( for 2h, followed by
A water jIuench. The following tempering and embrittling
I realment s were then applIied

1'iI Ti MIJ I N( TRE AThF'NT HARDNESS %',

A As q~uenchbed 400

W thowlt for loh 265

I tiuk)"( for S)0h 190

0% 1 -,Tt TF UJPd MHR I'M I kMFNT o$STF

* o -Soo"( f r 64h 3f70

REVMS fIME TE~M1l4H EMl4 I T-1 I.IMES" RTI_

Ut U-. 5U("' Itir I ouh 2 55

I F I * S001 1 to r I OoOh 190

The micri~htrukt ure result ing I ront each treatment vias
tiara, terised both )pticall%~ and in the transmission

tIv t* ro n mti crobcope. In RTF samples the degree- of
crA in ttuundar segtregat ionl was -- ,alIuat ed usi ng Auger

let r .i pec4 t rtoscrp)

Iload- shedd init f a t i gue traut k g rowtIh t es ts we re
pierf trmed Ifr eac h cond It Iin i n a . a, iun o f jx Io- 4 1,a
and in i ah,,ratotrN -grade hydrogten at a pressure -

9. x t.1' .The loading ratt( ifiH Antd tetst f requctnt\
were f ixed at ij and I OHr respeclIi .4 . Al I crack
length., iirr .btained f ro. potentilal -drop meaburemevnts.

N iteld tyehavilour s determined usiNng -cvI indricalI
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teflsion/comlpressiol testpieces which were heat treated
and cycled at O.lHz. to a total strain amplitude of
+/-11. Tests were interrupted when the resulting
stress/strain hysteresis curves had stabilised, and
the equilibrium cyclic yield stress measured from their
final shape. Charpy impact tests were also used to
characterise the effects of temper embrittlement on the
ductile/brittle transition in the temperature range
-200oC to +2000 C.

Detailed fractography was performed on all the
fatigue- crack growth testpleces using a scanning
electron microscope. Reference to the potential drop
calibration of crack length, and the load shedding
schedule enabled fractographic features to be
characterised as a function of applied alternating
stress-intensit\ (11,). 1he surfaces of cyclic yield
spec imens were also examined for the emergence of
persistenit slip bands, together with Charpy fracture-
surfaces to establish the effects of embrittlemyent on
innac t frac t ure.

RE.SULTF

'lb4 mri'rostruvture in the as-quenched condi tion (A) was
hill% martensitic , %ith a prior aki'tenitf grain size of
22 mY (mean I inear intveept), and a fe%% autotempered
carbide-s. One-step temper embri t tlement (OSTF)
produced a fine dispers ion of 120C j(arhidvs, increasing
in denlsity from the 300T to the 500T condition. The
temperi at 600()C (M-1011, t-500h) produced a wixturt of
MC and UC alloy tarbidis. The overall density of
these carbides was relatively stable during reversible
t*'mpf'r embrittlement (RTE) at 5000 C, particularly in
condi tions LI . Auger electron spectroscopy indicated
an e-nrichment of phosphorus at grain-boundaries in thle
RTF sp-c imens, producing levelIs of I 2a tomT in condition
WMF and 24at om'~ in condition .

The, bas' infl Iuence (if hydrogen on fat igue c.rack
growth relati~e to vacuum is illustrated by data for
condition I. shown in Figure 1. First, the, threshold
alternat ing stress-intensity V 'Kth) was reduced in
hydrogen. Set'ondly, a fter a region of constant Paris
t'xponf'ni, a sudden rise in growt h rates and Paris
exponent occurred above a !,K o1 approx imatf' 1y IOMNm-
The-se (bst-'rvat ions are consistent with t hose' first
demonstrate-d hN Ritchie (2).

Reversible, temper *ombri tt lemunt produced no change
in vacuum growth behaviour for ('it her M/ME or V./IF
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conditions (Figure 1). However, crack propagation in
hydrogen was significantly affected: AKth was further
lowered, and growth rates were elevated at intermediate
AK, but not at high AK levels (Figure 1). The effect
of hydrogen on crack growth rates relative to the vacuum
control behaviour is best illustrated by plotting the
ratios of growth rate in hydrogen to that in vacuum as
a function of AK. Figure 2(a) shows a distinct increas,
in rate ratios after RTE in condition LE up to a ,.K of
approximately 20MNm-/. Condition ME exhibited similar
but less pronounced effects.

One-step temper embrittlement produced a change in
growth rates in both vacuum and hydrogen environments.
Using the 'unembrittled' as-quenched condition, A, as a
reference, the effects of OSTE on crack g;rowth rate
ratios (hydrogen/A-vacuum) are shown in Figure 2(b).
both OSTE conditions (300T and 500T) exhibited an
increase in rate ratios at high .K ( .17MNm-/2 ) which
diminished as AK decreased through intermediate to
threshold levels.

Cyclic work softening was found in all material
conditions. RTE treatment produced no significant
change in cyclic yield stress for either M/ME or I.,l.L
specimens. However, the 500T OSTE condition showed a
greater resistance to softening than either the 30OT or
A conditions.

Fractographic investigation showed that the failurte
mode for all conditions tested in vacuum was 100
transgranular. However, when tested in hydrogen, the
unembrittled conditions A,M and L exhibited trans-
granular fracture at low LK, a peak in intergranular
fracture at intermediate tK, and transgranular fracture
at high AK (Figure 3). The transgranular fracture at
high ',K levels was less rough in hydrogen than in vacuum.
The main influence of RTE was to increase the height of
the intergranular peak at intermediate AK in conditions
ME and LE (Figure 3(a)). OSTE had little effect on the
height of the intergranular peak (Figure 3(b)), but did
further reduce the roughness of the transgranular
fracture mode at high levels of AK, as determined by
sections and stereo microscopy,

Persistent slip bands (PSB's) were observed emerging
onto the surfaces of cyclic yield specimens in all
conditions. RTE had no detectable effect on their
morphology. However, after OSTE, the short and diffuse
PSB's in condition A became longer and much narrower in
conditions 300T and 500T.
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Obse'rvat ion of ('harpy Impact ispec iren f ratUTe
surfaces indicated that FITE promoKted inttrgranular
failure on the lower shell, while OSTF. promoted trans-
granular failure.

DISCU'SS ION

Th. bas ic ef fect s of hydroven on uncembr itt led
materials. AM and L we're to reduce '.Kth. promote
intergranular tracturot' at inte'rtediatv '.K, andi
facilitate transgranular fracture at high 'K. The-
Apparent reduct ion in .Kth is probae I due. Ic, track iij
rewe Iding in %acuur, rat her than a t rue- enhancemicnt in
hYdro gen ( 2 1.

It is impirtant to- nte't that T he. pe'ak in inteor-
granuIarY t rat t-rn d id not co in, id- wit h I te krea test
v'niance'mnti -I g row! l rait s, as has kee#n sugge'sted t2
F igzurt 2) Fransde'n and Marcus, i7 ha,.*- arguted that

this peak ,ccurs when The siro- of the- forward plastio,
,,,,it -equals the' grain slil, diue' to, a dIisicecalioen
t r anspo)r t mcech an is'. fJoweAv'r, this woutld rtelul re the-
K at which The' inltergranuiar peak occurs it.' sale' %ith

,-clc ' ied -,rss in,*. the- grain si/, 1,er all
o(ndit ions Aas (n.,tant. Vigure' A indicat's %@-r% little,'

di? te're'n e' in pe-ak K. detspilt a Aide' range' ccf materill
st rengths. An al ternat lo~e' tho-orN is propoesed. her~-
tore'., %hi, h is beased oin di tusiinAl t ransport ,t
tidrogezn to' the -reion (,f maximumr h~dr,,stat 1, sI tess
ahe-ad ,f the- 'rae k tip. A re'cent mode I I this rc.s

,68 reit that the - ccncvnt rat in -1 h~-drogonr
,ec~aiiatcbe' to vmritlt I t hte- ratck t aIlIs witIh I not'e'as it

K . II fzr a ri nI cu n da r o e'ttri t t Ileoien t I)% h d r og t r I a ke
flu a, c b a deco(he's ion me'e'han ism, and f4.l lows a to'rt
,irti lar te. that obs*'roved fo r other t-'hr it t I i ng spe', iC

.. z.phosphorus K amteda and McMahon 1 t j he-
sit iia t io(n it-stcrIhbed t,% FIgvu re, 4 oa )reslIts. ) %l itt

i ii tc't- rn-d Ii # ' K i s t here. -u It ic ,le4ntI ~cro)gtn aI t ti
crack t sa t I s I the rvqu iroe-tn ts I r li n o-rV t'aILIA t
Irae' Iui re.

The.t irli's I v're'wt h ra te*- .ence'ne'.T .nt I .t ss-' i~
I Ith Itransira nuIa r Itrt Iu ro' it Ih igt K . A re- it. t it iii

surface-o ro ughness was otesero ee(I and itI is, iec'g# stc-
That This Is duie te the preente- i-n .I lis,, a t? irei
eftnissicen Iron' the- rac k ti 1;, 1,% c htog ezn ,Ta ha* a it ne:
Hirnbaurr (1i), whi hi incre-ase-s the q-tIl etn'. 1 ti.
fat i-,ut. f rac ture' proces#s.

The- matjor c-I lee t c f RTI was, te prencttte iit- t
Ie I nt erg ranulIa r t ra, -t r- to(gtheitr Aif IthI To re *~ a i 1,1 At 1,
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rates at intermediate AK, for tests performed in
hydrogen only. Since no other significant parameter
(e.g. microstructure, cyclic yield stress) except
grain boundary phosphorus segregation was altered by
RTF:, it is clear that a synergism exists between inter-
granular impurity segregation and hydrogen embrittle-
mtnt in fatigue of medium strength 2.25Cr iMo steel.
In terms of the proposed theory of intergranular
tracture, the segregated phosphorus would have lowerec
levels of hydrogen required for intergranular fracture,
as describtd by Figure 4(b), producing a wider and
higher inte-rgranular fracture peak. A comparison of
behaviour between conditions ME and LE shows that this
t'ttt-et scales with the degree of phosphorus embrittle-
me-nt .

The major effect ot OSTE was to increase the
hdr,,gen/vacuum growth rate ratios at high AK, and
turther reduce the fracture surface roughness. In
,ntrast to RTE, no segregation or change in the degree

,,f intergranular fracture was observed, but carbide
p)recipitation did occur due to an inherently unstable
microstructure. It is suggested that the fine
dispe.rsion of Fe3C carbides in 300T and 500T conditions
promotes the intensification of slip at the crack tip
into narrow bands, as observed on cyclic yield
specimens (6). This process will work together with
the. influence of hydrogen to increase further the
effticiency of the fatigue crack growth mechanism.

In summary it is apparent that temper embrittlement
d(os interact with hydrogen embrittlement during
tat lVu, (of 2.25Cr IMo steel. RTE promotes inter-
granular Iracture, while OSTE promotes transgranular
fracture. Both types of temper embrittlement there-
tir, rel lcti, in their fat igue/hydrogen interactions
their basic( influence-s on impact fracture.
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CRACK INITIATION STUDIES IN HYDROGEN EMBRITTLED SPRING STEEL STRIP

* * * i.
L. W. Lack, R. Brook, G. W. Greenwood and I. C. Howard

Fatigue tests in bending are described on high
carbon spring steels over a frequency range from
2 to 0.02 Hz on material with and without an electro
deposited zinc coating. It is shown that the hydro-
gen embrittlement introduced through the zinc
plating had a particularly severe effect at the
lowest frequency and its effect was further enhanced
by increase in the content of residual elements.
Fracture initiation appeared to be influenced by
impurity particles, notably, MnS, and by defects at
the strip surface produced by arcing in the electro-
plating barrel. Conversely elongated stringers in
the strip interior tended to arrest and deflect the
crack path.

INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen embrittlement has long been recognised(Tetelman (1)) and,
amongst its many manifestations it has been a matter of serious
concern for the spring industry for more than fifty years (Jackson
(2)1. High strength steels are frequently used in thin strip form,
which may be bent into various shapes for numerous applications,
some of which take the form of retaining clips whereas others work
in mechanisms involving repeated spring loading.

High strength steel strip used in these applications is often
electroplated with zinc to protect against corrosion in storage or
during service, and this plating also improves the general appear-
ance.

It has long been appreciated that such a plating process
however can have the serious consequence of introducing hydrogen
into the steel which is then subject to embrittlement. To over-

* Department of Metallurgy, University of Sheffield
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Sheffield
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come this problem, baking treatments have been proposed for times
up to 24 hours and temperatures up to 230°C, to remove substantial
amounts of hydrogen and thus decrease the extent of embrittlement.
The optimisation of such treatments and the variability of their
effects in steels even of marginally different compositions, has
lead to the need to investigate in further detail, the sources of
crack initiation and failure in embrittled and unembrittled high
strength steels.

In practice, most thin stripsprings in dynamic operation work
under conditions of repeated constant strain rather than under
given stress cycles. In the present work therefore, a jig was
devised whereby six strips could be loaded with each end clamped
in freely moving pivots with coupling to a servohydraulic machine,
such that a constant displacement of the jig subjected each of the
strips to similar parabolic bending.

The experiments permitted gross comparisons to be obtained of
the performance of both plated and unplated steels, and allowed
the comparison of two different steels of identical strengths, but
with one having a slightly higher concentration of residual ele-
ments than the other. Both steels were also studied after two
heat treatments to determine the further effect that this may have
on their behaviour.

The experiments also allowed the effect of cyclic frequency to
be determined over a range of two orders of magnitude and extensive
metallography was carried out to determine the form of cracking
that occurred.

MATERIALS USED

The two electroplated steels that were compared had their designa-
tions S4 and S7 and their compositions together with that of an
unplated reference steel S5, are given in Table 1. These composi-
tions are within the general range of spring steels and as seen from
Table 2, the two steels had identical hardness, and similar yield
strength. The specimens for test were in the form of cold rolled

strip of 0.8 mm thickness, 12 mm width and 120 m length.

Prior to plating, some batches of the steels were in the
quenched and tempered condition, having the structure of tempered
martensite. Both steels had similar microstructures but manganese
sulphide stringers aligned with the rolling direction were more
numerous in steel S4. The other form of heat treatment was by
austempering, which involved quenching from a temperature of 860 C,
into a salt bath at 3300 C and holding at that temperature for 20
minutes.

Etching revealed a prior sustenite grain size after these heat
treatments of between 30 and 40 um with rather larger grains at the
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TABLE 1 - Designation and Analysis of Spring Steels used in the
Investigations

Steel Designation
Elements present S4 $5 S7

C 0.63 0.80 0.64

Si 0.27 0.20 0.25

Mn 0.71 0.70 0.66

S 0.03 0.003 0.012

P 0.02 0.011 0.012

Al 0.028 0.018 0.009

TABLE 2 - Hardness, Yield Stress and Modulus Values

Steel Designation
Property S4 S7

Hardness 501 HV 501 HV

Yield stress 1495 N/mm
2  1385 N/mm

2

Youngs Modulus 208 kN/mm
2  208 kN/mm

2

specimen edges.

The electroplating by zinc produced a relatively uniform layer
of zinc of about Sum thickness. The zinc grains were mainly
columnar, with length perpendicular to the interface with the steel.
The zinc plating was carried out in a cyanide bath within a rotat-

ing barrel, which also formed one of the electrodes. occasionally
it was possible for some sparking to occur between pieces of strip
in the plating barrel and, as will be mentioned later, this
appeared to be related to some of the forms of cracking.

These strips of steel, both in plated and unplated form and

with the two types of heat treatment, were of almost identical
dimensions: the final operation was to holes at either end to
facilitate their mounting in the test rig.

FATIGUE TESTING

The criteria adopted in the design of fatigue test rig was that the
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loading mechanisms should ensure a constant strain amplitude, that
the frequency should be variable and that six specimens should be
capable of simultaneous test with three specimens of each of the
two types of steels arranged randomly amongst six test stations.
This specially-made fatigue testing rig was used in the 250 kN
servohydraulic testing machine under strain control so that the
strain amplitude was independent of specimen response and did not
vary when any of the specimens developed fatigue damage and crack-
ing. Electrical resistance monitors were connected to each of the
six specimen testing stations so that the number of cycles at which
any specimen failed could be determined. This also meant that the
test could be stopped whilst some of the specimens remained intact
and a search for fatigue damage and cracking could be undertaken
before complete failure of the specimens. This arrangement also
ensured that exactly identical treatments were given to all six
simultaneously tested specimens.

The deflection of the specimens was approximately parabolic in
form and the stroke of the servohydraulic machine was arranged so
that the specimen deflection varied from near zero strain up to a
strain of about 1%. This value was maintained constan% in each of
the tests so that strain amplitude was eliminated as a variable in
all of the experiments. With this arrangement, comparisons could
be directly made of the effects of plating, of the differences
between the austempered and the quenched and tempered steels and
the effect of marginally different compositions in comparing steels
with similar strengths. Moreover, this type of test provided
siailar conditions to those of operational performance to which
many high strengths strip steel springs are subjected in practice.

FATIGUE TEST RESULTS

First, data was obtained on the fatigue life of steel S5 in the
hardened and tempered condition but without electroplating. The
test range of frequency was varied between 0.2 and 2.0 Hz. In
Table 3 it is seen that there is a slight but noticeable
increase in the number of cycles to failure at the high testing
frequencies.

Contrasting results were obtained from studies of the effect
of frequency on the fatigue lives of the hardened and tempered
specimens of steels S4 and S7 when tested in the plated condition,
presented in Table 4. For both these steels it was noted that
there was a marked decrease in the number of cycles to failure with
decrease in frequency. The interpretation of this effect must lie
in the rate of movement of hydrogen in the region of the crack tip
in relation to the appropriate strain rate in this region
Thomson and Lin (1985) (3). The situation was most striking in the
case of steel S4 which had the higher residual element content.
This steel had about half the number of cycles to failure of that
shown by S7 at the 2.0 Hz frequency but, at a frequency two orders
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TABLE 3 - The Average Number of Cycles to Failure of Unplated
Steel S5 with 12 Specimens tested at each Fre cy

Cycles to Failure (x 10 - ) Frequency (HIz)

110 0.2

100 0.5

Ili 0.8

Ila 1.0

115 1.3

147 1.5

128 1.7

124 2.0

TABLE 4 - Average Number of cles to Failure of Two Plated Steels
at Three Frequencies

Steel Cycles to Failure Frequency (Hz)

S4 160 0.02

S7 1396 0.02

S4 615 0.20

S7 2929 0.20

S4 2557 2.00

S7 5242 2.00

of magnitude below this value, the mean life of steel S4 was
reduced to a mere 160 cycles which was only about 11% of the
value shown by steel S7. These results demonstrated the influence
of hydrogen embrittlement on both steels, but in particular, the

greater deleterious effect in the steel with higher impurity con-
tent.

In order to identify the effects of heat treatment and its
subsequent influence on both unplated and plated steels, specimens
of steel S5 were selected and, to obtain a significant number of
results in a reasonable period of time, a frequency of 2 Hz was
chosen. The results of these tests are shown in Table 5 which
clearly indicates the deleterious effect of hydrogen in each case,
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TABJI 5 - Effect of Meat Treatmeat and Platin! ai the Number of
Cities to Failure of stool at a Tet Frquency ofr 2 Hz

Coaditon Cycles to Failure (X 10 1

Hardened and Tempered (Unplated) 145

gardened and Tempered (Plated) 38

Austempered (Unplated) 212

Aua tempe red (Plated) 110

resulting from the plating process. with the further indication of
the benefits of the austemspering form of treatment

To summarize briefly the results of fatigue tests, it is
clear that over the frequency rangpe in the teats, the number of

cycles to failure of the nplated steel was effectively independent
of frequency Compared with this behaviour, zinc plating substan-
tially reduced the fatigue lives through hydrogen embrittlement
T1his form ef embrittlement was particularly dependent upon frequ-
ency (5) At 2 Hz, there appeared to be only a small effect of
residual elements on the number of cycles to fatigue failure At a
frequency of 0.02 Hiz however, there was substantial reduction in the
number of cycles tu failure with the largest effect being in the
steel with higher residual elements

CRACK INITIATION AND GROWrH

Extensive microstructure examlnatic s were carried out both on
fracture surfaces and on polished sections Optical microscopy and
scanning electron microscopy were both used, the latter using a
Philips PSEM 500 instrument

Moat observations suggested that cracks were initiated at the
surface of the strips which were subjected to the highest tensile
stress component, (5). A frequent site for the origin of fracture
was near a corner of the strip so that the cracks propagated both

through the thickness of the strip and along the tensile surface
The initial angle of many of the cracks was close to 450 to the

tensile stress, indicating the occurrence of shear-type processes
These cracks Sid not originate in the zinc plated layer but at or
near to the steel surface, After their beginnIng at this angle.
the crack path was soon deflected to a position approximately normal

to the tensile stress, and the fracture propagated in this way,
largely in an Intergranular anner in the specimens that were sub-
ject to hydrogen embrittlement The fracture gradually progressed
through the thickness and along the width of the strip, until
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finally there was a further region of shear fracture to complete
the separation of surfaces on the side of the strip where the
tensile stress was a minimum.

A search was made for stress raisers and factors that could
assist in crack initiation. The complex nature of the microstruc-
ture made such a search difficult, but certain features were noted.

One of the problems implicit in the barrel method of electro-
plating, is that arcing can take place as the strips come into
contact and separate within the rotating barrel. Such arcing may
cause pitting in the steel surface and possibly also cause a small
region where the steel is overheated and the rapid cooling gives a
martensite which is not subsequently tempered. An example of such
a feature is shown in Figure 1 and the crack path is clearly
related to the presence of this disturbed region near the surface.

In some instances inclusions were found to be associatesd with
cracks, and these were particularly noted on fracture surfaces,
Figure 2. The energy dispersive X-ray analysis attachment to the
scanning electron microscope enabled a chemical identification of
particles to be made and it appeared that MnS inclusions were
often associated with a local separation of surfaces which inter-
acted withi the growing fatigue crack in a complex way.

It was often found that fatigue failure did not simply result
from one initiation site, but from several of these. Moreover,
the morphology of the cracks showed considerable irregularity and
the elongated stringers of inclusions caused by the initial rolling
process of the steel could apparently act as temporary arrestors to
the progress of the crack growth. Such an example is shown in
Figure 3.

The interaction of the precipitate stringers, lying with their
major dimensions along the strip, in diverting the crack from its
initial transverse path was no doubt responsible for a certain
improvement in the material toughness. Indeed, Figure 3 shows
that in amy respects the failure mode of the material is somewhat
similar to that of a composite material in which cracks can be
deflected away from a most deleterious path.

It thus appeared that the morphology of precipitates and not
simply their type was important in determining the number of cycles
to fatigue failure. There was evidence that voids could be nuc-
leated ahead of the advancing crack and this was one of the
mechanism whereby crack propagation could occur.

The role of hydrogen in such complicated structures probably
lies in its trapping at inclusions Lec et al (1984) (4), thereby
wakening their interface with the matrix. There must also be a
capability for hydrogen to diffuse to the region of the tip
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of the crack, otherwise it seems umlikely that the marked effect
of frequency would arise.

CON CLUS IONS

The steels examined showed that there was a marked deterioration in
their fatigue performance when they were electroplated by zinc,
resulting from the introduction of hydrogen which caused embrittle-
ment. The extent of embrittlement was dependent upon three
factors. One was the frequency of testing from which it was shown
that there was a steady decrease in the number of cycles to
fatigue failure as the frequency was reduced from 2 Hz down to

0.02 Hz. Secondly, the embrittlement was sensitive to the heat

treatment of the steels. The austempered treatment reduced the
susceptibility of the steels to fatigue failure, when compared with
the effects of hardening and tempering. This was true in both the

unplated and in the plated steels. Thirdly, there appeared to be

an effect of residual elements. This was most particularly marked
in the plated specimens at the low end of the frequency range
0.02 Hz.

The general characteristics of the fatigue failure were
approximately similar in all the tests with fracture surfaces
having an increased intergranular area as the fatigue embrittlement
increased. However, in addition to this intergranular fracture on

the prior austenite grain boundaries, areas of dimpled rupture, of
quasi-cleavage and of shear fracture were also noted.

The evidence for crack initiation suggests that this occurred
at regions of high strain, sometimes associated with inclusions or
with damage by arcing processes during the plating operation. Such

features were often related to the early stages of the crack path.
The results were complicated however by many observations of
changes in crack direction. There were many instances of crack
arrest by longitudinal stringers whereby the plane of the crack
path was changed by about 90 . Thus in steels with these compli-
cated microstructures, as well as their susceptibility to hydrogen
embrittlement, it is clear that chemical composition, including
residual elements, details of heat treatment and control of pre-

cipitate morphology are of considerable significance
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FATIGUE MECHANISMS IN ARALL, A FATIGUE RESISTANT HYBRID
ALUMINIUM ARAMID COMPOSITE MATERIAL

R. Marissen*

ARALL (Aramid Reinforced Aluminium Lami-
nates) is a hybrid compos--te containing thin
high strength aluminium alloy sheets, which
are laminated using a structural epoxy
adhesive containing about 50 % aramid fibres.
ARALL shows an excellent resistance against
fatigue crack growth, due to intact fibres
bridging fatigue cracks in the aluminium
sheet material.

INTRODUCTION

The high resistance of ARALL against fatigue allows for
weight savings up to 30 % as compared to monolithic alu-
minium alloys for fatigue critical structural components
of aircraft. However, the technological properties of
ARALL are similar to those of monolithic sheet material.
All conventional workshop techniques as they are applied
for the manufacturing of aircraft, including a cold
bending process may also be performed on ARALL.

The general properties of ARALL as a material for
primary aircraft structure are discussed in a consider-
able amount of papers by investigators at the Technical
University of Delft, the ALCOA company, and the DFVLR
(1) to (10), and it will not be repeated here. The fa-
tigue mechanisms in ARALL are briefly discussed in the
next section. Then one mechanism is considered separate-
ly and some experimental and analytical results will be
discussed for this mechanism.

* DFVLR, Institute for Materials Research, Fatigue
Department, D 5000 K6ln 90, F.R.G.
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FATIGUE MECHANISMS IN ARALL

ARALL consists of thin aluminium alloy sheets (thickness
0.3 - 0.5 mm) laminated with about 0.2 mm thick adhesive
layers containing about 50 % of aramid fibres (see
Figure 1). The fibre direction coincides with the direc-
tion of the main fatigue load.

If fatigue cracks occur in the aluminium sheets (e.g.
at notches), the fibres remain intact and bridge the
crack. The crack bridging reduces the crack opening dis-
placement and the stress intensity factor at the crack
tip. Consequently the crack growth rate is reduced. The
crack bridging mechanism is shown schematically in
Figure 2.

The efficiency of the crack bridging mechanism is
influenced by a large amount of parameters. However,
these influences become active mainly by their effect
on two mechanisms only:

1. The crack bridging stresses are transferred from the
fibres to the aluminium by adhesive shear stresses.
The resulting adhesive shear deformation allows for
some crack opening displacement, and consequently,
for some crack growth.

2. The local cyclic adhesive shear stresses result in a
limited fatigue debonding between fibres and alumin-
ium in the cracked region. This debonding reduces the
stiffness of the connection between the crack flanks,
and the efficiency of the crack bridging mechanism is
reduced.

Figure 3 shows schematically, how these two mecha-
nisms act in a cracked ARALL sheet.

In a previous paper the author (7) showed, how the
mechanical situation of Figure 3 may be characterized,
and a prediction model based on linear elastic material
behaviour was proposed. Further investigations showed
that linear elastic behaviour is indeed representative
for the main deformation component. However, plasticity
and time dependent deformations of the adhesive have a
significant effect on the crack opening displacement COD
due to adhesive deformation. The COD behaviour as caused
by adhesive deformation is discussed in more detail in
the following sections.
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DEFORMATION BEHAVIOUR OF THE INTERFACIAL ADHESIVE LAYER

Experimental

The crack opening displacement as a function of the
crack bridging stresses was determined on special speci-
mens. The specimens consisted of two aluminium sheets
and one fibre-adhesive layer. A narrow slot was produced
by spark erosion in both aluminium layers at the speci-
men centre (see Figure 4).

No load transfer through the aluminium sheets is
possible at the location of the slot, and the entire
load is carried by the fibres. Consequently, the crack
bridging forces (for the slot) are exactly known. A clip
gauge with a small measuring length was put over the
slot, and the COD values were measured as a function of
the load level. A correction on these measurements was
derived for the strain of the fibres within the width of
the slot and for the (small) strain of the aluminium
sheets within the gauge length.

Analytical

Calculations of COD as a function of the external
load and the laminate parameters are performed on the
basis of a schematized laminate build-up, as shown in
Figure 4. The fibre-adhesive layer is divided into three
individual layers. The tensile stiffness is concentrated
in the central layer and the shear compliance is present
in two layers between the aluminium sheets and the cen-
tral layer.

Hart-Smith (11) presented an analytical solution
which may be used for the calculation of the crack open-
ing displacement. For linear elastic material is:

COD = Bal 2 + 2 (1)
Sal Sad Sar Sad

where Gal is the stress in the aluminium layers. Sal and
Sar are the tensile stiffness of the aluminium and aramid
fibres, respectively (Young's modulus E times thickness
B). Sad is the shear stiffness of the interfacial adhe-
sive layer (shear modulus Gad divided by thickness Bad)-
The definition of the thickness of the different layers
is also presented in Figure 4.

The adhesive shear stress as a function of the dis-
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tance y from the crack flanks is an exponential function
of -y and the stiffness parameters. If the maximum adhe-
sive shear stress at the crack flanks exceeds the elas-
tic limit of the adhesive, stress redistribution occurs.
Homan (12) proposed an analytical technique assuming
that the stresses exceeding the elastic limit near the
crack flanks are carried by elastic stresses more remote
from the crack flanks (see Figure 5). Ideal elastic-
plastic adhesive behaviour is assumed. The result for
the adhesive plastic zone size yp is:

Baiaa _/ 5
ar (a2

YP 
2  

p 
2 

Sad ( a1 + _ar) (2)

where Tp is the yield shear stress of the adhesive. If
the equation above yields yp ' 0 as a result, the adhe-
sive yield stress is not exceeded. The result for COD is
(if yp 1 0):

rp (Baia,) (Sal + Sar)
COD d 

2 
Tp Sar Said

Some values of the present parameters are given below:

Bal = I mm
Bar = 0.2 mm
Sal = 72 000 N/mm
Sar = 12 400 N/mm
Sad 16 000 N/mm

3

7p = 38 MPa

Results

Figure 6 shows experimental COD values as compared
to calculated values. The calculation is performed for
the first uploading only, The respective Sad, Sal and

Sar values are given above. Sal and Sar were de-
termined by tensile tests on single layers. Sad was
based on an estimation of the thickness of the inter-
facial adhesive layer, Bad, according to:

Bad = (0.8 Vm Bar)12 (4)

The factor 0.8 is an empirical factor, which accounts
for the circumstance that a part of the adhesive in the
fibre-adhesive layer is located near to the symmetry
axis, where no shear stresses are present. vm is the
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matrix volume content of the fibre-adhesive combination
layer.

Figure 6 shows that the main displacement component is
due to elastic deformation. However, the influence of
plasticity during uploading is significant. Some reversed
plasticity occurs, but the significance of plasticity
for the cyclic deformations is further reduced. Some
time dependent deformation can also be seen in Figure 6.
The loading cycle causes a shifted COD hysteresis loop.
However, this creep component stabilizes quickly, as it
is shown in Figure 7, where COD is plotted against time.
Creep is promoted during the test in this figure by the
application of 30 seconds hold time. The stabilizing of
the creep deformation is also due to stress redistribu-
tions. The redistributed stress field also acts as a
driving force for the reversed creep, which occurs after
unloading.

CONCLUSIONS

The fatigue behaviour of ARALL was summarized. Crack
opening due to adhesive deformation is one important
fatigue mechanism in this material. A detailed analysis
of this mechanism shows that elastic adhesive deforma-
tion is of major importance. However, adhesive plastic-
ity significantly contributes to the crack opening dis-
placement. The influence of plasticity may be considered
quite well, using analytical methods. A further experi-
mental influence on the COD behaviour was found due to
time dependent adhesive behaviour. The displacements due
to adhesive creep stabilize after a short period of time,
and they appear to be reversed some time after unloading.
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L -0 COO eory

adhesive plasticity
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E

(00

1.10 2 2X10-
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Figure 6 Comparison of experimental and calculated COD

values as a function of the load level

Pre looded arnd recovered specimen

U (30 Seconds

- - -- aoter unloading

0 1000 Seconds
Time -aw

Figure 7 Time dependent behaviour of the COD due to
adhesive shear deformation
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I 0W CYCLE FATIGUE BEHAVIOUR OF NOTCHED SPECIMFNS
OF NICKEL BASED SUPERALIOY SINGLE CRYSTAL.

ABSTRACT. the low cycle fatigue behaviour cf
.: tche1 d imer's wa, studied for two nickel

.s ic- crvstal 0 MAR-M 200 and CMEX 2
' t he life range 10'3 to '

1
o ',es. The

,n. grcth " trcKs were mcntored
'r.'.htut cycling usinIg a replication technique

!th notch root as wi:l as the potential drop
,in' l ' . :nitiatior wa found to occur in the

.jrl\ .. . Crdcking in "MSX 2 involves the
I.. v I', ,vrt 7? ,f a single crack whereas several

r rA - r 'And calesce in MAR-M 200. Low cycle
!~ti 5  d'ta on smooth specimens were shown to be
unsi' to ac(ount for an engineering definition
I I i f t, crack. initiaition on notched specimens.

:I t ,vg',e life of notched specimens was
-:,o -t J therefore using fat igu, crack growth

j '. ca iuiated hf's was found -o be in
7- - +'  -oo> agreement with -superimental data and

tit'-'tie imit was actually predicted.

INTRODUCTION

?as turbxn s for jet engines relies in part on
Ih temperature capability of turbine blade and vane materials.
Th-e components are submitted to severe thermal and mechanical
loding in hot combustion gases. The design of advanced jet engines
wath improved performance has led to the development of single
cr..stal components. The anisotropy of elastlc constants may have a
7'nzi,]rablc influence on fat igue properties of such materials.

I'_ ,n bl o paraMount importance for the root of the blade where
the blade is attached to the turbine disc. This part of the blade
l rimarily a notched member which is submitted to low cycle

i '''- n ,loading at medium tem peratures say about 6500 C. The
v: ,rof notched members in poivcrist -ls is usually accounted

r.r ,D mplr(_ al rules such 3s Neuer'-s rule and using data from
-7 t 'at 1gi. specimens. A study wa- thu- undertaken to
n!Ivesflsqte th,-- ow cyle fatigue behaviour of notched specimens of

0 -. suF-rllo'.' single constels.
w -tper A Iv' were uoe.' : MA.5-M :0o: ano CMX 2. This work

reports on the stress dependence of the life time for both
materials using notched and unotched specimens.
. Centre des Mat~riaux de l'6cole des Mines de Paris, UA CNRS 866,
BP 87 91003 EVRY CEDEX, FRANCE.
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1'w , , !
o  

L, . . r " . . ..:m ' " " ; . . J , . .
,M 4 MM

NA LPI' AN [XPEIIMENIAL pI:r),'i'-

1 W I .--r- - w-re u', .i.: v.,jd. MA w

Material C Cr Co W Nb Ti Al I Zr

MAR-M200 0.14 8.44 9.8 11.93 0.82 1.80 4.84 0.014 0.038

CMSX2 28ppa 7.90 4.70 7.90 0.01 0.99 5.69 iOpp. Soppa

'.M N . - : !-t -rration ;:npl- crv,< s.,i..-

AN ,y .e x, rc, ri ).h mi rick whi. K
:engthened iv high volume fract1~n oi _mall 5' precipitae',

-' eutectics and MC carbides precipitate on casting in the
:r!-Tendritc 3reas. speclmens were machin-d fr,m past cylinders

., in diameter. three heat treatment, were lone : f:rt, the
b,_irc were heat-treated at I 2 fC during . hrs. During , h I -
treatment the 6' precipitates are taken into solution. They :ook

.:re small disordered cubes a few tenth of microns in size. The
se-ond heat treatment is at 11000C during 5 hrs. It simulates the
treatment at alumini-sation in vapour phase which protects the
blades from environmental effects. The 6' precipitates are then
well ordered in the matrix. The size of the small 6' precipitates
Is about 0,3 Wm. The itest trea

t
ment, at 870'C during !6 hrs, 1s

tempering treatment which improves the alloy properties at low

temperatures.

CMSX 2 is a new single crystal superalloy which has a low
carbon content. This alloy is fully solutionized and bears out a
still higher volume fraction of 6' precipitates. Three heat

treatmants were respectively done at 13'5C'C during 3 hrs, 1050
t
'C

during 1e hrs and 870°C during 16 hrs.

The mechanical properties of both materials are given in

tab. I (D], HARRIS et al [21). Young's modulus is calculated using
available anisotropic elastic constants of a similar nickel base
superalloy (DALAL et al [3]) tab. 2.
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:ne linders wte I-ast _ .:c LrYstals within I0 degres of
N . irection. Smooth spec irens were (yl:ndrical, 6 tMm in

1,ame er and ir mam in gauge (-ngth. Notched specimens had a
'ecTarulr cross se*ion with two symmetr~cal edge notches on

*4pposite faces which give an elastic stress concentration factor
:.3 as computed under an isotropic assumption). The notched

(pcmfer gec7,ttrv :-s reported ir f g.1 . E _h specimen was oriented

, i. lu diffract:on before machiring the gauge length, so
Tha 'ch :r:entatcr could b- _hosen 1 will. The orientation

-~c'er w.,s a U' 'C direction fir the ex'_rrmentr reported here.

w v. le fat igue 'ests were zarr:ed out under load control at
. r, 2,l L:rj'crv air. Speci1nen, Wtvr, heated by a radiation
I,na 7h.- tests w're .,Dute! or . modified screw-driven

"esting ma (hlne The lead was -ont:ruouslv recorded as well
ra,.- 

4
rair hysteres5,- .oops occssional Iv. The smooth

p- Im er,> were tested w th1 3 stres ritic -f -1 and the notched

" -ir> , one cf i.. r 5 h iT.A wave was used at a
Hz fcr umoolt, -p ..e.- Ar;d in the range

. - H: fr rotched 5pecmen n .ni t, s crack growth was

- C- ' rUC u 'l .s'nq c. 1-1t' dro technique. Tests
*.r:r%- 2, e 4 reg..,r t',- r- r, t I replicas were
e P .r ' 3, -ot L. r cC

EXIMRIMMIAL RYEULTS

-;s we.re done or both Materials oii I 'h ite range 103 to 101
:v..es ,n smooth and on notched specimens at 650°C in air. in
fig. 2, the stress range is reported for notched specimens <001>

I as a function of the number of cycles for a given variation

ir pctential drop that corresponds to a surface crack length of 0.3

7tic. The data of MAR-M 200 and CMSX 2 are on the same-curve with a
narrow scatter. This curve exhibits a fatigue limit of about 580

M;a.

Some observations at the root of the notch were made on a
scanning electron microscope. Cracks were seen to be perpendicular
with the loading axis in the whole ife rane investigated for both
maer:als. Plastic replicas give the aspect of the root of the

notch at a given number of cycles. So, the crack propagation can be
anal' d luring the life when rh-s itiatlon o,/ctrs at the specimen

f, In fg. 2 the crack length cn the surf3_ 1 reported as a
funotlmr oI the number of cycle' for a tot-sl life f 11000 cycles
and a nominal stress range of c;,7 MPa for CMSX :. Cn every replica.
the crack length on the surface was measured for a given number of
cycles. The measured length is the length of the crack projected on
the notch axis (perpendicular to the loading axis' . This curve in

-ig, 3 is typical of the crack evolution on CMSX 2. We can see that
life is only a crack propagation phenomenon. A single crack appears
within a few of cycles. In fig. 4, we can observe a surface crack
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about 15 om in width, after the first 100 cycles. During the first
half life time the fatigue crack growth rate does not increase very
quickly. The crack grows symmetrically : we can see in the fig.5
the crack after 2 000 cycles. During the second half of the total
life, the fatigue crack growth rate rises up to about 10- 6 m/cycle.
From 10 500 cycles we can observe a cristallographic crack
propagation. And after 10 950 cycles some slip bands can be
observed.

For a lower nominal stress range of 620 MPa, an internal
initiation probably on a porosity, had occured. The crack reaches
the surface for 45 000 cycles with a crack length on surface of 180
um, for a total life of about 56 000 cycle,.

For MAR-M 200 several cracks appear within a few of cycles on
the surface for the higher and the lower stresses. The coalescence
of those several cracks leads to the final crack which propagates
in the later tenths of the total life. We did not found out a
cristallographic crack aspect such as for the CMSX 2 but some slip
bands appear in the latest part of the life.

DISCUSSION

In polycrystals, the endurance of notched specimens is usually
accounted through empirical rules such as Neuber'5 rule and using
data from smooth specimens (NEUBER [4]). The stress concentration
of notched specimens could be described by the stress concentration
factor Kt. So the effective stress intensity range becomes equal to
KtAo. We assume that the calculation of Kt (Kt = 2.3) based on
anisotropic elasticity assumption remains valid in a first
approximation in anisotropic single crystals.

The number of cycles to crack initiation, as defined on an
engineering basis to 120 pm crack depth is plotted in Fig. 6 versus
the stress range at the notch root Kt Ac or Neuber's factor KoAo
for the higher stresses. We used in the latter case Neuber's
hyperbola and the cyclic stress-strain curve Ao - Act (Ao stress
rang-, Act total strain range) to compute Neuber's factor Ko.
However the high cyclic elastic limit in these materials results in
a KC value which is at most within a few percent of Kt. The life to
macroscopic crack initiation, i.e. to 120 pm crack depth, in smooth
specimens has been included in Fig. 6. It turns out that the
fatigue life of smooth specimens of CMSX 2 is two to three times
lower than that of notched specimens. The difference between smooth
and notched specimens of MAR-M 200 can reach two orders of
magnitude. This definitely shows in the latter material that
Neuber's rule using crack initiation data on smooth specimens
cannot account for the fatigue life of notched specimens.
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The discrepancy between smooth and notched specimens was not
unexpected : indeed observations on replicas have shown that
fatigue life of notched specimens is almost completely spent in
crack propagation. An approach based on crack growth should yield
therefore better predictions than an initiation based method such
as Neuber's one. Fatigue crack growth rate curves da/dN - AY were
previously determined using '001>, compact tension -CT) specimens of
MAR-M 200 (DEFRESNE [5]). The fatigue life spent in crack
propagation can thus be computed using Such-data and an appropriate
estimate of the range of the stress intensity factor AK. As initial
defects are present in these alloys in the form of casting pores
(CHIERAGATTI [6], ABDELMACSIH [7]), the "crack tnitiation" period
can be computed as the number of cycles to propagate a crack from
an initial size ao to final size a: ' 12= 0 un

af da

Np z [ (1"
a~o o'diN [AK' a.j

The initial crack depth was taken as a., I wim. The averase
sIze if subsurface- porosities i- about -,tin r. It was dssumed tl,at
within a few cycles the largest subsurface porosity can give rise
to a semi-elliptical part through crack with an equilibrium shape
and a Lrack depth a about 25 pm.

The range of stress intensity factor It: was derived as
follows. SCHIJVE [8) has shown that the presence of a notch gives
rise to a rapid variation AK for an edge crack in the vicinity of
the notch root say for a crack depth smaller than the notch radius
p. He derived the following expression for an edge through crack

AKe = Kt Ao.4- C(a/P) (2)

where
C(a/p)1 .1215-3.21 ,ap)+5.1ta/p) S -2.73(a/pV+1.14(a/p) .

where a is t he phvsical crack depth at the notch root, p the
root radius and Ac the nominal tensile stress range in the minimum
sect ion.

A rorret ion factor was "..-d to -ciount for the fact t-t
r11 !n the prssent case are iemi- 2liiptical through cr:,ckzz. A
ctti,,, --f a large number of small surface craG:, in these alloys a-

shown that the crack depth a of equilibrium surface cracks was 0.76
times half the crack length at the surface. Therefore the ratio of
AK for a semi-elliptical surface crack to AKe for an edge through
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+':.~ ~~ ~~ M rw-!:J k_.. +r+ , ' ':'-- "r?'UIJ L
+ "

Ia i ., ' Ui.""

7• 7 :

i IN AK '.

r~~ ~~~~ T r?:zro eh her t FCr, t ITclIn--flr%

dadN = B(IK - th'; (7,

where P, p are two constants and where AKth is the threshold valulie
at 1ower cracy orwt h rates

The .;fe n crV :nr:at:. w computred from Eq. utin
cm. 2 ano E for VK as well s Em. . .4nd , to describe the
material behaviour. The predicted curve is compared with
experimental results in Fig. 2. i.1 the imited life range a good
dgrerrent is observed with e perimental data n MAR-M 200 within a
factor of T wo. A fatigue lim- f,.: - net stretc range about 580 MPa

s pr'd icteDi due to the threoholl jor crack propagation. This is in
I tr good -Agreement wit- - end of" e:ermental result.

Ther rtore in th>- mate-rial 'h n'eerng lfe *o crack initiation
in r. . d spe- ir 

,
ens c, n b -- 

v
-counted by crack propagat .on.

D-n rec-ed ir h: cR-,n, strength single crystal
superalloy IS in good agreement with other results obtained on fine
grained materials (BREAT et al (1]). Such a crack propagation

rationale could explain why the notch fatigue life of the two
studied alloys i; less sensitive to composition than fatigue life
of smooth specimens' since crack propagation is expected to be less
structure sensitive. Experiments are currently under way to check
this point.
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CONCLUSIONS

The present investigation of the low vcle faD:*us beniw'cur i

,001> oriented single crystal notched specimen: of CMSX -1 3r_1
MAR-M 200 at 65000 has shown the following points :

Crack initiation was found to occur earl' i2 fatiguo life f--
both materials using plastic replicas of the notch root. Fat:?ue
fiilure in CMSX 2 occurs by the growth of single crack whiuh
initiates at a surface or subsurface porosity. in MAP-M '00 several
cracks initiate and coalesce.

An engineering definition of crack initidteon i.e. to .0

.:.k depth results in a fatigue life which cannt L sc .ont1 f or
'sin crack initiation data on smooth specimens. Thic life to crscv
itiateor however can be computed as being solely spent in erao
rc.sgation using data from CT specimens. Th, life tht;i cslclsteo

i- .n good agreement with experimental jta 2121 !t'.gt, hiw
::-ote. as actually observed.
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SYMBOLS USED

crack depth (mi,
half of the crack length on surface 'mi
rcot radius (m)
nominal tensile stress range KMPa)

AKi range of stress intensity factor Mts.m '
threhc.ll stress intensity rang?e MP.r
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Mlter,
1

l
8  

Tmpert r 6e . 2k IS. U.T.S, 4
K tP. iP. 4

8AR-M200 R.T. 936 1120

1 . 650 928 1073

C01 X2 8.". 1136 118?
0, 760 1246 1296

TABLE.1 Mechanical properties of R 1
MAR-M200 and CMSX2 . ci CD

MPa MP1 me

k T. 1j2, 1 , 2s 2n : '50->.

11 10 1-34000 252000

TABLE.2 Young's modulus of MAX- Fig.1 Notched specimen geometry.
M200 and CMSX2.
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Stress range (MPo)

0 MAR-M200 rtched specimens <0Dl>[Oll]
90g 0- 0 CMSX2 notched specimens <001>(Dll)00 Predicted results

800 - AIR 6500C

700

600

500 '... io 1 4  io5
Nmber of c y _

Fig.2 Stress range versus the number of cycles associated to a
crack length of 0.3 mm for notched specimens.

Crock length on surface (mm)

-AIR 650 C

3

2

0U 18
U

U
U

0 5000 10000
Numrn of cyce

Fig.3 Crack length on surface versus the number of cycles for C1.SX2
on a notched specimen ( -= 670 NIPs).
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10 pm 10 p,

Fig.4 Plastic replica of CMSX2 Fig.5 Plastic replica of CMSX2

N = 100 cycles,47= 670 MPs N = 2000 cycles,zc'= 670 MPa

Kt*Aa (MPo)

o MAR-M200 smooth specimens 001>

* MAR-M200 notched specimens <001>[311]
o CMSX2 smooth specimens <001>

* CMSX2 notched specimens <001>[011]

a IR 6500C2000 *

1750 o
0 o.1500 E3

1250' 0
0

1000 10
10 3  10 4  10 5

Number oF cyJ, 7

Fig.6 Effective stress intensity Kt 47 versus the number of cycles
for notched and unotched specimens for CMSX2 and MAEP-M200.
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FATIGUE CHARACTERISTICS OF ION TREATED SURFACES

R. Krishnamurthy* and H.V. Somasundar**

Surface technologists aim to develop suitable surface
coatings to enhance the fatigue life of engineering

materials. Most of the coatings would influence the
substrate material with undesirable effects such as
thermal softening, interface transitions, and other

substrate defects. Of late, Ion treatments have
found increasing applications. These include Ion-
nitriding and Ion implantation. Where Ion nitriding
is plating of surfaces with N* ion bombardment,

resulting in formation of compound surfacial layers,
Ion implantation is a cool surface treatment result-
ing in little change in surface characteristics. 'he

paper discusses the fatigue characteristivs of CJi

implanted and Ion nitrided HSLA steel.

".RO? "'Ij%

,arit nf eng inuerifg designs lay emphasis r 'ri. :, A
neat ires u eng ineer i ng surfaces, 'he genera1 

trend in d5r
iing and r.i,;g e ments ' ch r gears, cars, tipp* ts .l

bUarei'i elements nas been tn redure, the damage cau ,o y ,
anitons enhancig their ift,. Fr tny's, ,arlcu' ,u'fade trt-at-

-t2it5 navr. tuen rPsy)rt ,l ' , r. fa trP ,t"A c'. .c. t ,
br~ad'yclassitied as,

Treatments addinq material to, surfaces,
ex: Ther a' sprayng, cladding and vapojr .m .s . .

i Treatments alterlq surfarr che'Sti,,

e : irtert itia narderinq _ith i, (at r' 'g, .
tijtftridilq 3 , , r-

) V Mffh3!l tr,'at" ent,,
tt ~ ,iDipdq, r! yg hn-mn-mC)-yhana h a yn it

ijqh a th4, ta.}citt ta., :.nr . r Pini *'g .'i.

.. At ,ru"sI tn (, , -, .*i(! I 'n, + I,- uilqu p tKu5 P y
app icat mn I , aS diff ti as rt ' ve_ l+'it n . -

technigq.e used ii enha ing urta(P, qu.ty f r ri '. 3
* Asst. Prnf,,..,nr , 'ch. Fngg. Dppt., 1.1., :lras,-', ' ' ,.'

*ept . n Prndn. ' It,7. £ngg., roi., N y'.ar , n i i.
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aPP 1 1 at ions i s ion treatment . Surfaces are treated with suitable
i n-spe i es or pl1ated w i t i on beams . I on- implIantat ion ot chosen

spec i es inrto a var iety of techno logi calIly imiportant metals anid
arbides has b)rought about strikinig changes in their behaviour
hosei a*oi. ipcts r iis nised and their accelerated to

energi1e .)' around 9) - 150 rev. 'he ions penetrate the sirf ace
ayer Af thn c rp' forming an iun-cincentrated layer.

ni pe~netrartd depth )# i.:ns depends on the atorrr number, "s
thOil ins and of the? t arget atoms arid the rate of energy trarnsfer.

nr '-C ' 3i t at ,on o'* ions I into tar-get Mater ia's, ear produce both
3ibQ5and retasta~le alloys Y. 'ht- implanted ions ar-e -it

Aipa~C nd niOre( ipi1tation mlay Occur. This pre(_iP,!d-
a n~r' a ngn ien' i ty A p )i n t d(- f e, dev e lop ing i,Omp rO'

41. these? pro(eSses, tnd to enhanee the
or, , -a' Q-'opert e, A engieering -atpr ians. Itie put;i ihed mar

mpac.o"'rn ial nay, i'lljtlale- :otn mer its rin-
1-p antat tl:r .ei5. A ,e 'ew *nn-- 4 gn .uld n~~V.' 3,

t a,, -3'a, - i )- )n !r) irif luence -- Implan~tation to" we'ar
.ni'er'g -att.ra'. *ne pt..'s~ri paper or 5"'t', data _in -,ji *at

I) rte zinr 'renn t a ',.y .. A te,

al. ~In ~.a'i I n ns h- T mt-13 ' t( .p iii Pii t I inp aln-
*1'a 3oi the l, penr'ie r d Ot al a re g i ver, 10 'i3- e I.

11 a.'', *' e r - rrie m acri 1 1 l atI reguarn n t Pr ,a'

-t qrv '- , dried arid were weighed inr a , ingie par
neta!.. ,atel the w,,ar. 'h j it renvI t 1 ohs

3.. r '!.i ng lui1ng t-S -~ i m3d fe1 ement j ly

.0 ''- "ce ,et or in '-ri1  Lihot o, spe,'ct rA':op Y

am e. ,''Pha'eat t " aint arin an a1verage
-,t I/ f i'irns j rig Ion -impi ntat ion, ion f 'uenco if

n,' .np j * I in "n . cm- as used. oilth hi gher doaethe
-v 1ia, t at in), p Y*xe,. t oox on,, ider, at)y I )tiger t imres,. )o the expon-

ierits jerp etiti to only I - 10 1L") i~Sc' . 'here was on
,,.oerat'le rmprovements in the mnicr- hirdness, .a3j,-s due t:, mplAn-
a,1 -)n at)1e I.

:_nf 1_i 'an rat in ori ,rurtace 'ext ure.

,,uring ion impl i nt at on, the- inject ion of d~tP-'', ind of ions,
,moirt,, to the surface a tendency to ,well. Thi', is, res tnainel ')

t he substrate resulting in generation of intense kompressive
tresses. 'hi', is analogous to the shot peenirng proi~e'. T h j, t he

triho'ogiial (haracteristrcs of the implanted srtace depend,, orn
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the surface texture its hardness and the ion species. The
influence of ion implantation on surface texture remains a contro-
versy. It has been reported that(5) the surface roughness of the
implanted surface decreased due to implantation, while it has been
contradicted (6).

Fig.l illustrates typical texture study on implanted surfaces.
It is seen that ion-implantation produces surface roughening to
some extent. As seen in the figure, the increase in Rt value,
indicates that during implantation, while the asperities might be
folded due to ion-impingement, there could be considerable deepen-
ing of the valleys. The higher energy ions bombarded the surface
during implantation, heating the target material (Reported tem-
perature around 330-370 K). This could reduce in the yield
strength of the surface materials, causing asperity folding;
however the valleys were deepened due to ion sputtering. The
nearing area (Abott) curves obtained shows that after implantation,
tnere is some improvement in the bearing area of surface layer
'Pii) - 5% after implantation against 1% before implantation, TP(2)
- -9% as against 10% aefore implantation. The increase in bearing
area dje to asperity folding could enhance the fatigue life of
implanted surfaces to some extent. Hartley (6) has reported the
presence of three distinct regions of surface appearance. The
,,rtace ,as repor'ted to show blistering at dosage approaching

, 1  ons,'cl 3nd eventually bursted out resulting in crateri-
saton. Ot mediur dosages, there was a mild modification of the
.',ae to.tare.

: an t ! in on ort13 \ _c It 1.

AtA' _ rr C. arCe. '.' ' . 'rr " ter p' prJpe-t e, such as friction,
J, i 1,' c r It' lrq, *it - <'' ' !-re tar~x, adhesion -inj libri-

- iA a I e,-r> 1 0 n e,,ced -ost ly y tPIe 1jrf e o00-

t" , 'r ''Y u' A
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TABLE I - Material specification, implantation and

experiment details

Test Material : HSLA Steel

C Mn Si S P Nb

0.18 1.55 0.24 .033 .034 .04

Grain size: 8 microns (average)

lrnjlantation Details

Fluence Energy Microhardness

(after implantation)
Species ions/cm 2  Ke Kp/mm2

+ 15
N I x 1 90 - 120 290 - 300

+

B I x 105 120 - 180 340 - 360

Test Details Falex Block-Disc Test machine

Test Specimen i) 'Untreated HSLA steel
ii) N+  implanted HSLA steel
iii) B implanted HSLA steel
iv) Ion nitrided HSLA steel

Surfi ,e 11n i sh Ground, R a .05 - 0.017 icrons
3

.Isc .0% C steel - arburised

ardnes, :6 - 64 PC

Sjr a-e ' V 3, -r, r rjns

" d d I ' i . dth _", contact
* ,> ,atI n 1 elis ' 'V j ,p'ash lubricated)

a<t ',Igie pr 'ding wear) tests were conducted on HSLz
t-, st imen bctn a, teated and ion-imp1anted in a test setup
, lar ta the mnod1fieJ ;a 1Ie testing 'iachlne. 'he test setup
. i, ste )f a _arbarised inl, ground stee' disc, establishing
'ijling -onta(t with the fat test sample held in a nest work

)Ider. 'he wear quaitipes .)t the tesi anps were assessed by
kipgh 'r ; iieasarement ujsing a single pan electronic halance aid
,weiording wear tack prof les, F 1g.? shows typi(aI inifluence ,4
'inpantat ion on wear performance of HSLA steel. 'his is a c.i-

sideratle irmprovement in wear resistanhe due to i-,n implantati-n.

g. 'njaws the nl luence of B' and N' implantation wear per-
'ormante. :t is seen that %+ imp1antat;on considerably in(roases

'he oear resistaricf. COMdared to the ii+ ion-implantation. "t 15

, gnuti ant to note that in spite of the higher microhardness,,
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B implanted surfaces wore out more than N+ implanted. It is known
that the atomic number of Nitrogen is greater than that of carbon
and boroni however the atomic volume of B+ is very much larger than
that of N' ion (volume ratio around 13.6:4.5). The impingement of
B+ ions (lighter and larger volume) has resulted in appreciable
surface hardening than that of N+ ions impingement; however the
mobility of B+ ions could not be higher than that of N+ ions. This
could be expected owing to the smaller size of the N+ ions and
increased solubility of N+ ions than B+ ions in steel,

Ion migration. Published literature on N+ and B+ ion implanted
stainless steels (7) illustrated the marked difference in the per-
formance and attributed it to the difference in roles between
atomic species which could migrate relatively easily during surface
contact (N+ ) and those which cannot (B+ ) Picraux (8) has reported
that Amco iron implanted with N+ ions exhibited marginal increase
in wear resistance, in spite of appreciable surface hardening.
This could be attributed to the increased solubility of N+ in iron
than in Amco iron. Thus it could be seen that the higher wear
resistance of N+ implanted specimen could be mostly due to migra-
tion and allied processes, rather than surface hardening. For
understanding the migration process, Auger Electron Spectrum were
obtained for both implanted and tested samples. Fig.4 shows typical
AE- records illustrating N+ migration during wear process. The
records were taken after sputtering, the etching was repeated
several times at the same region to study the N+ presence in the
depth direction. Presence of N+ ion, both on the unused and worn
out portion of the test samples at depths greater than the depth
of implantation, indicated the migration of N+ ion during the
wear process.

The literature on ion-implantation has reported on the formation
of compounds (9) such as nitrides and migration of implanted ions
enhancing wear resistance. Hartley found that during implantation,
the stress rise could be partly due to the injection of an excess
quantity of ions and partly due to the disturbed lattice caused
by the material mobility during implantation. It is reported by
Robert Bolster (10) that this disordered zone could be as much as
1 (-15 times deeper into the material, than the implanted range.
Implanted ions or combinations of them are known to be mobile
interstitial species in steel and are known to form harder com-
pounds possibly as a fine dispersion of precipitates. In the
present study, this mechanism could be much more effective in HSLA
steel owing to its fine grained structure. The presence of N
peaks around 3R3 Kev energy levels indicate the N+ presence and no
compound formation could be traces.

Wear track profiles. The wear, trials were conducted (Partially
conforming flat specLimen contacting a cylindrical disc. During
the tests, certain amount of conformity would be established by
the formation of wear track with certain curvature. Typical wear
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track profiles recorded are presented in Fig.5. After conforming

the contact between mating surfaces could become dry Hertzian,
resulting in local welds and plowing. This is very much seen with
unimplated surfaces. Compared to the unimolanted and B+ implanted
surfaces, the N+ implanted surfaces exhibited smooth wear tack,
with minimum plowing. This might be due to the reduced adhesion
caused by N+ implantation, minimising the friction and reducing
the possibilities for local welding and subsequent plowing.

Wear characteristics of Ion Nitrided HSLA steel. Ion nitrided
HSLA steel specimen were tested under conditions identical to the
Ion-implanted specimen. Typical wear characteristics of ion
nitrided samples is illustrated in Fig.6. It is seen that both the
samples of having 550 Hv and 700 Hv exhibited a steady wear upto
about 300 Key of sliding distance; afterwards 550 Hv samples exhi-
bited increased wear rate. During ion nitriding a thin brittle
layer of T - Fe3N or 0- - Fe4 N would form depending upon the
temperatures and duration of ion-nitriding (Fig.7). With the
larger duration, thicker layer of Fe N could have been formed,
resulting in spalling during the tesi. This has resulted in agryey
initial wear, subsequently the harder layer perform better. Fig.
shows the propagation of wear scar depth. It is seen that I!r
nitriding performed better than ion implanted samples. Hence it
is worth mentioning that probably with higher ion flience, it m3y
be possible to achieve comparable performance for ion-implante,!
specimen as well.

CONCLUSIONS

From the present study, the following major cont usinn, coui , 1-f
drawn.

i. 'he contact 'atigue performance o H , , o.,e's o J
ronsiderbly enhanced Ion implantatior,.
Better performance if N implanted steet, 'hall the m-
planted) illustrated that more than the ',jr'ace hadlni,,q,
other nechanis' sJh as migration could ,iqnitiant y rT
bite to the enancement in cont a t* V tLW !1,ha100r.

ion implantation modit i.., the i t,4' ace ti- ic e a 't;a, ']
area 1mproved w s aspr + Y, w 'g. oil I

dje to ion ,p.tter ing.
4, with implanted c-ra t, * the ear iii v . , 0 ! ,'.

norimnplantl fl sarfi(e ir,,m e . j h * r I,] . . , , ,-

ploughed crate's.
, w ith the * ni e graned ,ratPrIa, "U(l, as tht .S. '., y,,

it was possible to Pnhan(e the cona t 'at ]e ia, 3 .'
'

available literata, e.
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THE EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT ON FATIGUE CRACK
GROWTH IN POLYCARBONATE

L. E. Hornberger and K. L. DeVries*

Residual stresses are known to have pronounced effects on the
mechanical properties of materials. Previous studies have shown
that the quenching of polycarbonate from above its glass transition
temperature produced sizeable surface stresses and these stresses
were accompanied by a tenfold increase in Izod impact strength and
a twentyfold increase in the mean fatigue life of the material at a
maximum flexural stress of 62 MPa. More recently, studies on the
effect of heat treatment on fatigue crack growth have been
undertaken. Heat treatment was accomplished either prior to or
subsequent to the introduction of a crack and the crack growth then
monitored as a function of the number of fatigue cycles.

INTRODUCTION

The fatigue behavior of polymers, such as polycarbonate, has attracted much
interest during recent years due to the increased use of these materials in structural
applications. The fatigue life of these materials under cyclic loads has been studied
extensively (1-7). In general, the fatigue life of polycarbonate is a function of the
maximum tensile stress, the thermal and chemical environment and the thermal and
mechanical history of the particular component.

Recent studies, in this laboratory, have demonstrated that the fatigue life of
polycarbonate has been significantly extended by thermal treatments (8). When
beam samples of polycarbonate were heated above their glass transition temperature
and then rapidly quenched in either liquid nitrogen or ice water compressive
residual stresses were introduced into the surface of the material and improvements
in fatigue life resulted. The mean bending fatigue life of ice quenched samples was
extended over six times that of untreated samples while the life of the liquid
nitrogen quenched samples was increased by a factor of ten.

The thermal tempering process used in this study produced a gradient of
residual stresses throughout the material. With the aid of photoelastic and material
removal techniques (9) the average residual stress at the surface of the water
quenched samples was evaluated as -14 MPa (-2100 psi), while that for liquid

*Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, University of Utah.
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nitrogen quenched samples was -20 MPa (2800 psi). In the initial stress-life tests
on treated samples, it was determined that samples with larger surface residual
compressive stresses generally exhibited longer fatigue lifes.

In the study reported here, the rate of crack growth in the material was
measured as a function cl' heat treatment in order to gain more extensive insight into
the effects of heat treatment on the processes of fatigue.

The effect of thermal treatment on crack growth in a beam sample exposed
to cyclic loading was examined in two test series. In the first test series, beam
samples of polycarbonate were exposed to a variety of thermal treatments afgr-a 1.0
mm crack had been grown in the material by cyclic loading. The subsequent
growth of this pre-existant crack under cyclic loading was monitored after heat
treatment. In the second series of tests, the material was first thermally treated and
then cracks were grown from a notch in the material that had been produced by a
razor blade. In these latter tests, the resistance of treated material to crack
development was monitored. Similiar tests were conducted on imtreated, dried and
annealed beam samples in order to separate the effects of thermal exposure from
those of surface residual stresses.

PRCEDURi
Sample Preparation

Beam samples, 12.5 x 90 mm x 6.4 mm, were machined from
commercially available 6.4 mm thick Lexan polycarbonate sheet. The samples were
milled flat on the cut surfaces and sanded with 600 grit paper with the sample sides
left as cast.

For the first test series, untreated polycarbonate samples were notched
immediately after removal from the nitrogen bath by scoring the center section of
the base of the beam with a razor blade across the 6.4 mm depth of the sample. The
notched samples were then placed in a three point load bending fixture and cycled at
15 Hz in an MTS testing machine with a sinusoidal wave form. A maximum
flexural stress of 41 MPa (6000 psi) with an R factor (the ratio of minimum to
maximum cyclic stress) of 0.2 was applied until a detectable (approximately 0.4
mm ) crack had grown across the beam. Crack length was measured with the aid of
a cathetometer. When the crack appeared to have developed a uniform crack front
across the face of the sample, the maximum cyclic stress was reduced to 33 MPa
and the crack allowed to grow until it was approximately 1.0 mm long. The sample
was then removed f.om the test fixture and given one of the following prescribed
thermal treatments:
a) untreated: tested as received from the manufacturer b) dried: heated at 1250C for
48 hours in an air circulating oven and cooled to room temperature c) annealed:
dried, then heated to 160)C for a minimum of an hour and cooled slowly in the
oven to room temperature d) water quenched: dried, heated to 160 0C for one hour
and cooled by rapidly quenching in ice water e) liquid nitrogen quenched: dried.
heated to 160°C for one hour and cooled by rapidly quenching in liquid nitrogen.

L
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Samples given one of the above treatments were again mounted in the
flexural fixture and cycled to failure at a maximum bending stress of 33 MPa with
an R factor of 0.2. Crack length was monitored at 2000 cycle intervals.

For the second series of tests, samples were subjected to one of the
following heat treatments: a) untreated, b) dried, c) annealed, d) water quenched, or
e) liquid nitrogen quenched, Treated samples were then cooled to liquid nitrogen
temperatures and "notched" by a razor blade. These notched samples were then
tested in cyclic three point bending as previously described at a maximum flexural
stress of 41 MPa (6000 psi) until a detectable crack was established and growing
relatively evenly across the depth of the sample. At this point the maximum stress
level was reduced to 33 MPa and the crack length monitored at 2000 cycle intervals.

RESULTS

Reinitiated Crack Growth after Thermal Treatment

Thermal treatment, whether drying, annealing or quenching, had little effect
on the growth of large (1.0 mm) existing cracks. This can be observed in the
collection of typical growth curves for various heat treatments compiled in Figure 1.
Quenching in liquid nitrogen did delay the restart of crack growth significantly in
two of the three samples tested as shown in more detail in Figure 2.

Initiated Crack After Thermal Treatment

There also appears to be little difference in fatigue crack growth behavior in
cracks which were developed and propagated in untreated, annealed or dried
polycarbonate (See Figure 3). It was, however, very difficult to develop a crack
from the razor notch in the quenched material. Over 500,000 fatigue cycles were
required to develop a detectable crack at an elevated maximum stress of 41 MPa in
the water quenched sample. It was much more difficult to develop a perceptible
crack from a razor notch in liquid nitrogen quenched polycarbonate. After exposing
the sample to 1 million cycles at 41 MPa without any detectable growth, the
maximum stress level was increased to 48 MPa (7000 psi). A crack finally began
to grow after an additional 40,000 cycles at this greater stress level. The crack
which formed was narrow and looked like a vein or tube growing through the
sample. It did not grow across the thickness of the sample (i.e., in the direction of
the razor scratch) until it had extended to approximately half the height of the
sample. A second sample of liquid nitrogen quenched material was razor scored
and cycled under a maximum stress of 52 MPa (7500 psi) Two narrow, hairline
cracks were detected in this sample after 75,000 cycles. The two cracks eventually
merged but the sample failed before a uniform crack front through the thickness of
the sample was established.

The most noticeable difference in the fatigue behavior among the samples
notched both before and after thermal treatment was observed in the microscopic
texture of their fracture surfaces. The fracture surfaces of the annealed, dryed, and
untreated samples appear rough and stringy both in the "initiated and the"reinitiated" crack growth samples. The scanning micrograph of Figure 4 is typical
of the fracture surface of annealed and dried samples. The stringy material which
covers the fracture surface of this annealed material and to a lesser extent the
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untreated material shown in Figure 5 appears to be composed of fibrils or crazes
which have been torn in the fracture process. There is little of this rough fibrous
material on the fracture surfaces of the liquid nitrogen and ice quenched samples.
The fracture surfaces of these samples, exhibited in Figure 6 and 7, appear flat and
smooth. Fracture apparently initiated from the side and comers of these quenched
samples rather than the razor notch located on the base. The early growth of the
crack in the quenched samples seems to have been limited to a very small area near
the edge. As the crack grew it appears to have expanded into the center of the
beam. There is also evidence of a shear lip on the razor notched edges in both the
quenched samples. In the unquenched samples the cracks appear to have grown
evenly over the entire cross section of the samples. The fracture surfaces are
homogeneous without any indication of local crack development.

Distinct, discontinuous crack growth bands (as described by Takemori (2)
and Skibo et at. (4)) are evident in the micrograph of the fracture surface of
quenched material shown in Figure 8. These bands were observed in the smooth
section of the fracture surface near the notched edge of the sample in the liquid
nitrogen and water quenched fracture samples. These bands were also present, but
rather blurred, in the fracture surfaces of untreated, dried and annealed samples.
Neither the length of these bands in the direction of crack propagation nor the
stripped appearance of the bands varied with heat treatment. These crack arrest
bands were typical for all the samples; treated or untreated.

DISCUSSION

The quenching and annealing processes used in this study had only minor effects
on the growth rate of established, propagating cracks in polycarbonate. The heat
treatment processes employed did, however, produce noticeable changes in the
patterns on the fracture surfaces. As can be observed in the photographs of Figure
6 and 7 the bulk of the fracture surface of the samples notched after the quenching
process is composed of a smooth, flat, "mirror" region marked with concentric
rings or bands. Fibrous strands are also present on the fracture surface of
quenched materials (See Figures 6) but are fewer in number, less distinct, and are
located farther away from the notched edge of the sample than the stringy structures
which spread across the fracture surface of the annealed samples (See Figure 4)

The fracture surface of the untreated polycarbonate (Figure 5) also exhibited
a smooth "mirror" area with concentric rings which transformed irto a rough
stringy "mist" area. These smooth and rough features were analyzed by MacKay,
Teng and Schultz (10) in their work on the role of crazes in the fatigue of
polycarbonate. They suggested that the smooth area evident at the edge of an
untreated sample is a remnant of a single craze which first formed during cyclic
loading at a point of high local surface stress. Under cyclic loading, this craze
grew, as did the number of voids within the craze. According to this model, a
crack propagated, eventually, from inside this weakened craze and grew until the
stress level was no longer sufficient to rupture the partially voided craze and the
crack was arrested. With continued cycling, the remaining portion of the craze in
front of this crack increased in void content and again reached a level at which crack
growth was reinitiated. Accordingly, the growth of the crack through this single
expanding craze produced the flat glassy surface noted in the fracture pattern while
the discontinuous crack growth process formed the ringed pattern on the surface of

I 3C'
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the matenal MacKay et al. proposed, further, that at some point in this process the
stress field in front of the crack increased to such a magnitude as to prodLce
multiple crazes ahead of the crack. As the crack front accelerated it intersected this
extensive craze field and was diverted from its previous flat path as it stepped its
way through various weak crazes located on the planes close to the crack tip. This
growth of the crack from craze to craze and plane to plane caused the rough textured
"mist" area on the fracture surface. Chudnovsky ( 1) adds to this model by
suggesting that while fatigue crack extension in polycarbonate begins with growth
through a single root craze a "simultaneous dissemination of microcrazing" is
occurring in the bulk of the sample surrounding the crack-root craze. At some
critical crack length, crack extension occurs by fracture through the field of
microcrazes rather than through the continued growth of the root craze.

In the context of this model of the fracture surface features and their
relationship to failure mechanisms, it appears that quenching alters the material in
such a wa, as to supress the formation of microcrazes while annealing tends to
increase the formation of microcrazes The fatigue life of quenched material far
exceeds that of anneaied material because the probability of craze and subsequent
crack formation is significantly reduced in quenched samples The authors believe
that the retardation of craze formation is in large part a consequence of the presence
of compressive residual stresses (produced in the quenching process) on the surface
of the material and perhaps to a lesser extent morphological changes including free
, olume change%. These stresses which are in the order of -14 to -21 MPa (-2 to -3
ksi) Io%.er the local stress field on the outer surface of the material and consequently
decrease the ,ensiwt ii t of the material to stress risers which activate the formation
of crazes These stresses delay the formation of the root craze and suppress
microcrazing This delay appears to be a function of the magnitude of the residual
compressive surface stresses as crack suppression was far greater in the samples
quenched in liquid nitrogen (which produces 21 MPa surface stress) than in those
quenched in ice water (which produces - 14 MPa surface stress.

The role of compressive residual stresses in extending fatigue behavior % as
predicted by Chen. Chheda and Sauer (1 2) who suggested that any modification of
the surface of the material which delayed craze formation or inhibited craze rupture
would enhance fatigue life. In their extensive and informative work on polystyrene
and HIPS. these investigators extended the fatigue life of their materials by as much
as a factor of 20 by various surface coating and polishing treatments which they
conducted to decrease the probability of craze initiation and growth. The retardation
of craze formation by compressive residual stresses produced by thermal quenching
was noted by Rabinowitz and Beardmore (4) in their study of the fatigue process in
quenched PMMA. Takemori (2). in his study on fatigue crack growth in
polycarbonate, also observed a retardation of initial crack growth occurred in
injection molded samples due to the presence of surface residual stresses.

The role of the annealing and drying processes is the opposite to that of
quenching. These processes increase the probability of craze and subsequent crack
formation. The results of the present study on fatigue crack growth rate in annealed
material are consistent with those of Manson et al. (1) who observed few
differences in the crack growth rates of untreated samples relative to those annealed

at 125 0C or 16001C. The authors propose, in agreement with an earlier suggestion
by Broutman and Kirshnakumar (13), that although annealing may cause some
form of structural change within the material, its primary effect in this fatigue study

(I'
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was to lower the surface residual stresses and/or orientation which were present in
the material as a residue from sheet forming and sample machining processes
These stresses may be present to some extent in the untreated and dried samples and
may increase their resistance to crack formation. Although no clear delay of crack
initiation in untreated or dried samples relative to annealed samples was detected in
this study, the mean fatigue life of unnotched annealed beam sample% was
determined to be 10% lower than that of untreated samples in fatigue tests at a
maximum flexural %tress of 62 MPa.

C ON CLULSIONS

Fatigue crick growth results on beam samples of polycarbonate which Aere heat
treated both pnor to and After fatigue crack initiation showh little evidence that hea
treatment affects the rate of crack growth within the material flowever, heat
treatment was determined to significantly affect the time for fatigue crack initiation
and~or growth to a perceptible size. For example. quenching processes wkhich
produced compressive residual stresses in the surface of the material delased the
formation of fatigue cracks up to I million cycles over that of untreated materiil
Annealing processes which may relax existing residual stresses and or the
orientation in the material, appear to increase the probabilitv of craze and
subsequent crack formation in the material
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F igure S Fracture surface of untreated po cadrbonate

Figure 6. Fracture surface of sample notched
after quenching in icc water
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Figure 7. Fracture surface of sample notched
after quenching in liquid nitrogen

Figure 8 Discontinuous growth bands in sample notched
after liquid nitrogen quenching, Magnification: I IOOX.
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El-PFrT OF TEST TEMPFRATURE AND FREQUENCY ON FATIGUE
CRPACK PROPAGATION TN PVC

D. Phillips, R. W. Hertzberg, and J. A. Manson*

The effect of frequency and temperature on the
fatigue crack propagation (FCP) behavior of
polv(vinvl chloride) was studied. An Arthenius
relationship hetween the crack growth rate and the
recipr, cal of the absolute temperature was found,
leading to an estimate of the activation energy for
the FCP propagation process. Examinatinn of the
racture surfaces revea led the presence of discon-

tinuoucz growth band,. which correspond to the size
,the crack tip plastic zone during each test.

.,imensions of the stretch zones separating these
ba~k!, coin, ide with to, calculated values of the
,-rack openirg (isplocement. Also, integral
v'alues, inferred from stretch zone size

meas-emets -Agree with values calculated from
mater'a I propert ies.

INTRODUCTION

~nceerng ~asicsare finding increased usage in pipeline
io'e' r(! *ther structural applications. Consequentlv, increas-

irjv atten)t;,, s-ais teen giver to the material's mechanical proper-
r~e . includ ing its fatigue behavior, at various service condi-
t I n. ' inl-e 1anv components may be expected to contain flaws.

i-t,-'ed -spec ine- Are often, used to study the fatigue crack
propcigat ion 'F(,,Pprocess. Su ch information permits the design
,-eineer t, predict the fatigue life of a given component. For
)M%,\ p,,Ivnrerit materials , linear elIas tic fracture mechanics

")e rcan be used to des, r ihp FCP behavior (1,2). with the
cr ac growth rate 1,eing related to the crack driving force parame-

ter K acocor d ing to equat ion (I) I)

da 'd.\ = AA C
where a = rack I engt h

N =number of loading cycles
A test and material variable constants

K s tress intensitv factor range

*Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Lehigh
'nivrslv, ethiehem, PA 18015.
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In turn, AK - YAo/a (2)
where Au - cyclic stress range

Y - geometry-dependent calibration factor.

Due to the viscoelastic nature of polymers, their fatigue
behavior is sensitive to the test variables of frequency and
temperature. An increase in the test frequency has often been
shown to increase the resistance of the material to fatigue crack
propagation and has been attributed to local crack tip heating
and/or strain rate effects (4-6). Fatigue crack growth rates have
also been observed to increase with increasing temperature (7)
consistent with time-temperature equivalence (8).

Two different fractographic features have been found on the
fatigue fracture surfaces of engineering plastics--fatigue stria-
tions and discontinuous growth bands (DGBs). Fatigue striations,
oriented normal to the direction of crack growth, represent the
successive position of the crack front after each load excursion.
The striation spacing increases with AK, and in polymers, corre-
spond to the macroscopic growth rate, da/dN (1,9). DGBs also lie
normal to the direction of crack growth and increase in length
with K, but represent instead the discrete positions of the crack
tip after many loading increments (9-12). These bands form by
rupture of a craze zone* at the crack tip after several hundred to
several thousand loading cycles, and correspond in width to the
size of the crack tip plastic zone whose size has been frequently
described by the Dugdale plastic strip model (13):

Band width = plastic zone size = !(K /Ov )2 (3)
8 max vs

where K = the maximum stress intensity factor
max

0mx the yield strength.
ys

It has been suggested that discontinuous crack extension
occurs when the equilibrium crack opening displacement (COD) (14)
(eq. 4) exceeds the maximum length of the craze fibrils for that
&K level. For most polymers, this occurs under conditions where
craze thickening takes place bv orientation hardening of fibrils
rather than by viscous flow processes involving surface drawing of
matter into the craze.

COD = K2  /Eo (4)
where E = elastic modulus max vs

c = yield strength.
ys -

Separating each DGB is a stretch zone, which is thought to
represent the region of crack tip blunting produced when the crack
arrests at the tip of the craze. Since the stretch zone
represents the size of the crack tip radius, it follows that the

*A craze is a lenticular damage zone consisting of many microvoids
and slender fibrils oriented parallel to the tensile stress axis.
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crack opening displacement should be equal to twice the value of
the stretch zone width.

To date, little attention has been given to a combined study
of the effects of temperature and frequency on the kinetics of the
fatigue crack propagation process and an identification of the
fracture mechanisms operative over a wide range of test tempera-
tures and cyclic frequencies. This study addresses these issues
for the case of poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Mechanical properties were determined for a commercial sheet grade
of poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC), produced bv Dynamit Nobel (trade-
name Trovidor, ASTM D1784-8, Class 1145?-B). The dynamic mechan-
ical spectrum for the material was determined with the use of an
automated Rheovibron DDVX-llI-(' with a scan rate of 1'C per minute.

Yield strength of the material was determined as a function of
temperature.* Tensile specimens were brought to temperature
through the use of heating tape and tested according to ASTM D638.
Single edge notch (SENT\ specimens 50.8 mm In width were machined
from the 4.76 mm thick sheet, and fatigue crack propagation tests
conducted under manual load control on an Instrn servohydraulic
unit. The tests were run under constant load-range conditions

using a sinusoidal wave form and a load ratio of R = 0.1.
Precracking of the specimens was done In accordance with ASTM
Specification E647-8l. Frequency and temperature conditions were

varied with specimens being tested at frequencies of 1, 10, 50 and
100 H? at temperatures between 20'C and 55°C; 100 Hz tests were

also conducted at O*C and -30"C. Fatigue tests were conducted
inside an Applied Test Systems oven with a Series 2010 control
system; subambient temperature tests were conducted in a flowing
nitrogen gas environment.

The stress intensity factor was calculated from the equation:

K=c,a[l.990-.41(a/W) +8.7(a/Wm2-38.48(a/W)
3
+53.85(a/W)fL (5)

where o = applied stress
B = specimen thickness
W = specimen width
a = crack length.

Crack length measurements were made at approximately 0.2 mm

intervals with a Gaertner traveling microscope and a modified
secant method used to calculate the crack growth rate da/dN:

(da/dN) = (a -a )/(N n-N ) (6)
n n +1 n-I n+1 n- I

where a is the crack length and N is the total number of cycles

for that crack tip measurement.

*Test results provided by Steffanie Sunday, Lehigh University.
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Macroscopic examination of the fracture surfaces and measure-
ment of the discontinuous growth band (DGB) sizes were made with
the use of a Zeiss Axiomat microscope. Microscopic examination of
the fracture surfaces and measurement of the DGB stretch zone
sizes were performed using an ETEC Scanning Electron Microscope at
20kV. All samples were coated with a Au-Pd alloy prior to view-
ing. During measurement of the stretch zone widths, the specimen
was oriented such that the stretch zones were positioned normal to
the tilt axis; accordingly, it was not necessary to correct the
measurements for the angle of viewing.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The FCP response of the cuTrent PVC material supply is shown in
Figure 1 as a function of test frequency and temperature. As

noted previously with many other polymeric solids as well as PVC,
FCP rates are found to decrease with increasing cyclic frequency
(Figure la) as a result of complex interactions associated with
the viscoelastic response of the material (5,16). Fatigue crack
propagation rates are also seen to decrease markedly with decreas-
ing temperature with the ,K-dependence of da/dN changing only
slightly except at -30'C, where a much stronger dependence is
noted (Fig. Ib). Mai and Williams (7) noted similar behavior for
FCP studies conducted on polystyrene. Note that the influence of

cyclic frequency and test temperature on FCP renponse is consis-
tent with the equivalence of time and temperature. To explore
further the influence of test temperature on crack growth

behavior, crack growth rates shown in Figure lb were plotted
versus reciprocal absolute temperature. Figure 2 clearly
demonstrates a strong Arrhenius relationship (eq. 7) with a single

value of activation energy computed to be approximately 30 kJ/mol.e
for tests conducted at 10Hz.

da/dN = C exp (-Q+vc)/RT = C exp (Q'/RT) (7)

where Q = activation energy
Q' = apparent activation energy

= activation volume
c = effective stress

R = gas constart
T = absol,,te temperature

This apparent activation energy for the fatigue proceos in
PVC is approximately half that value corresponding to molecular

motions associated with the beta peak in this material and less
than 107 of for the alpha peak [i.e. glass transition temperature
(T )' (17,18). The qignificance of 0' correcponding to testing at
;41 Oz i- not clear at this time though it surel- reflects that
rh lariiup fracture procPss is not controlled bv main chain

.-,-tal movement, associated with T . On the other hand, if one

,,, oruate Q snlelv with processPe associated with the beta

niI I
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peak, then either the computed value of activation volume or
effective stress acting on the craze fibrils would prove to be

several orders of magnitude too large. It should be noted,
however, that the single value of Q' assigned to the fatigue
process, based upon the present data, is consistent with the fact
that only one fracture mechanism (DGB formation) was observed over
the entire test temperature range (see below).

The fracture surface appearance of the PVC samples was
examined over a broad range of AK, cyclic frequency an test

temperature levels. For every condition examined, discontinuous
crack extension took place with discontinuous growth bands being

the only observed fracture surface feature (Fig. 3) As noted by
others (10) each band contained a gradient of microvoid sizes with
the largest microvoids found near the craze mouth, associated with
the location of highest tensile triaxiality (19), and the smallest
microvoids being found at the end of the DGB. The narrow band
separating each DGB corresponds to the blunted crack contour
resulting from arrest of the crack after it traversed the craze
zone. Discontinuous growth band widths increased with increasing
test temperature and AK level (Fig. 4) and decreasing cyclic
frequency, each finding being consistent with the fact that DGBs

usually correspond to the crack tip plastic zone dimension, as
described by the Dugdale model (eq. 8) (13). That is,

T K
2

DGB size 2 (8)
vs

o decreases with increasing temperature and decreasing test
f~equency. Since the DGB spacing in the current material supply
varied with less than the second power of K, it was not possible

to infer yield strength values for this material at each
frequency-temperature condition. However, tensile test results
confirmed that a decreased with increasing temperature.

ys

Assuming that the stretch zone area that separates each DGB
represents the profile of the blunted crack, comparison was made
between the width of the stretch zone (SZW) and computed values of

the crack opening displacement (COD) at each stretch zone location
As suggested by others (20), half of the total COD may be
approximated bv the width of the stretch zone. Fig. 5 reveals an

encouraging one-to-one correlation between fracture surface
mepsurements of stretch zone widths and computed values of COD/'
for samples tested at 100Hz and at temperatures between 22 and

59*C. Liner correlations between these SZW and COD values were
also noted for tests conducted at I and 10Hz, r,spectivelv, though
stretch zone widths were approximately two times greater than
their corresponding COD/2 computed values.

Based on this encouraging correlation between SZW and COD/2,

efforts were made to compare values (,f j computed from the

I I
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K
2

Griffith energy criteria (J=G= (I_-2 and from COD

considerations (21): J mflow* COD (9)
where J = J integral

m = I (plane stress conditions)

m = 1.3-2.0 (plane stress conditions)

(a = vs+GTS)12 (a was used in the calculations)
fT vs

COD = total crack opening displacement

If one assigns decreasing values of m from 2 to I with increasing
test temperature to account for changes in stress state (based on
a similar method employed by Hashemi and Williams (22), good
correlation is noted between the J values computed by the two

different methods (Fig. 6).

CONCLUSIONS

The fatigue resistance of PVC improved under conditions of

decreasing test temperature and increasing cyclic frequency, in

accordance with time-temperature superposition principles.

An Arrhenius relationship between the crack growth rate and
the reciprocal of the absolute temperature was found. Although
the significance of the calculated value for the apparent
activation energy is not clear, the single value observed over the
temperature range corresponded with the presence of only one
fracture mechanism--discontinuous crack extension.

Measurements of the discontinuous growth bands over the
observed stress intensity range indicates that the Dugdale model
is invalid for this material supply. However, the data indicates
that sizes of the discontinuous growth bands do increase with
increasing temperature and decreasing frequency, as expected.

The size of the DGB stretch zones corresponded to COD-based
calculated values for the radius of the crack tip. Likewise, the

value of the J-integral can be inferred from values calculated
using stretch zone size measurements. These findings imply that
the stretch zone is indeed a measure of the crack tip radius and
equivalent to half the value of the crack opening displacement.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FRACTURE TOUGHNESS AND STATIC FATIGUE
CRACK PROPAGATION OF SILICA GLASS

Y. Sawaki*, K. Kobayashi**, S. Sakaguchi*** and
T. Kawasaki****

The region 1 static fatigue crack growth
curve, da/dt- K, of silica glass determined
by pre-cracked CT specimen can be character-
ized by the parallel curves each other,
shifting into higher stress intensity region
with decreasing the humidity in an air. This
can be rationalized by introducing the newly
proposed parameter, environmental fracture
toughness, Kie, which is the measure of the
deqree of degradation of the material at the
crack tip caused by the interaction with
water. This Fie is linearly related to the
water vapour pressure on the log-log paper
and successfully explains the fatigue crack-
inq behavor.

I NTRODUCT ION

',nt i, i tf'b,rs have been developed for optical commun-
at i,)ns ti iv'no the very low loss transmission and

tdih stren(ith properties of silica glass. Both of the
.i~sle strenath and fatique lifetime are dependent on

to1( macroscopic flaw present in the fibers (1). So in
,)r r to ass ire the lon-term reliability of the fibers,
it ne nocessajry to thorouqhly understand the fundamental
,-rc' no behaviour of the silica glass.

"hertort, much of the work (2), (3), (4) has been
u, rried .)ut on this material to analyse the crack growth
based on the fracture mechanics. However the crack grow-

* Department of Mechanical Engineerinci II,
Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan
Canon Inc., Ohta-ku, Tokyo, Japan

* Nippon Teleqraph and Telecommunication Corporation,
Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan

** Hiroshima Denki Institute of Technology,
Hiroshima, Japan
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th rate, da/dt , t ested i n t hese st udi1es , wer e mo(stl In
the range between 10~-1 - 10 -5 mm/seic. and not ',et e.

sifcertyclarified on the- threshuldi stress, iJtr!Ii
and the- behaviour of final catastrophicfrtue

Oni the nther hand, recent ly thp inipor tlanrce lt f r
t -I t tco -hn ,s vA I Ie a t f Ina I t ractrx I; I ' . ta i I

t 'l;, Frao-t;r Touqhniess) s po ited o'it to 1,arl
,:_c . p ropa Ialt I on bhtav I o".r ( 5' ), ( ). A!l ro - O

t 1 i 1n1r s a re( fo)r t ho mtall Iic materiails, th liit I ,
is thoxtt to( be t he same lIsc, ftot las s mater I s

:i, n i t -- prosent s t udy , stajt ic fa t i ( glir

'ilaV Ilir of sI Ca q la ss, was invest I qalte (co!o Iil
tTit rk rinrel ot st ress i nitens I tv, f I r r1.e-i tI: r
t , f , rilI frai -t iro, ,b)y cirfal- 1 r-'ot-

ii I t he r 1', 71 t h f rs Ir~ i;- i n i t s 1i i

It t '-It n j h th st I" t, , n t 1 :

' clf r 1o- 1 !--1st t is , i-e ;i e h. f

on th Io s* r.-s'ltIS, s ;c h -i -ra ck p r npat a t ior)I at~-

t ress; - iintt, ns - V, i F,-aI- l;lIat i-ni a nd t he t ra c t , r to.,; 0i
less valute, for these, hritt le materials. S() t h" Intro-
ja c t I ,n of t ne,( pre ci-akini const it-ittes the Ke:- t ech -
ni ia. tor thei se In-est i (a t i ons .

The-r etf o r-- t h,, t al inowi nig t echn i qu-,i I ' -vtI... l-ed in
thIs Study. First, ahead of the machinod slit, thi-
st rai1ght li1ne , abou t I. 5 mm Ilength and 0 .00 5 mm, depth ,
was scribed on hot>I sur faces of t he spe(c Imen lis ici JIa]
miond pyramidal indenter. Then, the- specimen was moolnt ci
nn the fatigue testing machine and cyclic tenisile load-
Ing was applied. The crack initiation occured at one
corner of the tip of the machined slit and then extended
towards the other corner. After that, it's extention was
well alongside the line scribed on the surface. This be-
haviour was monitored carefully on the CRT video display
connected with a CCD camera and the ranqe of cyclic
loading was reduced stepwisely with the extension of the
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,-rack . InI this monner, the pre-crackinqi havinq accurIate-
1ic vert ical to the loadinq direct ion and almost the sarne.

.1 eomlet r i Ca I conif iq ura t 1 on coulId be 1iroduced

.,tat ic Fat ic we

Tensi le 11ad is appliled to the pre-cracked specimen.
mo ii el n envi ronment chamber Made of t ransparent

acr-VC boad. Compressed air of commercial purity was
utro~ce nt,- the cf>.rnher t hrough a humiditvoe r(2ne r-a-
t. he e xt r, me 1y d r, e-n v ir oniment ( relIa t .ve humi1d it v

**Iwa s a t t a i nie.w bc., f low i nqi t hej t empe ra tu re cont rolI -
l, ecapojwrait e 1 I . i,, 1, ni,1t r oi En i n to the (,L7ham be r.

':"e cCk en 0!t h 7 eis urmen t wa s m adCe t h rou C1h t ravel I-
mu i! 'ic ruscope , t h a maqnf icat 1or-,of 2 0. Spe c if ical Iy,
Ii h i ihor c raicps rowt hn reui ion , a CCD camera -wit h 13 5 mmr
t e 1esc: p, len s, a nd v ideo recorde r s,,cst em wa s u;sed tor-)
t. sieauemn hen, the data were conv-rtoed into tlh.-

ra t ndStr,.ss intensit.Y factor 1(7) Y.

RES13I1.IS AND -DIS SI NS7

i-at ;.<rac. iroparqat iciw.

rac rrwt2ratos in a.n air at F<hi, r .0~
7 1it 1.so ,29 4 anl j GH' arid in !,!i1t rore. qa s

'A, ir, s own I- f- I (I 'i i IIt 'I ) of t !I

*~~~ ~ Thr ir*, I ." , t i!o-0 -

1** t it - t ier kti t 7. 1ie r r '' t .,*

1a ti tI f tns to bT )e r, racteric e I t ra' 1 ,

rei ion wit lecrea 1IAo th.ek humid '1s t II th..
Jepe dit-'c ofs t te'rrowth rat c-ct' 'or I0 h. t pa

trni ho fromt r s i tt1 w to rion 2 term)r to Icc t ls

Tnere are, rio-t e nouon dat a in, row ion 3 , h OWeve,12r , t S e
p re-se(,n ce o f t h is r o, ion can be ant ici pa ted 1 2 and w 1 1
be much (II lt ed in the tlOW m iI wSect 10ion

Critical Stress Intensity Factor at i-ractwr, i

The fracture surface of these specimens; were obsery-
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od ander the differential interference contrast micro-
scope. The crack front, corresponding to the final frac-
ture car be well identified as a single line, probably
hte to the slight inclination of the fracture plane.
Then, th,- final crack length can be measured and the
critical stress intensity factor, Kix, were calculated.
These values were found to be independent to the envi-
ronment tested and the average of Kix is to be 0.89 MPa
,m, which compares favourably with the fracture tough-
,ness of 1.81 MPa- reported by Wiederhorn (8).

Since this Kix is independent to the environment,
the existence of the region 3 in da/dt-K curve can be
presumed where the crack extension is completely govern-
,-A by mechanical cracking.

*t iti ueCrack Propagation Curve

The crack propagation behaviour in region 1 is the
con t phenomena of mechanical cracking and the chemi-

,-a.i reiction with water molecule. In the region 2, the
ri of Techanical cracking becomes faster than that of
th chemical reaction taking place, because of the rela-
t.§:ol h:,her stress intensity applied at the crack tip.
Theor he cnemical reaction will be reduced gradually
.ith Y and finally the cracking is governed completely

t'e mchanical one. This is the region 3, where no
*-ftct of environment is observed.

Fro)m the present method of crack length measurement,
t*nulh data, in the region 3, could not be obtained,
ht wever, the critical stress intensity, Kix, was inde-
;o.'id(.nt to the ,nvironment. Therefore, crack growth with
n !iom,.e'al reaction, namely that of mecahanical one,
sh >uldhe represented by the curve, shifting the region

(sold line in Fig. 2) to hiqher K up to the up-
i'm7t of K coinciding with the Kix. This result is

how b' a broken line in the figure.

Schonert ot al.(9) has reported that the crack grow-
th c'rve of soda-lime glass measured in vacuum (1.3xl0 -

Pi) is placed lust onto the extraoporated region 3 air
Vita -urve to the lower da/dt region. In such a high
acu.m condition, little effect of humidity beinq pre-

sent, it is supported that the mechanical crack growth
should be expressed as broken line, mentioned above.

Recently, it has been reported (5),(6) that the fa-
tI(Jue crack propagation rate of steel can be well ex-
pressed by the four parameter Weibull function and that
the fatigue fracture toughness, corresponding to the

1 26
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final fracture in fatigue, is one of the four parameters
in this function.

Then the curve fitting for the broken line in Fig.
2 was carried out based on the following four parameter
W~eibull function, /

da/dt = e + (v-e) [-ln(1 -K/Kix)1 ............. (1)
where, k = shape parameter, e = threshold value, v =
characteristic value, and Kix is the critical stress in-
tenisity at fracture, 0.89 MPa m. This result showed a
meaningful coefficient of correlation factor of 0.998.
Therefore, in the following discussions, thus determined
da/dt -K relation can be regarded to show the mechanical
crack growth behaviour without any chemical reaction and
forms the base line discussing the chemical effect.

Environmental Fatigue Fracture Toughness, Kie

From the test results in Fig. 2, the higher crack
qrowth in region 1 is revealed with the lower humidity,
in case of the constant temperature. And in case of con-
stant humidity, the crack growth is accelerated with
temperature (Fig. 3).

The chemical reaction (10) between the silica and
4ater is represented as,

-SI-O-S.- + H20 -,2[-Si-OH)

l'~resulits in the brea, ace of Si-C) bnd and produices
microsccpic flaws ihead atf the crack~. This situation
.:orrespon 's to tn material 11~'~ -4w critical stress
Intensit'," Fly., at the c' icv -i'. Th ".O(ve -eact ion Cai'-
rrocee, s hi, ir-.---'atc- % apour prE r ardL heance the
rt-4d;ee Kix it tho crac&' tip cat sos ' her , qrowtb. rate.

in ' a e oxi-rt-,-tcd -is t t shei ft of crack
ir( Wtn- '' to .,)wer stre'-s intenson on the
ia'1dt - KI 11 a.noth(er .i-s, the- crack-in. behaivioir
in the To,,s '~t is observc _ as if th-i 1t'",ma te

-r it

upper Fili iii.O AS'o a
m'entall fractl To to 'e33k's Kli0 1'' tk' Cr' Ii
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ten as changing the Kix to environmental fracture tough-
ness, Kie, 1/k

da/dt = e + (v-e)[-ln(1- K/Kie)l ........ (2)

Thus determined Kie are plotted against water vapour
pressure in Fig. 4. This figure also contains the re-
sults of soda lime glass, determined by the same proce-
dure for the published data (9),(I). It is clealy found
that the Kie decreases linearly with increasing the wa-
ter vapour pressure. This toughness reduction is thought
to be the result of debonding Si-O by the water mole-
cule, namely the creations of sub-micro-cracks and ac-
cordingly the degradation of the material at the crack
tip. The Kie is the measure of this toughness reduction.

Furthermore, in the case of extremely low humidity
condition, mechanical crack growth governs the entire
region. This limits the upper value of Kie as Kix. This
is well verified as in the soda-lime glass.

On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows the results in dis-
tilled water. The acceleration of crack growth rate with
temperature of distilled water is clearly seen. The
broken line in the figure is the calculated mechanical
crack growth da/dt - K relation (Eq. (1)). This curve is
the same as that in Fig. 2, since the mechanical crack
growth is thought to be independent to the environment.
The solid lines show the result of moving parallel of
this mechanical crack growth curve. One can see that
even in a distilled water, the data also fall onto these
parallely shifted curves. Therefore, the environmental
fracture toughness, Kie, in distilled water could be de-
termined.

The temperature dependence of thus determined Kie is
presented in Fig. 6 as a function of reciprocal of the
absolute temperature. The Kie values, determined by the
same manner for the data in literatures (9), (11), are
also contained. A linear relation can be well establish-
ed for each glass material. The functional form of this
relation is similar to that of rate process but the de-
tailes are left for further studies.

Time to Failure

Since the crack propagation rate of region 1, is
given as Eq. (2), the time to failure, tf, can be cal-
culated by integral of this equation over initial crack
length, ai, to that at final fracture, af, corresponding
to the Kie.
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In practice, the region 1 crack propagation is fol-
lowed by those in regions 2 and 3. Therefore, tfe dec-
reased crack growth in these regions should be consider-
ed. However, the effect of this discrepancy on the pre-
diction of lifetimes is negligible, since the crack pro-
pagation in these regions are comparatively high and
constitutes only a minor fraction of the total lifetime.

This calculated results are shown in Fig. 7 as a re-
lation between the initial stress intensity, Ki, and
time to failure, tf, for various environments. Since the
environmental fracture toughness, Kie, value in an ex-
tremely dry environment is much higher than those in hu-
mid ones (see Fig.4). Accordingly the time to failure in
dry environment calculated to be much longer than that
in humid air and distilled water. This tendency well co-
incides with test data, suggesting that dry atmosphere
is very favourable for silica glass.

CONCLUSIONS

Crack propagation behaviour in silica glass is studied
over the entire range of stress intensity in various
environments. The main results are as follow;

(1) The region 1 static fatigue crack propagation
curve, da/dt-K, of silica glass is characterized by the

parallel curves each other, shifting into higher stress
intensity region with decreasing the humidity in an air.

(2) This behaviour can be rationalized by introduc-
inq newly proposed parameter, environmental fracture
toughness, Kie, which is the measure of the degree of
deqradation of the material at the crack tip caused by
the interaction with water molecule.

(3) This Kie is found to be linearly related with
the water vapour pressure on the log-log paper. In case
of the distilled water environment, the Kie aecreases
with temperature.

(4) The Kie is closely correlated w0th the crack
propaqation rate da/dt, in the so called region 1.
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EFFECT OF INTERFACE ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE / 201
ALUMINUM COMPOSITES

J. Seyyedi*, H. Nayeb - Hashemi* and J. Blucher*

The effect of interface on mechanical properties of
Gr/201 Al composite material, was investigated after
being heat treated in vacuum for 24 hours at 450 0 C,
500 C and 545°C. The longitudinal tensile and compres-
sive strengths declined as a result of heat treatment.
However, an increase in the interfacial shear strength
was observed through a steady decrease in the amount
of fiber pullout with increasing the heat treatment
temperature. Transmission electron microscopic studies
revealed the formation and growth of A14 C3 and Al 0 C
in the interface which degraded the fiber surface. 4 his
fiber surface appears to be responsible for a decrease
in strength at elevated temperatures. Tension -tension
fatigue behavior of these composites were evaluated.
The results showed that the failure was controlled by a
combination of matrix and interfacial zone properties.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced fiber reinforced composites consist of fibers, such as
carbon, glass, aramid and boron, which are most often embedded in a
polymeric matrix. However, polymeric composites exhibit quasi-
brittle behavior, and are also not suitable for high temperature
applications. Consequently, considerable interest has been shown in
the development of metal-matrix composites, in particular, graphite
fiber reinforced aluminum composites. The difference in chemical
potential between graphite and aluminum provides a driving force
for diffusion or chemical reaction when these composites are
subjected to high temperatures, either during manufacturing or
while in service. An interfacial reaction zone of some thickness
(usually ranging from several nanometers to a few microns) then may
develop which can effect the fiber-matrix bond and hence the
mechanical behavior of the composite.

Blankenburgs (1) showed that aluminum carbide, A14 C3, forms on
the surface of carbon fibers at temperatures above 500 C. The
tensile strength of the composite improved considerably after
development of relatively small amounts of carbide. However,
further formation of carbide did not degrade the composite
*Dept. Mech. Eng. Northeastern University, Boston, Ma 02115.
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strength. Similarly, Harrigan (2) reported that even prolonged
exposure at high temperatures did not significantly change the
interface, and the strength of the composite was not degraded. In
contrast, Jackson (3) and Khan (4) showed that up to 5000 C, little
degradation of strength occurred while for composites exposed to
higher temperatures the strength declined rather significantly.
The formation of aluminum carbide at the fiber-matrix interface was
also considered to be the cause for poor composite properties
observed by Pepper and Penty (5), Okura et at. (6) and Xiangun et
al. (7).

Although all research results are in agreement about the
formation and growth of carbide, but not all show similar carbide
influence on mechanical properties. The fabrication methods of
graphite reinforced aluminum composites as well as the inherent
properties of the matrix are expected to influence both monotonic
and fatigue behaviors. Amateau and Hanna (8) observed that
composites produced by liquid metal infiltration had superior
fatigue properties as compared to those of composites prepared by
hot-pressing. It was also found that the fatigue behavior was
controlled by the matrix properties. Baker et al. (9) obtained
poor fatigue properties for composites produced at high pressing
temperatures. This was attributed to increased aluminum carbide
formation. The mechanism of fatigue failure was described as a
process of matrix cracks propagating along the path of previously
broken fibers.

Despite the cited articles and a number of other works, the
literature is rather meager on the effect of interfacial reaction
zone on bond strength (interfacial shear strength), on compressive
and fatigue behaviors of this class of composites. The present
study was undertaken to explore the effect of prolonged high
temperature exposure on formation and growth of the interfacial
reaction zone and its impact on the overall properties of Gr/201A1
composite.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Material

The graphite/201 aluminum composite (41 vol pct fiber) used in this
investigation was fabricated by DWA Composite Specialties, Inc.,
using liquid metal infiltrated graphite fibers obtained from
Materials Concepts, Inc. The graphite fibers used were Thornel
P-55, with the following characteristics: diameter 10 Pm, tensile
strength 1720 MPa and modulus 380 GPa. Pitch 55 fiber tows were
drawn through a Ti-B coating chamber and then through a molten bath
of 201 aluminum alloy. The coating is to promote wetting and to
reduce fiber - melt chemical interaction. The diameter of the
resultant graphite/201 Al wire (precursor wire) was typically 0.064
cm.
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Fabrication of the precursor wire into panels was done by DWA

Composite Specialties, Inc., using the solid-state diffusion
bonding technique. This process involved pressing of packed wires
within two cover foils for 40 minutes at 21 MPa at about 555 C.

The consolidated unidirectional two-ply panel was then trimmed and
cleaned in a HNO3/HF/H20 solution. After being cut into strips of
appropriat4 size, bhey were encapsulated in vacuums of better than
1.34 x 10 Pa (0 torr) and then heat treated at 450°C, 500°C and
545 C (solidus temperature of the matrix is 5650C).

Experimental Procedure

Tensile specimens were cut from unidirectional composite strips
using a low speed diamond cutter. The specimens dimensions were
15.24cm long, 1.27cm wide, and 0.11cm thick. The specimens were
tabbed with 0.15cm thick aluminum using CY-1000 methyl-2-
cyanoacrylate adhesive. Figure 1 shows the specimen configuration.
Test were performed on an Instron 1350 hydraulic testing machine at
an actuator velocity of 0.15 cm/mn. The stress-strain curves to
failure were obtained using an extensometer with 2.54cm gage
length. A universal joint was used to align specimens with the
center line of the loading train.

Tensile tests were also conducted along the transverse

direction on rectangular sided specimens of 10.16cm x 1.27cm x
0.11cm dimensions. After tabbing the specimens, they were pulled

to failure on an Instron 1122 screw type mechanical testing machine
outfitted with hydraulic grips and a 500-kg load cell. The
crosshead velocity was 0.10 cm/min. The stress-strain curves were
determined using an extensometer with a gage length of 1.27cm.

Tension-tension fatigue behavior was measured on rectangular
sided specimens of 10.16cm x 1.27cm x 0.11cm size, at stress ratio
of about zero. Testing was performed on Instron 1350 machine under
load control with a sinusoidal wave form and a frequency of 20 Hz.
Tests which did not result in failure in 2 to 6xlO cycles were
terminated.

Compression tests were performed along the axial direction on
rectangular sided specimens of 5.08cm x 1.27cm x 0.11cm dimensions.
The specimen ends were reinforced with 1.90cm long by 0.15cm thick
aluminum tabs. Electrical resistance strain gages were mounted at
the center of each specimen on one side along the loading direction
and strain was measured throughout the test by means of a strain
recorder unit. An Instron 1350 testing machine with an actuator
velocity of 0.15cm/mmn was utilized. Upon completion of each test,
fracture surfaces were studied by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM).

The interfacial shear strengths were determined from
measurement of the critical fiber lengths produced as a result of
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tensile testing. A partial dissolution of the 201 alloy matrix,
using a few drops of 1 molar sodium hydroxide, was followed by a
gentle removal of the separated fibers. Using a microscope
equipped with a filar micrometer eyepiece, a critical fiber length
was then established by finding the statistical distribution of the
broken fibers and evaluating the mean value.

As a qualitative step for identification of the interfacial
constituents, the graphite fibers were separated from composite
specimens. This was carried out using a solution of sodium
hydroxide in absolute methanol. Absolute methanol was used instead
of water to avoid the dissolution of aluminum carbide in water
(Kosolapora (10)). The specimens were soaked in the alkali
solution for one week. The loose fibers were then removed and
cleaned in absolute methanol. Interfacial regions still attached
to separate fibers were analyzed by using the selected area
diffraction technique, with an applied voltage of 120KV, in a
transmission electron microscope (TEM).

Finally, microhardness tests were performed on the matrix
alloy for both as received and heat treated composites. A Kentron
AK8 microhardness tester was utilized with a Knoop indenter and an
applied load of 0.05 kgf.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of Interfacial Microstructure

Transmission electron microscopic studies of the loose fibers were
carried out as a first step in determining the identity of
interfacial constituents. Figure 2 reveals a diffraction pattern
for an interfacial particle shown in Fig. 3. An examination of the
pattern identifies the compound particle as A 4C3. The spotty
nature of the diffraction pattern seems to indicate the presence of
relatively coarse grains. Some degree of texture is also apparent
in the pattern. This type of patterns usually were observed for
composite specimens heat treated at 500 C and 545 C temperatures.
Al 0 C, Y-AlO and TiB compounds were found in the interface
region of as-received and 450 C heat treated specimens. Work is
currently in progress for a more rigorous investigation of the
nature and the size of interfacial constituent layers using
specimens that are being thinned to electron transparency and
subsequently examined in a scanning transmission electron
microscope.

The Effect of Heat Treatment on 201 Al Allo Matrix

Microhardness tests were carried out in conjunction with
metallographic examinations in order to evaluate the effect of heat
treatment on the matrix material. Table I shows the results of
microhardness tests.
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TABLE 1 - Microhardness data for 201 Al alloy matrix

Specimen Measured 2
Knoop Hardness No.(kgf/mm2 )

as received 78.8
4500c-24h 62.0
500 c-24h 55.0
545 0c-24h 68.2

The results indicate that the matrix material of the as-
received composite is stronger than that of heat treated at 545 0C.
Considering the manufacturing temperature ( 5550C ), and natural
aging (2 years) of the as-received material, as compared to the
composite heat treated at 545 C and naturally aged for one year,
one anticipates a strength difference of about 5% between them.
Repetition of microhardness tests did not produce any different
results. Currently experiment is in progress (using TEM specimens)
to analyze the microstructure of the matrix, and to find possible
sources of strengthening of the as-received matrix material. A
relatively lower strengths observed with matrix alloy heat treated
at 4500C and 5000C is due to overaging effect.

Tensile Behavior

Figure 4 depicts typical longitudinal tensile stress-strain curves
for Gr/201 Al composite specimens. The observed strengths are
lower than rule of mixtures (ROM) strengths. The effect of prior
high-temperature exposure on the room temperature tensile
properties are summarized in Fig. 5. As can be seen, thermal
exposure has a drastic effect on the tensile strength. This
reduction in the composite strength can be related to the chemical
reaction at the fiber-matrix interface. The primary reaction
product at the interface is Al C which is formed on lateral sides
of the fibers. The development of brittle aluminum carbide will
strengthen the fiber-matrix bond and will degrade the surface of
the fiber. The fiber surface degradation appears to get enhanced
with increasing temperature. Consequently, the fibers develop
sites of enhanced stress concentrations resulting in deterioration
of the longitudinal tensile strength. Furthermore, the brittle
carbide phase formed at the interface is ineffectual in
transferring loads to the fibers. This in turn can yield lower
strengths for heat treated composite specimens.

The failure modes of all specimens were identical. The failure
consisted of fiber fracture and propagation of the cracks along the
interface (shear cracks). These cracks are likely to have been
initiated at the point of maximum stress concentration and
propagate along the fiber-matrix interface before the specimen
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fails. SEM examinations of the fracture surface revealed brittle
fracture of fibers and considerable plastic deformation in the
matrix between the fibers (Fig. 6). Detailed examination of the
fracture surfaces showed a declining trend in the amount of fiber
pullouts with increasing the heat treatment temperature. Less
pullout in turn implies stronger bond between fiber and matrix and
thus higher strengths for heat treated specimens as compared to as-
received. This conclusion is contradictory to the observed
composite strengths. However, the ineffectiveness of the brittle
intermetallic interfacial constituents in transferring loads to the
fibers and the fiber surface degradation are principally
responsible for lower strengths observed with the heat treated
materials.

Figure 7 shows a close-up view of the lateral surface of the
fibers failed in tension for as-received and heat treated specimens
at 545°C, respectively. The apparent roughening of the fiber
surface with heat treatment is attributed to heterogeneous reaction
of aluminum matrix and graphite fiber, therefore, it is considered
that stress concentration occurs at some regions of rough surface
and tensile strength decreases accordingly.

The modulus of elasticity (averaged over initial and secondary
moduli) seemed (Fig.5) to be virtually unchanged after the high-
temperature treatment, implying that the fiber modulus was
unaffected despite the observed surface damage and consequent
degradation in fiber strength.

The transverse tensile strength of the composites was much
lower than expected. The strength was independent of the degree of
heat treatment and averaged about 18.2 MPa for all the specimens.
Figure 8 illustrates a typical fractograph for a representative
transverse tensile specimen. The surfaces of the graphite fibers
are clearly visible with little or no interfacial/matrix material
adhering to them. Failure is along the fiber direction and seems to
occur at fiber-matrix interface for both as-received and the heat
treated specimens.

Com!pressive Behavior

Representative compressive stress-strain diagrams are shown in Fig.
9. The curves demonstrated an initial linear region followed by a
non-linear behavior. The initial modulus of elasticity seemed to
vary slightly among different specimens, and was found to average
about 150 GPa. The bilinear behavior of the stress-strain curves
may be attributed to the yielding of the matrix ( Majidi et al.
(1)) and the formation of micro-cracks along the interface. The
compressive strengths were generally lower than tensile strengths
and appeared to be little sensitive to heat treatment.

The mechanism of failure in compression was found to be by the
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formation and linkage of micro-cracks along the fiber-matrix
interface. This is followed by shearing of the fibers at 450 to
the loading direction. Figure 10 is a typical micrograph showing
several micro-cracks formed along the axial direction of the
composite failed in compression.

Interfacial Shear Strength

The effective interfacial shear strength was estimated from
measured mean fiber segments lengths, and using the equation
developed by Kelly and Davis (12). Figure 11 depicts the results
for all Gr/201 Al composite specimens. The fiber-matrix
interfacial shear strength appears to rise with increasing the heat
treatment temperature. This can be attributed to the formation of
intermetallics which improve the fiber-matrix bond. Confidence in
the accuracy of the preceding results may be gained when one
observes that the calculated shear strengths do not exceed the
shear strengths of the matrix alloy.

Fatigue Behavior

The fatigue test results are presented in Fig. 12 in the form of
stress-cycle life (S-N) curves for both as-received and heat
treated composites. A S-N curve, adopted from reference (8), for
as-cast 201 Al alloy is also shown for comparison. The fatigue
experiments were performed at stress ratio (fmin(Omax) of zero and
at maximum stress ranging from 0.7 to 0.9 of the corresponding
ultimate tensile strength. The results showed that the fatigue
strengths of the composites are far superior to that of
un~einforced alloy material over the range of life cycle from I to
10 cycles.

The fatigue strength of the as-received composite material is
greater than those of the heat treated ones. The fatigue strength
declines significantly with increasing heat treatment temperature.
These results are in contradiction to those of Dvorak and Tarn(13),
and Christian(14), who reported that heat treatment had very little
effect on fatigue behavior of the composites. They concluded that
the fatigue characteristic of Borsic aluminum composites are
controlled by the matrix properties alone. Similar conclusions have
been drawn by Amateau and Hanna (8), from their fatigue work on
graphite/aluminum composites. On the other hand, the current
research results show that if the matrix was the sole controlling
factor of the fatigue behavior (assuming that the fatigue life is
controlled by the number of cycles to initiate cracks in matrix,
and propagation life is independent of the microstructure of
matrix) then the fatigue strength degradation should have increased
in the following order: as-received, 545 OC, 450 C, and 5000 C,
respectively. Conversely, if the fatigue strength (crack
initiation) is based on the degradation of the interface then the
lowest fatigue properties should be anticipated from 545 C
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specimens, which is consistent with experimental results. However,
it may be argued that the crack initiation at the interface may
result in fracturing the fibers and hence yields very low fatigue
properties for these materials. This might have been prevented by
formation of branch cracks along the fiber-matrix interface,
because of extremely low transverse bond strengths. A low
transverse strength causes fiber-matrix debonding. Cracks can,
nonetheless, still propagate in the matrix and be arrested at other
fiber-matrix interfaces and thus preventing fiber fracture. Final
failure of the composite is as a result of interaction of these
cracks and loss of fiber-matrix bond, leading to nonuniform loading
(tensile overload) of composite structure. Figures 13 through 15
show the micro-mechansim of fatigue failure in this composite. The
fractography shows cracks initiation at the interface and their
subsequent propagation in the matrix (Figs.14 and 15.)

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be derived from the present
investigation:

1. The longitudinal tensile strength for Gr/201 Al composite
decreases with an increase in the heat treatment temperature.
The observed strengths and elastic modulii are lower than those
predicted by the rule of mixtures.

2. The formation of brittle intermetallic constituents at the
interface in conjunction with fiber surface degradation are the
principal parameters in the degradation of composite strength.

3. The transverse tensile strengths were generally much lower than
expected. Failure appeared to occur as a result of fiber-matrix
debonding for all of the specimens.

4. Under compressive loading, the Gr/201 Al specimens appeared to
fail by formation and linkage of longitudinal microcracks at
fiber-matrix interface. The measured strengths and elastic
modulii were lower than those measured in tensile testing.

5. The interfacial shear strength showed a gradual improvement with
increasing heat treatment temperatures. The estimated
interfacial shear strengths were lower than of the matrix.

6. The longitudinal fatigue strength decreases significantly with
increasing heat treatment temperature. The mechanism of fatigue
failure is perceived to be the initiation of cracks in the
fiber-matrix interfacial zone and their subsequent propagation
within the matrix, and along the interface, leading to a
nonuniform load transfer from matrix to fibers, and causing
tensile overload failure.
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Doubler Tabs
Figure I Composite specimen configuration

Figure 2 Diffraction Pattern of Al4C3 formed in the interface ofspecimen heat treated at 5450C 4

0.3 PM

Figure 3 Micrograph revealing the presence of an A14C3 particlefor specimen heat treated at 545 C
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Figure 4 Representative tensile stress-strain curves obtained for

Gr/2 01 Al composite specimens
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Figure 5 Tensile properties of Cr/201 Al composite as a function
of exposure temperature
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Figure 6 Typical SEM fractographs of Gr/201 Al specimens failed In
tension; (a) as-received and (b) beat treated at 5450 C

50 pm

Figure 6 Continued (b)
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Figure 7 SEM fractographs of Gr/201 Al specimens failed in tension

showing the condition of fiber surface for (a) as-received and (b)
545 0 C heat treated material

Figure 7 Continued (b)
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Figure 8 A transverse tensile fractograph for composite heat
treated at 545 0C
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Figure 9 Representative compressive stress-strain curves obtained
for Gr/201 Al composite specimens
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l5pm

Figure 10 Scanning electron micrograph of a typical compression

test specimen (450 C-24h) failed by development of longitudinal
cracks
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Figure 11 The effect of heat treatment on interfacial shear
strength of Gr/201 Al composite
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Figure 12 The effect of heat treatment on longitudinal fatigue
properties of Gr1201 Al composite

Figure 13 SEM fractograph showing region of tensile overload for
as-received composite
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10 PM "

Figure 14 SEM fractographs showing crack propagation through the
matrix for specimens heat treated at 5000C

10 . ,

Figure 14 Continued
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Figure 15 SEM fractographs revealing crack propagation through the
matrix for specimens heat treated at 545 0 C

Figure 15 Continued
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FATIGUE FAILURE IN BONE CEMENTS FOR HIP JOINT IMPLANTS

D.Taylor *

A method of analysis is developed for predicting
fatigue failure of bone cements in use in hip joint
prostheses. A stress-intensity-based approach is used
to describe failure from pre-existing defects; this
compares favourably with results on brittle fracture
strengths for specimens with similar types of defects.
The analysis is then combined with fatigue data and
with the results of stress analyses. It is concluded
that fatigue failure of the cement is predictable
under present conditions. Possible improvements to
mechanical properties can be envisaged which would
make the material sufficiently defect tolerant for
this application.

INTRODUCTION

Bone cements, based on polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) are widely
used in orthopaedic surgery, especially in the implantation of pros-
theses such as hip and knee joints. The present work is part of a
study into the long term integrity of bone cements in the femoral
part of the hip joint prosthesis. Fig.] shows the arrangement of
prosthesis, cement and bone; the cement acts as a filler material
to ensure smooth stress transfer from the metal stem to the femur.
The use of cement has greatly increased the performance for these
prostheses over the last twenty years, but at present there are
still an unacceptable number of failures in service (1-3). In many
cases failure can be traced to loosening of the stem following
cracking in the cement (4,5); at present the cement is considered
to be the weak link in the total structure.

The present paper develops a method for predicting fatigue failure
of the cement in this application. Defect tolerant approaches are
developed, tested on their ability to describe brittle fracture in
test specimens, and then combined with fatigue data and with esti-
mates of the stresses present in service.
• Dublin Centre for Biomaterials Research, Mechanical Engineering

Department, Trinity College, Dublin, Republic of Ireland.
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STRESS ANALYSIS RESULTS

A number of attempts have been made to estimate the stresses in the
prosthesis, using both finite element methods (6,7) and strain
gauge measurements (8). Unfortunately the number of degrees of free-
dom required is large and comparison between finite element and
strain gauge results shows large differences even for models with
as many as 700 elements (8). For our purposes, results will be used
from two sources:
a) Crowninshield et al (7), using a finite element method, recorded
maximum tensile stresses in the cement which varies between 2.8 MPa
and 5.5MPa for the highest likely applied load.
b) Yettram and Wright (8) carried out both finite element and strain
gauge measurements, recording the stress in the metal stem. Using
the same applied load as in a) and assuming good metal/cement adhes-
ion, the maximum cement stress is expected to be 3.4MPa, caused by
bending stresses in the stem around the mid section.

Since the estimate from b) falls within the range of estimates from
a), this range, 2.8-5.5MPa, will be taken to be the range of poss-
ible maximum stresses in the cement. In normal operation the cement
will experience about one million cycles per year, so a fatigue
life in excess of ten million cycles is required.

DEFECTS IN THE BONE CEMENT

Two types of defects can be identified:
a) "Intrinsic" Defects: a large number of small, spheriLal bubbles
caused by air entrapment and monomer evaporation which are always
present when the polymer is prepared at atmospheric pressure for
surgical use. The population of intrinsic defects was measured for
the present material under study, Palacos R; as fig.2 shows, this
population can be decreased by mixing under vacuum. As well as act-
ing as potential sites for crack growth, these defects increase the
effective stress by reducing the cross sectional area by up to 30%.
b)"Introduced"Defects: larger defects which arise when the cement
is inserted into the bone. These include cavities, blood and fluid
entrapment and laminations caused by premature solidification. In
practice, cavities up to 3rmm may occur, this being the maximum
thickness of the cement layer.

DEFECT TOLERANCE OF BONE CEMENT

PMMA is known to fail in a brittle manner under normal testing
conditions, so some form of defect tolerance approach would seem
to suggest itself. Fracture toughness values have been measured by
various workers (9,10); a value of l.6MPam being the appropriate
one for Palacos R.

At an early stage in this work it was noted that a simple LEFM
approach could approximately predict the failure strengths of
specimens which contained only intrinsic defects, taking the defect
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to be a penny-shaped crack of the same size. However, the same
approach underestimated the failure strengths of specimens contain-
ing large, introduced defects. A possible reason for this was found
in the work of Berry (11) who showed, in tests on Perspex, that
crazes will arise in initially defect-free material during loading,
final fracture being characterised by propagation of these crazes
in an LEFM manner. The craze size was 70-100,um in this case. It
seemed likely that similar crazes would occur in the vicinity of
stress concentrators such as intrinsic or introduced defects, hence
a method of analysis was developed based on LEFM fracture by prop-
agation of a small craze/crack in the stress field of a larger,
spherical defect.

OUTLINE OF THE ANALYSIS

Fig.3 shows schematically how the application was reduced to a
simple model. In use, the material is in the form of a tapered
tube of variable thickness up to 3mm, containing defects of various
types, the largest being through-thickness cavities. In the model
the tube is opened out to form a plate of finite width and constant
thickness. Two cases are considered:
a) Small Defects: since there are many small defects it is assumed
that the worst"case is a defect which breaks the surface whilst
retaining an approximately spherical shape.
b) Large Defects: these are modelled as uniform, through-thickness
holes of circular section.

Using the approach mentioned above, it is assumed that these def-
ects have small crack-like extensions as shown in fig.4. The value
of K for these cracks can be approximated (12) by:

K = FO- 6.Ba W (1)

... where -0 6a is the stress at a point O.6a along the crack,
measured from the tip of the defect, and F is a constant which
depends on a/f , p being the defect radius.

For the case of large cracks a simple Airy stress function was used
and modified by the finite plate width. For small defects the Airy
function was modified to allow for the spherical shape as well as
for the finite plate thickness. The most damaging small defect
(see fig.4b) is taken to be a sphere which just breaks the surface,
from which a semi-circular crack develops.

This approach was used to predict fracture stress as a function of
defect radius for all defect radii up to 3mm. The small defect case
is only expected to be valid for defects less than 0.5mm radius,
and the large defect case for defects greater than 1.5mm, but in
practice it was found that the two solutions merged at the inter-
mediate sizes. For comparison purposes the fracture stress was also
calculated on the assumption that the defects can be treated as
sharp cracks of the same radius.
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COMPARISON OF ANALYSIS WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Since the above analysis involved a number of assumptions it was
decided to test it against results from simple tensile specimens
of thickness similar to that in the application. Flat plate, waist-
ed specimens of cross section 10mm x 4mm and gauge length 100mm
were produced by casting Palacos R into metal moulds in such a way
as to introduce cavities similar to those in the application. A
total of 26 specimens was fractured; after failure the cross sect-
ional area of the defect on the fracture surface was measured and
an effective radius calculated assuming the defect to be spherical.

Fig.5 shows the comparison between experimental results and the
predictions described above. The following points can be noted:

1) The great majority of results lie between the two lines, imply-
ing that typical defects have a geometry which is intermediate
between that of a crack and that of a spherical or circular hole.
2) For very small, intrinsic defects the solutions merge to a point
which predicts well the fracture stress.
3) Though the defect-and-crack analysis predicts too high a failure
stress for large defects, it predicts well the fact that failure
stress is virtually independant of defect size in the range 1-3mm.
The finite-width correction factor is important in this prediction.
4) The simple crack approach forms a good lower bound for defects
smaller than 1mm radius.
5) A small number of results (shown as full data points) gave fail-
ure stresses which were the same as those for defect-free material,
when corrected for net section stress. It is assumed that these
defects had very low stress concentration factors.

PREDICTION OF FATIGUE PROPERTIES

Considering the methods of analysis developed and the fracture
strength results obtained, the following policy was evolved for the
consideration of fatigue in this material:

a) Failure from defects can be well-described using LEFM analysis,
deriving an effective K value.
b) For defects less than Imm radius, the defect can be treated as a
sharp crack.
c) For defects of radius 1-3mm the best model is that of a blunt
cavity with a small craze crack at its tip. The model of a spherical
cavity can be used if the result is reduced by a factor of 1.4; the
result obtained is not sensitive to the value of the cavity radius.
d) It can be assumed that a K-based analysis will be valid for the
description of fatigue crack growth as well as of brittle fracture.

Crack growth rate data have been generated for various bone cements
(10,13), but not for growth rates in the near-threshold region,
which is the region of interest for the present high-cycle appli-
cation. Fig.6 summarises existing results, showing for comparison
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purposes some data on epoxy (14). As fig.6 shows, the attempt to
extrapolate this data down to the threshold region leads to large
errors - the value of AK th could be as low as O.15MPa f'i, or as
high as O.4MPaJm if the data curves down to parallel the epoxy
results.

More confidence in a threshold estimate can be obtained by examining
results from S/N fatigue tests on bone cements (15-18). A large
amount of data is available for lives up to one million cycles, so
that a value of 7MPa can be estimated to be the endurance limit for
the present material at R ratios close to zero. Assuming that the
specimens used contained only intrinsic defects, and using the
methods described above, one arrives at a threshold value of
O.16MPaI- for the material, which agrees well with the lowest
estimate made using fig.6.

PREDICTION OF SAFE STRESSES IN THE APPLICATION

For the case of the prosthesis itself it will be assumed that
defects in the size range 1-3mm are always present. Using the
methods developed above, and assuming a threshold stress intensity
of O.l6MPa4r , the stress range corresponding to threshold cond-
itions is found to be 2.2MPa. This is slightly less than the lowest
of the values obtained from stress analyses (see above), implying
that fatigue failure by the mechanism of crack growth from defects
is likely in this application.

COMPLICATING FACTORS

A number of other factors have not been considered in this analysis,
largely because there is insufficient information on them at pres-
ent. Firstly, it is known that the material is sensitive to strain
rate and frequency, hence all experimental fatigue data was used at
the same frequency as envisaged for the application (about 1Hz).
Secondly, the material is known to be temperature sensitive in the
range 20-400 C, which has consequences for its behaviour at body
temperature (19), and to exhibit slight reductions in strength
after periods of exposure to in vivo conditions (20). Concerning
the stress conditions, it should be remembered that the figures
quoted above from the stress analyses are the maximum values,
which only occur in limited locations in the structure; on the
other hand, no attempt has been made to correct for the conditions
of complex stress which certainly arise in practice.

CAN THE MATERIAL BE MADE TO BE DEFECT TOLERANT?

It is interesting to consider whether the properties of bone cement
could be improved so as to bring the endurance limit for 3mm def-
ects above the maximum assumed stress of 5,5MPa, and thus making
the material defect-tolerant in this application. Using the present
analysis this would require the threshold value to be increased to
O.4MPafii, which is certainly within the capabilities of other
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polymers, such as the epoxy shown in fig.6, and may be possible
for fibre-reinforced versions of PMMA cement, though as yet the
improvements which have been achieved with reinforcement are
smaller than this (13).
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FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH: STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A.F. Blom* and B. Palmberg*

Statistical considerations of fatigue crack growth
are presented. All the parameters of importance in
a damage tolerance analysis are treated. A review
of existing literature information on sources of
scatter in fatigue crack growth during service
loading is given. Various stochastic fatigue crack
growth models are discussed. Present limitations
in such models are pointed out and these are
partly accounted for by modification of some
existing models.

INTRODUCTION

Statistical techniques have been used to assess various fatigue
related problems for a long time. While most of the work sofar has
been concentrated on the scatter in total fatigue life of test
specimens subjected to constant amplitude loading, there has
recently become a large interest in the statistical aspects of
fatigue crack propagation. This trend is obviously due to the fact
that the design philosophies being used in primarily the aerospace
field have changed from safe-life and fail-safe approaches to the
damage tolerance concept.

The aim of the present paper is to discuss those parameters
which are of importance in a probabilistic damage tolerance analy-
sis with emphasis being put on the scatter in fatigue crack growth
rates and on statistical models to predict fatigue crack propa-
gation under general spectrum loading. Rather than going into
excessive mathematical detail we intend to outline the demands on
the statistical modelling from an engineering viewpoint. Limi-
tations in existing models will be discussed and it will also be

* Structures department, The Aeronautical Research Institute of

Sweden (FFA), P.O. Box 11021, S-161 11 Bromma, Sweden
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emphasized that further experiments are required in order to
improve on the present situation. Some calculations are performed
in the last section of the paper, to illustrate how the described
models can be used both for data reduction and for predictive
purposes.

Before starting the discussion on probabilistic damage toler-
ance analysis and stochastic modelling of fatigue crack growth
some historical reflections may be appropriate. It seems that most
of the statistical techniques being employed today for these pur-
poses are derived from ideas formulated a long time ago and conse-
quently similar analyses have frequently been carried out in many
disciplines within the areas of strength of materials and solid
mechanics. Perhaps the first one to carry out such a study was
Chaplin who treated the size effect phenomenon by means of a
"weakest link" concept already more than a hundred years ago
(1, 2). This particular work was long forgotten but another
"weakest link" or "largest flaw" theory introduced by Griffith (3)
in 1920 came to influence the work by scientists and engineers for
a long time. However, although Griffith's theory, stating that the
reduction of strength in isotropic materials was due to flaws,
discontinuities or defects randomly distributed in the material,
was generally accepted there was also a substantial confusion
about the interpretation of results. This was due to lack of
knowledge about the simultaneous developments in statistical ex-
treme value theory, see Epstein (4) for more historical accounts.
The people working with fracture problems did not realize that the
analytical relationship between the strength of a specimen and
its size would be dependent on the assumed distribution of
strength close to flaws as the asymptotic behaviour of sample
extremes Pssentially is determined by the tail behaviour of the
assumed distribution. A more stringent approach was introduced by
Weibull in his celebrated 1939 paper (5) where he showed how the
fracture strength of materials could be represented by a proba-
bility distribution. However, Weibull introduced his distribution
on an ad hoc basis and did apparently not recognize that it was
one of three types of asymptotic distributions for suitably nor-
malized minima (4). This was later clarified by Epstein (6, 7) who
discussed the application of the asymptotic theory of extremes to
problems of brittle fracture.

Extreme value distributions, and especially the Weibull
distribution, have been widely used in fatigue life studies where
the total number of load cycles, N, to failure is studied. Another
very common distribution for fatigue life is the lognormal distri-
bution which is very close to the Weibull distribution in the
central range of the distribution, which is obviously the range
where most observations are made. However, in the tail regions of
the two distributions there is a significant difference. With a
coefficient of variation, v, (v - L/s where p is the mean and s,
is the variance) equal to 0.6, which is a typical value for N in
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constant amplitude fatigue tests, probability estimates were com-
pared using the Weibull and the lognormal models (8). It was
pointed out that when N = 20% of the mean life there is almost an
order of magnitude difference in failure probabilities.

In our treatment of probabilistic damage tolerance we will
not only use both Weibull and lognormal distributions but several
others as well. From the historical discussion and the numerical
example above we see the importance of mathematicians and statis-
ticans working together with engineers and applied scientists in
order to make both physically and mathematically sound models of
the complex problems we want to study. Hence, our approach in this
paper is to start from what we believe are good existing statis-
tical techniques, point out their engineering limitations and
then, at least partly, modify them to better represent our under-
standing of the actual fatigue crack growth process.

As an end to this introduction it might be appropriate to
briefly comment upon the risk levels we are considering. We have
earlier stated that the probability of complete failure of a main
structural part of an aircraft should be in the order of 10-3 to
10-5 during the whole life (9). It is interesting to compare these
values to those of Ashby (10) who considers that the general
public accepts a risk of 10-6 per annum, is prepared to fund
safety measures if the risk reaches 10- per annum and insists on
safety measures being taken if the rate rises as high as 10-3 per
annum. Finally, it should also be pointed out, as shown in detail
by Payne (11), that for most structures the actual failure rates
tend to be two or three orders of magnitude higher than the pre-
dicted values due to errors in design. This is in contrast to
aircraft structures where the design is verified with substantial
amounts of testing including full-scale static tests to ultimate
load, full-scale spectrum fatigue tests and in-flight load
measurements, which altogether give a rather close agreement
between predicted and actual failure rates.

DAMAGE TOLERANCE AND DURABILITY

Before we go into details about scatter considerations and
stochastical modelling of fatigue crack growth it is necessary to
briefly consider the deterministic approaches to damage tolerance
and durability. Firstly, let us define what we mean with these two
expressions.

Damage Tolerance

Basically, this approach which was developed by the United
States Air Force (12), and which is now adopted with or without
minor modifications by virtually all countries for both military
and civil aircraft, differs from the original Fail-Safe philosophy
in that it assumes cracks to exist in the structure already at the
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very first load cycle. Also, a distinction is made between in
service inspectable or non-inspectable structures. Presently, with
the exception of landing gear, engines and engine mounts all
fighter aircraft structures and all inspectable civil aircraft
structures are considered as damage tolerant (12, 13). There is a
trend to introduce the damage tolerance approach also for engines,
e.g. (14).

Durability

While damage tolerance is the principal means to ensure
structural safety, durability may be considered as a quantitative
measure of the structure's resistance to fatigue cracking under
specified service conditions. This means that the economic life-
time, Including all inspections, replacements or repairs, should
exceed or at least equal the design life based on damage toler-
ance.

Initial Flaw Size Assumptions

A damage tolerance analysis implies a thorough identification
of all critical areas with due regard to the utilization of the
aircraft and the impact of failure. According to the US Air Force
Military Specification (12) these areas should be classified
either as Slow Crack Growth, Fail Safe Multiple Load Path, or Fail
Safe Crack Arrest structures. If it is possible to prove that the
structure is Fail Safe due to Multiple Load Paths (i.e. load re-
distribution) or Crack Arrest capability, less stringent con-
ditions have to be satisfied.

As a result of material and structure manufacturing and pro-
cessing operations small imperfections equivalent to a 0.127 mm
radius corner flaw shall be assumed to exist in each hole of each
element in the structure. The flaws are assumed to be located in
the most unfavourable orientation with respect to applied stresses
and material properties. In addition it is assumed that initial
flaws of sizes specified in Figure 1 can exist in any separate
element of the structure. Only one initial flaw in the most criti-
cal hole and one initial flaw at a location other than a hole need
to be assumed to exist. Interaction between these assumed initial
flaws does not need to be considered. The flaw shape is assumed to
be through the thickness (straight crack front), quarter circular
or semi-circular. However, other flaw shapes with the same initial
stress intensity factor are considered appropriate, particularly
at locations in the structure where other shapes are more likely
to occur.

Analysis Concepts and Testing

It should be emphasized that the damage tolerance evaluation
essentially is analytical but that sufficient testing must be
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performed to validate the analytical methodology. No strict re-
quirements exist on how the analysis should be performed but the
following steps are normally encouraged by authorities (13, 15).

- Based on structural analysis the most fatigue critical areas
are identified.

- Stress intensity factors as function of crack geometries
(length, depth - see Figure 1) and applied loading are
computed for the identified areas.

- Fatigue crack growth is performed on a cycle-by-cycle basis
preferably using tabulated constant amplitude fcg-data.

- If a retardation or retardation/acceleration model is used in
the crack growth analysis, this model should be shown to be
non-unconservative by relevant testing. For example, the
original Willenborg model should not be used.

- In the definition of relevant load- and stress spectra,
experimental truncation tests (of the scarce extreme loads)
should be performed to obtain a spectrum which minimizes
crack growth life for analysis.

- Extreme loads must be considered for residual strength
calculations.

- A certain number of stiffened component tests should be
performed to validate the prediction capability of crack
growth in complex structures.

- Based on the analytical predictions of fatigue crack growth,
relevant inspection invervals are defined.

These steps are usually complemented not only with full-scale
static tests up to limit load but also with full-scale spectrum
fatigue tests. The latter are typically carried out for two design
life times in order to detect any cracking at locations which
might have been overlooked in the analysis. If no cracking occurs
during these two lives artificial flaws are introduced at critical
areas and then the spectrum loading is carried out for two more
design life times. During the latter phase crack growth is moni-
tored and compared to analytical predictions. The testing is able
to provide such comparisons for several locations as cracked com-
ponents may either be repaired or replaced by new ones. Eventu-
ally, the test might end with a residual strength test of a major
structural component.

It has to be realized that the original analysis is comple-
mented also with in-flight load measurements and by the non de-
structive inspections carried out during service. Hence, the
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original design life is not necessarily the actual life of the
aircraft. It is recognized that individual aircraft in the fleet,
especially for fighters, may have been subjected to much harsher
load environment than the average aircraft and therefore may have
to be taken out of service at an earlier date. During recent years
it has been quite common to extend the life times of elder air-
craft, originally designed by fail-safe principles, by going into
damage tolerance analysis instead. It is in principle possible to
extend the design lives even further, if after the nominal life no
significant cracking has occurred. This is because the total life
of the aircraft will depend on its durability (see definition
above) while the damage tolerance ensures, at all stages, the
structural safety of the aircraft.

An alternative analytical technique for crack growth pre-
dictions makes use of linearized spectrum fatigue crack growth
data, e.g. (16). It has yet to be shown whether this method can be
used for predictions in the general sense. Current experimental
data, e.g. (17, 18), seem to indicate an effect of too many vari-
ables, to make this technique a serious alternative to the outline
above. However, performing fatigue crack growth measurements
during realistic spectrum loading and plotting the results as
shown in Figure 2 (15) (crack growth per flight or flight hour,
da/dF, versus the spectrum peak stress intensity factor, ) is
very useful in order to compare the predictive capabilities of
various models. Figure 2 shows such comparisons for crack growth
in Al 7010-T7 plate material subjected to a vertical fin spectrum.
(Note the unconservative results when using the original Willen-
borg model.) This type of spectrum data presentation is also par-
ticularly relevant for ranking the fatigue resistance of various
alloys, since it is well known that constant amplitude fatigue
crack growth data does not necessarily reflect the actual be-
haviour in spectrum loading, e.g. (19, 20).

We have mentioned this latter technique because it has been
adopted within statistical modelling by several workers. In a
subsequent section we will come back to this formulation and
explain the limitations in more detail.

VARIABILITY IN BASIC PARAMETERS

In this section we will briefly discuss sources of variability in
the various input parameters for any damage tolerance analysis.
Where enough data exist we will give typical values of scatter as
represented by the most commonly used statistical distributions.
It will also be discussed, for crack growth data, how raw data may
be processed to give as much information as possible.

Load Spectra

The load acting on a complex structure such as an aircraft
are related to various manoeuvres characteristic of the aircraft
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type and include, for example, taxiing loads, ground-air-ground
cycles, gust loads, flight manoeuvres, engine vibrations, cabin
pressurization loads etc. For example, it can be mentioned that
the full-scale fatigue test of the SAAB SF-340 commuter airliner
involves 1543 unique load cases of 124 different kinds (as those
mentioned above), (17). It should be emphasized that besides from
these in-service loads, which may interact to give rise to multi-
axial stresses, there may also exist loads due to manufacturing
processes and also environmental load cycling such as varying
temperatures and chemical influences.

Normally, some special type of loading is of most importance
to the structure. For example, civil aircraft are most strongly
influenced by ground-air-ground cycles whereas the flight ma-
noeuvre loads are of most importance for a fighter aircraft. This
obviously means that the load spectra being used for testing and
analysis purposes are entirely different for civil and military
aircraft. As an example we show a typical cumulative exceedance
curve of the manoeuvre loads for a fighter aircraft in Figure 3.

Load interaction. It is well known that the information contained
in Figure 3 not is quite sufficient since the sequential order of
the loads in the spectrum is very important for the fatigue life.
Models to account for this influence on the fatigue crack growth
rates are normally based on plasticity considerations and as shown
in Figure 2 they may predict rather different results, conserva-
tive or not, depending on the model chosen. In the flight sequence
various parameters influence the crack growth with various
amounts. The effect of spectrum variation on crack growth is shown
in Figure 4 which is based on experimental results from 102 load
spectra variations simulating the lower wing skin of the F-15
aircraft (21). The variations shown to have the greatest impact
are those involving modifications of the maximum peak loads. These
variations include mission mix, high and low load truncation,
exceedance curve variations, and test limit load variations.
Variations shown to have significant impact include those which
modify all but the highest peak loads throughout the spectrum,
such as sequence of missions, compression loads, and peak and
valley coupling. Spectra variations shown to produce the least
effect are those which modify lesser loads in each mission. These
consist of reordering of loads within a mission and flight length
variations.

Scatter considerations. In a similar study as the one above, by
Dill and Saff (21), Abelkis (22) carried out testing to investi-
gate the effect on crack growth due to a number of variations in
the load spectrum. Results were obtained for three different
transport aircraft lower wing surfaces which were also stated to
be representative for similar bomber spectra. Using spectrum
variations that could be expected in service, fleetwide crack
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growth scatter by factors of 10 to 100 could be experienced, de-
pending on whether a short-term or long-term spectrum variation
was considered.

To further elucidate the scatter in load factors of indi-
vidual aircraft in a fleet, consider the data in Figure 5 from
Impellizzeri et al (23). Here is shown the scatter in load factor
exceedances as a function of the average fleet aircraft flight
hours at 6 g on the F-4 aircraft. It is readily seen that as an
aircraft accumulates flight hours it becomes more likely that it
will be subjected to a variety of load cases, and hence its load
history will become more and more averaged to those of the other
aircraft within the fleet. In order to study the impact of this
usage variation on fatigue crack growth analysis was performed by
Dill and Saff (21). They used upper and lower limits of the
scatter data obtained at 4 g and 6 g, corresponding to 50% and 75%
of the design limit load, respectively, to develop upper and lower
bound cycle-by-cycle baseline stress spectra. Assuming an initial
through the thickness crack of 0.05 inch to emanate from a 0.25
inch diameter hole they predicted crack growth, due to fleet usage
scatter, by means of a crack closure related numerical model. The
result of their analysis is shown in Figure 6 and it is particu-
larly interesting to note that the crack growth scatter factor is
decreasing (from about 13 at 1000 flight hours to about 3 at 2000
flight hours) as the fleet usage is increased. However, it was
emphasized in (21) that this estimation was predicted without any
consideration of material and geometric property variations or
variations of load sequence and design limit stress. Thus, the
result in Figure 6 is limited to represent the crack growth vari-
ations expected from fleet usage variation only. As all the other
just mentioned parameters do indeed vary, the total crack growth
range in a fleet is expected to be larger than what is predicted
in Figure 6. Material property variations will be discussed in
detail in a subsequent subsection.

Because of limited space more details on load variations
can't be given here, but it is referred to Palmberg et al (9) and
references therein. A very comprehensive review of spectrum test
data is given by Schijve (24). Let it suffice to say here that
when treating the ultimate failure due to a high load, an extreme
value distribution should be used for the magnitude of that load.
It should also be recognized that manoeuvre loads are only partly
stochastic.

Stress Spectra and Stress Intensity Factors

Before any type of fatigue analysis can be performed, the de-
termined load spectra have to be converted into stress spectra.
Normally, load spectra are referred to the centre of gravity of an
aircraft. Hence, it becomes necessary to firstly develop transfer
functions for obtaining local load spectra for any part of the
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structure. One way of doing this is to utilize a finite element
model of the entire aircraft as illustrated in Figure 7 for the
new swedish fighter JAS 39 Gripen. In such a model the aerodynamic
loads are distributed over the entire model and inertia loads are
calculated from a mass distribution in the finite element model.
Local stress histories may be obtained by superposition of rel-
evant internal load sequences. In the same analysis a rainflow
count analysis can be performed to produce a matrix of associated
peaks and troughs. This matrix can be used as input to the fatigue
crack growth analysis. This concept of developing local load and
stress spectra is further described by Jarfall (25).

The structural analysis is usually carried out in several
steps by means of substructuring techniques. This enables the
analyst to refine the finite element mesh size in regions which
are assumed to be critical. Hereby, the stresses computed from the
larger model are used as boundary conditions for the detailed
models. An example of such a refined model is shown in Figure 8
which shows the structural model for stress intensity factor
analysis of a fin attachment in the swedish fighter JAS-37 Viggen.
It should be emphasized, though, that when cracking is introduced
into substructures the boundary conditions may be violated, due to
stress redistribution.

Although stresses have frequently been assumed to follow the
Weibull distribution, relatively little is known about the ac-
curacy in stress analysis predictions, and it appears that such
distributions would mainly reflect the scatter in loads. Today it
is, in our opinion, quite feasible to predict within any given
accuracy stresses for any two-dimensional structure as long as
the structural behaviour is linear. 'omplications arise if local
plasticity occurs, e.g. at fastener holes. jr large strain or
displacement occurs, e.g. in bulging of fuselage structures. In
the three-dimensional :ase it ,s isua' tc study pnenomena as con-
tact problems with or without fri,-tiondl urCes and further com-
plications arise, when the stre stse ip t, (or exaample. joints is

fully three-dimensional. in the VteV 'te'p'-tation of the
results. Spectrum fatigue ,nile, qu'tiaxial loading is
yet a virtually blank field, Lartl . in the predictive sense.

Stress intensity factors. ,hl'P I .'t'tude Jf techniques exist
to determine K-factors, only .i few ire ictually ewployed in
analyses of cracks in large. .LvWIpeP structures. The most accurate
results are obtained with J-0 finite element techniques using

singular elements at the crack tip, see Vigure 8. Hereby the
stress intensity factors may be derived from the displacement or
the stress fields or from the changes in potential energy and the
error in K-values may be expected to be in the order of the errors
in the stress analysis. Typically, errors less than about 5 per
cent are possible to achieve. Because of the large costs involved
in such analyses (note - the major cost is due to mantime in
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structural modelling although the computing costs also may be
prohibitive) other techniques are normally used as complements.
This is particularly so when cycle-by-cycle fatigue crack growth
analyses are performed and a very large no. of K-factors as
function of specimen geometry, crack depth, crack width and
loading are required. A usual approach is then to use a number of
basic reference solutions, for example as obtained from handbooks
or the archival literature, and to make use of the principle of
superposition. This usually means that several over-simplifi-
cations concerning geometry etc. have to be made and consequently
the errors in K-estimation may be rather large. For example, con-
sider a stiffened panel where the fasteners are assumed to be
rigid. The error in stress intensity factor can be up to 50% due
to the neglection of fastener flexibility. It is also important to
realize that there exist substantial scatter in the K-solutions
found in the literature, even for rather basic cases. Consider a
quarter-elliptical corner crack at a circular hole in a large
plate subjected to uniform, uniaxial tension. Palmberg (26) com-
pared fourteen different solutions, taken from the literature for
this case, and found that by using the solution by Newman and Raju
(27) as reference case (although not considered the best solution,
but because it covers a wide range of crack sizes) differences of
more than 65% existed with respect to the most extreme solution.

Verification of the accuracy of both stresses and stress
intensity factors can to some extent be obtained from component
and full-scale testing.

Special problems. When evaluating stress intensity factors in
complex structures, it is frequently found that not only Mode I
exists but also Mode II and less frequently also Mode Ill. To
start with, it is not straight forward to separate these when the
evaluation is based on energy concepts. Even if it is possible to
do so, for example from the displacement fields, it is not clear
how the data should be used for fatigue crack propagation pre-
dictions. Commonly, the total strain energy release rate is com-
puted and converted into an effective stress intensity factor as
if the loading would be in pure Mode I. This approach should give
conservative results when used for predictions as any frictional
effects due to other Modes of loading are neglected.

Residual stresses constitute a major problem in any fatigue
analysis as they do inevitably exist in real structures and as
they are still very difficult to estimate or measure without de-
stroying the component (although X-ray diffraction studies some-
times give reasonable results the technique is not yet perfected).
Generally, residual stresses are prevalent due to one of the
following five reasons.
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1) On purpose in order to obtain compressive stresses which are
beneficial in delaying or preventing crack initiation. For
example by shot peening or cold working.

2) By mismatch between different parts causing so called built-
in stresses.

3) By different heat treatments during processing and con-
struction (e.g. welding).

4) By material handling techniques (e.g. forgings, annealing
procedures).

5) Overloading during service.

All these reasons have in common that the effect of residual
stresses is to change the local mean stress while the stress range
not is influenced. It should be realized that residual stresses
may be redistributed during fatigue loading due to, for example,
loads causing local plastic flow or by crack growth through the
residual stress field. How the effect of residual stresses might
be incorporated into fatigue crack growth predictions is discussed
in (9), where stresses and K-factors are dealt with in more detail
too, and references therein.

Imperfections and Inspections

While gross imperfections such as buckling of thin sheet may
be introduced in the structure during manufacturing and assembly,
we will here only consider flaws or crack like defects. The
initial flaw size assumptions in the military specification for
damage tolerance and durability have already been shown in Figure
1. Experimental work suggests that crack length should be expo-
nentially or lognormally distributed and indicates that current
NDT-techniques cannot detect crack lengths of only a few mm with
any reasonable accuracy.

The latter point is amplified in Figure 9 where a statistical
evaluation, made by Berens and Hovey (28) of the data collected by
Lewis et al (29), of detection probability versus crack length is
shown. The data include some 22 000 inspections, performed on 174
cracks by 107 different inspectors, and are representative of
field inspection capability for selected aircraft structures.
Since Figure 9 implies that statistical distributions of initial
flaws not can be provided by NDT-techniques such distributions may
instead be derived from the distributions of fatigue cracks of
larger sizes occurring later on during the service life. Distri-
butions so obtained are referred to as equivalent initial flaw
size (EIFS) distributions.
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The usual procedure of developing EIFS distributions is to
make use of experimentally obtained crack growth curves by fitting
a crack growth rate equation to them and then making a backwards
extrapolation to find the crack length at time zero. These fic-
titious crack lengths are now defined as the equivalent initial
flaw sizes. The EIFS distribution can be derived in the following
way. Define the time to crack initiation (TTCI) as the time from
the beginning of fatigue loading to some specified crack size ao,
which can be detected.

Let the three parameter Weibull distribution characterize the

TTCI by:

FT(t) = P [T < t] = 1 - e ; t a ()

where T = TTCI, a = shape parameter, f = scale parameter and a =

= lower bound parameter. All these parameters are determined from
test results. In the simplest case, the crack growth rate under
spectrum loading may be written:

Ada= C (K)n (2)

A

where K is the spectrum peak stress intensity factor, see Figure
2. Over relatively large crack length intervals it is possible to
approximate the stress intensity factor by a power series of the
crack length a as

A A - bi
Ka } cia (3)

i=1I

In a region of small crack sizes a further approximation is to
retain only the first term in Eq. (3). Substitution into Eq. (2)
then yields,

da abl n
dy = a cI a B ay  (4)

where B = C( , c)n and y = b1n are parameters which depend on load
spectrum, material properties and structural geometry.

Assume that the crack length at time to is equal to ao. Then

Eq. (4) gives the crack length, a(o), at zero time by integration,

1

a(o) = [a -Y  (1-y) B to0 -Y (5)
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The relation between the TTCI distribution and the EIFS
distribution can be visualized as in Figure 10.

Using Eqs. (1) and (5) the cumulative distribution of the

initial crack size a(o) can be derived,

1

Fa(o)(x) = P [a(o) 4 x] = P [(ao1-Y + (y-1) B to)1- x]

xlI-Y a1-y
1-- a°t )] (6)Fa:o) I- P -to0 (y-1) B

Substitution of Eq. (1) into Eq. (6) yields

fxI 'Y - a0
1-y - (y-1) B E

Fa(o)(x) = e 0 (y-) 1 ; 0 (
(7)

=1 ;X>Xu

where x u is the upper bound of the initial crack size,

1

xu = [al "Y + (y-1) B E]T:- (8)

It is not necessary to use the simplified equation (2) in
order to derive the EIFS distribution, Eq. (7). In fact, any non-
negative crack growth rate formula can be used to derive EIFS
distributions (9, 30).

It should be pointed out, though, that the equivalent initial
crack size as given by Eq. (5) only is relevant for the specific
conditions for which it is derived. That is, local behaviour such
as material microstructure, reaming of holes, interference fit of
fasteners, fretting etc. will influence the EIFS distribution.
Also global parameters, such as the load spectrum and the sheet or
plate thickness, will most likely influence the EIFS distribution.
Besides from these restrictions the validity of linear elastic
fracture mechanics is doubtful for very small flaws (15). Still,
this concept is being extensively used in durability studies of
airframes, see for example Manning et al (31), and as pointed out
in some detail by Blom (15) will very likely have to be used for
engine discs and blades if a damage tolerance concept is to be
introduced for such components.
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Inspection intervals based on fatigue crack propagation pre-
dictions are normally determined so that even if there is a crack
that is not detected at one inspection this crack shall not become
critical until the next inspection. Consequently, several in-
spections are carried out within the design life time. However,
these inspections are not only determined from analytical results
but also from the degree of inspectability of the particular
structure. Besides from more casual but frequent inspections,
carried out at every flight and in some more detail once every
year, two other types of classifications exist. These are depot or
base level inspectable and in-service non-inspectable. All slow
crack growth structures have to be inspected according to either
one of these two procedures.

Depot or base level inspectable. The extent of damage is to be
detected utilizing any relevant NDT-technique, such as eddy
current (see Figure 9), ultrasonics or X-rays. A typical in-
spection interval is a quarter of a life time. After the com-
pletion of such an inspection the extent of damage shall be as-
sumed to that specified for a slow crack growth structure as shown
in Figure 1. These damage sizes shall not grow to critical size,
when applying the maximum load that is expected to occur once in
20 times the inspection interval, during twice the inspection
interval. If this latter load is less than the design limit, the
residual strength must at least equal the design limit load. If on
the other hand this maximum load is larger than the design limit
load, it does not have to exceed 1.2 times the maximum load ex-
pected in one life time.

In-service non-inspectable. The structure is in-service non-
inspectable if either damage size or accessibility will preclude
detection during one or more inspections. In this case, the in-
itial damage size according to Figure 1 shall not grow to critical
size during two service life times when subjected to the same
maximum load as above.

It should be pointed out that Broek et al (32) recently have
proposed an alternative method to determine inspection intervals,
based on a re-analysis of the data in (29), see Figure 9. This
method was developed so that the probability of crack detection is
independent of the inspection technique, the crack growth curve,
the specificity of the inspection and the accessibility of the
location. It was claimed that no selection of detectable crack
size is necessary and that the procedure is conservative, i.e. the
actual probability of detection should be higher than what is
predicted with the method (32).

Crack size distribution after multiple inspections. By using the
randomized general crack growth relation introduced in the fol-
lowing section and the probability density function of time to
crack initiation (TTCI), see Figure 10, the crack size distri-
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bution at any time can be derived. This was done in our earlier
work (9) where a similar derivation was also performed starting
from EIFS distributions. Because of limited space those results
are not rewritten here, instead it is referred to the initial
derivation for such information.

Residual Strength

Limiting the discussion to linear elastic fracture mechanics
we will assume that fracture occurs when the initiation criterion
KI= KC is fulfilled. Here KI is meant to be the maximum applied
stress intensity factor and KC is the fracture toughness for the
relevant thickness if known and is the plane strain fracture
toughness KIC otherwise.

Scatter in fracture toughness. There is likely to be more scatter
in fracture toughness than in for example strength, due to the
large influence on Kic of small variations in heat treatment.
Fracture toughness is usually assumed to be either normally
distributed or Weibull distributed. Schutz (33) collected KIs-
data for several aerospace materials from the literature, an
determined the coefficient of variation v from v = s/4 where s
is the standard deviation and i is the arithmetic mean of the
fracture toughness, respectively. He determined values of v
statistically for both Al-, Ti- and Fe-alloys and found generally
that the coefficients of variation were lowest for Al-alloys where
v became 0.03, 0.06 and 0.14 at 50, 90 and 100 per cent proba-
bility, respectively. It was also observed, as anticipated, that
the coefficient of variation is larger for different heats than
within the same batch. For example, for Al 7050-T73561 plate
material the mean value of K1 r, obtained from 17 batches, was
found to be 1195 Nmm-3/2 andlihe coefficient of variation v = 0.1
at 50 per cent probability. The values given above should be ap-
plicable to all product types, i.e. plates, sheets and extrusions,
with the exception of forgings which were not included in the
study (and where scatter may be anticipated to be larger).

Probability of failure. Assuming that KI and KC are random
varables the probability of failure is given by Eq. (9).

PF = P [KI , KC] (9)

While the probability density function fK for the fracture tough-

ness is assumed to be normal or Weibull i is more complicdted to
derive the corresponding function of KI . This is because both
crack length and peak stress are random variables. Assuming in-
dependence of crack length, peak load and fracture toughness it is
possible to derive the probability density function fK and then

formulate the probability of failure as, according to (i):
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0

D= 0] = [ fD(D) dD (10)

where D = KC - K, and its probability density function is

fD(D) f f K (KI + D) fK (KI) dK1  (11)

where

fK (K1) = f,(,) f (K la) do (12)

where fE(a) is the probability density function of the extreme
stresses which may be assumed to be extreme value distributed. The
probability density function fG(g) is the function of the crack
length and boundary correction together forming g(a) in Eq. (13).

KI = a g(a) (13)

If an inverse,

a = g-1 (g(a)) (14)

exists, then fG(g) can be expressed as

fG(g) = fA(a(g))/(dg/da) (15)

From the above equations it is possible to solve the proba-
bility of failure given in Eq. (10). It is also possible to ex-
press the probability of failure in terms of exceeding a critical
crack length (9). Further on, the above discussion on residual
strength requirements within the in-service inspection require-
ments may be incorporated into a similar probability expression as
Eq. (10) but where the probability of the residual strength being
lower than the maximum load considered at the inspections, as
discussed before, is considered. For more information on this and
for a complete derivation of relevant equations see Palmberg et al
(9).

Fatigue Crack Growth Rates

During the past decade several workers have studied the
variability in crack growth rates. Although it is now well
recognized that environmental effects not only shift the entire
crack growth curve but also influence the scatter in growth rates
(34) we will here restrict the treatment to the inherent scatter
in materials tested under nominally identical conditions. An
estimate of such scatter is shown in Figure 11 where crack growth
rates, tested at R = omin/amax = 0, in Al 2024-T3 obtained from 8
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different sources are compared. The overall standard deviation
became 0.35 for these data but only 0.15 for similar data obtained
at R = 0.5. Using the larger value of the standard deviation
(0.35) the crack growth rates for a 95% upper and lower bound were
calculated (35) from Eq. (16).

log ( da )p = log( da )± STD • t (16)

where p is the probability level, m is the mean, STD is the
standard deviation in log da/dN and t is Student's multiplier.

A more stringent comparison has been carried out in a Round-
Robin program reported by Clark and Hudak (36). They found that
the intralaboratory scatter in crack growth rate was between 1.1
and 2.5, whereas the interlaboratory variability was between 2.5
and 5.5 depending on the stress intensity range. The scatter was
defined as the ratio between maximum and minimum crack growth rate
for constant AK-values. The material used in the investigation was
8Ni-8Co-lMo steel. However, in the extensive work on Al 2024-T3 by
Virkler et al (37) it was found that for 68 replicate specimens
tested within the same laboratory at least a scatter factor of 4
was obtained. It is frequently assumed that the variability in
crack propagation rate follows a lognormal distribution but also
normal and Weibull distributions have been employed, e.g. (38).

Besides from the inherent material scatter all the above
mentioned values also include artificially introduced scatter due
to the precision of the experimental techniques and the curve
fitting procedure which is used to convert raw data into crack
growth rate data. In (36) it was concluded that the single most
important source of variability in fatigue crack growth rate data
was the experimental technique used to develop the raw test data,
i.e. crack length versus no. of load cycles or some time measure.
Perhaps more effort has been put into reducing the effect of the
data processing on the variability in crack growth rates (36, 39).
Hereby it has been common to assume that the best experimental
evaluations should give the smoothest data and the least scatter.
Such procedures as the incremental polynomial method (as used in
the ASTM-standard) may, however, introduce statistically signifi-
cant bias into the derived data and should therefore be exercised
with care.

To isolate the scatter due to material variations from the
scatter introduced by experimentation and data reduction is not a
straight forward task, but there have been a few attempts. Virkler
et al (37) started with the premise that the crack growth rate
should be treated as a random variable and were able to show that
a substantial part of the total scatter in growth rates indeed is
due to local variations in the material. Inhomogeneous crack
growth was not only indicated by the tendency for irregular crack
growth within each test but also from the observation that tests
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that started with unusually low growth rates tended to continue to
grow slowly for most of the test. Recently, Ortiz and Kiremidjian
(40) used the same set of data (37) to obtain parameters for a
stochastic model of fatigue crack growth. Their approach is
interesting in that it considers the reciprocal of the growth
rate, dN/da, as the randomly varying material property, rather
than da/dN. This reciprocal is modelled as a spatial stochastic
process evolving along the path of the crack. Their" stochastic
model is composed by a random growth law, f(AK), and random noise.
The random growth law is statistically characterized by the proba-
bility density function of its coefficients whereas the random
noise (a zero mean Gaussian process) is characterized by its auto-
covariance function. The statistical analysis of model parameters
is performed as a time series analysis of each individual record,
of da/dN versus a, to obtain the coefficients of its growth law
and the autocovariance of its noise process. Then the ensemble
statistics is obtained by combining all the individual analyses.
We find the approach in (40) of great interest although it suffers
from a few drawbacks of which the most serious one is perhaps the
requirement of having crack growth measurements taken at constant
growth increments, Aa.

To end this subsection it should be emphasized that the vast
majority, if not all, of the data intentionally produced to study
scatter in growth rates have been produced within the Paris
regime. This is, for example, true of the Virkler-data (37) that
virtually all statisticians have relied on in the formulation of
stochastic crack growth models. This, in turn, has led to un-
realistic models as will be further clarified in the following
section.

STOCHASTIC FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH MODELS

In this section we intend to formulate requirements on stochastic
models for fatigue crack growth, to briefly review a few par-
ticularly interesting models and to introduce a novel technique
incorporating several important engineering concepts.

Requirements on Stochastic Models

From an engineering point of view it is important that
statistical models are similar to, and may be reduced to, the
deterministic fatigue crack growth analysis technique incorporated
in the damage tolerance concept as outlined above. An initial
requirement, therefore, is that model parameters should be pos-
sible to estimate from crack growth rate data. Any model relying
on crack size versus no. of load cycles or a time measure, to
determine model parameters, is not consistent with fracture
mechanics (since such data depends on the planar geometry of the
specimens). Further, all the sources of variability as discussed
In the preceeding section should be accountable for.
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It is important to emphasize the necessity for expressing the
crack growth rate as a general function of crack length, i.e. to
use the full sigmoidal shape of the crack growth rate versus AK
curve, rather than simply utilizing a straight line relationship
of Paris type. The crack growth rate should be assumed to be a
stochastic process rather than a stochastic variabale. This is to
avoid the extreme case of a fully correlated crack growth rate for
any two times, which yields unnecessarily large variations in
fatigue life. Both the two latter requirements should be incorpor-
ated when a cycle-by-cycle stochastic analysis is carried out.
This sort of integration technique is required in order to incor-
porate retardation models, accounting for load sequence effects,
into the stochastic model.

We believe these latter requirements to be of large signifi-
cance as any stochastic fatigue crack growth prediction has two
major goals. These are, (1) to predict the mean crack growth curve
and (2) to predict the variability from this mean value. It must
be stressed that if the scatter is much larger in the predictions
than in reality the analysis is not any more useful than a de-
terministic analysis. Also, self-evidently, correct scatter pre-
dictions around the wrong mean value is of no use at all in the
predictive sense. Still, stochastical modelling, incorporating all
the ingredients in a damage tolerance analysis, may be useful even
if the initial predictions not are correct. This is because of the
possibility to follow up, individually, the loading and possible
cracking in the aircraft during actual operation. Hence, the
models are not only used for initial predictions but, maybe more
importantly, also for retirement for cause considerations. The
last comment on requirements for stochastic models is that the
predictive capabilities should be demonstrated and also compared
to a deterministic analysis. This is, rather surprisingly, seldom
done today.

Existing Stochastic Models

Several workers have proposed stochastic models for fatigue
crack growth. It is beyond the scope of the present paper to
present a complete review, instead we concentrate on a few
promising models.

To start with, we note that a proper treatment of the problem
leads to immense complex formulations for which the only way to
obtain solutions seems to be by Monte Carlo simulations (9). Such
cdlculations do, however, require more information than what is
normally available and besides, the computer effort tends to be
rather prohibitive (9, 41). Simplified solutions have therefore
been suggested and we will comment on two different approaches.
The first one, which has been developed by Bogdanoff and Kozin,
see (30, 42, 43) and references therein, is the so-called B-model
which is a unit jump state dependent process based on embedded
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Markov chain theory. This model is physically appealing as it
considers in each step the previous crack growth history (similar
to cycle-by-cycle integration). This model has been shown to fit
both constant amplitude and variable crack growth data. However,
the model requires the first and second moment statistics of the
time to reach various crack sizes as input information. Therefore,
the model can't easily be applied to crack growth predictions and
it won't be further considered here.

The other approach is to randomise the crack growth rate
equation according to:

da q(a) X(t) (17)

where X(t) is a random process. This formulation has been the
start for several researchers, e.g. (9, 44-49). There are two
extreme cases for the random process X(t). At one extreme the
process is fully uncorrelated for any two different times. This
would correspond to a Gaussian white noise and the variability in
time to reach a specific crack size would be minimum. The other
extreme corresponds to a fully correlated process in which case
the random process will become a random variable, X(t) = Z. This
would yield the largest statistical dispersion in time to reach a
specific crack size. Yang and Chen (44, 45) assumed Z to be a
lognormally distributed random variable and derived the proba-
bility of failure for a component subjected to inspections.

Lin and Yang (46) developed a method to obtain the statisti-
cal moments of the time to reach a specific crack size when the
random process X(t) was modelled as a random pulse train. They
assumed that the crack size was close to a diffusive Markov pro-
cess and obtained an iterative formula for the statistical moments
of time to reach a specific crack size using Ito's differential
equation and the Fokker-Planck equation. A similar formulation has
recently been used by Sobczyk (47), in which he assumes X(t) to be
a white noise.

However, it was pointed out that diffusion approximations
could lead to physical impossibilities in that the crack growth
increments could become negative, Lin and Yang (46), Kozin and
Bogdanoff (30). To overcome this problem Lin et al (48) substi-
tuted the Markov approximation for a cumulant neglect closure
model using the log-characteristic functions of a random process.
Also Ford (49) assumed X(t) to be a random function, but ignored
the diffusion term in the Fokker-Planck equation. By assuming X to
be lognormally distributed he derived a moment generating function
including a power law relation for the crack propagation time.
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Models as these above have been used to study fatigue crack
growth under general spectrum loading, see the work by Yang and
Lin and their co-workers (44-46, 48) and references therein. How-
ever, without exception that work has utilized linearized spectrum
fatigue crack growth data (see discussion above on Analysis Con-
cepts and Testing and also Figure 2) instead of starting with
constant amplitude data. The obvious advantage is that retardation
effects due to load interaction is already included to start with,
whereas the important disadvantage is the limited generality of
the method. In fact, to perform predictions using such an approach
on any other structure, or indeed on the same structure but for
other loading, than for that one originally studied to determine
model parameters does seem futile. On the other hand it might be
possible to perform tests for various structures, such as wing
panels, fin attachments etc., subjected to very different load
histories and to collect and store statistical information in data
banks, hereby making future predictions possible by chosing infor-
mation from similar tests in the past. This latter comment does
indeed seem similar to what would be required in order to use
EIFS-distributions, as discussed in some detail before, for dura-
bility predictions of new structural components.

Cycle-by-Cycle Model

Considering such discussions as above the present authors
have attempted to combine some of the existing models for proba-
bilistic characterization of initial flaw sizes, fatigue crack
growth and failure with the damage tolerance analysis technique
(9). In essence, the model presented in (9) is based up the model
of Yang and Chen (44, 45) with two major differences. The crack
growth rate is expressed as a general function of the crack length
and, secondly, the crack growth rate is assumed to be a stochastic
process instead of a stochastic variable. These two differences
are the result of introducing the cycle-by-cycle prediction tech-
nique and the model of Lin et al (48). The substitution of the
stochastic variable in favour of the stochastic process is a
result of trying to avoid the extreme case of a fully correlated
crack growth rate for any two times, which may yield unnecessarily
large variations in fatigue life. However, the substitution intro-
duces a duration time of correlation, A, which currently is a
practically unknown factor. Applying the model to known results
will provide information for determining A.

Our model as given in (9) starts by expressing the general
crack growth rate relation as in Eq. (17). The random process X(t)
is modelled as a random pulse train;

N(t)
X(t) E Y Wit, (18)

k=1 k k

where N(t) is a homogeneous Poisson counting process giving the
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total no. of pulses that arrive in the time interval Tk- , k

tk is the arrival time of the k:th pulse and Yk is the random
amplitude of the k:th pulse. For different k's the amplitudes are
independent but they are drawn from the same statistical distri-
bution, thus having the same probability density function as Y.

{ 1 if 0 < t - Tk < A
wit, tk) = W(t - 1k) = (19)

0 otherwise

where A is the duration of correlation. All the necessary expres-
sions to calculate expected value, covariance and higher cumulants
of the random process X(t) are given in (9.). The model which is
explained in detail in (9) does include the entire probabilistic
damage tolerance concept as discussed above. That is, initial
flaws may be included in the form of EIFS-distributions or by
otherwise known distributions. Service loading is characterized by
two random variables describing the variations in load magnitudes
(around the deterministic values) and variations in the sequential
order of loads. The statistical distributions for these two random
variables are not expressed explicitly, but they are included in
the stochastic process X(t). The residual strength is statisti-
cally compared to the applied maximum load, assumed to be extreme
value distributed. The entire model, incorporating effects of
inspections, was used to carry out a statistical analysis of crack
growth in a wing panel (9).

Numerical Example

In order to illustrate the application of stochastical
fatigue crack growth models as the last one described (9), con-
sider the following example. Crack growth from a riveted hole in a
wing panel subjected to a flight-by-flight load spectrum, see
Figure 12, is treated. An experimental study of 15 wing panels is
used for comparison (50). A symmetric initial crack of length 2a =
= 15 mm, see Figure 13, is assumed at a hole close to the edge of
the specimen. The calculations are performed by repeating the load
sequence, shown in Figure 12, over and over again until failure
occurs. Using constant amplitude data as given in Figure 11 and
arbitrarily chosing the duration time A = 2477 flights, it is
possible to calculate the mean and variance of the process X(t)
as:

0.5 (S10og da/dN" n10) 2
EFX(t)] = E[Y] X A = e = 1.3837 (20Y

Var [X(t)] = 0.5E[Y 2] X A =

= 0.5E[X(t)]2(e(S log da/dN-In)l) = 0.8755 (21)
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where E[Y] is the ansemble average of Y, see Eq. (18), and X is
the arrival rate of the Poisson process. In the computation of
Eqs. (20) and (21) it has been assumed that the crack growth rate
is lognormally distributed for all AK-values.

The result of the prediction is shown in Figure 13 and it is
seen that the obtained mean, E[T], to obtain the critical crack
length is slightly unconservative which is unusual. This is partly
attributed to the use of recently produced material data, Figure
11, for predictions whereas the testing was performed quite a long
time ago (50). Another reason might be the simplified assumption
of symmetric crack growth from the hole. In the reality naturally
occurring cracks did not grow symmetrically, which influences the
utilized stress intensity factors. The predicted variations in
crack propagation are shown to cover the experimental data al-
though with a quite large span. This can be modified by altering
the duration time A which, indeed, should be experimentally de-
termined.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on a review of existing literature information on sources of
scatter in fatigue crack growth during service loading a number of
conclusions can be made.

The largest amount of scatter is due to the combined action
of local variations, within a fleet of aircraft, in service loads
and environment. Scatter in fatigue crack growth rate data is due
to a combination of material inhomogeinity, batch-to-batch vari-
ations, experimental measurements and data processing techniques.

Stochastic fatigue crack growth models should be based on
constant amplitude data incorporating the entire sigmoidal shape
of the crack growth rate curve. The model should assume the crack
growth data to be a stochastic process and predictions should be
performed by cycle-by-cycle techniques similar to those presently
being used for deterministic damage tolerance analysis.

Such a model, based on existing diffusion approximations, was
introduced. It remains to study the influence of the duration of
correlation on the predictions of crack growth.
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Figure 8 Structural model for stress intensity analysis of a finattachment
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CONSTRAINT EFFECTS IN FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH

R. C. McClung* and H. Sehitoglu*

Fatigue crack opening levels for different applied
stress levels and stress states are determined with
an elastic-plastic finite element simulation of
fatigue crack growth. Both out-of-plane constraint
(plane stress versus plane strain) and in-plane con-
straint (due to applied stress biaxiality) are shown
to influence crack opening levels. These influences
vary significantly with stress level. The trends in
opening levels determined analytically compare
favorably with experimental crack growth data from
the literature on thickness effects and stress
biaxiality effects. Changes in opening levels are
interpreted in terms of the interaction between
residual displacements and crack opening
displacements.

INTRODUCTION

One of the classic problems in the study of fatigue crack growth
is the effect of specimen thickness on crack growth rates.
Typical reviews of the experimental literature (1,2) point out
that under some conditions, growth rates are higher in thicker
specimens; under other conditions, higher in thinner specimens;
and under still other conditions, unchanged with thickness. No
widely accepted explanation has emerged.

Variations in specimen thickness are typically associated
with variations in the extent of out-of-plane constraint.
Commonly this is described as a transition from "plane stress"
conditions in thinner specimens to "plane strain" conditions in
thicker specimens. Most proposed explanations for the thickness
effect attempt to relate the stress state transition to changes in
some key factor in fatigue crack growth such as plastic zone size,
crack advance mechanism, or crack front orientation and shape.

*Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 61801.
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Another key factor which is functionally related to changes
in stress state is crack closure. Elber's pioneering experiments
(3) were conducted with thin sheets, and early debate questioned
whether closure was possible under plane strain. More recently it
has become evident that closure does occur under practical plane
strain conditions (4,5) although generally to a lesser extent.
Experimental measurements of closure have been used in a few
attempts to rationalize thickness effects with some success (6).

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that crack
closure, properly understood, provides a successful explanation
for a range of thickness effects. Furthermore, the effects of
constraint on crack closure and hence on crack growth rates can be
generalized to include also the effect of in-plane constraint,
such as mode I biaxial loading. Finally, the interaction of in-
plane and out-of-plane constraint in different specimen geometries
is explored as a source of further vdriation in the data.

Crack opening levels presented in this paper are obtained
from elastic-plastic finite element (FE) simulations of fatigue
crack growth. The FE code (7,8) permits node release for cyclic
crack extension and accounts for the changing boundary conditions
associated with intermittent crack face contact. The mesh, com-
posed of four-noded isoparametric elements, models a rectangular
plate with symmetric cracks growing from a center hole. The hole
has been shown to have a negligible effect on the behavior of the
crack after some small amount of crack extension has occurred.
Cracks are initiated at the notch root and grown to a maximum
crack-length-to-specimen-width ratio (a/w) typically about 0.15.
The material model employs kinematic hardening with a von Mises
yield surface translating according to Ziegler's rule. The
stress-strain curve is bilinear with E = 205140 MPa and plastic
modulus C = 13700 MPa. Other material properties are yield
stress a = 430 MPa and v = 0.3. These properties correspond to a
1070 clais U railroad wheel steel at 20'C. Further details are
available in references (7) and (8).

Out-of-Plane Constraint

Normalized crack opening levels as a function of the normal-
ized maximum stress are shown in Fig. I for both plane stress and
plane strain at an R-ratio of -1. Similar results have been ob-
tained for R = 0. Note the significant difference between plane
stress and plane strain, but also note the significant changes in
opening levels with increasing maximum stress. The credibility of
these results is enhanced in comparison with the data of Newman
(9), which were derived from a fundamentally different modified
Dugdale analysis. The quantitative differences in the two sets of
results may be due in part to differences in the stress-strain
models; Newman assumes a perfectly plastic material, while the FE
analysis permits strain hardening.
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At low stress levels, both analyses predict that crack
opening levels will be lower (and hence crack growth rates higher)
in plane strain. This result is in agreement with the majority of
experimental data (2,6,10-13), which tend to exhibit faster growth
in thicker specimens. On the other hand, a "crossover" occurs at
higher stress levels such that earlier opening and faster growth
is associated with plane stress conditions. This, too, is in
keeping with experimental results: Jack and Price (14) and
Griffiths and Richards (1) both found quicker growth in thinner
specimens at maximum stresses approaching general yield. Finally,
note that at a range of intermediate stresses, differences in
closure behavior between plane stress and plane strain are negli-
gible. This similarity may explain some null results in thickness
effect data.

Plasticity-induced crack closure is caused primarily by
residual tensile deformation in the wake of the qrowinq fatique
crack. The crack opening event may be thought of as the crack
opening displacements (COD) overcoming these residual displace-
ments (6R) behind the crack tip. The crack opening level, then,
will be determined by the "competition" between the COD and 6s,

both of which will change with geometry, material, applIed
loading, etc. This line of reasoning suggests that crack opening
levels will tend to be higher when 6R is a larger percentage of
the maximum COD.

The relative magnitude of 6 is roughly suggested by the
difference between the CODs at max Num load of a fatigue crack and
an ideal (stationary, monotonically loaded) crack. This differ-
ence may be easily estimated with the present FE formulation. The
ideal crack is numerically modeled by releasing an appropriate
number of nodes behind the crack tip and loading once from zero to
maximum load. This comparison is not intended to provide an exact
analysis or rigorous explanation of crack opening behavior, but
only an aid to visualizing the possible interaction between COD
and 6 R at different stress levels and stress states.

The CODs at maximum load for fatigue and ideal cracks at a
low stress level under plane stress and plane strain are shown in
Fig. 2. This figure suggests, as expected, that 6 is consider-
ably larger under plane stress than under plane strain. The COD
for an ideal plane stress crack is only slightly larger than for
plane strain (and actually less for fatigue cracks). We would
expect, then, by comparing 6 and COD, that crack opening levels
are higher under plane stres at this stress amplitude. This was
confirmed in Fig. i.

The same COD information is shown in Fig. 3 for a consider-
ably higher stress amplitude (note the change in vertical
scale). Here the relationship between ideal and fatigue COD is
considerably more complex. The difference between the two is
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relatively smaller near the crack tip, especially in plane stress,
and the fatigue COD even becomes larger than the ideal COD farther
behind the crack tip. These phenomena are due, at least in part,
to the reversed plasticity experienced by the fatigue crack at
large compressive loads. We may roughly infer, however, that 6,
near the crack tip is only slightly larger under plane strain tha
under plane stress. Since the total COD for plane stress is
considerably larger at this high stress amplitude, we expect lower
opening levels under plane stress. This, too, is confirmed by
Fig. 1.

The gradual decrease in normalized opening level with
increasing stress amplitude (fixed stress state), which has been
confirmed experimentally (15), can be rationalized with the same
type of explanation. The residual displacements obviously
increase with stress amplitude due to more severe plastic
deformation at the crack tip, but apparently the COD values
increase even more rapidly with stress amplitude. Simple models
such as the Dugdale formulation, for example, suggest that COD
values at the crack tip increase with the square of the remote

stress. Another possible factor in the decrease of Snoe/Smax
with increasing Sm is the changing shape of the crack s races;
the crack tip pro e tends to be more blunted at higher stress
levels.

A further note of interest is that, unlike previously
published results (16,17), separation and intermittent contact of
crack surfaces in plane strain was qualitatively similar to
behavior in plane stress. Closure was generally continuous behind
t-e crack tip (crack "zips" or "unzips" smoothly as it closes or
opens) for both R = 0 and R = -1 in all cases where mesh refine-
ment was sufficient.

In-Plane Constraint

It is clear that out-of-plane constraint and the accompanying
changes in deformation behavior near the crack tip have a signif-
icant impact on crack opening behavior. It may also be true,
then, that changes in near-tip deformation behavior caused by in-
plane constraint, such as biaxial loading, will affect closure
behavior. This was investigated by applying remote biaxial loads
to the previous finite element mesh. Stresses transverse to the
crack, a , were chosen of equal magnitude to stresses normal to
the crack, ay, and of either the same or opposite sign, so
that x = x/a = t1. Equibiaxial loading corresponds to x = +1,
and pure shear loading to x = -1. Only conditions of plane
stress (az = 0) have been considered to date.

Crack opening levels for conditions of R = 0, plane stress
are shown in Fig. 4 for x = ±1 in comparison with uniaxial (x = 0)
results. As expected, closure levels are a function of in-plane
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constraint. Opening levels for pure shear (x = -1) mode I cracks
are consistently lowest, and the difference increases at higher
stresses. Opening levels for equibiaxial loading are slightly
higher than for uniaxial loading. Note that at lower stress
levels, opening levels for all three conditions converge toward
similar values.

These results are again consistent with the majority of ex-
perimental crack growth studies. Crack growth rates are generally
observed to be highest for x = -1 in comparison with x = 0
or x = +1 (18,19). When maximum stresses are lower, the
differences in growth rates may become negligible (18,20,21).

Ogura et al. (22) previously reported elastic-plastic FE
analysis which showed no change in opening levels with loading
biaxiality for R = 0, but their results are suspect. Their crack
growth increment/plastic zone size ratios are apparently larger
than those found by Newman (9) to be insufficiently small for
accurate results with identical constant strain triangle ele-
ments. Furthermore, the fatigue crack may not have been allowed
to grow sufficiently far beyond the initial crack length to reach
a stable opening value. The results of Ogura et al. for R = -1
loading, in which case mesh refinement requirements are less
severe, are qualitatively very similar to the present results,
suggesting significantly lower opening levels for x = -1.

Crack opening displacement information for different bi-
axiality ratios is shown in Fig. 5. The intermediate case
of x = 0 has been omitted for clarity. The residual displacements
do not seem to differ radically with , so the changes in opening
levels may be attributable to the significantly larger COD
for x = -1. The variations in CODs and plastic zone sizes (not
shown here) with stress biaxiality are in harmony with previous
numerical results for ideal elastic-plastic cracks (23).

General Constraint

Since both in-place and out-of-plane constraint have been
shown to affect closure, it is possible that more complex inter-
actions of constraint may affect closure in various specimen
geometries. Leevers and Radon (24) have shown that implicit in-
plane constraint, quantified as "T-stresses," varies widely from
geometry to geometry. These nonsingular stress terms are most
negative for a center-cracked panel (CCP) and most positive for a
compact tension (CT) specimen. In some respects, a CT specimen
generates a crack-tip stress field similar to a CCP specimen with
applied biaxial loading corresponding to x = + 1.5 (24). It is
possible that the functional dependence of opening levels on maxi-
mum stress may change from geometry to geometry. Changes in
opening levels could arise not only directly from changes in R
(due to variations in crack tip plasticity) but also indirectly
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from changes in the COD (e.g., differences in COD shape between
tension and bend geometries). This may also affect the relative
contributions of out-of-plane constraint so that, for example,
thickness effects could be different in a CT specimen than in a
CCP specimen.

For these reasons, the term "general constraint" seems to be
a more appropriate descriptor of the proper context in which to
analyze constraint effects. This term suggests the simultaneous
consideration of not only out-of-plane contributions but also ex-
plicit and implicit in-plane contributions. Other factors, such
as extent of strain hardening, may also need to be taken into
account. Research to investigate these behaviors is continuing.

CONCLUSIONS

Both out-of-plane constraint (plane stress versus plane strain)
and in-plane constraint (variations in applied stress biaxiality)
have been shown to influence crack opening levels in fatigue.
These influences can be significantly different at different
stress amplitudes. Trends in calculated crack opening levels are
consistent with published experimental crack growth rate data
demonstrating thickness effects and stress biaxiality effects.

Changes in crack opening levels with stress level and stress
state can be interpreted in terms of the interaction between crack
opening displacements and residual displacements. This inter-
action can be approximately visualized by comparing the crack
opening displacements at maximum load of a fatigue crack and a
corresponding ideal crack.
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SYMBOLS USED

= constraint factor used by Newman (9)

C = plastic modulus, do/dEp (MPa)

6R = residual displacements along crack surface (m)

X = stress biaxiality ratio, a x/ay

Smax = maximum remote stress normal to the crack (MPa)
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Sopen = remote stress normal to the crack at whichthe crack first fully opens (MPa)

G = yield stress (MPa)
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COMPUTER AIDED MODELING AND FATIGUE FAILURE FORECAST

UNDER STOCHASTIC LOADING

B.u. Notohardjonot and D.S. Ermer*

A methodology for an on-line fatigue fail-

ure forecast (FFF) for stochastic loading
is presented here. Autoregressive Moving

Average (AtMA) models whicn are discrete
representations of the underlying differ-
ential equations, are fitted to strain

data for different times. Damping fac-
tors, that are estimated from the model
parameters, decrease with time, and after
generating a relationship between the nor-
malized value of the damping factor, the
remaining Life or life ratio is found off-

line. Several examples of on-line life
prediction for the same Kind of material
that was tested off-line are given.

INTRODUCTION

Many service loads nave irregular sequences containing

complex variable amplitude and frequencies. Under

tnis Kind of loading the fatigue process can be viewed
as a stochastic process.

When a material or product is subjected to

variable loading, its "previous" condition or tne
"dependency" of the response of the fatigue process,
is an important factor in determining fatigue life.

As the fatigue process progresses the dependency of a
response such as strain to its previous values becomes

more prevalent. Tnus, the response of the fatigue
process, i.e., the stochastic data, is correlated data

and can be modeled explicitly by a statistical time

series function.

T IBM Corporation, PougnKeepsi, New YorK, 12602.

* Mechanical Engineering Department, University of

Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin tJ7Ut.
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The fatigue life prediction method presented here
is based on an analysis of the response and not on the
input. In this output approach, an effective modeling
technique that has been developed for system
identification of different engineering system, is
employed to find the adequate Auto Regressive Moving
Average (AAMA) model of the strain response of a
fatigue process (1). The purpose of the stochastic
modeling is to estimate the Key model parameter which
can be used for failure process characterization, and
later for on-line fatigue failure life predictions;
i.e., for possible on-line monitoring of a critical
machine/structure components. it has been shown in
(2,3) that the damping factor after a given period of
strain can be estimated from parameters of an adequate
out simplified AR model and used as the Key model
criterion to assess the state of the fatigue process
at a given time.

SXPEHIMENTAL SNT-UP, MATEHIALS AND SPECIMENS

The fatigue testing machine used for tie tests was a
MTS servo-hydraulic model. The input to the servo
controller was a signal from a Wavetek model 132
"noise generator", which was used to produce a
stochastic force control command for all
experiments. The stability limit of the testing
equipment system dictated the maximum frequency and
amplitude that could be realized for force control.
In this case, the maximum number of p-aKs and valleys
was about 10 per second. During a test the strain
response was measured continuously by a 1 inch gage-
length MTS extensometer. Next the analog strain data
were digitized uniformly at a 2U millisecond sampling
interval. This strain data was then fitted by AWMA
models.

The material selected was SAE bolt steel, grade
2. The ultimate strength of this steel is 74 Ksi, its
uniaxial stress is 57 Ksi, and the reduction in area
is 40%. Four smooth cylindrical specimens were tested
an. the results were analysed off-line, whereas te
other two cylindrical specimens were used for on-line
analyses. In addition, two cylindrical specimens with
a V-notch of 1/32 inch depth in the middle of tae gage
length were used for the on-line experiments to pre-
dict the fatigue life. The purpose of the notch was
to show that tne off-line analysis of smooth specimens
can be used as a basis for effective on-line
prediction of either notched or unnotched specimens.
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MODELING THE STUAIN DATA

The purpose of tne off-line analyses of the strain
data is to form a data base for developing an on-line
fatigue failure forecast. The first smooth specimen,
CSA, was tested under a maximum stress of 69 Ksi, and
a minimum stress of 12 Ksi. The test lasted three
minutes. A typical strain response that was sampled
uniformly at 20 milliseconds is given in Fig. 1.

The Autoregressive Moving Average model of order
n,m, i.e., ARMA (n,m) model is given by

n m
xt= i xt-i + at - ).ej a t  (1)i~l j=l -J

E(at) U and E(at,at-u) - 6uaa2

where the xt's are the observed data after deducting
their average, the O's are the autoregressive param-
eters, the e's are the moving average parameters, the
a 's are normally and independently distributed resid-

t 2
uals with mean zero and variance equal to a , and 6.
is the KronecKer Delta function. It should be noted
that although AIMA (n,m) models can give better
parameter estimation, the AtMA (n,U) is easier and
faster to model, wnich maKe it suitable for on-line
fatigue failure forecasting. Consequently AHMA (n,O)
or Alr(n) models, n = 2, 4, ... , were fitted to the
recorded strain data until an adequate model was
identified. A brief review of modeling technique is
given in (1) and (3). The adequate models for all
subsets of the CSA specimen are shown in Table 1 where
only the real characteristic roots and the dominant
modes are given. This table also gives the tabulated
life ratio, t*, which is determined by the equation

=tt*=7 (2)

where t is the time the data was collected (minutes),
and where T is the total duration of the test, i.e.,
the fatigue life of the specimen (minutes). From
Table 1 it is clear tnat after fitting the CSA-3 data,
the damping factor, c, decreased with time in
general. however for the CSA-i to CSA-3 data, the
damping factor, , increased from U.3o to 0.42.
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TABLE 1 - The Adequate AR(n) Models of CSA Data and
Dynamic Characteristics [500 data pts].

Life Adequate keal Percent Damping
Ratio Model Root Contribution Factor

t* n A P(o) 4
CSA-l 0.063 5 0.9v 96.7 0.3D
CSA-2 U.167 7 0.68 72.0 0.41
CSA-3 O.2:5U 7 0.71 38.4 U.42
CSA-4 0.333 9 0.99 9U.9 0.3b
CSA-5 0.417 6 0.b9 65.1 0.34
CSA-6 U.510 9 0.98 78.1 0.31
CSA-7 0.583 7 0.76 7b.3 0.33
CSA-8 0.667 9 0.98 62.6 U.7

CSA-9 0.750 9 0.99 90.9 0.32
CSA-10 0.833 7 0.99 91.3 0.23
CSA-11 0.917 7 0.99 96.9 0.24

CSA-12 1.000 9 0.99 90.0 0.22

The reason for this increase could be cyclic
hardening of the material. Also it should be noted
that the initial period of the test can be considered
as a "transition" period from zero force to complete
dynamic loading. Therefore, it is assumed that the
"initial stable condition" is actually through the
CSA-3 data period, and therefore the decreasing trend
of the damping factor from this "initial stable condi-
tion" is due to tne fatigue process. Thus taKing the
damping factor at CSA-3 as the reference value, ref'
the normalized damping factor, c*, is given by

=* = ef (3)
ref

where C is the damping factor at a particular life ra-

tio. For example, at CSA-7, tne normalized damping
factor is

0.33
0.42

The corresponding life ratio, is 0.583 (see column 2
of Table 1).

The second specimen, CSB, was tested under a max-
imum stress of 38 Ksi and a minimum stress of -23.5
Ksi. The test lasted 14 minutes. Whereas, the third
(CSC) and fourth (CSD) specimens were fatigue tested
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with maximum stresses of 40 Ksi and 4$ ksi, and
minimum stresses of 9 ksi and 7 Ksi respectively. The
test lasted 24 minutes for the third specimen and 6
minutes for the fourth one. The normalized damping
factors versus the life ratio for the four cases were
combined to give an overall relationship and the plot
is given in Fig. 2. Despite the scatter in this data
the decreasing trend of the damping factor is obvious.

ON-LINE FATIGUE FAIMUH9 FOHECAST

The basis of the Fatigue Failure Forecast (FFF)
is the correlation from plot of the normalized damping
factor versus the life ratio as shown in Fig. 2. From
this plot it can be seen that, despite some scatter, a
decreasing exponential trend for the normalized damp-
ing factor versus time is obvious for all specimens,
in terms of the life ratio. The normalized plots are
used because the damping factor of the "initial" and
"last" data set, for different Kinds of specimens, can
be different values, depending on the loading pattern
input and the initial condition of the specimen. In
general for the tests performed, the ratio of the
normalized damping factors for the "last" to the
"initial stable" condition is about 0.4-O.. In other
words, the decrease in value of the normalized damping
factor could be used as a warning signal that failure
was possible. Thus, by normalizing both the damping
factor and the test time, the plots of normalized
damping factor versus life ratio given a correlation
in normalized form.

The decreasing trend of the normalized damping
factor as a function of life ratio is considered as a
deterministic trend. Consequently, the data was
fitted by a deterministic exponential model and is
given by

in * = -O.U068 - O.h310 t* (4)

This model can be used to estimate the fatigue
life, and the forecasting process can be initiated
when at least two sets of data have been analyzed. In
this case, if 41 is the damping factor of the "initial
stable condition" obtained from the adequate AR model
for data taKen at time t,, and 4. is the damping fac-
tor for the next data set taKen at time t2 , then the
life ratio at time t2 is given oy

kn / 2I + O.UOO 8

t2 -. 8lU (0)
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The corresponding predicted life, tpred of the
specimen estimated at time t2 is given by

tpred(t 2 ) (t 2 t 1 (b)
2

After a specimen fails, its total life can be record-
ed, and then the prediction error, for the prediction
made at time t is calculated from

tred (t ) - Actual Life

Actual Life x 100% 7)

which can be used to estimate the accuracy of these
methods.

To illustrate the on-line FFF, four cylindrical
specimens were subjected to a stochastic loading.
During the test, the strain data were measured
continuously and transmitted to a computer for model
fitting and specimen life predictions were conducted
from time to time.

The predicted life of the first smooth specimen
CS, estimated after 20 minutes test time, was 426
minutes as shown in Table 2. The estimated life
ratios and predicted lives for oU, 130, and 180
minutes and the corresponding errors are given in
Table 2. The results show that updating the forecast
will improve the life estimation considerably, since
the method inherently takes into account the damage
done by the previous loading condition. In addition,
in the beginning of the life test the estimation of
the damping factor is not the best because of the
transient period from zero to full dynamic load, and
because cyclic hardening or softening of the material
may also take place during this time.

TABLE 2 On-Line Life Prediction of Smooth Specimen
CSE. Maximum engineering stress: 44.8 Ksi;
Minimum engineering stress: 11.2 Ksi; Actual
Life: 232 min. (Recorded after predictions).

Time AR(n) tpred Error
[mini Model t* [mini

3 9 0.413
20 9 0.396 0.96 0.04 428 84.0
Do 10 0.375 0.91 0.11 430 64.2
130 11 0.246 0.60 0.61 209 9.7
180 10 0.220 0.53 0.75 239 3.1
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it is also possible to take the estimated damping
factor at 20 minutes as the reference point, and then
the predicted life at 130 minutes for a normalized
damping factor of U.62 is 213 minutes. Next, when the
50 minute is taken as the reference at 130 minutes
test time, the predicted life is 210 minutes, which is
still very close to the prediction Dased on 3 minute
or 2u minute references. This result shows the
capability of the proposed on-line FFF method to
predict the life at any time during the test period.
In addition, this result also supports the choice of
the "In-linear" prediction model as the basis for on-
line prediction, since the fatigue damage can be
estimated based on any observed time period.

The second specimen (CSF) was tested on-line and
tne life predictions and their errors are given in
'able 3. As before, a prediction at about 10% (20
minutes) of the total life, yielded a relatively nigh
error of 72.5%. Whereas, the predictions estimated at
60 and 120 minutes had errors of only 36.b% and 13.4k,
respectively. Other notched specimens, C86 and CSH,
were analyzed on-line and the life predictions were
very good - within 16.6% and 11.9%.

TABLE 3 On-Line Life Prediction of Smooth Specimen
CSF. Maximum Engineering Stress: 67.2 Ksi;
Minimum Engineering Stress: 22.4 Ksi; Actual
Life: 58 min. (Recorded after predictions
made.)

'rime Aki(n) t "el Error
[min] Model int* %

4 9 265
20 10 22U 772 303 07 72.5
60 1U 196 b66 442 131 36.b
12U 10 1i6 6b3 OU0 233 13.4

CONCLUSIONS

This study was a new forecasting approach which used
stochastic dynamic time series models of the system
output or strain for improved fatigue process charac-
terization. This study also showed a practical and ef-
fective methodology for on-line fatigue failure fore-
casts. It has the advantage that the current condi-
tion of the test piece is quantified by the damping
factor estimated from the adequate AR model parameters
of tne strain response only. As a result of analyzing
only the output, efforts to characterize the input and
the previous loading history can be eliminated for re-
duced forecasting complexity and modeling costs.
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The damping factor value depends on material,
specimen geometries, existing flaws in the part, prior
loading conditions, and the current loading condition,
and it represents the system as measured by the strain
response data. A relationship between the normalized
damping factor value and the remaining life, or life
ratio, was based on an off-line analysis and was given
in terms of a 'in-linear' equation. Altnougn this
correlation is material dependent, it does not depend
on specimen geometries, existing flaws in tne speci-
men, nor prior loading conditions. For the tests run,
failure could be expected when the normalized damping
factor value C* decreased oelow 0.6 in value.

The AH model closely matches what physically
happens as tne fatigue process progresses; that is,
the strain at a particular time is dependent on its
previous value. Also the damping factor from the most
dominant mode decreases with time, and this decreasing
trend indicates the reduced capacity of the strain re-
sponse to return its equilibrium condition. In other
words the range of the strain amplitude increases with
time as a result of the fatigue failure process. Fur-
thermore, the increasing value of the real root A rep-
resents the increasing mean of the strain response as
a result of plastic strain accumulation, and could
also be used to improve the FFF.

The on-line Fatigue Failure Forecast results
presented here are considered very good, since the
prediction error witnout updating is between 1% -
84.5% from the actual life. The final updated error
ranged from only 3.1% - 6.2% for smooth cylindrical
specimens, and from 11.9% - 12.8% for notched
cylindrical specimens.
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EMBRITTLING EFFECT OF THE PLASTIC ZONE

J. C. M. Li*

The plastic zone developed in Mode II
and Mode III loading can shield the crack
tip from the applied stress and increases
the toughness of the material. However,
upon unloading, it embrittles the material
by providing the driving force for crack
propagation. In Mode I loading, an
asymmetric plastic zone can cause mixed
mode crack propagation and crack branching
and can also embrittle the material by the
above Mode II effect. Plastic zones
produced by chemical means such as
hydrogen charging also can enhance crack
propagation and may be the cause for
hydrogen embrittlement.

INTRODUCTION

The ability of a material to develop a plastic zone at
the crack tip is usually a sign of toughness. The
larger the plastic zone, the tougher is the material
because a crack cannot propagate without first
expending part of its driving energy to develop the
plastic zone. Another way of viewing this toughening
effect is to say that the crack is "shielded" from the
applied stress by the stress field of all the
dislocations in the plastic zone(l-5):

K = Ka  (1)

where Ka is the applied stress intensity factor
without the plastic zone, K is that with the plastic
zone, and K s , when negative, is the shielding effect
of the dislocations. The material is tough because Ka
must first overcome Ks before it can propagate the
crack.

*Materials Science Program, University of Rochester

Rochester, New York 14627
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However, under certain conditions, Ks may become

positive. Then the plastic zone will enhance crack
propagation. Several such conditions are described in
this paper.

UNLOADING IN MODE II AND III

In Mode I loading, a positive K I opens up the

crack and propagates it and a negative KI closes it
so that the crack cannot propagate. In this case, the
plastic zone developed during a positive KI loading
will shield the crack so that the effective K I is
less than the applied K I . Upon unloading, the plastic
zone closes the crack and reloading needs a minimum KI

equal to the shielding KI before the crack can open.
This is the whole idea behind the crack-closure theory

of overloading effects. However, complications arise
with unexpected consequences when the plastic zones are
asymmetric. This will be discussed later.

The situations of Mode II and Mode III loadings

are entirely different, since both positive KII (or
KIII) and negative KII (or KIII can propagate the
crack. As a result, the plastic zone developed during
a positive KII or KIII loading can propagate the
crack upon unloading. The effect is more pronounced
when shielding is more effective. For example, if 90%

of the applied KIII is shielded by the plastic zone,
upon unloading 90% of the previously applied KIII is
now available to propagate the crack.

An example (6) obtained by computer simulation is
shown in Fig. 1. A Mode II or Mode III crack is
propagating while emitting dislocations along the crack
plane. Under an applied stress of 5A/671 (A =
W/2(l-v) for Mode II and V/21 for Mode III, 1 is

shear modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, b is the
Burgers vector of the dislocations and 9 is the

crack length) or an applied stress intensity
factor of 5A/2-, a crack emits a dislocation
whenever its effective K exceeds 2A/2-5 and in the
meantime propagates with a velocity

Vc = bMc (A7 K ) 3  (2)

where Mc is the crack mobility. The emitted
dislocaitons move away according to a velocity-
stress relation as follows:
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v = M tF

where TF is the lattice friction stress assumed
to be 0.1A for this simulation, M is the

dislocation mobility. The crack mobility is
assumed to be smaller than dislocation mobility
by a factor of Mc/M = 10 - 7. Under these
conditions, the crack propagates at

AXc /At = 7.6xlO-7 bM

during the development of the plastic zone and
upon saturation when the plastic zone moves
steadily with the crack. The effective K at
the crack tip is 2A/_2ir while the applied K is
5A/72- so that 3A/7-FI is shielded by the
plastic zone.

Unloading during the steady state propagation
causes the crack to surge forward at high speed.
The distance covered before the crack stops at
the end of the plastic zone is almost the same as
that covered by crack extension during the
development of the plastic zone. Sometimes there
is some delay after unloading because the crack

must go through the dislocation-free zone before
the surge takes place. Even so the crack speed
during this delay period may be faster than the
speed during loading.

Asymmetric Plastic Zone in Mode I

As mentioned earlier, in Mode I loading, the
KI shielded by the plastic zone closes the crack

during unloading and hence the plastic zone has

no embrittling effect. However, when the plastic

zone is asymmetric, while some K, still may be

shielded, there is some K1 1  developed by the
plastic zone which can enhance crack propagation
during loading or unloading. This effect is
usually overlooked but it can explain crack

branching, mixed mode propagation, shear band
decohesion, and other effects of crack tip
plasticity.
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As an example (7), a Mode I crack is under an
applied stress a = 1OA/b/ where A = v/2r(l-v),
b is the Burgers vector and Z is the crack
length. This applied stress creates a stress
intensity factor Ka equal to 10A/2b. A number
N of dislocations are allowed to be emitted along
a slip plane oriented at an angle of 3r/8 = 67.50
very close to the maximum shear stress plane
(70.50). The lattice friction for the motion of
these dislocations in terms of a resisting shear
stress is 0.1A, The distribution of these
dislocations at equilibrium is shown in Fig. 2.
It is seen that, when N is small, the
dislocations are not gathered at the crack tip.
The maximum linear density (number per unit
length) is at some distance ahead of the crack
tip. There is a "dislocation-free" zone at the
immediate vicinity of the crack tip. Thp size of
such a zone diminishes with increasing number of
dislocations emitted until saturation. Under the
loading conditions just described, 99
dislocations would saturate the slip plane, at
which time the dislocation-free zone disappears
and the location of maximum linear density
approaches the crdck tip.

The work done by the applied stress to emit
these dislocations reduces the driving force for
crack propagation. This is shown in Fig. 3. The
applied stress intensity factor is 10A 2nb
before the emission of any dislocations. The
shielding effect of the emitted dislocations
reduced the stress intensity factor as shown.
The shielding is the most effective when the
angle of the slip plane is closest to the maximum

shear stress plane. However, it is noted that
even at saturation there is still a residual
stress intensity factor at the crack tip. Again,
,this residual stress intensity factor is the
smallest when the slip plane is closest to the
maximum shear stress plane.

While the emitted dislocations are protecting
the crack tip from the applied stress so that the
effective KI is smaller than the applied KI ,
they also produced a KII which was not there
before. This is shown in Fig. 4. The sign of
KII depends on the angle of the slip plane. The
magnitude is seen to be the smallest when the
angle is 3r/8 and largest when the angle is n/4
or r/2.
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Such effects on KII, being created by the

plastic zone, do not disappear upon unloading.
Thus the plastic zone, instead of the usual
toughening role, can embrittle the material by
contributing to the driving force for crack
propagation.

CHEMICAL PLASTIC ZONE AND HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT

In addition to the mechanically produced
plastic zones, chemically assisted dislocation
emission from a crack tip with or without the
presence of internal or external stresses can
exert a stress intensity factor which can provide
the driving force for crack propagation. This is
a mechanism recently proposed (8) for hydrogen
embr4ttlement. The dislocation emission is thought
to be caused by the chemical driving force for
hydrogen dissolution which is enhanced by
dislocation pipe diffusion, similar to the
phenomenon of DIGM (9). Of course, the chemical
drivin- force can be combined with any stress
intensity factor present at the crack tip to
enhance the dislocatin emission process. The
dislocations emitted by chemical means also can
exert a stress intensity factor and if the sign is
proper, can propagate the crack. So a crack can
extend even without any mechanical stress simply

because of the chemically produced dislocations.

For Mode I loading, the added chemical
driving force can reduce the critical KI for

dislocation emission and, depending on the
available slip systems, also can produce -n
asymmetric plastic zone. The plastic zone szp
could be much greater than that which ca-

produced by mechanical stress alone. He,
Mode II stress intensity facto: pr -Jzce
plastic zone can cause crack exte- . -

otherwise impossible w:tht:.
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For Mode II loading, the added chemical
driving force reduces the KII required for

dislocation emission and hence produces a greater

shielding effect. Upon unloading or reverse

loading the plastic zone will enhance crack

propagation more than the situation without the

chemical effect.

CONCLUSIONS

The plastic zone produced mechanically or

chemically or both, sometimes can enhance crack

propagation and hence, contrary to usual

thinking, embrittles the material.
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A COMPARISON OF PLASTIC WORK ENERGY AND EXTERNAL ENERGY INPUT
FOR FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION

C. Q. Bowles* and E. G. Wenski**

The plastic work, U, and the external
energy input, W. required for fatigue
crack propagation are discussed. Both
energy values are experimentally
determined for 2024-T35i Al. The
values of plastic work are in agree-
ment with those of Fine and coworkers
(1-4). The external energy input to
the specimen as determined from
hysteresis loops measured by a load
line clip gage is approximately three
times larger than the plastic work.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of measuring the energy required for fatigue
crack propagation has intrigued workers in the area of fatigue
and fracture for some time. The following options exist.

1. Measure the energy input to the plastic zone ahead
of the crack tip and attempt to correlate that
energy with some critical energy required for crack
propagation.

2. Measure the energy required to create two new
fracture surface increments usually defined as t(da)
where t is the specimen thickness and da is a crack
growth increment.

* Associate Professor Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering,

University of Missouri-Kansas City
** Formerly M.S. Graduate Student, presently with Allied

Bendix Aerospace Corporation
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3. Still another possibility is to measure the combined
energies for creation of an increment of fracture
surface and that input to the plastic zone ahead of
the crack tip.

The more difficult of the above is item two which will
not be discussed here.

CYCLIC PLASTIC WORK IN THE FATIGUE CRACK PLASTIC ZONE

Fine and co-workers (1-4) have developed an experimental
technique to measure the energy input to the plastic zone
associated with fatigue crack propagation. In particular
small strain gages are attached to the sample near the tip of
the fatigue crack and the hysteretic local strain-remote
stress curve is recorded. The local stress is determined from
a cyclic stress-strain curve of bulk material by finding the
stress associated with the measured local strain. This local
stress is then substituted for the originally measured remote
stress. The total plastic work associated with each increment
of crack growth is then determined as U and is defined as
follows:

Y X C_ d E2

U 0 (1 u d odc)dXdY

U p I 1
da/dN

where £ i and £2 are the strains at the end points of the
hysteresis loop, a and oX are the upper and lower local
stresses for a single hysteresis loop in the plastic zone.
The limits of integration are the boundaries of the plastic
zone along X and Y directions with respect to the crack plane.
The U measured by Fine and co-workers is formally defined by
Weertman (5) and Mura and Lin (6) who suggest fatigue crack
growth is governed by

da (AK)4

7N 'U0

where 0 is the shear modulus, a is a measure of the strength
of the alloy and A is a constan? of proportionality.

COMBINED PLASTIC ZONE ENERGY AND CRACK GROWTH ENERGY

Another approach to measuring the energy required for crack
propagation was presented by Dowling (7) and Dowling and
Begley (8) who used the concept of the cyclic J integral or AJ
to characterize fatigue crack growth in pressure vessel
steels. Rice (9) has pointed out that strictly speaking J
should only be applied to two neighboring cracks of lengths a
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and a+da and in such a case J is related to the potential
energy difference between the two cracks. However, Dowling
and Begley proposed an operational definition of J to account
for cyclic deformation and incremental crack growth
encountered in fatigue. The resulting AJ is shown in Fig. 1.

It is interesting to note that both U and AJ have the
same units (Joules/sq.m) as a result of both being obtained
from stress vs. strain and load vs. displacement plots
respectively. However, Liaw (10) points out that the load vs.
displacement plot is more appropriately related to W where

W - energy per cycle absorbed in the plastic zone +
energy to extend an increment of crack length in one
cycle

W' = W energy/cycle absorbed in the plastic zone
d "adN dA/dN

+ AV/(da/dN)

W' - U +

where W' is defined as the external energy input per cycle for
a unit area of fatigue crack, dA. Using published literature
data Liaw compared U for HY80 stees and AJ for A533B steel and
finds U to be more than two orders of magnitude larger than
W. The conclusion drawn is that external energy input to the
sample during fatigue is primarily dissipated in the plastic
zone and consequently W % U. In some similar work the authors
of the present paper have attempted to compare the plastic
work and the external energy input as measured by clip gage
for the compact tension specimen.

EXPER114ENTAL DETAILS

Material selected for the experiments was 2024-T351 plate 1/2
in thick. ASTM compact tension specimens were fabricated with
a modified notch to allow for load line displacement
measurement. One face of each specimen was metallographicaly
polished so that initial crack growth could be optically
monitored. The ASTM Standard for decreasing AK was used to
obtain a crack growth rate of 6.35E-06 mm/cycle with
corresponded to a AK of 11 MPa. At the point of constant
crack growth the specimens are removed from the test machine
and 200x200 um strain gages were glued to the specimen in the
vicinity of the crack in the manner described by Fine (1) and
as shown in Fig. 2. A standard clip gage was also mounted
externally at the load line for the external work measurements.
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When the tests were restarted reductions in load occurred
every 0.125 mm in order to maintain constant AJK. Testing was
done at 10Hz except during measurement of hysteresis loops
when the frequency was reduced to 0.1Hz. Cyclic stress strain
data required for analysis of hysteresis loops was obtained
from bulk specimens prepared from the 2024-T351 plate.

Two X-Y plotters were used so that hysteresis loops
obtained from strain gages in the plastic zone and the load

'line mounted clip gage could be recorded simultaneously. All
hysteresis loops were then digitized and stored for later
analysis.

RESULTS

Cyclic Plastic Work

Data obtained from strain gages placed at the tip of the
crack was analyzed in the manner described by Ikeda, et.al.
Hysteresis loop areas were numerically summed in both the X
and Y directions and that value divided by the crack growth
increment per cycle. The resulting plastic work was

U - 2.06E05 Joules/sq.m

This result is in good agreement with that of Liaw, Kwun
and Fine (3) who obtained for 2024-T4

U = 2.9E05 Joules/sq.m (average of two values)

Cyclic External Energy

The hysteresis loops obtained from a standard load line
clip gage were first analyzed in the standard manner giving
the following results:

J - 64.644 Joules/sq.m
J - 57.362 Joules/sq.m (corrected for crack closure)

The hysteresis loop data obtained with the clip gage was
then analyzed by considering the area of each loop to be
proportional to the external energy input into the sample.
The area was then divided by the specimen thickness and the
crack growth increment da. The results obtained in this
manner are

W - 6.266E05 Joules/sq.m
W - 4.660E05 Joules/sq.m (corrected for crack closure)
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DISCUSSION

The proposal by Liaw (10) that the external work as
measured by a load line clip gage represents the energy Input
to the plastic zone plus the energy required to create new
fracture surface appears to be correct. However, the further
extension of that concept to define the external work as the
sum of the plastic work U and W does not appear to be
correct. In the present work the sum of U and AJ are
approximately three times less than the calculated value of W.

The equation for AJ has been given by others as

J - 2A/Bb

where A is the area of the hysteristis loop, B is the specimun
thickness and b is the remaining ligiment. The modification
of this equation by dividing by the crack growth increment,
da, instead of the remaining ligiment, b, no longer gives AJ
in the strictest sense.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The value of the plastic work, U, obtained for 2024AI
compact tension specimens in this work is in good
agreement with that of Fine and coworkers for center
cracked specimens.

2. The external energy input to a compact tension specimen
as measured by load line mounted clip gage appears to be
the sum of the energy input to the plastic zone and the
energy required to create two new surfaces associated
with the crack growth increment.

3. The value of the external energy input is three times the
plastic work energy, U.
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FATIGUE UNDER NONNOMi4AL RANDOM STRESSES USING ?ONTE-CARLO METHOD

H.J. Liu and S.R. Hu *

Abstract: A fatigue life prediction model is proposed
for the structural elements subjected to a stress
process, modeled as a stationary wide-band nonnormal
process. This model is restricted to high cycle fa-
tigue design and evaluation, uses available constant
amplitude material fatigue data and Palmgren-Miner
(PM) rule. The test results suggest that the model
give a reasonable life estimates. Sencondly, Monte-
Carlo method is discussed herein in some depth. The
different time histories simulated by Monte-Carlo
method for a given spectral density has been shown to
be equivalent in the meaning of effects on fatigue
damage in high cycle fatigue.

INTRODUCTION

Most of engineering structures, such as civil engineering struct-
ures, offshore platforms and flight vehicles, are subjected to the
loads which vary in the randcm manner. Obviously, the loads are due
to such environmental phenomena as earthquake, water waves, and
wind. There are a lot of difficulties involved in predicting the
tiie to fatigue failure in these so-called irregular loadings. This
study concentrates on some aspects of the general problem of relat-
ing fatigue life. Other problem, which are not considered here,
include uncertainty of material behavior and environmental factors
etc, the factors which significantly influence fatigue behavior.

In many engineerings mentioned above, the conditions under
which the engineering structures work are so ccmplicated that the
structural "hot-point- stress time histories are very difficulty to
be got. In the other hand, an ergodic process is often too long to
be expressed, the power spectral density needs only a piece of
small paper to express enough information of loading. Maybe for
these reasons the loading information for design purpose is often

*Dept. of Engineering Mechanics, Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
Shanghai, P.R. China.
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given in spectral form, such as sea force spectrum for bffshoi-

platform design, wind force spectrum for flight vehicle design. One
can have the "hot-point" power spectral density (PSD) according to
the structural transfer function H(jw). So we are sure that the PSD
is known in any point of the structure. If the PSD is know, how do
the fatigue analysis using cycle counting method and fatigue test
be carried? The answer is simple. The fatigue analysis and test can
be carried basedf on the simulated time histories which are genera-
ted by Monte-Carlo method. As we know, we can generate a series of
different simulated histories from a given PSD. In this way another
problem araises. It's known that different sequences make the dif-
ferent effects on the fatigue damage(l). Do all these simulated
histories make the same effects on the fatigue damage?

Although many stress processes are normal, i.e. Gaussian(2)(3),
there are many stress processes which are nonnormal. It is found
that infleunces on the fatigue damage for normal and nonnormal
processes are different(4). So the nonnormality of stress processes
should be considered.

The general goal of this study is to develop an engineering
model which can be used for design purpose and predicting fatigue
damage under a stationary and ergodic random stress process X(t)
which in general can be wide-band, nonnormal, and to make it clear
whether the simulated time histories which often are used for fati-
gue analysis(4)(5)(6)(7) make the same effects on fatigue damage.
Here high cycle fatigue only is considered. The fatigue behavior
of material is described by an S-N curve which is assumed to be of
the form NSm = C ................................. (1)

in which S is the stress range, N is cycles to failure and m and
C are empirical constants obtained from the constant amplitude
experiments. All results presented relate to use of the Palmgren-
Miner (PM) rule for calculating cumulative damage and rainflow
algorithm is used to define cycles. The stress time history is
considered to be a stationary. In general, the results included
here may be considered to be appropriate to the crack initiation or
both initiation and propagation period of fatigue and can be ap-
plied to structural systems.

FATIGUE UNDER NORMAL WIDE-BAND LOADING

In this section, X(t) is assumed to be stationary and normal, so
the PSD W(f) exists, the typical PSD function is shown in Fig.l
Some important characteristics of process can be defined by PSD,
list in Table 1. The general expression for the probability density
of the peaks of the process can be obtained(8):

2
1 (1 2 + [+erf(

P()=Ot exp[ + ZOf -F., H
2 0 ( , _ce ) Z a l* € ' Z

*exp( .. - -- ) ................ (2)
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TABLE I- Definition of Basic Terms of A Random Process

Definition Term

Kthmoment of PSD function, mk  (f)df

Root-mean-square, a
Expected rate of zero crossings

with (+) slope, f.
Expected rate of peaks, n.
Irregularity factor, i f/n.

Spectral width parameter, E" 1 -4

in which erf(. ) is the error function. For the extreme case the
probability density for peaks reduces to:

2

p(s)= exp(- ), for 1( = i, narrow band ............... (3)
~s

exp- v), for K =0, white noise ............... (4)
and p(s)=A v
where Eq.(3),( 4 ) are called to have Rayleigh and Gaussian (normal)
peak distribution respectively. In general, for most engineering
structures the peak distribution will be neither Rayleigh nor Gau-

ssian.

Palmgren-Miner cumulative danage rule is consistent with an

assumption that the cumulative damage grows linearly with time.
Although this rule is widely used, qustions are often raised re-

garding the degree of error that it introduces if damage grows

nonlinearly. It is shown that PM rule is also consistent with a

fairly broad class of theoretical models, which do give such non-

linear growth of damage(4). For this study PM rule is used. As-

suming a linear damage rule, it has been shown that damage after

n stress cycles can be written as(8),

D- nE[i )- .. I .............................................. (5)

where N(s) is the number of cycles to failure at stress range S in

the constant amplitude test and E(.) is the expected value. Fatigue

failure is said to accur if D, 1. If the process is stationary,

normal, and narrow band,

D,= -n--(2 " F2" )m r(-- 1) ............................. (6)

in which f(.) is gamma function and n can be replaced by f.T,
T is desing life.

Fatigue stress cycles are easily identified in a narrow band

process. If the process is wide band, it is not immediately obvious
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how to count the fatigue stress cycles to be used with PM rule. A
lot of cycle counting algorithm have been proposed. In these algo-
rithms rainflow method is considered as one of the most accurate of
predicting fatigue damage(1). Rainflow algorithm can identify cyc-
les associated with closed hysteresis loops. Because of the cop-
lexity of the rainflow algorithm, it would be expectionally dif-
ficult to extract the distribution of stress cycles from the spe-
tral densily function W(f). Using Monte-Carlo approach, a sample
function X-(t) of the process X(t) can be generated from a given
PSD W(f) in a digital computer. Then the rainflow algorithm is used
to the simulations to obtain a sample of rainflow stress cycles
which can determine the degree of fatigue damage. Caparing rain-
flow damage with DNB, the differences between them can be known.

Wirsching and Light have proposed a model for wide band fatigue
which is based on a modification of narrow band model(5).

Assum that fatigue damage under a wide band stationary process
can be written as,

DWB .DB............................................(7)

where X is a correction factor for the narrow band assumption.
Estimation of X are obtained by computing D from a rainflow analy-
sis of a sample from W(f) obtained by Monte-Carlo approach, damage
can be estimated without simulating the stress processes for fur-
ther analysis. This correction factor is simply,

damage rate by rainflow algorithm
.. ............ (8)

damage rate by narrow band assumption

To estimate ).. for a given m and e , great number of digital
experiments have been done for four typical spectral shapes. (see
Ref.5). From the experimental data, an empirical function of X
for a given m and E can be writeo as,

X (m,E)=a(m)+[l-a(m)](i- E ) m) ............................. (9)
where

a(m)=0.926 - 0.033 m (0
b(m)=1.587m - 2.323...................................(10)

The model described by Eq. (7) can be to describe fatigue damage
under wide band stress processes, and has been successfully used
in the engineerings(9)(10).

SIMULATED STRESS TIME HISTORIES

For fatigue analysis using cycle counting method and test purposes
Monte-Carlo approach is often used. Given an arbitrary one sided
PSD function W(f), a sample of X(t) can be simulated using the
following form(ii),

|
Ad(t) = [214(cy. )A ~ .1Cos(&T. t + ...................... (11)

j44
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where W(wj) = W(f)/2fl in 4r(rad/s). Frequency is defined over
the interval ( 0, W%) with partition of length nw. such that

M
j == & ... . . . ........................... (12)

is a random phase angle, uniformly distribution in the ( 0, 23T)
Using Eq.(11), a computer program for simulating time histories can
be easily developed, and the computer can generate a series of dif-
ferent time histories for a given PSD W(f). One should easily find
that the method of simulation of X(t) used for estimating and
tests implies that these different histories for the sae PSD make
the same effects on the fatigue damage. No one has shown that this
assumption is a fact. The situation is just opposite. Traditionally
the sequences of stress histories influence the fatigue damage(l),
if the larger stresses come first, the damage rate is less than
unit when failure occurs, otherwise the rate is larger than unit.
It is perplexing that the simulations from the same PSD have the
same contributions to fatigue damage. If not, all the results using
Mbnte-Carlo method priviously are incredible; If the same, we call
them equivalent.

To make the problem clear, many experiments have been made. The
procedure is shown in the flow chart, Fig.2. For a "real" stress
history with a typical PSD function, three different histories can
be simulated by using Eq. (11)(12). Input the four histories into
MS880 computer controlled electrohydro-servo system. Five speci-
mens have been tested for each history. Comparing the life N or T
for "real" history with N or T (i=1,2,3) for "simulated" histories,
the conclusion can be made. The material behavior has been tested
in the consta amplitude tests. The result is, m = 7.74 and
C = 1.15 * 10 . Table 2. lists all the experimental results, infor-
mation of history, and rainflow results.
TABLE 2- Demonstration of Equivalent of the Simulated Histories

Classify* "Real" History Simu.1 Simu.2 Simu.3

f.(HZ) 17.78 20.07 20.03 19.92
E .6 .61 .61 .61

O(MPa) 130.1 125.6 126.4 128.5
X .67 .67 .67 .67

Life(PSD) 14685 17084 16297 14425
Life(RF.) 19613 28365 27468 24864

1 20560 29659 16509 16482
2 19961 16780 22364 18714

Le 3 16503 20395 20062 15805
Life 4 20809 20542 17890 13644
(sec) 5 21630 16609 18891 27814

Mean(sec) 19893 20797 19143 18492
S.D. (sec) 1778 4742 2224 5516

* For same PSD; All life in second.
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The results of coqparision between T. and T. (i=1,2,3) list in
Table 3. 1

TABLE 3- Carparision between "Real" Life and Simulated Test Life

"Real" History T. Simu.1 T, Simu.2 Ta Simu.3 T3

Mean Life Ti - To19893 20797 19143 18492

Error = I T. 1 4.5% 3.8% 7.0%

Fran Table 2 and 3, the conclusion may be got that the simulated
histories generated by Monte-Carlo method for a given PSD W(f)
make the same contributions toward the fatigue damage as the "real"
history does, that is, the simulated histories are equivalent to
the original history in the meaning of fatigue damage in the si-
tuation that only high cycle fatigue is considered.

FATIGUE UNDER NONNQRMAL RANDOM LOADING

The results in the preceding section have all been based on the
assumption that the process invlved are normally distributed. In
the simulation procedures, for example, this normality results
automatically from summation of a large number of independ random
terms (as stated in the central limit theorem). In most situation,
the nonlinearity in the behavior of a specimen may be presumed to
be small, so that it is consistent to consider the response to be
if the loading is normal. In structures, it may not be reasonable
to consider either loading or response to be normal. For example,
consider a offshore structure loaded by water waves, even if water
velocities are normal, the nonlinearity of the drag force in
Morison Equation can be expected to give a nonnormal loading on
structure. The nonnormal and normal loading are significantly dif-
ferent(4). Lutes proposed a method to describe the nonnormality of
processes.

Assume Y(t) is a zero mean stationary and ergodic random pro-
cess. Kurtosis factor K is a simple measure for characterizing the
nonnormality of a process, and defined as,

K = E[ Y 4(t)] .................................... (13)

if K=3, Y(t) is normal; otherwise Y(t) is nonnormal. Simulation of
a nonnormal process can be achieved by taking a nonlinear transfor-
mation of a normal process. That is, Let X(t) be a time history
from a normal process, and let

Y(t) = G[ X(t)] .......................................... (14)
where G(.) is a monotonically increasing odd nonlinear function.
Then Y(t) is not normal.

In order to emphasize the effect of nonnormality, the nonlinear
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function have been scaled such that,
0 vr= O"................................................ (15)

Also, Y(t) has zero crossing and peaks at precisely those time when
X(t) has them. Thus, Y(t) and X(t) are equivalent in term of MS,
zero-crossing rate and irregularity factor---they link tightly with
fatigue damage.

The particular nonlinear functions used are,
X3

G(x) =8a ( x+ w, = ) ................................. (16)
o_

G(x) = a2 ( x+ w,.x jK ) ................................ (17)

Satisfying Eq.(15) requires that2 )_
as = ( 1+6w, + 15w2 ................................. (18)A2 )-
aj = (1.0 + 1.72w2  + 0.798w, ......................... (19)

Substituting Eq.(16), (17) into Eq.(13), we have,
44K, = 3a, (1+20w, +210w, + 1,260w! +3,465w, ) for K*3 ...... (20)

K2 = 3a4 (1+2.87w, +3.19w; +1.64ws +0.333w ) for K4 3 ..... (21)
In order to predict the fatigue damage under nonnormal stress, we
assume that the damage from nonnormal process can be modified
accounting for nonnormality based on the model for predicting the
damage from normal, narrow band process. That is,

D = L - - D . .......................................... (22)

Damage from Y(t) using rainflow method
L(K,m) ....... (23)

Damage from X(t) using rainflow method

L is called nonnormal correction factor. The procedure to deter-
mine L for a given m and K is similar to determination of X . For
a given K, one can easily get w or w from Eq(20) or Eq(21) and a
or a from Eq. (18) or Eq.(19), then G(x) or G(x) is known. In the
simulation study, an Xd(t) was generated as in the preceding sect-
ion, and Eq.(14) was used to generate a Y(t) history. From Eq.(23),
L(k,m) can be determined.

The empirical relationship between L and K for a given m is
demonstrated in Fig.3. The results are in accord with Lutes's
results(4). It is shown that the effect of nonnomality may be
quite significant.

To show whether the model Eq. (22) fits the experunents or not.
The experiments have been made in MTS880 system for K=3.5 and
K=2.5 nonnormal histories with the same spactral density W(f). The
material beha or is the same in the previous section, i.e., m=7.74
and C=1.15*10 . The results list in Table 4. Comparing the test
results with analysis results from Eq(22), the conclusion may be
made, i.e., the model for predicting fatigue damage under nonnormal
loading is available for evaluation and design of engineering
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TABLE 4- Test and Analysis Results For Nonnormal Loading

Classification* History K=3.5 History K=2.5

f. (HZ) 18.59 17.41
.67 .67

L 2.45 .49
OMS a (MPa) 122.4 129.3

Life (PSD) 9193 32123
Life (Rainflow) 11567 38392

1 13894 44048
Test 2 13751 27754
Life 3 15088 29647
(sec) 4 15381 34746

5 13039 42430
Mean Life (sec) 14231 35725
S.D. (sec) 978 7343

*For same PSD; All life in second
structures, in high cycle fatigue situation.

CONCLUSIONS

* An improved model for predicting high cycle fatigue under non-
normal wide band random stress processes is processes is presented.
The model is based on the rainflow cycle counting method and assu-
mes a linear damage accumulation using Monte-Carlo approach. Using
a closed form expression, fatigue damage can be predicted directly
from spectral density W(f) without simulating. The nonnormal cor-
rection factor L herein is accord with Lutes's result(4). The exp-
erimental results suggest that the nonnormal model provide reason-
able life estimates.

6Both theoretical and experimental analysis of Monte-Carlo approach
have been presented here. The result is that the different time
histories simulated by Monte-Carlo method for a given (th same)
PSD W(f) contribute the same effects to fatigue damage, i.e., they
are equivalent themselves in terms of fatigue damage. One should
not hesitate to apply Mente-Carlo method to fatigue analysis and
test.
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TELEMETRIC LASER EXTENSOMETRY TECHNIQUE
FOR MONITORING DEFLECTIONS IN SMALL CRACKS

M. L. BARTLETT, A. SAXENA , AND R. C. BROWN

Crack mouth opening displacements (CMOD) for
small fatigue cracks were studied using a
telemetric laser extensometry system. The
resolution of measurement for this system
was at least 1.27 x 1O-7 m (.000005 in.).
The measured compliances for small edge
cracks in a uniformly stressed specimen were
much larger than the analytically predicted
values based on the assumption that K
completely characterizes the crack tip
stress field. These measurements suggest
that for small cracks the strain energy
release rate, G, Is not equal to K2/E and a
crack driving force based on G may be more
reasonable than K.

I. INTRODUCTION

Predictions of fatigue crack growth rates based on
stress intensity parameter, K, have been shown to
significantly underestimate the growth of small
cracks (1,2). The full crack tip stress field
solutions consist of several terms beyond the
first singular term whose amplitude Is
characterized by K, as shown by Williams (3). For
large cracks the crack tip stress field is
essentially dominated by K, but in the case of
small cracks, the other non-singular terms also
contribute significantly to the crack tip stress
field (4). Therefore, K alone cannot be expected
to uniquely characterize the plastic zone size and
perhaps the full driving force for small cracks
(5).

* Fracture and Fatigue Research Lab
School of Materials Engineering,
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332-0245
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In order to focus on the contributions of the
higher order non-singular terms to crack tip
stresses, it was chosen to measure the crack-
mouth-opening-displacement (CMOD) for small
cracks. Since the expected deflections were
small, a high resolution extensometer was
required. Therefore, laser extensometers with
resolutions on the order of 10- 8m were considered.

Recently, considerable success has been
reported in measuring CMOD across small cracks
using a laser Interferometric Strain Displacement
Gage (ISDG) by Larsen and co-workers (6,7). This
system requires a laser beam to shine onto two
micro-hardness indentations on each side of the
crack (6). As the crack opens, the relative
motion of the indentations Is monitored. However,
no commercial systems of this type are currently
available and building such a system is very
intricate. Therefore, a commercially available
telemetric laser extensometer (TLE) manufactured
by ZYGO (Model no. 1532) was chosen for this
study. The claimed resolution of this instrument
is 2.5 x 10-8 m (10-6 In) which was adequate for
this study. The set-up is described in detail.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE TELEMETRIC LASER EXTENSOMETER

Experimental Set Up

Figure 1 is a picture of the laser system used for
measuring CMOD. The system uses a thin ba.d of
scanning laser light, projected from the
transmitter to the receiver. When a specimen Is
placed in the path of the beam, the object casts a
shadow. The receiver detects the edges of this
shadow and sends the data to a microprocessor,
where the dimension is calculated. To perform
these high resolution measurements, It was
necessary to build an assembly to accurately align
the laser on the specimen. This assembly is also
shown in Figure 1. The elevator jacks allow for
vertical flexibility, while the micrometer
controlled linear translation tables allow for an
accurate horizontal positioning. It was necessary
to assure that the laser beamed squarely across
the specimen. To ensure this, both the front and
back micrometers were adjusted, until the smallest
dimension was read. At this point, the laser beam
was aligned at 900 to the edges of the specimen.
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This procedure assured reproducibility of
measurements from specimen to specimen.

It is of considerable Interest to determine the
highest loading frequency for which the TLE system
can be used for on-line deflection measurements
without interrupting the fatigue tests. Figure 2
shows a series of oscilloscope pictures of
displacement vs. time (from the TLE System) as a
function of load vs. time, at frequencies of 0.1,
0.5, 1.0, and 2 Hz. At 0.1 and 0.5 HZ, the load
and displacement peaks match-up very well,
indicating that the TLE system kept up with the
deformation in the specimen. At 1 Hz, a
noticeable phase shift exists between the two
peaks and at 2Hz the phase shift becomes quite
significant. With the present set-up, the dynamic
response of the TLE system is therefore limited to
0.5 Hz. With proper computer interfacing, it may
be possible in the future to pair load and
displacement points and thereby improve the
dynamic response of the TLE system beyond 0.5 Hz.

III. EVALUATION OF THE TLE SYSTEM

Two types of tests were performed to evaluate the
TLE System. These included (1) the measurement of
elastic compliance of specimens containing small
edge cracks and (ii) measurement of over-all
deflection of specimens fatigue cycled under
strain controlled conditions, in other words the
low cycle fatigue, LCF test. Same specimen
geometry, test material, and experimental set-ups
were used for both test types. The results of the
LCF tests will be reported in a subsequent paper.

Test Material and Specimens

Test specimens were machined from a bar of AISI
1018 cold rolled steel, which was stress annealed
prior to machining. The tensile properties of the
material are summarized In Table 1.

TABLE 1 - Material Properties

Yield Stress 6.307 MPa (43.5 Ksi)
Ultimate Tensile 10.15 MPa (70.0 Ksi)

Percentage elongation 34%

Grain Size (ASTM 1) 8.2 (20.8 microns)
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The geometry and size of the specimen are shown
in Fig. 3. Flat specimens were selected so that
two-dimensional cracks could be generated, thereby
simplifying the data interpretation. These
specimens were gripped in hydraulic pressure
grips, which are capable of tensIon-compression
loading while maintaining good alignment.

Elastic Compliance Tests

The TLE system was used to determine elastic
compliance of specimens with various crack
lengths. The laser was beamed vertically between
two machined blocks which were attached to the
shoulder of the specimen (Fig. 3). After the
alignment check was performed, the compliance of
an uncracked specimen was obtained. Subsequently,
compliances were also measured in specimens
containing cracks ranging from 2 x 10- 4m (0.008
in) to 2.64 x 10 3m (0.104 in) in size. The
procedure for obtaining specimens with different
crack size is described below.

The smallest crack size, 2 x 10- 4m(0.008 in),
was produced by electric discharge machining
(EDM). The subsequent crack lengths were produced
by extending the EDM notch by fatigue loading in a
three-point bend fixture. By loading in three-
point bending, AK values sufficiently large (=12
MPa m) to grow the crack at a reasonable rate
could be produced, while maintaining dominantly
linear elastic conditions in the test specimen.
The bend fixture was set-up in one servo-
hydraulic test machine with the TLE system on
another. Thus, compliance measurements for
several crack sizes could be made efficiently. In
all, two specimens were employed in these
measurements.

Figure 4 shows the typical load-deflection
traces obtained. Several such traces were made
for each crack size to obtain average compliances.
In general, the reproducibility of compliance
values was good. However, an occasional trace
yielded a compliance which did not agree well with
the overall results. The occurance of such a
trace was about one in flve or six. The reasons
for this are not understood at this time. In
order to minimize the contribution from such
measurements, it is necessary to therefore average
compliance over several measurements. The scatter
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In the results presented in the next section is
attributed to this behavior.

The resolltion of the TLE system was 1.25 x 10-7m (5 x 10-  In) in our experimental set-up. We
believe that this can be significantly improved by
Interfacing the TLE system with a computer.

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENTS

Figure 5 shows the measured nondimensional
compliance, CBE, as a function of the normalized
crack size, a/W, where, C - compliance, B =
specimens thickness, E = elastic modulus, a =
crack size, and W = width of the specimen. These
values are obtained after subtracting the
compliance of the uncracked specimen. For
comparison, the analytical compliance for the
crack mouth opening and the load-line are also
plotted in the figure. These were taken from the
expressions given by Tada et al (8) as follows.
For the crack-mouth-opening compliance (CM), the
following expression applies for
0 4 a/W 4 0.7.

1.46 + 3.42 (1-cos [(x/2) (a/W})]
(cos [(x/2) (a/W)]) g ()

For the load-point compliance (CL), the following
expression applies.

a/w)(a/W){0.99-la/W)( .3-1.2(a/W)+0.7(a/W)21)
CLBE =4(/, (1-a/W))' (2)

For small crack sizes, the experimental compliance
was considerably higher than both analytical
compliances. For longer cracks, the experimental
compliance correlated well with the crack mouth
compliance rather than the load-line values.
Considering that deflections were measured on the
edge of the specimen containing the crack, It Is
reasonable to expect such a correlation. It
should also be pointed out that Eq. (1) was
derived for pin loading in which the specimen was
free to rotate. Our gripping arrangement did not
allow a completely free rotation. Nevertheless,
at small a/W values, (a/W < 0.2), Eq. (1) is a
reasonable representation of the analytical
compliance, as is also borne out by the agreement
with the experimental results.

For small cracks, the additional deflection due
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to the crack as measured remotely across the
shoulders of the test specimen Is also equal to
the additional load-point deflection. Since the
measured deflection is much larger than the
predicted load-point deflection based on K, It can
be concluded that the crack tip stresses are
higher than those calculated on the basis of K
alone (4,5). Hence, second order terms in the
Williams stress function must contribute
significantly to the crack tip stress and
deformation field. This could lead to the
frequently observed trend of higher crack growth
rates, as compared to those predicted on the basis
of K for small cracks.

Obviously, there are several considerations
other than the contribution to crack tip stress
from the second order terms In completely
rationalizing the small crack behavior. However,
in the discussion which follows, we will focus
only on this aspect.

We start the discussion by proposing the strain
energy release rate G, as a candidate parameter
for characterizing the crack driving force. Of
course, when the cracks are large, this is
equivalent to saying that K characterizes the
crack driving force through the well known
relationship G = K2/E (9). However, It should be
kept in mind that in deriving this relationship
between G and K it was assumed that the crack tip
stress and displacements are completely specified
by K. For small cracks, this assumption becomes
questionable. In fact, it is not difficult to
show that If the other non-singular terms in the
Williams' series become significant, no unique
relationship between G and K exists. Hence,
strain energy release rate should no longer be
used interchangeably with K. In other words, for
small cracks, K no longer characterizes the strain
energy release rate.

The following equation approximately describes
the compliance of specimens containing small
cracks.

CBE = 1.38(a/W) "2 8 5  (3)

The above equation was derived by conducting a
regression analysis of the compliance data shown
in Fig. 5. The trend represented by Eq. (3) is
shown by a dotted line In Fig. 5. In conducting
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the regression analysis, only data for crack sizes
up to an a/W value of 0.125 were Included. Also,
one point which was in disagreement with the rest
of the data was omitted from the regression
analysis. The G for small cracks can be
estimated as follows:

2 dC P2 . CBE) . 12W dfCBE)G=(p /28) 2B2 = *(B 2
p a28 22N d(a/W) 2E d(a/N)

(4)

Substituting for d(CBE)/d(a/W) from Eq. (3) into
Eq. (4), we get the following result.

.393
G/(a2W/2E) = (a/W)"7 15  (5)

Equation (5) is only valid for crack sizes
smaller than 1.4 x 10- 3m (0.055 In). For longer
crack sizes, Eq.(2) may be differentiated to
derive an equivalent equation for estimating G.
That expression is given below

G/(0 2W/2E) ; a/W [8.446 - J4.85(a/W) + (6)
304.64(a/W) - 983.85(a/W) +1555.68(a/W)4 I

In Fig. 6 the values of G/(o 2W/2E) are shown by
dotted lines. The solid line shows the most
likely behavior of the normalized strain energy
release rate as a function of normalized crack
size for single edge crack specimens. The shape
of the normalized G curves resembles the commonly
accepted trend for the behavior of small fatigue
cracks. This Implies that G may be a candidate
for representing the crack driving force correctly
In the linear elastic regime. This will be
further explored In a forthcoming paper.

A word of caution is In order about the use of
the compliance data for small cracks. In Figs. 5
and 6 the data is represented in a nondimensional
form with crack sizes normalized by the width of
the specimen. However, In the small crack regime,
the only relevant length prameter is the crack
length Itself. In other words, the compliance
values are not expected to scale-up (or down) for
a specimen of Identical geometry but a different
value of W. Therefore, Eqs. (4) and (5) should
not be used for specimens of other sizes without
applying appropriate size corrections.
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Figure 1 Telemetric 3aser e'-tensoineter setup

Figure 2 Oscilloscope traces of strain vs. time
Oon~ 'he laser system compared with load vs. time
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X-RAY FATIGUE FAILURE PREDICTION BASED ON PLASTICITY RESPONSE TO

MICROCRACKS

S. Weissmann*

Cyclic deformation of aluminum crystals and Al 2024
alloys gives rise to surface intrusions which develop
into microcracks. Microplastic zones at the crack
tips get strainhardened upon cycling and by impeding
the advancing crack fronts induce new formation of
surface intrusions. Associated with the strain
hardened zones at the crack tips is a pronounced
induced lattice misorientation which serves as an
important criterion to predict fatigue failure in
the alloys. The x-ray CARCA method is used to deter-
mine the critical lattice misalignment when cata-
strophic failure is imminent.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the realization that cyclic-induced surface intrusion
represent microcracks,considerable attention has been focused on
their detection, measurement and characterization (1-6). Lankford
and Davidson (5) have shown that the plastic zone size of such
small cracks is smaller than the average grain size and that the
small cracks, despite retardation by obstacles which they may en-
counter, grow at a very fast rate. These stage I growth rates,
being by orders of magnitude larger than those expected from extra-
polation data of long cracks, were attributed to high cyclic strains
at crack tips within grains of maximum crystallographic orientation.
Ma and Laire (4) studying the frequency distributions of small

cracks in copper single crystals cycled at plastic shear strain
amplitudes of 2 x 10- and 4 x 10-j up to one third of life, showed
that they are skewed to very small crack depths and have long tails
which become more extreme as the number of cycles increases. Con-
sequently, and must significantly, small new cracks are continually
nucleated at the surface as larger cracks propagate into the inter-
ior. In a series of papers, Tanaka and coworkers (8-10) developed

* Department of Mechanics and Materials Science, College of Engi-

neering, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ 08854, USA
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models for microcrack nucleation,based on slip dislocations blocked
by grain boundaries and predicted the irregular propagation behav-
ior of small fatigue cracks by making the growth rate directly de-
pendent on the crack-tip displacement. The plasticity-induced
closure model proposed by Budiansky and Hutchinson (11) for a
large fatigue crack was extended to analyze the closure of a small
fatigue crack formed in a smooth specimen. Criticizing the random
slip model of microcrack initiation (4) Fine and Kwon (7) argued
for crack models induced by vacancies and proposed a dislocation-
vacancy dipole model. They chose copper for studies of fatigue
crack initiation because, as stated by these authors, so much is
known about fatigue of copper. Yet in a critical review of the
current literature on experiments and theory of fatigue crack ini-
tiation, Fine and Kwon came to the conclusion "that the theory of
Fatigue crack initiation is still in a primitive (perhaps stone
age) state." In the opinion of this author, such judgement appears
a bit too harsh. In view of the believed accumulated knowledge
based on fatigued copper crystals, an allusion to the bronze age
may perhaps be a more apt comparison.

In an attempt to establish a bridge between the micro and
macroscopic viewpoint of deformation, systematic studies of notch
tip plasticity were carried out in the author's laboratory for
several years on tensile deformed silicon crystals (12,13) and
stainless steel (14). It became apparent that basic concepts
which emerged from these investigations could be applied to cyclic-
deformed metal crystals and alloys. The pertinent concepts appli-
cable to the fatigue problem are: 1. characterization of crack
tip plasticity by monitoring the induced lattice misalignment,
2. determination of fatigue failure by determining a critical
lattice misalignment associated with strain hardening, beyond
which the advance of the crack fronts can no longer be impeded.

Such studies have been performed on cycled Al crystals (15)
and on smooth Al-2024-T4 alloys cycled in air (15,16) corrosive
environment (17) resulting in successful failure prediction with
an error range of about 5 percent (16,17). The results were ob-
tained by x-ray rocking curve techniques, developed in the authors
laboratory. These results, supported by recent SEMand TEM studies
of cycled Al crystals and previous studies of AgZn (18), Al (1,19)
and Ge(20) crystals invite a new, reinterpretation of the data,
based on plasticity response to microcracks. This approach was
taken in this paper with the aim of establishing a link between
the microscopic aspects of small crack initiation and propagation,
discussed above, and the macroscopic response of the material to
cycling up to failure.

MONITORING OF CRACKTIP PLASTICITY BY X-RAY ROCKING CURVE
MEASUREMENTS

Cracktip Plasticity Response in Single Crystals
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As demonstrated by Pangborn et al, (15) x-ray rocking curve
measurements of cycled aluminum crystals exhibited at the initial
stages of cycling a rapid increase of the halfwidth value a at the
surface and near-surface region, and a decreasing gradient from the
surface into depth, x . As may be seen from Fig.1, a minimum in
the curve was obtained at a depth of 100 Pm from the surface and
further in depth 8 increased again, attaining a plateau value at
about 250. which extended into the bulk. SEM correlation studies
were carried out on aluminum crystals, cycled in tension-tension at
constant strain, at a frequency of 15Hz with R=0.3.

Dimension, orientation and tensile direction are shown in Fig.
2. In order to examine the cracks, the Basinski method was used.
The site parallel to the primary Burgers vector was first mechani-
cally polished, followed by slight electropolishing and surface
protection by non-conducting lacquer. Cracks shown in Fig. 3
emerged from the corner and side surface in the dashed line area.

For the sake of demonstration and because of the limited ex-
tent of this paper, only one fraction of the fatigue life of the
crystal is presented here (N=104 , about 0.1 N/NF), giving a corre-
lation between x-ray and SEM measurements. The complete correla-
tion sequence covering the life span of the crystal will be given
elsewhere. We shall concentrate now our attention on the depen-
dence of - with depth distance from the surface in relation to
crack-sizes. The large value of lattice misalignment at the sur-
face, manifested by the large 6 value of the rocking curves in Fig.
1, results from the collective contribution of cracktip plasticity
induced by very numerous small cracks (<5wm). The profile gradient
of , reaching a minimum at a depth distance of about 100 pm is a
manifestation of the cracktip plasticity response of a skewed size
distribution of cracks with depth distance, that is with the largest
number of small cracks located at and near the surface and only
very few cracks of about 100 extending into the interior.

The decline of - to its minimum value reflects the decreasing
number of cracks contributing to the lattice misalignment. The
observed skewed distribution of crack size is in good agreement
with the detailed skewed histogram representation of stage I cracks
in copper single crystals, reported by Ma and Laird (4). Of parti-
cular interest is the ascent of B to the plateau value at about
250.m. Current TEM studies and previous TEM investigations charac-
terizing the microstructure at the intrusion tips (1) have shown a
strain-hardened domain adjacent to the tips followed by a square-
cell dislocation structure. Since the x-ray measurements deal with
averages, the increase of a to the plateau value reflects, there-
fore, the strain hardened response of the microstructure to the
collective crack front. It will be shown shortly that the cyclic
strain hardened zone at the crack tip front plays in turn, an im-
portant role in subsequent crack nucleation at the surface so that
there exist a dynamic interaction between crack initiation and
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crack propagation.

Cracktip Plasticity Response in Alloy Al 2024-T3

Since the polycrystalline alloy consists of an aggregate of
small crystals (the metallic grain) the double crystal diffracto-
meter (DCD) method can analyze the defect structure by regarding
each grain as a second crystal (test crystal) of a double crystal
diffractometer. Consequently, for the investigation of microplas-
ticity in Al 2024-T3, the method of computer-aided rocking curve
analysis (CARCA) was employed which samples rapidly a large grain
population and gives an accurate rocking curve analysis of the
individual grains. Since the values of the rocking curve is a
measure of the local lattice curvature in the plastic zone, it can
also be expressed by the excess dislocation density p of this zone.
The data presented in Fig. 4, part A, were obtained from the rock-
ing curve analysis of Al 2024-T3 cycled for various fatigue life
fractions at ±200 MPa, corresponding to the proportional limit.
Analogous to the cyclically deformed single crystal (Fig. 1), the
-x profile revealed a higher excess dislocation density at the

surface than in the bulk, a decline to minimum value and an ascent
to a plateau value. With increase of life fractions the shape
characteristic of the curve is maintained but shifted to larger 0
(or 6) values and it will be noted that the large values at the
surface approach rapidly saturation. This rapid increase at the
surface upon cycling is caused by fresh nucleation of numerous
intrusions which develop into microcracks giving rise to increased
lattice misalignment. This nucleation process on the surface is
t;ie result of the resistance to crack propagation which the total
crack front encounters by the cyclic strainhardened zone ahead of
the crack front. The strain hardened zone is characterized by the
ascending branch and plateau of the curve.

When a layer of 400 jm was removed by electropolishing, contain-
ina most of the fatigue-induced cracks, the excess dislocation den-
sity declined rapidly during the initial cycles of renewed fatigue
ds shown in part B of Fig. 4. This behavior is attributed to the
i4,stability of the bulk dislocation structure when the crack front
and strain hardened zone was removed. After reaching a minimum at
1 to 2 pct. of the life, the dislocation density began to increase
again at approximately the same rate as in the original fatiguing
and intrusions with concomitant crack development were again ini-
tiated. When cycling was again interrupted after 5 pct. to obtain
a second depth profile, as exhibited in Fig. 4, part C, analysis of
the specimen given 75 pct. prior cycling revealed, with the excep-
tion of the immediated surface, a low, uniform - value over the
entire cross-section equal to the value of the undeformed virgin
specimen. The instability of the bulk dislocation structure when
cycling is resumed, after judicious, periodic removal of surface
layers containing microcracks, contributes to the extension of
fatigue life (2). It should be noted, however, that because of the
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skewed distribution of crack sizes a sufficiently large surface
layer has to be removed so as to eliminate also the few larger
cracks. As may be seen from Fig. 4, the removal of 400 pm surface
layer was adequate to accomplish this task.

DETERMINATION OF FATIGUE DAMAGE AND FAILURE PREDICTION

It has been shown that at the crack tips, cyclic strain hardening
occurs and that with cycling the strain hardened zone at the crack
front induces continual nucleation at the surface region. This
dynamic interaction between the strain hardened zone at the crack
front and the crack nucleation at the surface, leads to a skewed
distribution of crack sizes; the highest frequency of crack size
being located at or near surface sites (%<5m) and the lowest fre-
quency constituted by the larger cracks penetrating into the bulk
(4). Indeed, the descending values to the minimum in the depth
profile curves of Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 reflect the contribution to
lattice misalignment by the number of cracks.

The formation of PSB's on cycling with the concomitant genera-
tion of the skewed crack size distribution from the surface to the
interior, results in a rapid increase and accumulation of lattice
defects at the surface, thus causing surface roughening. This
surface effect is particularly pronounced in polycrystalline mater-
ials and, therefore, the excess dislocation density at the surface,
5s, reaches a saturation level early in life (N/NF % 0.25) with a
concomitant saturation for x-ray line broadening. It is because of
the rapid surface roughening that in the past the assessment of
accrued damage and fatigue failure prediction by x-rays was unsucc-
essful. Inspection of Fig. 4, part A shows the rapid increase of
excess dislocation density p at the surface. By contrast, however,
the buildup of p in the strainhardened region ahead of the crack
front to the plateau level of the interior is much more gradual.
The recognition of the gradual build up of plasticity in the inter-
ior of the material in response to the advance of the collective
crack front originating from the surface leads to failure predic-
tion. When upon cycling the plastic zone in the interior reaches
a critical stage of cyclic strainhardening, beyond which the ad-
vance of the crack fronts can no longer be impeded, catastrophic
failure is imminent. The critical stage of plasticity is quanti-
tatively characterized by a critical lattice misalignment parameter,

cr, obtained from x-ray rocking curve measurements and, therefore,
can also be expressed in terms of a critical excess dislocation
density, pcr" Fig. 5 shows how Pcr can be predicted. Using the
rapid CARCA method and employing radiation of different wavelength,
the rocking curves of the grain population from surface and inter-
ior are obtained for different values of N/NF. With copper radia-
tion (X=1.54A) the defect structure of the surface grain population
of Al 2024-T3 is analyzed, while with molybdenum radiation (X =
O.71A), owing to its greater depth penetration, essentially the
grain population of the interior is analyzed, since the mass absorp-
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tion coefficient of a material is proportional to the cube power of
A. As may be seen from Fig. 5, Pcr is obtained by extrapolation to
the point of intersection. It will be noted that Pcr can be arrived
at experimentally from data taken at low fractions of fatigue life
and thus fatigue failure can be predicted at an early stage of
fatigue life.

DISCUSSION

The difference in the development of Ps and PB during fatigue
cycling was recognized in our research work in the past and served
as a basis for successful failure prediction of Al 2024-T4 cycled
in air and corrosive environment, both for high and low cycle
fatigue (15-17). It was, however, only as a result of a systematic
study of notch tip-plasticity (12-14) that the true nature of the
buildup of ps and pB upon cycling became apparent. Previously,
the formation of Ps was attributed to surface hardening and the
formation of PB as a bulk response reaction to surface hardening.
The new perception which emerged recognizes that the development of
ps is associated with the formation of PSB's, extrusions and in-
trusions and that particularly the latter, with its contribution to
microcrack formation has the greatest impact on s. Above all,
the important new perception Which emerged is the mutual inter-
action between crack initiation at the surface via intrusions, and
tne strain hardened zone ahead of the crack front, impeding the
crack front propagation. This mutual interaction results in a
skewed size distribution of cracks with cracks of smallest size
being most numerous and located at the surface. The few large
cracks in the distribution spearhead the collective crack front and
have the greatest impact on the strainhardening effect ahead of the
crack front. The CARCA studies of notch tip plasticity have shown
that the greatest strain hardening effect upon deformation does not
occur immediately at the notch tip but some distance away from the
tf4p along the direction of the maximum strainhardened trajectory
of the plastic zone (12). Contour mapping of induced lattice mis-
alignment in tensile-deformed, notched 304 steel exhibited the
maximum lattice misalignment and dislocation interaction in contour
zones two grain diameters removed from the tip (14). These effects
appear to occur also in the strainhardened zones induced by cycling
and have been observed experimentally by Tanaka who used this ob-
servation for the modelling of crack induction (10).
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AN OPTICAL INTERFEROMETRY TECHNIQUE

TO EVALUATE CLOSURE ALONG A CRACK FRONT

Angela A. Steffen and Paul F. Packman

Fatigue crack closure was observed in PMMA SEN
fatigue cracked three point bend specimens. Optical
interference profiles indicate that a portion of the
crack face can be approximated by a straight line and
extended to obtain a rotation factor which indicated
that the crack tip was open along the centerline for
all loading conditions. The interference profiles
along the edge showed that portions of the crack were
closed for low loads and open under increasing loads.
Crack opening profiles taken in the thickness direc-
tion indicate the closure of the crack faces extends
into the thickness of the material at low loads.
With increasing loads the interference profile
indicates a transverse bending similar to anticlastic
bending which vanishes at high applied loads.

INTRODUCTION

The behavior of an ideal crack under cyclic loading assumes that
the crack tip is physically open under all positive external
applied stresses. (1) Work conducted in recent years on fatigue
crack growth, load interaction processes in fatigue crack growth
and crack closure have demonstrated that fatigue cracks are
closed for a portion of the loading cycle. Elber showed that for
R=O fatigue loading the closure stress is 50% of the maximum
applied stress intensity K(fmax). Figure I shows the relation-
ship between applied stress intensity, applied R ratio and the
closure stress as given by Elber (2). Similar relationships were
developed by Katcher and Kaplan (3). Observations for R-1
fatigue loading show that the closure stress is relieved by the
applied compressive loads, hence the crack growth rate should be
the maximum for a given K range.

There are three fundamental features of fatigue crack
closure;

Civil/Mechanical Engr. Dept., Southern Methodist University,
Dallas, TX 75275
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(1) Physical touching of a portiun of the adjacent crack
faces for some portion of the load cycle (4) These may include
oxide induced closure and roughness induced closure. (5)

(2) Residual compressive stresses associated with the
plastic zone, which reduce the local stress intensity below the
applied stress intensity factor (6)

(3) Plastic zone "wakes" which are the plastic zones

associated with the crack tip plastic deformation in the previous
positions of the crack.(7)

When one considers retardation of the fatigue crack growth
associated with load interaction effects in fatigue spectrum
loading, the interacting plastic zones should be added to this
list. (8)

Following British Standard 5762, the crack tip opening
displacement can be characterized as being made up of two fac-
tors; the elastic CTOD component given by:

6e - K2 (1-v 2)/2o ysE) (1)

and a plastic component given by

6 = r p(W-a)v p/r p(W-a) + a + z) (2)6p p ppz) (2

Of particular importance is the plastic rotation factor r whichP

assumes the existance of a point of rotation beyond the crack tip
about which the side of the crack rotate. The plastic rotation
factors are given as approximately 0.4 (9), but "elastic" rot-
ation values as low as 0.195 have been reported. (10) The pres-
ence of a rotation factor apriori implies that there is an
opening at the crack tip since the value of r (W-a) is thep
distance ahead of the crack tip where the adjacent faces of the
crack, when extended are assumed to meet.

Figure 2 shows the variation in CTOD, COD and r for SEN bend
tests on 0.36% C steel obtained by Ingham (11) itcan be seen that
the linear extrapolated portion of the crack faces is extended to
the crack centerline to obtain r(W-a). It can be observed
further that the actual COD values near the crack tip are consis-
tently lower than those determined by extrapolation of the
straight line portions.

Optical interferometry techniques have also been used to
demonstrate many of these phenomena in PMMA, aluminum and steels.-
(12) Recent studies appear to indicate that an additional closure
mechanism occurs in PMMA which may also be present in metallic
systems as well. In this paper an optical interference technique
was used to evaluate the contour of the crack opening displace-
ments along the crack front, and for approximately 5.08 mm
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back from the crack tip. The interference profile of the crack
tip along the centerline of the crack front was used to evaluate
the rotation factors necessary for the determination of CTOD,
using specimens made from PMMA following BS5762.

Optical Interference Technique

Optical interference techniques have been used in fundamental
studies of the fatigue and fracture behavior of materials for the
past 10 years. (12) This high precision technique uses simple
apparatus to measure shall displacements in regions associated
with the crack tip. Multiple-beam optical interference has been
used as a research tool since 1942 by Tolansky and others (13),
for the study of a wide range of surface topographical character-
istics.

A thin transparent wedge of refractive index m is necessary
in order for interference to take place when a monochromatic
light is reflected from the top and bottom surface of the wedge.
The fringes formed represent a contour map of the surface
examined and each fringe represents a contour of constant dis-
placement. If the zero order fringe can be determined the exact
magnitude of the displacement can be found. In transparent
materials this technique can be used to determine COD's in the
air wedge formed between adjacent crack surfaces. For metallic
materials a transverse interference is used to determine the
transverse surface displacements between the specimen and an
optical flat.

For fracture and fatigue studies the air wedge between the
top and bottom crack faces is considered the transparent wedge
and the interference fringes obtained can be used to directly
measure the crack opening displacement. The monochromatic light
is directed perpendicular to the crack plane and then reflected
from the top and bottom surfaces. An interference pattern is
thus developed. The dark fringes indicate destructive inter-
ference and occur when the path difference between the crack
faces is an odd number of half wavelengths.

V(r,o) = j(n- )X n = 1,2,3,... (3)

Bright fringes indicate constructive interference and occur when:

V(r,o) = J(nX) n - 1,2,3 .... (4)

The fringe pattern can be used to analyze a crack under various
loading conditions or under dynamic real time loading.

Optical interference techniques have been used in the
analysis of stress intensity factors, CTOD, and fatigue crack
growth and retardation. Closure studies have been performed by
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Pitoniak etal (14) on PMMA compact tension specimens under
overload conditions. Sharpe and Grandt (15) have used transverse
interferometry to show significant surface closure at varying
stress levels.

Experimental Technique (16)

Three point single edge notch bend specimens made from
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) corresponding to BS5762
CTOD dimensions were fatigue cracked to obtain valid test
specimens. Photographs of sodium monochromatic light (A-5889A0 )
interference patterns were taken at various applied loads, and
were digitized to obtain crack opening contours. Plots of the
crack opening vs. distance back from the crack tip were taken
along the centerline of the crack and used to obtain the rotation
factor for the specimens. Plots of crack opening displacement
parallel to the crack tip were made to evaluate the portions of
the crack front that were physically closed for some portion of
the loading cycle.

Experimental Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows typical interference patterns obtained from
the SEN PMMA bend specimens. The dark fringes correspond tr
constant displacement, destructive interference patterns used in
the analysis. The fringe pattern represent contour :ines .t
equal y-direction displacements, the vertical distance betwee
contours is the wavelength of the sodium light. Examination f
the low load photograph shows few fringes, typical ow ra
values of COD, the maximum opening is approximately five :ringe,
(0.0075mm). As the load is increased the *umber o! vqb;
fringes increases considerably as the COD increases. :he :.".
load patterns show a distinct curvature of the dark fringe, t,a
does not follow the contour of the curved crack front. :t 'an he
seen that two of the fringes are closed. This shows that there
are portions of the crack whose COD diminishes with increaing
distance back from the crack tip. These patterns are similar t
those previously reported in compact tension specimens h
Pitoniak etal.

The displacement pattern indicates that the COD at the edges
of the specimen are smaller than those in the center o! the
specimen. The free surfaces at the edge are closed under zero
load and low load as suggested by Elber.

As the load increases the contours move rapidly toWard the
crack tip, indicating the opening of the crack sides as expected.
The relative movement of the contours near the free surfaces is
more complex than that of the fringes near the center.

Figures 4 and 5 show plots of fringe order (COD) vs.
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distance back from the crack tip. Four profiles are shown, one
along the centerline, 30% and 60% of the half-thickness, and
close to the edge. It can be seen that all four profiles have
some straight line portions and then the actual COD decreases
below the extended straight line as was observed by Ingham etal.
The crack opening decreases as the profile moves from the center-
line to the edge indicating that for this load level the edge COD
is less than that at the center for all distances back from the
crack tip.

Figure 6 shows a plot of the extrapolated CTOD vs. trans-
verse distance from the centerline of the crack. These trans-
verse crack profiles were taken at approximately 13 cross
sections along the z direction. The transverse profile shows
that the extrapolated CTOD and COD for some portions behind the
crack tip is closed along the edge, and extending into the
thickness of the specimen. The specimen CTOD is open in the
center for all loads. As the applied load is increased the COD
at the edges increases more rapidly than do the COD in the
centerline. At the higher load examined, the transverse COD
across the thickness is almost constant.

These transverse profiles at increasing load show that in
addition to the opening of the longitudinal profile of the crack,
a second "flexing" of the crack face is occurring with a radius
of curvature perpendicular to the principal direction of the
crack opening. It has been shown that the transverse cross
section of a rectangular member in pure bending can have deform-
ations within the plane of the cross section. (17) The neutral
axis and free surface of the transverse section in pure bending
is bent in a circle of radius r'= r/v. The curvature of this
transverse cross section is called the anticlastic curvature.
The transverse profile appears to take a shape indicative of the
anticlastic curvature bending as an intermediate stage in the
opening of the crack faces.

The opening of the crack faces under condition of closure
associated with the crack tip and free edges is thus viewed as
one that includes transverse bending and flexing of the material,
and cannot be considered analogous to the opening and closing of
a book with the rotation about the spine of the book. It appears
that the couple moment necessary to remove the anticlastic
curvature with increasing load decreases the available energy to
the material in the vicinity of the crack tip.

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be made based upon the
experimental work.

(1) The centerline profile of the fatigue cracks in SEN bend
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specimens produced in PMMA have a straight line portion which can
be extrapolated to obtain rotation factors following BS5762.

(2) The extrapolated rotation factors obtained in this
investigation fall well within the data obtained by other
investigators for tests within the elastic region, i.e. 0.198
etc.. These values of rotation factors, though in the elastic
region imply the presence of a finite crack tip opening.

(3) The centerline profiles show the presence of a small but

real crack tip opening under all loading conditions no-load as
well as external load. These values of extrapolated crack tip
opening are smaller than those obtained using the British
Standards, etc..

(4) The interference profiles obtained for the regions of

the crack near the edges of the specimen show that significant
portions of the surface length of the crack is physically closed
under no load and low load conditions. The crack opening
displacements of the portions of the crack near these free
surfaces rapidly open until they are equal to the openings
observed at the center.

(5) Under no-load and low load conditions there is a
transverse curvature of the crack faces, closed at each free
surface, open in the middle, which increases as the load
increases. The transverse curvature bears strong resemblance to
the anticlastic curvature associated with a beam bending
analysis.
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FIGURE 3: Interference fringe FIGURE 4: Plots of fringe order
patterns for SENB specimen. (COD) vs. distance back from tip.
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FIGURE 5: Plots of fringe order FIGURE 6: CTOD vs. crack front(COD) vs. distance back from tip. position for varying loads.
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ON THE GEOMETRICAL DESCRIPTION OF FATIGUE CRACK SURFACES

B. Karlsson*, J. Wasen*, and K. Hamberg+

Fatigue crack surfaces generally have a stochastic
character requiring statistical descriptions. The
simple distributions often found are conveniently
characterized by means and standard deviations. The
fracture surfaces are effectively described by angu-
lar distributions, height distributions, and wave-
length spectra. Such distributions develop during
the fracture process as a result of the stochastic

interactions between the stress field and the micro-
structure at the crack front.

A new model based on stochastic cracking is presen-
ted. The model describes the essential characteris-
tics of the fracture surface geometry and naturally
relates to the underlying microstructure.

INTRODUCTION

Characterization and quantification of fatigue fracture surfaces
are often necessary in order to understand the fracture events.
This may allow explanation of various effects related to the geo-
metry of the fracture surface, as for instance the roughness in-
duced crack closure. Such a geometrical quantification makes it
possible to relate the fracture surface geometry to various micro-
structural parameters relevant for the fracture process (Hamberg
et al. (1), Wasdn et al. (2), and Coster and Chermant (3)). There
are several difficulties associated with these descriptions. The
technique of geometrical measurements on fracture surfaces is
fairly complicated as regards the choice of suitable parameters
and the resolution required. The aim of this paper is to discuss
suitable descriptors and to evaluate these from real fatigue crack
surfaces. Certain geometrical observations form the basis of a
new, stochastic fracture model capable of reconstructing all
essential characteristics of the real fracture surface, Wasen and
Karlsson (4).

* Department of Engineering Metals, Chalmers University of Techno-

logy, S-412 96 G6teborg, Sweden.

+ AB Volvo, Technological Department, Laboratory for Metallic
Materials, S-405 08 Goteborg, Sweden.
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The geometrical situation is schematically shown in fig. 1,
indicating the non-planar fracture surface as well as a projection
of the surface and a section (profile) through it. Direct viewing
in a single direction, as employed in conventional SEM techniques,
only permits qualitative evaluations of details in the fracture
surface. Still, relatively flat surfaces like grain boundary facets
and transcrystalline cleavage allow approximate determinations of
the surface geometry. A more exact account of the non-planar geo-
metry requires stereoscopical recordings where image pairs with
known tilt angles are photographed. Photogrammatical evaluation of
such image pairs is then performed enabling a reconstruction of
coordinates in the original fracture surface. The recording is
operator demanding and permits only relatively few coordinates to
be evaluated, Bauer and Haller (5). The application of automatic
image analyzers is developing but still very limited due to sub-
stantial difficulties in finding reliable contrast and discrimi-
nation methods as well as the need for large computer capacity,
e.g. Paul et al. (6). A more fundamental problem in stereometry is
the shadowing effects occurring on overlapping or highly rugged
surfaces. From a fractographical point of view the most serious
limitation with this technique is the lack of microstructural,
subsurface information needed to interpret the fractographic beha-
viour. The drawbacks of the non-destructive stereoscopical tech-
niques are largely eliminated by coordinate analysis on fracture
profiles taken from vertical sections through the fracture sur-
face, e.g. Banerji and Underwood (7). Conventional metallographi-
cal preparation techniques followed by digitizing of the profile
(directly in the metallographic mount or on photographs) then
permit quantitative analysis of the profile in relation to the
underlying microstructure. Overlapping is no problem in the pro-
file analysis. In practice, computer support is necessary in both
stereometry and profile analysis. The geometrical evaluations are
basically the same in the two cases.

BASIC APPROACHES

The quantitative description of fracture surfaces is basically a
problem of characterizing non-planar, localized surfaces. Classi-
cal stereology (Underwood (8)) has developed techniques to measure
and quantify uniformly distributed surfaces. One usually assumes a
uniform orientation of the normals to the surface elements (random
normal orientation, RNO). The standard use of straight test lines
to determine the surface density of uniformly distributed RNO
surfaces is only to a limited extent applicable for localized
surfaces (Wright and Karlsson (9)).

The microstructure in single phase or polyphase materials
often controls the propagating crack. This may be due to inherent
effects of the microstructure or may result from the extension and
shape of the stress field at the crack tip. The exact geomety of
the fracture surface is therefore rather complicated and in gene-
ral not simply foreseeable from the microstructure.
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Basically the fracture surface (and thus the fracture pro-
file) has a stochastic or nonperiodic character. This irregularity
has its roots in the stochastic local fracture events as well as
in the nonrepetetive geometry of the microstructure. An additional
reason may be nonsymmetries in the loaded specimens, even though
the results of this paper clearly emphasize the former factors as
being decisive. A consequence of such a stochastic fracture beha-
viour is that the fracture surface can be described only by geo-
metrical distributions (mean values and deviations), The surface
distribution in space is then conveniently described by the follo-
wing quantities:

(i) Angular distributions or roughness indices.
(ii) Surface height distributions.
(iii) Spatial distributions via wavelengths (frequencies) or

equivalent measures.

The analysis in this paper is mainly performed on profile
contours. Evaluations of the surface quantities are possible in
some cases; in others knowledge is still lacking to do so.

DIVIDING LINE (SURFACE), FILTERING

A problem in the profile or surface analysis is that a long-waved
irregularity sometimes appears (Park and Fine (10), Was6n et al.
(11)) and overlays the local fracture geometry created by the
microstructure (fig. 2). A method to suppress non-averaged infor-
mation from the measurements in order to get a suitable measure of
the iocal, microstructurally induced roughness is to use a digital
high pass filter technique (11). This technique uses a Fourier
transformation of the crack profile from a length series to a
frequency series, followed by cut-off of the low frequencies (i.e.
the long-waved irregularity), and finally an inverse Fourier
transformation of the remaining frequencies back to a length
series.

The Fourier spectrum is suitably referred to a reference line
defined by the line of least squares from the digitized points
("zero level" in fig. 2). In the filtering, the cut-off frequency
can be chosen according to a geometric criterion, for example a
frequency corresponding to a certain macroscopic irregularity or a
microstructurally determined criterion. In fig. 2 (and in the
model below), 50 grains were chosen as the cut-off wavelength. The
dividing line is then identified with the filtered low-frequency
(long wavelength) part and follows the macroscopic irregularity
(fig. 2). Further details on the filtering technique have been
discussed by Wasdn et al. (11).

The two major arguments for the use of filtering are the
following: Firstly, the width of the height distribution should
not much exceed the grain size (or a corresponding, relevant
microstructural unit), and secondly a comparatively short analysis
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line allows a good averaging to be attained. A detailed analysis
(11) on real fractographs has shown that the height distribution
is strongly sensitive to the filtering out of the waviness whereas
the angular distribution is rather insensitive to this procedure
(cf. the scales of the profile in fig. 2).

In the experimental recordings, the fracture profile is digi-
tized with a resolution of 0.5 pm. The coordinates for the Fourier
transformation are produced in the following manner: The x-coordi-
nates (with desired spacings) are selected by equidistant stepping
along the reference line and the corresponding y-coordinates are
calculated by successive regression based on the three nearest
input points (Bengtsson et al. (12)) causing reduction of irrele-
vant "noise". Thereby the "real" profile is replaced by a chord
chain accurately approximating the true line and defining the line
of analysis (cf. fig. 10).

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

The angular distribution of the filtered profile can conveniently
be described by weighting against the relative lenghts along the
dividing line or by weighting against the length elements along
the profile itself. The former weighting can simply be derived
from the latter by the aid of the multiplying factor i/cos(.i)
(cf. fig. 10). Experimental data on fracture profiles in single
phase materials reveal virtually Gaussian distributions (fig. 3).
A suitable measure of the "average" local crack direction is then
provided by the standard deviations of the two distributions, a
and 1 L respectively.

A different approach is the use of the linear roughness index
RL (9) and to define an equivalent orientation angle a (11):

I - arctan(i/RL) (1)

Theoretical calculations on truncated, Gaussian angular dis-
tributions as well as experimental information show approximately
pairwise proportionality between 7, 7 L and - (fig. 4) Therefore
the linear roughness index RL does contain equivalent information
with the "mean" angular directions 6 and 8 (4). A comparison with
corresponding values of the well-defined RhO-surface shows an
excellent agreement (fig. 4). As an example, measurements on frac-
ture profile in fig. 2 show close agreement with the theoretical
predictions, fig. 4. Measurements on the fairly smooth fracture
profiles found in pearlitic structures show typically T = 150

(Hamberg and Karlsson (13)), whereas the extremely rugged fracture
surface found in porous, sintered steels correspond to 8 35-400

(14). Experimental recordings of a variety of fatigue fracture
profies from ferrous alloysin the authors' laboratory indicate a
total span of approximately 0 12-40, ( a) = 15"50 and
RL = 1.04 - 1.6.
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Area weighted angular distributions used as surface descrip-
tors might be of interest. So far, no general theory seems to
exist for the conversion of linear angular distributions to
corresponding surface angular distributions. Under certain limit-
ing geometrical assumptions such conversion functions have been
derived (Scriven and Williams (15)) and expressed as equivalent
multiplying factors for a stepwise transformation of the linear to
the surface angular distributions. Computer modelling of different
random surfaces (9) has been performed illustrating the character
of such a transformation. For practical purposes a simple approach
is to use averaging techniques as expressed by the surface rough-
ness index R (9). The following relation between R_ and R relies
on a simple step model but has proven as a very accurate predictoralso for various random-type surfaces (9):

as - 1 + x/2 (RL-1) (2)

The R s-value can for instance be used to express true feature
characteristics as linear size, perimeter lengths and interdis-
tances from the corresponding quantities measured on single projec-
tions (Underwood (16)).

HEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS

The height distributions, as referred to the dividing line, are
expected to be symmetrical provided the measurements are statisti-
cally assured and the macroscopic load geometry is invariant.
Measurements on single-phase ferrite indicate Gaussian-shaped
height distributions (fig. 5). Thus the standard mean height devia-
tion -9 is a sufficient descriptor of the height deviations. As
indicated above H is sensitive to the exact cut-off value in wave-
length in the filtering procedure. This has been tested experimen-
tally (11) and reflects the stochastic character of the microstruc-
ture and the crack events. The choice of cut-off value is there-
fore a matter of judging the relevance of the information gained.
A necessity in the experimental profile analysis is to achieve
symmetry in the height distribution which could be followed by
studying the gradual fading out of the skewness of the height
distribution upon increasing the measuring statistics. The cut-off
wavelength as well as the total length of analysis should be propor-
tional to the grain size of the material.

SPATIAL CHARACTERIZATION

The spatial properties of the profile (height coordinates) can be
exploited in various manners. Two descriptors will be briefly
commented on: Fourier spectra and fractal properties.
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Fourier spectra

A suitable characteristics of the profile geometry is given by
decomposition in Fourier series (Passoja and Amborski (17)).
Measurements on fracture profiles in single-phase materials
(fig. 6) indicate a successively decreasing magnitude of high
frequency components. The relatively smooth declining of the freq-
uency spectrum and the presence of virtually all frequency com-
ponents indicate an irregular character of the profile. This
implies that the choice of cut-off frequency in the filtering
process is arbitrary and has to be selected according to a suit-
able criterion (cf. above), By extending the filtering to lower
wavelengths (higher frequencies) the height distribution is
attained to a certain accuracy with a smaller length of analysis.
In the example of fig. 6, the cut-off wavelength was chosen as a
factor 50 times the mean intercept length (15 sm) and the total
analysed length was approximately 2 mm. To ensure good averaging
the length of the recorded profile should be several (say > 5)
times the cut-off wavelength used. The exact choice of cut-off
wavelength affects the width of the height distribution but hardly
influences the angular distributions.

Fractal properties

Recently fractal analysis and the concept of fractal dimension
have been applied in quantitative fractography (e.g. Wright and
Karlsson (18), Underwood and Banerji (19)). This kind of analysis
was originally developed in order to give some insight into the
importance of measurement resolution (18). In addition, attempts
to relate the appearance of the fractal plot of fracture profiles
to the underlying microstructure have been made (3). Theoretical
approaches (18) have been mainly concentrated on curves with
self-similarity, while the experimental applications have been
concerned with how the measured length of an irregular curve
depends on the size of the measuring unit.

The measuring element may be designed in various ways (18). A
common procedure is to substitute the real line with a chain of
chords with constant length n (fig. 7). It is sometimes found
(18, 19) that the estimated length of a line varies proportionate-
ly to some power of the measuring element so that

I - 0 • - (3)

where D lies between I and 2. Lines with a single definable length
are called fractal lines and D is the fractal dimension (fig. 9).
Normalization allows the length I to be replaced by the linear
roughness index RL (18).
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In case of strictly regular shape patterns in the line there
appear characteristic peaks in the fractal plot (18). Applied on
fracture surfaces such peaks would correspond to a regular profile
shape caused by a regular underlying microstructure. However, a
thorough fractal analysis of two different fracture profiles - one
transcrystalline and one intercrystalline crack respectively - has
revealed that no possibility to reveal the characteristic micro-
structural size in the fractal plot exists, fig. 8 (18). This
indeed follows from the stochastic character of the fracture pro-
file (and of the microstructure) and has been mathematically con-
firmed by computer analysis (18). In addition, fig. 8 indicates a
reversed sigmoidal fractal curve with varying D instead of an
ideally linear fractal curve. In fact, this is partly a result of
the measurement technique used and has recently been examined in
detail (19). Fairly small differences in the fractal dimension of
various fracture types are generally found suggesting a limited
usefulness of fractal analysis as a means of quantifying fracture
surfaces.

MODELLING

A suitable geometrical model should permit a reconstruction of the
fatigue crack propagation process tcking the relation to the under-
lying microstructure into consideration. The model suggested here
is developed for single-phase materiels and is given a fuller
account elsewhere (4). The modelling concerns the fracture profile
line.

The basis for the modelling is a detailed experimental analy-
sis of fatigue cracks in ferritic steels. A process used to simu-
late the fracture surface must meet at least the following require-
ments:

1. It must regenerate the characteristic parameters and the
character of the real fatigue crack profile.

2. The angular distribution should be independent of the height
position relative to the dividing line. This statement is
strongly supported by experimental findings (fig. 9).

3. The line segment distribution should be logarithmic-normal
distributed and grain size dependent. This is in close accord-
ance with experimental results (4).

4. The fracture process should be non-repetitive.

The assumptions above indicate that the crack can be approxi-
mated by a successive stepping process where each step is control-
led by a stochastic angular direction (fig. 10). In the model a
length weighted, normal distributed angular distribution is assu-
med with a standard deviation of 35 deg. corresponding to experi-
mental data from ferritic steels (figs. 3 and 4). The mean distan-
ce between the deflection points is linearly dependent on to the
grain size (4). In the results shown here, the lengths of the line
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segments are assumed to be logarithmic-normal distributed, in
accordance with the linear intercept distribution (4) having a
logarithmic standard deviation of 0.6.

Such a stochastic model analysed by a computerized Monte
Carlo technique develops typical features corresponding to a real
profile. For instance, a characteristic "irregular" waviness is
found (fig. 11). By applying a filtering as above, various charac-
teristics like a symmetric Gaussian shaped height distribution
appear, fig. 12. Further, the frequency spectrum of the Fourier
decomposed profile resembles that of the experimentally analysed
profiles.

The proposed model thus regenerates a realistic fracture
profile especially regarding nonperiodicity, waviness, the Fourier
spectrum and the height distributions. In accordance with the real
crack behaviour the model predicts a local propagation in random
Gaussian distributed angular directions at the crack tip. The
insensitivity to the height position of the crack tip means that
the differential cracking is determined by the local strain field
at the crack tip without any influence of the preceding profile
geometry.

Experimental results prove a proportionality between the
lengths of the approximating linear fracture elements and the mean
intercept grain size of single-phase materials (cf. ref. 4). In
addition, the recorded angular distributions are found to be indepen-
dent of the grain size (4)._A consequence would be that the stan-
dard mean height deviation H should be proportional to the frac-
ture element size. Indeed, such a behaviour is predicted by the
model and found in the experiments, fig. 13.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The fracture surface created upon fatigue crack growth has a
stochastic character requiring statistical descriptions. Fre-
quently the distributions are simple and can be described by mean
values and standard deviations. The following descriptors turn out
to be most relevant:

1. Angular distributions. They are often Gaussian shaped around
the main crack direction. Roughness indices can be used as
alternatives to the standard mean deviation of the angular
distribution. The linear directions along the profile are
directly accessible, and conversion to surface angular distri-
butions is theoretically possible under simplifying assump-
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2. Height distributions. These are easily attained from fracture
profiles and are representative of the whole surface. Normal
height distributions are often seen.

3. Spatial characterization. In particular, the Fourier spectrum
is important. Presence of all components in the Fourier
frequency spectrum indicates a stochastic character of the
fracture surface.

The stochastic character of the surface invalidates a regular
modelling and measurement techniques relied on such an assumption,
The statistical descriptors can either be used on the whole frac-
ture surface or in individual phases of polyphase materials (limi-
tations in the spatial characterization). Experimental recordings
of the fracture surface geometry generally require a filtering
procedure due to the stochastic surface character.

Successful modelling of the fracture surface is possible by
assuming stochastic local angular distributions at the crack tip.
By such modelling it has been demonstrated that all essential
characteristics of the surface are predictable. The statistical
descriptors can be naturally related to the microstructure and be
used in crack growth laws.
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Fig. 1. Main surfaces encountered in quantitative fractography.

Fig. 2. Experimental fatigue fracture profile. Single phase fer-
rite; mean intercept length A - 15 pm. Smooth curve de-
fines the dividing line attained by filtering.
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Fig. 3. Experimental angular distributions. Gaussian approxi-
mations included. Material as in fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Mean standard deviations of angles a and L vs. 6. Theore-
tical R - and R -values included. Theoretical RNO-surfaceLS

and experimentai data added (ferrite as in fig. 2).
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Fig. 5. Experimental height distribution. Material as in fig.
Filtered profile. Gaussian approximation included.
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Fig. 6. Normalized frequency spectrum of the profile in fig.
Filtered profile (see main text).
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Fig. 7. Fractal plot of a curved line. For a true fractal the
log I log q line is straight and unlimited.
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Fig. 8. Fractal plot of typical transcrystalline and intererys-
talline cracks in ferrous alloys (ref. 18).

Fig. 9. Mean angle (8 m) and standard deviation (6) of the line
elements at various height levels along a fatigue crack
profile. Material as in fig. 2.
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Fig. 10. Modelling with a chain of successive chords with stochas-
tic lengths and angular directions. Lengths and angles
selectable from any desired distribution.

Fig. 11. Typical profile according to the theoretical model. Cf.
the character of this profile with the experimental
profile in fig. 2.
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Fig. 12. Typical height distribution from the model. Cf. experi-
mental correspondence in fig. 5. Gaussian approximation
included.

Fig. 13. Mean standard height deviation vs. mean step length
from a logarithmic length distribution. Experimental and
theoretical results.
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Development of Research on Fatigue of Spot-Weld
in Automobile Structures in Japan

Hideo KITAGAWA*, Tsugihiko SATOH** Satoshi NISHIJIMA***

Masao FUJIMOTO**** Nohu)uki MORI****

Abstract

Research in Japan on the fatigue strength or fatigue life of spot welds
and/or spot welded automobile structures seems to be one of the most
systematic and characteristic activities in this technical field world-wide,
and a successful pioneer work too.

The trace of development of the research will be reviewed and discussed
from a historical and technological viewpoint.

Experimental studies and pointing out of importance of the fatigue
strength of spot welded joints for the automobile design appeared before
1965. Significance and necessity of the fatigue-of-spot-welds-study have been
recognized by all of eleven Japanese automobile (body) companies at the
beginning of the decade from 1970.

Co-operative and systematic research activities of the "Committee on
Fatigue Strength and Structural Reliability" in the Society of Automotive
Engineers in Japan started to work on this problem in 1972.

Three stages of the activities of the ccmittee, 1972 to 1978, 1979 to
1981 and 1982 to the present will be stated, as summarized in Table I
(referred from Mori's Report[ ).

Most of the fatigue S-N data in the first stage, 1972 to 1978, plotted
on one figure are shown in Fig.1[23. Pmax is the peak value of the fatigue
loads, and PB is the tensile strength. A lot of scattering can be seen. The
P-POA,/PB -N diagram for equi-variance by means of hishijima's method is
shown in Fig. 212).

i" the second stage, 1979 to 1981, both high strength steels and low-
carbon steel (in Table 213)) were tested, for investigating possibility of
enploying high-strength steels as the body panel for weight saving. The co-
operative program of the fatigue tests in this stage is shown in Table 3[31
Some of the results are summarized in Figs. 3 and 4[3).

In the third stage, 1982 to the present, classified typical spot-welded
structure models were tested by five workin groups. The working groups
include most of automobile companies, larger steel manufacturers, relating
universities and institutes. Structure models tested are shown in Fig. 5(4).
A lot of unexpected *useful and comprehensive attainments and data were
obtained. For examples, regidity of discontinuous thin plate structurestS),
a new phenomena "buckling assisted fatigue' as shown in Fig. 6 [63 and 3-DK
values of various jointsL)) were analized.

As the results of the comprehensive and systematic research activities,
the following prediction methods have been proposed or selected.

(a) For the stage of design
(all The prediction method based on loads acting to spot welds
(a2) The prediction method by fracture mechanics

(b) For the stage of durability tests
(bl) The prediction method using simulated specimens data transfered

to members through the strain range.

* Professor, Department of Engineering, Yokohama National University

Professor, Osaka Institute of Technology
* Dr., National Research Institute for Metals

**** Dr., Toyota Central R. & D. Labs.. INC
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The method (a.) is schematically shown in Fig. 713. The step (a) in
this Fig. 7 is usually given by FEM computation. In the step (b)in Fig. 7
the standard spot-weld joint specimens' data are used. Minimum life of t'
two in the step (b) is defined as the life of the spot. Some of the results
are shown in Fig. 8.

In the (a2) method, all of the fatigue data for various types of spot-
welded specimens under various types of loading (as shown in Fig.g) [7) are
arranged with AKmaxand fell into one S-N band. Otherwise, different S-N
curves were obtained for different types of specimens.

The (bi) method is illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11 (11 . Simulated
specimens represent the strain distribution around a specified nugget in a
given member.

Most of the activities and results reviewed and discussed above have
been reported at the JSAE symposiums organized by this committee held every
year or every other year. Proceedings were published.

The activity of the committee is still progressing, and now approaching
our common problems. For examples,

(a) Economical and reliable analysis of K values (stress intensity
factors).

(b) Fracture criteria for combined or more complex stress conditions.
(c) Evaluation methods in the case of employing new materials.

References

I N. Mori,et al. ; Present Durobility Estimation and Fatigue Life
Prediction of Automobile Bodies in Japan (1986).

2 K. Iwamoto ; JSAE Symp.(19 78).
3 H. Kitagawa, T. Satoh and M. Fujimoto ; SAE 850371 (1985)
4 Fujimoto ; JSAE Symp (1985).
5 J. Niizawa, Tomioka,et al, ; JSAE Symp.(1985).
6 M. Oshima & H. Kitagawa ; SAE paper published in 1986
7 R. Yuuki, et al. ; JSAE Symp. (1985).-i-,,. - -i
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Fig. l P / Diagram for All of the Data of Fatigue Tests
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Table CO - OPERATIVE ACTIVITIES OF COM4MITTE ON FATIGUE STRENGTH
AND STRUCTURAL RELIABILTY OF JSAE

SUCCESSIVE CHAIRMEN

HJ(ITAGAWA: YOK(OHAMA NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
T.SATOH: OSAKA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOY
S.NISHIIMA tNATIONAL RLESEAM INBSTITUTE FOR METALS
M.FUJIMOTO: TOYOTA CENTRAL R. & 0. LABS, MIG

()1972 - 1918

FATIGUE TESTS OF TENSILE SHEAR -SPECW.'NS
(LOW - CARBON STEEL ) <Z

THE EFFECT OF JOINT PARAMETERS ON FATIGUE T. S. S.
STRENGTH WERE CLARIFIED.

(2) 1979 - 1981

FAr.GU=E TESTS CF TE4sulE SHEAR. C;;cSS TENiO
AND PLANZ BENDING SpECiMENS MOTN S

( LOW - CARBON AND M-GM - STRENGT H STEEL)

-TFE EFFECT OF MATERIALS AND LOADING TYPES (Z .y
ON1 FATIGUE STR.ENGTH WERE CLAR2 S.-G

C SAE PAP~ER 850371) SE-NDING

3 11982 - 12a5

FATIGUE TESTS OF STRUCTURAL COMPONENT MODELS

THE DIFFERENCE FROM STANDARD JOINT SPECIMENS AND

FATIGUE LIFE PREDICTION METHODS WERE STUDIED.

0 .S- ~a

Fig. P--N ia Arane by -- hIim' Mehd(x-p o ragd
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Table 2 Kinds of steel sheets used

Che ical composition (S) mechanical properties

Steel Thickness
C.P. T.S. [a a

(m) S MIS P S Al (a) (Mp) (z) value value

Low- 0.8 O.OS 0.02 0.18 0.012 0.010 - 196 314 46 1.7S 0.220
carbon 1.2 0.043 0.012 0.273 0.012 0.021 0.056 182 328 44.3 1.68 0.225

(SPCE) 1.6 0.014 0.02 0.22 0.016 0.016 0.057 169 309 SO.S 1.65 0.229

-igh- 0.8 0.0S 0.022 0.50 0.084 0.009 0.049 225 393 39 1.78 0.19
strength 12 0.057 0.003 0.27 0.074 0.017 - 223 367 39.8 1.41 0.226
(Repo 1 *S .030

rphosed) 1.6 0.066 0.002 0.35 0.052 0.013 - 2S7 394 3S.5 1.28 0.214

Table 3 Kinds of fatigue tests on co-operative program

Type of T f Cross-tesion fa:igue test Plane bending fatigue test
Tie i Tensilefatiaue atiue test (Conastat displlc"-et (Constuvt dis1lten'e
tatg I (constant lead uoalptud) e.llitude) amplitude)

Spcmn Thith..ess I O n Sei.sThfckifss Co. Is9 Ptiknss IC:. In
Specimen T-TV (in) jthare --V (mTs) charge 1S V (m ; t

Low-tarbon A-1 0.8 - 0.8 IZ E-1 0.! - 0.8 LAW 1-1 0.8 . 0.8 Fill

& A-? 0.8 - 1.2 ISZ (-2 0.8-1.2 L AW - - -

Loy-carbon A-3 0.8 - 1.6 IS-

iglh-str. 11-I J IOC f-I I X~AW8 111 H IM J-1 11 fl
1 82 WC F-2 ME L2 Him

HiSh-str. 8-3 U C - -

C-i 0.0 - nC 1- 0.8 - HIM & TCL K-1 0.8-E Fil
C-2 a.* G-2 0.8 [ T(:

c-3 0.1 T .Low-carbon

High str. 0-1 -. 2

0i g12 1H0AD M-2 2 VCl -

D-3 -I.6 RO --

Notes; 1) The frame CD Indicates high-strength steel.

2) The specimen 0-1 is the same as C-I.3 l52: Isuzu Motors, Ltd.
NyC: Nissan Motor Co.. Ltd.
TMC: Toyota Motor Co.. Ltd.
H8: Honda I 1 0 Co. Ltd.
LAW: Kanto Auto Works. Ltd.
HiM: Hino Motors. Ltd.
TCL: Toyota Central R & 0 Labs., Inc.
FHi: Fuji Heavy Industries. Ltd.
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(a) Single Hat-section (b) Ouble Hat-section
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Fig.6 Fatigue Crack Mode in IN-plane Bending
Fatigue Tests Of Box Beam
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Fig.7 (a-1) The Method Based on Loads Acting to Spot Welds
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AN OVERVIEW OF FATIGUE

A. J. McEvily*

In this introductory paper four topics are briefly
discussed: fatigue crack initiation and growth in
a nickel-base superalloy single crystal, the
effect of the ambient environment on near-thres-
hold fatigue crack growth behavior, the role of
crack closure in load-interaction effects in
fatigue crack growth, and the nature of creep-
fatigue interactions, if any, during fatigue crack
growth.

INTRODUCTION

The subject of fatigue continues to attract great interest from
both the scientific and engineering communities as reflected in
the current meeting which deals with not only fundamental
considerations but, appropriately, with applied aspects as
well. The papers to be presented summarize much of the re-
search of recent years, research which has dealt with the
problem of fatigue in a much more specific, less-speculative
manner than heretofore. As a result of this research we have a
much improved understanding of a variety of inter-related
topics including crack closure, the role of microstructure, the
effects of the environment, small and short crack behavior,
anomalous crack growth, load-interaction effects, thresholds,
mixed-mode fatigue, the effects of residual stresses, and

creep-fatigue interactions. The present conference will serve
to further advance our understanding of these areas as well as
to elucidate the important questions that remain to be answered
in future research. This particular presentation provides an

*Metallurgy Dept. and Institute of Materials Science, Univer-

sity of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268, U.S.A.
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opportunity to discuss a number of topics of current interest
in fatigue research and is intended to serve as a brief intro-
duction to some of the more detailed presentations which
follow.

CRACK INITIATION

Progress continues to be made in understanding the process of
fatigue crack formation at slip bands as evidenced by recent
papers presented in the symposium on Small Fatigue Cracks
(1,2,3) where consideration was given to the transition from
slip band intrusion to Stage I fatigue crack in copper. A
particularly simple situation may occur in the case of single
crystals of nickel-base superalloys(4). The slip process in
these alloys is extremely planar and Mode II and III crack
growth processes are favored over Mode I. Fig. 1 shows a
schematic model, based upon Mott's cross-slip mechanism, for
the formation of extrusions and intrusions at a corner. The
formation of the intrusion, which is in essence a fatigue crack
in this material, is facilitated by the proximity of the free
surface at which the extrusion develops so that there is no net
accumulation of material beneath the surface. This type of
mechanism, with some modification to account for details of the
fracture surface if it is not absolutely planar, can continue
to operate across the thickness of a specimen and well into the
depth. Several slip systems may be active but all slip vectors
are in the plane of cracking, consistent with the Mode II and
III deformation processes involved. Fig. 2 shows some of the
detail of an actual fracture surface. The extrusions which
form to enable the crack to advance as a large intrusion are
evident. A main feature of the fatigue process in these planar
glide alloys is that a distinction between crack initiation and

crack propagation stages need not be made since they are both
controlled by the same dislocation mechanisms.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

In studies of fatigue crack growth in air in 304 stainless
steel it has been observed (5) that the shape of the daldN vs.
AK plot can have a rather unusual form in the near threshold
region, and this has been confirmed by our results, Fig. 3 (6).
Since this alloy undergoes an fcc to bcc transformation during

crack growth, the possibility was raised that the transforma-
tion might in some way be responsible for the shape of the
crack growt4 plot (5). However when the alloy is tested in
vacuum (10-" Pa) a more usual form of the plot is obtained as
shown in Fig. 3. We therefore conclude that the effect is
related to the environment. As in the nickel-base alloy
described above, glide in this low-stacking fault energy alloy
is extremely planar. Fractographic evidence indicates that

1 5W.
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Mode II operates extensively near threshold in air, a circum-
stance which promotes crack growth by the repeated rupture of
oxide films formed at the crack tip (4).

There are nevertheless some interesting aspects of the
fatigue crack growth process in 304 stainless steel which are
indeed related to the metastable nature of the alloy. For
example, the extent of transformation as determined by x-ray
diffraction studies of the fracture surfaces is dependent upon
the test environment and AK level as indicated in Fig. 4 where
the results obtained from tests in air and vacuum are plotted.
It is noted that the extent of transformation is of the order
of 90% for tests in vacuum, whereas for tests in air the extent
of transformation is of the order of 50% at the higher AK
levels and gradually decreases to 10% at threshold. The lesser
extent of transformation in air may be due to stabilization of
the austenite by nitrogen. In addition since the threshold for
the tests in air was lower than in vacuum, the lower stress
intensities involved in air tests may be associated with a
lesser degree of transformation.

Another interesting aspect of the crack growth behavior in
304 stainless steel was that the crack opening level in vacuum
was found to be independent of AK level as measured by a
front-face clip gauge, and was the same for increasing and
decreasing .K testing. However in air the situation was quite
different, for the increasing AK tests the closure level was
less than for the decreasing AK tests at a given value of .1K,
with the disparity increasing with increase in AK, Fig. 5.
This result is due to the variation in the extent of the
transformation with ,1K level in air. The volume expansion on
going completely from the fcc phase to the bcc phase is of
order 2%, and this expansion tends to prop the tip open.
However in a decreasing AK test in air since the % transformed
falls off with decrease in AK, the residual expansion in the
wake of the tip is higher than at the tip and closure due to
this effect as well as to roughness-induced and oxide-induced
closure remains fairly constant. On the other hand in the
increasing :,K test the residual expansion in the wake of the
crack tip is less than at the tip and closure is reduced. It
was noted that the fracture surface was dark in the decreasing
,'.K test whereas it was bright in the increasing AK test. These
observations are consistent with the degree of wake-related
closure detected by the front-face clip gauge. However,
despite these differences the rate of crack growth in the AK
decreasing test was similar to that for the increasing AK
tests. This indicates that closure did occur but over a very
short distance behind the crack tip in the increasing AK tests
and that the clip-gauge method was not sensitive enough to
detect this closure.
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The environment can exert other interesting influences on
the shape of the da/dN plot. For example, Fig. 6 shows the
appearance of a da/dN plot for fatigue cracks grown in a near-a
titanium alloy in air and in vacuum (7), note that at the
elevated temperature there is an abrupt transition to threshold
in air which is absent for the other test conditions. Fig. 7
shows additional data for this type of alloy at an elevated
temperature together with the crack opening behavior near
threshold (8). It is seen that the crack opening level is
fairly insensitive to AK level and is well below K , so that
the sharp transition is not closure related. Rath Xit appears
to be a reflection of the strength and thickness of the oxide
formed at the crack tip at elevated temperature. Below the
threshold the stressstrain state at the crack tip is insuf-
ficien to rupture this oxide film, which may be of the order
of 10 mm in thickness, whereas above the threshold the crack
tip strains are sufficient to rupture the oxide. The rupture
of the oxide as well as the mechanical advance in the base
metal contribute to the relatively rapid growth of the crack
once threshold is exceeded. However at higher AK levels in air
the relative contribution of the oxide rupture process de-
creases and the air and vacuum test results are closer to-
gether. Similar behavior has been observed in the case of a
modified 9Cr-lMo steel for which the threshold at 538 0C in
vacuum was in fact lower than that in air (9).

CREEP-FATIGUE INTERACTION

When smooth specimens are cycled under strain controlled
conditions in air at elevated temperature the lifetimes are
usually frequency dependent, but this frequency dependence is
much less pronounced if the tests are carried out in vacuum.
As Coffin has pointed out some so-called creep-fatigue inter-
actions are really manifestations of environmental effects
(10). If the testing is carried out under load control rather
than strain control conditions creep-ratchetting may occur and
there is no real creep-fatigue interaction with respect to
failure mode (11). The absence of strong interaction effects
at elevated temperature can also be seen with respect to
fatigue crack propagation in ferritic steels. For example,
Fig. 8 shows the da/dN plot for several ferritic alloy steels
tested in vacuum at elevated temperature at frequencies of 30Hz
or higher (9). It is noted that these steels, despite dif-
ferences in mechanical properties, all behave in a similar
manner in these tests. This suggests that the dislocation
arrays at the crack tips which affect the crack opening and
closing processes are similar and that these arrays reflect the
cyclic history rather than the initial condition. It is
further noted that there is no R-dependency, which is consis-
tent with the absence of closure in these tests. We have
recently repeated tests on a 9Cr-2Mo alloy in vacuum at 5387C
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to study the effect of frequency (12). At a frequency of 0.3
Hz the crack growth rates were the same as at 30 Hz. Over this
frequency range therefore there was no contribution to the
crack growth process which might be associated with creep.
Next we tested 1018 steel at this same temperature in vacuum.
The results are shown in Fig. 8b. Even this low strength
steel, tested well into its creep range, exhibited the same
rate of crack growth as did the other ferritic steels. Further,
although the rate of crack growth was independent of frequency
over the range studied, the monotonic plastic zone size increas-
ed with decreasing frequency. Again the dislocations arrays
developed in the cyclic plastic zone at a crack tip in these
ferritic steels must be quite similar and independent of
frequency. The absence of a frequency effect in the range
studied indicates that the growth process in vacuum (in con-
trast to tests in air where oxidation occurs) is not thermally
cally activated, i.e,, the process is dominated by long range
stress fields associated with group behavior of the multipli-
city of dislocations at the crack tip. In fact the most
important temperature dependent variable appears to be Young's
modulus, for as Fig. 9 indicates, the results from both room
temperature and elevated temperature experiments can be nor-
malized through the use of Young's modulus (9).

LOAD-INTERACTION EFFECTS

Since crack growth in service rarely, if ever, occurs under
constant amplitude loading it is important to understand how
the material characteristics play a role in load-interaction,
i.e. history, effects. We have recently determined the effects
of R-changes and LK changes on fatigue crack growth processes
and have found that in the absence of closure the crack opening
load and the minimum load in a cycle under steady state condi-
tions coincide (12). However if R of AK is changed transients
can develop during which the K and K . levels are again
brought into coincidence by a °rocess Alch we refer to as
shakedown. Some of the features of the transient process are
illustrated in Fig. 10. In this figure the appearance of a
fatigue crack in PVC is shown under different loading condi-
tions. The crack was initially cycled between a K of 4
MPa/A and zero. At K the crack tip was open as Aii. lOa.
Upon unloading to onVyx2 MPaV' the crack was as shown in Fig.
lOb, partially closed. After a few cycles between 2 and
4 MPa/m the crack tip at the maximum load was as in Fig. lOc.
Note that the opening is now much less than in Fig. lia,
although K is the same. Such a result is unexpected on the
basis of l ' ar superposition. When the K level is maintain-
ed at 2 MPa/m the crack tip which was foMi rly open at this
level is now closed, i.e., crack closure is now occurring at or
above the minimum of the new loading cycle (R=0.5), Fig. lOd.
Then when the load is reduced to zero the crack closes over its
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entire length, Fig. 10e, and in fact there is more closure now
than for a simple R=O cycle. After each transition the materi-
al establisher a new closure level and during this transition
upon reduction in R or AK a retardation in crack growth rate
can occur. For example, Fig. 11 shows the results of tests in
which R was changed but AK was held constant. Crack opening
levels during the transition period were determined by examin-
ing replicas in a scanning electron microscope. During the
transition the closure levels gradually changed and as AK
(K -K ), increased the rate of crack growth also increasd
unf tH8 steady state growth rate was achieved.

We have also recently studied the effect of a reduction of
AK at constant K . on the subsequent crack growth rate. This
type of test is 5V1 A effect an overload test with multiple
overloads being applied. As with single overloads the crack
growth rate undergoes a transient period during which the rate
is retarded, but in contrast to the case of a single overload,
crack closure levels through the full thickness are affected.
This comes about because as in the case of the PVC when the
mean load is reduced an additional clamping effect is experi-
enced by the crack so that in effect the opening load is
initially higher than it would have been in the absence of the
prior loading overload history. The through thickness type of
closure associated with multiple overloads is considerably
different from the surface related closure associated with
single overloads.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is clear that this brief introduction has not been able to
touch upon many aspects of current interest in the field of
fatigue. Tnis shortcoming will be remedied by the papers that
follow.
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b

Fi.i. I Schematic of intrusion-extrusion process at a corner.

Fiq. 2 Ap,,earance of fatigue fracture surface in a
nickel-base superalloy single crystal (4). Arrows
indicate extrusions.
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Fig. 3 da/dN vs. AK plots for 304 Stainless steel for R=0.05
in air and in vacuum (6).
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Fig. 5 Crack opening behavior of 304 stainless steel in air
for AK decreasing and AK increasing conditions (6).
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Fig. 6 da/dN vs. AK plots for Ti-6A1-2Sn-4ZLr-2Mo-0.lSi alloy
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Fig. 7 da/dN and crack opening behavior for Ti
5Al-5Sn-2Zr-4Mo0.25Si in air at elevated temperature
(8).
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Fig. 8a, solid line.
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Fig. 9 da/dN as a function of AK/E for a modified 9Cr-lMo
steel tested in air and in vacuum at room temperature
and 538°C (9).
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Fig. 11 Effect of a change in R at constant AK on the rate of
fatigue crack growth (12). Note that in steady state
there is no R-dependency for this alloy in range of
tests shown.
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a b

c d e

Fig. 10 Fatigue crack opening and closing behavior in PVC.
(a) at K=4MPa/, R=0, (b) at K=2MPa/m after unloading
from 4MPaV during R=O test, (c) at 4MPav5m in R=0.5
test, (d) at K=2MPa/m in R=0.5 test, and (e) after
reduction in load to zero X15.
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DEFORMATION MECHANISMS AND CRACK INITIATION IN FATIGUE

V. Gerold and B. Meier*

Fatigue crack initiation of metals and alloys as the
onset of failure is a very complex phenomenon which
is influenced by many interacting parameters such as
microstructure, loading conditions, environment,
etc.. At first, fatigue deformation mechanisms pre-
ceeding crack initiation will be discussed. A review
is given on recent research on fcc material on both

single phase and precipitation-hardened single and
polycrystals. It is followed by a survey on new re-
sults in the area of crack nucleation. Because of
the outstanding importance of fatigue crack initi-
ation in common service, the initiation mechanisms
in commercial aluminium-based alloys are included in
this review.

INTRODUCTION

Fatigue failure of structural components is one of the major fail-
ure mechanisms which limits the lifetime of construction parts.
Therefore, it is very important to have a basic understanding of
the deformation and failure mechanisms occuring in metals and
alloys. The purpose of this paper is a review of recent progress in
this field. It will describe basic research on model single and
polycrystals which has been performed in order to understand the
deformation mechanisms which finally may lead to the nucleation of
cracks. In addition to these results the very important different
mechanisms of crack nucleation on commercial aluminium alloys will
be discussed in detail. In order to limit the presentation it is
restricted on the properties of fcc materials.

In the following Chapter the deformation mechanisms for single
phase materials will be reviewed both for single and for polycry-
stals. Recent results on planar slip material are included. The
next Chapter summarizes research on precipitation-hardened material

Max-PlancK-Institut fuer Metailforschung, Institut fuer Werk-
stoffwissenschaften, and Institut fuer Metallkunde. Universitaet
Stuttgart. D-7000 Stuttgart 1, FRG
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and the final Chapter discusses the crack initiation mechanisms for
the different types of material.

Other recent review papers have appeared in the field of fa-
tigued single phase single crystals (1), precipitation-hardened
crystals (2,3) and crack initiation in single phase material (4.5).
In addition, another paper has reviewed precipitation-hardened alu-
minium alloys (6).

FATIGUE DEFORMATION MECHANISMS IN SINGLE PHASE MATERIALS

Plastic deformation in fcc single phase materials is mainly influ-
enced by its stacking fault energy which marks the ease of cross
slip of screw dislocations. Materials with medium or high stacking
fault energies result in so-called wavy slip since it is very easy
for the screw dislocations to leave the active slip planes and to
distribute slip into broader bands on parallel slip planes. In con-
trast, materials with low stacking fault energy deform in planar
slip where plastic shear is concentrated mainly on single active
slip planes. Most of the papers published in the last years are
concentrated on pure copper which belongs to the wavy slip ma-
terials. In spite of the fact that this has already a long tradi-
tion. quite new and interesting results have emerged very recently
by many authors. In contrast to this there exists only a single re-
cent contribution to planar slip material. At first the results on
wavy slip materials will be presented.

Wavy Slip Materials, Single Crystals

Cyclic Stress-Strain Curve and Dislocation Structures. In low cycle
fatige (LCF) experiments where the plastic shear strain amplitude
jpl is kept constant during the cycling, single crystals oriented
for single slip show a final saturation shear stress amplitude Ts
after hardening which depends on the applied strain amplitude.
Since the well-known papers by Winter (7) and Mughrabi (8) it is
accepted that there exist three regimes I to III as shown in Fig. 1
for the case of copper.

Regime I exists up to a strain amplitude 1 = 6"10-5. In this
range the saturation stress increases steadily with increasing
strain amplitude and the deformation is homogeneous. The saturation
state is characterized by the vein structure where irregular veins
contain dislocation multipoles of a high density of primary edge
dislocations. They are also called loop patches (9) since they con-
sist of many small loops. These veins are surrounded by disloca-
tion-poor channels with a very low density of screw dislocations.
Both structures have about the same volume fraction of 50 %. The
hard veins contribute only by elastic polarization to the plastic
deformation (8). According to Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf (11) a flip flop
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mechanism has to be assumed in the veins in order to understand the
size of the back stress which can be determined from the shape of

the hysteresis loops.

Regime II reaches up to yol 7.5.10-3. It is characterized by
a constant plateau value of the saturation stress which is about
28 MPa for copper single crystals. In this range the plateau stress
amplitude is caused by the localized deformation in persistent slip
oands (PSBs) which form out of the vein structure. These bands have
a width of one to several microns and are characterized by the so-
called ladder structure where narrow primary edge dislocation walls
normal to the Burgers vector occupy only 10 % of the band volume
while 90 % of it is occupied by channels which allow the screw dis-
locations to move to and fro. The walls have a distance of ca. 1 pm
from each other. Compared to the vein structure the PSBs are ca-
pable of a much larger shear amplitude which reaches an average
value of about 1 %. According to Mughrabi (10) the reason for the
structural change from veins to PSBs is caused by the incapability
of the vein structure for larger shears and not by the onset of
secondary glide as suggested by Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and Laird (12).
The volume fraction of the PSBs increases linearly with the applied
plastic shear amplitude and reaches 100 % at the upper end of
regime II.

The nucleation of PSBs out of the vein structure depends on thl
details of this structure. For higher strain amplitudes Ypl 10-
the cyclic hardening coefficient increases drastically with in-
creasing y.j. This is connected with a change in the dislocation
vein structure. As a result the nucleation stress 7n for the first
PSBs decreases below the plateau stress T and can reach values as
low as 0 6 1: (8) In regime III ()Tl h 7-10-3) the plastic deform-
ation is so high that secondary dislocations are necessary. In this
range the stress amplitude increases again. Gradually a cell struc-
ture is developing from the wall structure.

Similar types of cyclic stress-strain curves have been obtained
in several fcc metals and solid solutions (10). For copper, nickel
and silver a plateau stress of 6.5 to 6.6"10 -4 G has been found
(13). TEM investigations of fatigued nickel single crystals (15)
resulted in the same distocation structures as has been found in
copper. The same value voas observed for Cu-2 at.% Co whereas for
Cu-2 at.%Al the value was substantially higher by 20 % (14).

Based on experimental observations Essmann et al (16) presented
a model for the deformation mechanisms in the PSBs. It describes
the irreversible part of the glide process originating from dislo-
cation annihilation in both the dislocation walls and the channels.
The annihilation of edge dislocations in the walls occurs by climb
processes on short distances which create large amounts of vacan-
cies. The vacancy concentration increases with cycling and reaches
a saturation value of the order of 10- 4 . In the same time this
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leads to a volume expansion of the PSBs into the direction of the
Burgers vector which results in the formation of extrusiois at the
surface of the crystal.

Secondary Cyclic Hardening. During fatigue experiments in the pla-
teau regime large plastic strains can be accumulated after the pla-
teau stress amplitude is reached. During this cycling a slight
hardening by less than 10 % is observed which has been first in-
vestigated by Abel (17). With the beginning of secondary hardening
the hysteresis loop becomes more pointed (Wang and Mughrabi (18)).
A detailed TEM investigation revealed a gradual formation of sharp
boundary layers of secondary dislocations between matrix and PSBs.
During further fatiguing the old PSBs gradually change their struc-
ture to dislocation cells which have a larger resistance against
shear. As a result the band ceases to contribute to plastic deform-
ation and new bands have to be created.

Influence of the Deformation Mode on PSB Initiation. The onset of
PSB nucleation depends on the details of the vein structure which
can be considerably influenced by the deformation history. Already
in 1968 Neumann (19) reported on the occurence of strain bursts if
copper single crystals are fatigued under ramp-loading conditions
where the controlled load amplitude is gradually increased. The
strain bursts indicate instabilites of the developing dislocation
structure which changes discontinuously step by step to more stable
ones depending on the applied stress. Each burst can be observed to
last for several cycles before the new dislocation structure has
stabilized itself.

The final dislocation structures obtained this way have more
difficulties to transform into PSBs. As has been found recently by
Yan et al (20) the crystal could be loaded up to a shear stress am-
plitude of 32 MPa without PSB formation at fatigue frequencies of
34 Hz (Fig. 2). If at a constant stress amplitude of 32 MPa the
frequency is lowered to 2 Hz fatigue softening starts at this fre-
quency indicating the nucleation of PSBs. From these findings the
authors conclude that thermally activated processes such as vacancy
formation by dislocation climbing must be essential for PS8 nuclea-
tion.

Strain Avalanches During Cycling in the PSB Regime. Deformation in-
stabilities do not only occur in the vein structure but also during
PSB deformation. Very recently, Yan ard Laird (21) published hyste-
resis loops which have been registered with a digitizing oscillo-
scope (Fig. 3). The sudden increase of plastic strain due to strain
avalanches causes the machine control to reduce the elastic strain
which leads to the observed sudden stress reduction. Thereafter.
the stress recovers leading to the streaks. From this explanation
an interruption of the loop contours is expected which is not shown
in the figure. This effect is quite different from the strain
bursts since it occurs several times within a single loop.
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A first interpretation of these results in combination with
those of other authors have been presented by Buchinger et al
(21a). They point to similarities to the deformation behavior of
neutron-irradiated Cu crystals where the first dislocations sweep
out obstacles leading to a decrease of the friction stress which
then gives rise to the observed strain avalanches. In the case of
PSB deformation such obstacles may be a high concentration of
vacancies which are produced during PSB deformation. For more de-
tails the reader is referred to the original paper (21a).

Wavy Slip Material, Polycrystals

In this chapter the main results on copper and other poly-
crystals will be summarized. Since there are many similarities to
the behavior of edge oriented single crystals they will be dis-
cussed also.

In the literature there exists a controversy about the question
if the cyclic stress-strain curves of polycrystals show also a pla-
teau. Obviously. the grain size plays an important role. While for
grain sizes above 100 pm there seems to be at least an indication

of a plateau (22-27) it fully disappears for smaller grain sizes
(28). In addition, the observed stress response strongly depends on
the loading history (29) and a plateau may not be observed for con-
stant strain amplitude tests. For [111] oriented single crystals
there seems to exist either no or only a very short plateau region
(26). This is caused by the increased influence of multiple slid
for both the edge-oriented single crystals and the polycrystals
which drastically reduces the range of strain amplitudes where only
single slip occurs.

Various authors have investigated the dislocation structure for
mult ple slip oriented single crystals as well as for polycrystals.
New dislocation structures such as large areas of walls or of so-
called labyrinth structures have been found. The latter consist of
two sets of nearly perpendicular wall structures which interact il
a characteristic way as shown in Fig. 4. Rasmussen and Pedersen
(23) and Charsley (30) were the first who reported on labyrinth
structures in polycrystals of pure Cu and a Cu-Ni alloy. The orien-
tations were given as two sets of either (1101 (23) or (100) walls
(30).

Labyrinth structures could be found even in nickel (15) and in
copper crystals oriented for single slip (31) if the plastic shear
strain amplitude is greater than 2.10 - -. At this amplitude secon-
dary slip becomes more active. A carefull analysis by Ackermann et
a! (31) gave two (210) orientations for the walls both containing
the direction of the primary edge dislocations. The authors suggest
trat the f100) walls observed by cther authors could as well be in-
teryreted as f210} walls. However, this would not be the case for
'-e iniestigation of an [001] oriented ru single crystal by Jin and
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Winter (32) who clearly found very thin (010) and (001) walls with
a wall spacing of 0.5 pm (Fig. 4). The majority were (001) walls
normal to the loading direction. In another investigation on Cu
crystals oriented for double slip the same authors found a variety
of dislocation structures depending on the kind of the second slip
system (33).

Very recently, Dickson et al (34) presented a simple model to
explain the occurence of several wall orientations. According to
these authors the walls consist of stackings of dislocation loops
from two slip systems. These loops are elongated into the direction
L1 resp. L2 of the corresponding edge component. The stackings
occur into the directions (L1 + L2 ), (Li - L2) and the direction
normal to them. In this way the authors could predict [100} and
{210) walls but not the combination of walls observed by Ackermann
et al (31). The frequent observations of L and T type joints in the
walls of labyrinth structures led Charsley and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
(35) to suggest that their formation is favored because stresses
are screened at the wall ends, lowering the strain energy of the
system.

Planar Slip Material, Single Crystals

In contrast to the large amount of research on wavy slip single
crystals the efforts on planar slip single crystals such as Cu-Al
with a large content of aluminium are less pronounced. Several ol-
der papers have appeared in a time where the existence of a plateau
stress has not been known. For example, Desvaux (36) has reported
the existence of strain bursts in Cu-Al single crystals containing
12 at.% Al if the crystal is ramp-loaded as it has been found in
pure Cu (19). In plastic strain-controlled experiments Abel et al
(37.38) did not find a saturation stress for crystals containing
more than 10 at.% Al. These crystals continuously harden up to
final failure. In addition, strain bursts which were due to the
formation of new slip bands were reported to occur during cycling.
These bands gradually harden until new ones take over the plastic
deformation. Obviously, these bands are no more persistent. As an
example, Fig. 5 shows the stress response of a crystal containing
16 at.% Al which was fatigued with a constant plastic strain range
of 0.27 %.

Only very recently new interesting results have been reported
by Laird and co-workers (39) which are also reviewed in (1). In
contrast to the foregoing results they reported a saturation stress
for crystals containing 16 at.% Al. Such a curve is also shown in
Fig. 5. The corresponding cyclic stress-strain curve is reproduced
in Fig. 1 where it can be compared with the curve for pure copper.
It shows a narrow plateau at the same stress level as that for cop-
per. From these and additional TEM results the authors concluded
that below the plateau level there exist mainly edge-dominated
planar dipolar arrays, i.e., two closely arranged active slip
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planes with extended edge dislocations of opposite sign. In the
plateau region again a second type of dislocation structure appears
as bands of high dislocation density in the primary slip system
which cannot be resolved by TEM.

The different fatigue behavior found by Abel et al probably is
caused by the soft machine they used for the experiments. The
strain bursts they observed exceeded the controlled strain range
and may have led to a different dislocation structure which was
more stable against formation of a second one as it has been repor-
ted for pure copper (20) in one of the foregoing chapters. This
effect seems to be much more pronounced for Cu-Al. Since the Dla-
teau range is rather small it can not be expected that the plastic
deformation is only controlled by the bands which are assumed to be
persistent.

FATIGUE DEFORMATION MECHANISMS IN PRECIPITATION-HARDENED MATERIALS

Precipitation-hardened alloys differ in their mechanical behavior
from single phase alloys in so far as the additional interaction
between dislocations and precipitated particles play now a dominant
role. This considerably alters the fatigue properties. The alter-
ations can best be observed in single crystal studies since the
crystal can respond macroscopically to alterations of the deform-
ation mechanism whereas this effect often is smeared out in poly-
crystals due to the different behavior of differently oriented
grains.

Single Crystal Behavior

At first it should be mentioned that the atomic order of the
precipitates plays a dominant role which influences the particle-
dislocation interaction. Secondly, for the overaged state the par-
ticles are by-passed by the Orowan mechanism which again influences
the deformation mechanisms in fatigue. In well-ordered precipitates
the shearing of particles occurs by groups or pairs of dislocations
on the same slip plane for minimizing the amount of antiphase
boundaries. This results in a planar slip behavior where the defor-
mation is located in single slip planes isolated from each other.
For disordered particles usually wavy slip is observed where the
slip is distributed over neighboring planes since the dislocations
are able to leave the slip plane by local cross slip. Most research
has been done for the latter type and this will be reported first.

Stress Response and Cyclic Stress-Strain Curves. The stress re-
sponse of precipitation-hardened crystals differs considerably from
that of single phase crystals. As an example, Fig. 6 gives the
stress response of Cu-Co crystals heat-treated to obtain three dif-
ferent precipitation states (40,41). The controlled plastic strain
amplitude was about 10- where the formation of PSBs can be expec-
ted. The supersaturated solid solution shows an increase of the
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stress amplitude until saturation in a similar way as the pure cop-
per crystal. In contrast, the underaged crystal (as well as the
peak-aged one) shows a much faster hardening followed by a con-
siderable softening which finally may reach a constant stress am-
plitude z'. This saturation range can be reached for underaged
alloys if the test is conducted in high vacuum (dashed line in
Fig. 6). For this alloy it has been shown that the amount of sof-
tening is about 80 % of the original precipitation hardening (40).
For the overaged crystal the stress level is low again and does not
alter very much during cycling. This behavior is typical for alloys
hardened by precipitates having no long-range order.

In Fig. 7 the cyclic stress-strain (CSS) curves of various al-
loys have been collected from the literature. For the three under-
aged cases Al-Cu (6") (42), Cu-Co (43) and Cu-Ti (44) a pseudo-
plateau range is found which describes the position of the peak
stress tm which is followed by a marked softening. Both the plateau
and the softening are caused by the formation of PSBs in which the
plastic strain is localized during further cycling. For strain am-
plitudes below the plateau range the curve describes the saturation
stress ts since no softening and no PSBs have been observed. Com-
pared to the two copper alloys the plateau for Al-Cu (6") is shif-
ted to smaller plastic shear strain amplitudes but the reason is
not known yet. It should be mentioned that the precipitation state
of the strongly hardened Cu-Ti crystal is described by spinodal de-
composition. The CRSS has about the same value as the pseudo-
plateau stress whereas for Cu-Co the CRSS is only 45 MPa and there-
with much smaller than the plateau stress.

In contrast to the underaged and peak-aged crystals the over-
aged ones do not show much variation of the saturation stress level
for different plastic shear strain amplitudes as it is shown in
Fig. 7 for Al-Cu (') (45).

Dislocation Structures. In precipitation-hardened alloys PSBs are
nucleated for all strain amplitudes in the plateau region (Fig. 7)
shortly before the peak stress is reached. However, their appear-
ance is quite different and their influence on the stress response
is much more drastic than in the case of single phase crystals.
Usually, these bands are formed inside of large deformation bands
of primary dislocations (thickness ca 5 pm) which develop during
the hardening stage inside the vein structure (46,47). The PSBs are
very narrow, their width is below 100 nm (46) compared to 1 to 2 pm
for single phase material. Fig. 8 shows a typical TEM micrograph
taken from an Al-Ag alloy containing spherical G.P. zones (47). The
primary dislocations are out of contrast and the PSB can be seen
because of lack of particle contrast. The particles have been
sheared off several times by the heavy to and fro dislocation mo-
tion inside the PSB (48) since the strain concentration can amount
to an average shear amplitude of 30 to 60 % (49). In the case of an
Al-Zn-Mg single crystal containing the semicoherent n' phase it
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could be demonstrated by TEM that the particle contrast reappears
after re-aging the foil in the hot stage of the microscope. This
demonstrates that the band does not deplete on solute atoms (48).
The same result was obtained for Al-Ag by local chemical analysis
using a scanning TEM (50).

Recently, that shearing off has been demonstrated by computer
simulation (3,5). In assuming random slip a simple estimate gives
the number of cycles needed for this process as N = (R/b) //YpiB
(51). In this equation YPSB is the mean shear amplitude in the PS ,
R the particle radius and b the length of the Burgers vector. As-
suming R = 4.7 nm, b = 0.26 nm and YPSB = 0.1 it results N = 3 100
which corresponds to the softening range shown in Fig.6. More soph-
isticated calculations lead to similar results (5).

The development of the dislocation structure depends on both
the amount of precipitation hardening and the controlled plastic
strain amplitude. The first is a measure of the interaction between
dislocations and particles which reduces the effect of disloca-
tion-dislocation interaction. With increasing strain amplitude the
iatter interaction is improved. Both effects on the resulting dis-
location structurn are schown schematically in Fig. 9 (52,41). With
increasing strength of the particles the vein structure gradually
changes to a more homogeneous one while the dislocation density in-
creases. In addition the PSBs decrease in their width from about 1
pm to 50 nm.

A totally different dislocation structure is found in alloys
containing a well ordered intermetallic phase as, for example, the
t' phase in nickel-based alloys. In that case the dislocation par-
ticle interaction causes the formation of pair dislocations on the
same slip plane. Therefore, cross slip becomes much more difficult
and a planar arrangement of dislocations is the result. Thus, high
shear activities occur on individual slip planes with no deforma-
tion in between. The cumulative shear occuring in individual planes
can be observed in alloys containing particles with a bimodal size
distribution (53). The small fraction of very large particles
(100 nm) serves only as indicator for the cumulative shear which
can amount to more than 100 nm on an individual slip plane which is
much more than the usual diameter of the strengthening particles
(10 nm). In the case of a polycrystalline Nimonic 80 A alloy very
often the cumulative shear of two neighboring active slip planes
was found to be exactly opposite to each other (54,41). The narrow
band between the two planes was tilted against the remaining matrix
resulting in a TEM orientation contrast as shown in Fig. 10. In
that case the particle contrast has disappeared because of orien-
tation changes and not by particle shearing. This can be seen at
position D where the contrast of small particles is still visible
inside the band.
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It seems that the two different cases described here are two
limiting cases. For Al-Cu crystals containing the 0" phase, Lee and
Laird (42) also reported an orientation contrast for the PSBs and
stated no shearing-off of the particles inside the bands. On the
other side, the authors found shearing inside the bands and assumed
a disordering of the particles as cause for the softening.

Polycrystal Behavior

In the underaged and peak-aged state the polycrystals also show
hardening and softening stages during cycling the latter being not
so well developed as in the case of single crystals. The question
of the existence of a pseudo plateau has also been discussed in the
literature. At first such an existence has been claimed for under-
aged Al-Cu (56) but a more careful investigation clearly showed
that such a plateau is observed only for very coarse-grained ma-
terial (57) as shown in Fig. 11. In this diagram the results of
pure Cu (28) and of an underaged Cu-Co alloy (59) have been in-
cluded. In order to compare the results with those of the corre-
sponding single crystals the transformations T = o/M and
Ypl = M'A, 1/2 were applied. For the orientation factor M the Sachs
factor 2.2 has been used which is only applicable if mainly single
slip does occur in both single and polycrystals. Obviously, this is
the case for small strain amplitudes since for all three materials
the data for single and polycrystals agree with each other.

CRACK INITIATION MECHANISMS

In most cases fatigue damage starts with the nucleation of cracks
at distinct sites on the surface of the specimen. In order to im-
prove the fatigue properties it is very important to understand the
various crack initiation mechanisms. Generally, the cracks are
initiated at sites of large deformation inhomogeneities. Such sites
are PSBs, grain boundaries and finally brittle inclusions which are
common for most commercial alloys.

Single Phase Material

Single Crystals. In single crystals with smooth surfaces fatigue
cracks initiate only at surface roughnesses which form during cyc-
ling. This process has been described in detail by Mughrabi et al
(60) for planar slip and wavy slip material. In the first case the
roughness is introduced by the relatively large slip steps caused
by localized shear on individual slip planes. This case will not be
discussed further. In the second one it is due to the formation of
PSBs. At first these bands form smooth extrusions which gradually
roughen during further cycling (61) forming narrow intrusions as
nucleation sites for cracks.

In a more thorough study on the crack nucleation mechanisms in
copper single crystals Hunsche and Neumann (62,63) used a new sec-
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tioning technique which reveals undistorted surface profiles with a
resolution of 20 nm. They ramp-loaded the crystals up to a stress
amplitude of 32 MPa and hardened it at this amplitude. Thereafter,
they switched to plastic strain control with a larger strain ampli-
tude (typically fpl = 0.2 %) which forced the crystal to form PSBs.
The experiments were stopped after different cycling periods and
sections parallel to the Burgers vector and to the load axis were
prepared for SEM investigations. In this way the authors could
clearly demonstrate that the nucleation of a crack at the tip of an
intrusion is really a nucleation process influenced by the environ-
ment. While the intrusions show a vertex angle of about 300 the
corresponding angle for a crack is zero. Fig. 12a represents a ty-
pical example.

The experiments also reveal the existence of large protrusions
as shown in Fig. 12 b. They typically have a height of about 20 and
a width of 40 microns. Their profile is asymmetric and is roughened
by extrusions and intrusions of PSBs which have grouped together
(63), probably because of the special fatigue hardening experi-
ments. The first larger stage I cracks (20 pm) nucleate at the
smooth end of the protrusion but after half of the lifetime a fatal
crack has developed from an intrusion in the steep slope region
(Fig. 12 b). It already has left the stage I orientation after a
length of only 3 pm.

Further investigations (62) showed that crack nucleation is
mainly enhanced by oxygen while the PSB topography is not affected
by this agent. The vacuum experiments revealed the existence of re-
welded cracks which may retard the effective crack nucleation and
early growth rate by a factor 20 to 100 compared to experiments in
air or oxygen. Chemisorption of oxygen at newly created surfaces
may be the reason for the observed differences.

Polycrystals. As in the case of single crystals the intrusions
formed by the PSBs seem to be nucleation sites of cracks. However,
the grain boundaries play also an important role. In copper poly-
crystals, even at low plastic strain amplitudes more than 50 % of
the cracks are initiated at boundary sites where PSBs impinged
(4,60). The interaction between PSBs and grain boundaries probably
leads to earlier crack nucleation compared to the case of single
crystals, especially for coarse-grained samples. This may be the
reason why the cyclic lifetime of such samples is much shorter than
those of single crystals (4).

In the literature it is often suggested that the fatigue limit
is defined by such a stress level where the nucleation of PSBs is
no more possible because no cracks can be formed in that case
(64,65). According to MUllner et al (66) this is not quite true at
least at high frequencies. These authors used ultrasonic resonance
techniques at 20 kHz and found the stress level for PSB formation
in polycrystalline copper (54 MPa) distinctly below the fatigue
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limit which was 60 to 75 MPa depending on the grain size. Below the
fatigue limit the PSBs were restricted to single grains and showed
microcracks inside the bgnds which did not propagate, however, for
cycle numbers up to 5.10 .

This result may be caused by the extremely high cyclic fre-
quency. In single crystal experiments the same authors (66) found a
much higher plateau shear stress amplitude (ts = 35 MPa compared to
28 MPa (8)) but the onset of PSB formation occured already at very
low y where TS is much lower. These findings may have their ex-
planation in the difficulty for the dislocations to form a stable
vein structure at the ultrasonic frequency. The less stable this
structure the lower the stress level for PSB formation as it has
been discussed in one of the foregoing chapters. On the other side,
the full plastic activity of the PSBs is reached only at higher
stress levels because thermally activated processes are necessary
to keep the PSBs mobile. The change to high frequencies has a simi-
lar effect as a change to low temperatures where an increase of the
plateau stress level has been observed (67). Thus, the PSBs found
below the fatigue limit in the ultrasonic experiments with poly-
crystals may not have reached their full activities.

Precipitation-Hardened Material

Crack Initiation at PSBs or Slip Steps. As pointed out in one of
the foregoing chapters in precipitation-hardened materials the PSBs
are very narrow and show a much larger plastic shear compared to
those in single phase materials. Thus, their efficiency as nucle-
ation sites is much more pronounced than in the former case
(49.68,69). Careful investigations showed that such bands and slip
steps act as preferred nucleation sites which show the highest slip
offset on the specimen surface. For example, in Al-Cu crystals con-
taining 9" particles the cracks initiate at higher slip offsets
which occurred during softening and had reached 5 times the mean
value (49). However, such a critical slip offset for crack nucle-
ation does not seem to be a necessary condition. In a careful ex-
periment on Ni-Al polycrystals, Anton and Fine (70) found the first
microcracks with a size of 50 nm at slip lines without a distinct
slip offset already after a few cycles.

As has been shown in Fig. 6 the localized deformation in PSBs
always leads to a softening process which may end at a stress am-
plitude level Ts'. This raises the question below which stress
level the nucleation of the PSBs can be circumvented. A detailed
investigation with underaged Cu-Co single crystals led to the con-
clusion that T.' (z60 MPa) is a critical stress level above which
PSBs can be formed. But even below this level down to the CRSS
value (50 MPa) the nucleation of very small micro-PSBs could be ob-
served which had only a length of several ten microns (71.58) and
did not grow. Such micro-PSBs were also observed in Cu-Ti crystals
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where they were found even at stress amplitudes far below the CRSS
value (80 MPa compared to a CRSS of 150 MPa which is much higher
than for Cu-Co) (72).

Crack Initiation at Grain Boundaries. Polycrystals usually show the
stable phase occuring at grain boundaries and, in addition, a pre-
cipitation free zone (PFZ) is observed. In this case the crack in-
itiation site depends on the slip distribution. For example,
Sanders and Starke (73) investigated two binary Al-Li alloys with
different volume contents of the 6' phase. For the alloy with a
higher content planar slip takes place and cracks are initiated at
the slip lines. For the other alloy wavy slip did occur and at
higher strain amplitudes the crack initiated at grain boundaries
where the slip bands impinge. The latter was observed also for an
underaged Cu-Co alloy (59) where the effect was more pronounced for
coarse-grained samples. Crack initiation at grain boundaries may be
even more important for peakaged or slightly overaged samples where
the PFZ is more developed (74,75).

Influence of the Grain Size on Residual Stresses. Residual stresses
are very important for crack nucleation phenomena. In this para-
graph only such stresses will be discussed which develop during fa-
tigue. Since in a polycrystal the surface grains are less re-
strained than those in the interior they should have a lower flow
stress. X-ray measurements of the line broadening from a surface
layer of an Al 2024-T3 alloy revealed a steadyly increasing dislo-
cation density with increasing cycling (76). This density value de-
creased if a thicker layer was investigated indicating the differ-
ent behavior of the surface compared to the interior. Residual
stress measurements in the surface layer of fatigued alloys by X-
ray line shifts indicated that in tension-tension tests (R=O) com-
pressive residual stresses can be built up even if the maximum
stress is less than the yield point (77). These stresses increase
with increasing grain size.

An interesting method has been reported by Morris et al (78).
These authors used ultra-thin mica flakes on the surface as refer-
ence gauges to measure local plastic strains. After unloading from
the compression half-cycle they measured dimensional changes occur-
ing during the following tensile half-cycle. For Al 2219-T851 spe-
cimens fatigued in fully reversed bending with a stress amplitude
of 0.85.a, they found a residual tensile strain only in large
grains exceeding about two times the average grain size. The situ-
ation in the surface layer is described by plastically deformed
large grains embedded in a fine-grained matrix which is strained
only elastically. The same research group developed a "dual domain
model" (79) which enabled the authors to calculate the flow stres-
ses within the plastically deformed large grains. The result is an
increasing softening with increasing grain size. From their model
the authors concluded that for grains larger than fourfold the
average size the local yield strength after fatiguing is drasti-
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cally reduced to about a third of the bulk yield stress. Therefore,
the fatigue lifetime is mainly determined by the cracks which in-
itiate earlier in the large grains.

If this is true the effect of coaxing would need a new explana-
tion. Instead of localized hardening during cyclic preloading at
low amplitudes the total input of hysteric energy deposited in the
grain might be the parameter controlling crack initiation (79).

Commercial Aluminium Alloys

In this chapter the fatigue crack initiation in commercial age-
hardenable aluminium alloys will be summarized. For more details
the reader is referred to the paper by Starke and LUtjering (80).
These alloys usually contain three different types of second phase
particles: (i) The hardening particles with sizes of several nm,
(ii) the dispersoids with a size of typically 100 nm as grain re-
finers and (iii) large inclusions of intermetallic phases from im-
purities like Fe or Si with sizes up to several pm. While the dis-
persoids tend to have a beneficial effect in homogenizing slip pro-
cesses, the inclusions serve as additional nucleation sites. The
results of various authors on Al-Cu-based alloys are compiled in
Fig.13. S-N resp. S-Ni curves are given and the preferred nucle-
ation sites for cracks are shown as a function of the applied
stress amplitude (R = -1) and the cycle numbers.

With the exception of Al 2219 which has been investigated in
the overaged state (81) all other alloys showed crack initiation at
PSBs for high stress amplitudes which changed to initiation at the
interface between matrix and inclusion in lowering this amplitude
(82-84). This seems to be typical for most of the alloys and has
been reported also by many other authors. For Al 2219 the cracks
initiated at grain boundaries while at higher stress amplitudes at
first fracture of inclusions is observed followed by slip band
cracking and finally grain boundary cracking with increasing cycle
numbers.

In order to study the influence of slip distribution and grain
size on crack initiation behavior the alloy AIMgSil (close to
Al 6170) has been investigated in two different heats where the
dispersion of the dispersoids was altered resulting in a fine-
grained and a coarse-grained version of the alloy. In addition, the
grain size at the surface was altered by different surface treat-
ments (85.86). The results are summarized in Fig. 14. For a fine
distribution of dispersoids the microstructure consists of unrecry-
stallized small subgrains. At low stress amplitudes the cracks in-
itiate in the transverse interface inclusion-matrix like stage II
cracks whereas at large amplitudes the inclusions start to frac-
ture. This behavior does not change even if the surface layer is
changed to a recrystallized larger grain size by special treat-
ments.
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For a coarse dispersoid distribution the resulting grains are
large and pancake-shaped, At low stress amplitudes slip bands in-
itiate again mainly at the transverse interface where they finally
develop into slip band cracks. This is shown in Fig. 15a where two
cracks have been initiated at such interfaces of two inclusions.
The very interesting fact is that cracks initiate always in this
interface independently of the type of slip behavior. With increas-
ing stress amplitude other initiation sites can be observed, too,
as grain boundaries or fractured inclusions. Fig. 15b shows a mi-
crograph of the surface from a specimen which was overloaded during
cycling. Besides a fractured inclusion a decohesion is observed at
the transverse interface of another inclusion. If for this micro-
structure a fine-grained surface layer is produced the crack initi-
ation is delayed compared to the other structures (86).

Further Developments. The possible improvements to delay crack in-
itiation consist of measures to homogenize the slip distribution
in the material. For aluminium alloys these measures have been
listed already by Starke and Lutiering in their excellent re-
port (80). They are (i) the reduction of inclusion content, (ii)
the presence of dispersoids or unshearable precipitates (over-
ageing) and (iii) the improvement of the grain boundary areas by
thermomechanical treatment. The improving effect of these measures
is limited, however, for conventionally produced alloys. Other pro-
cessing techniques as the rapid solidification powder metallurgy
seem to lead to better material. Recently, Grant and co-wor-
kers (87) have reviewed the properties of such alloys. For a 7075
type material they reported a considerable increase of the fatigue
limit from 160 to 260 MPa (88). Further research is necessary in
order to understand the reasons for this considerable improvement.

CONCLUSIONS

In spite of the fact that the principal micromechanisms of cyclic
deformation and the reasons for crack initiation are Known quite
well, there is still lack in the fundamental understanding why
these mechanisms operate. Future research in this field will be di-
rected to this deeper understanding but more efforts will be under-
taken to research on new types of alloys and materials.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 12. SEM micrographs of longitudinal sections of fatigued
Cu single crystals (undistorted view) and part of the surface
(20 Hz, y = 0.2%). Courtesy of Hunsche and Neumann (62)
a) Stage crack (arrow) at the notch root of an intrusion after

30 000 cycles.
b) Stage II crack after 60 000 cycles.
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Fig. 13. Dominant crack initiation mechanisms in Al-Cu-based alloys
(R = -1).
2024/2124 after Kung and Fine (82),
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2024 T6 after Sigler et al (83),
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ENVIRONMENTALLY ASSISTED FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH

R. P. Wei*

A framework is presented for understanding
the role of environmental variables and of
microstructure through modeling of environ-
mentally assisted fatigue crack growth. The
principal features of fatigue crack growth
response and the current state understanding
are illustrated by data on structurally
important alloys. The interactions between
environment and microstructure are illus-
trated by recent results on a high-strength
steel and an aluminum alloy. The need for
environmental control in studies of fatigue
mechanisms is emphasized.

INTRODUCTION

Metal fatigue is well recognized as an important cause
for failure or early retirement of engineering struc-
tures. The performance of structures can be further
degraded by the interactions of fatigue loading with the
external (service) environment, or with an environment
(e.g., hydrogen) that is internal to the material. The
influence of environment on fatigue (that is, corrosion
fatigue) was recognized some 70 years ago by Haigh (1)
and later by Gough and Sopwith (2). Much of the work
that followed focused on the reduction of fatigue lives
by both gaseous and aqueous environments without distin-
guishing between the crack initiation and crack growth
phases of fatigue (McEvily and Wei (3)).

Beginning in the 1960's, more systematic investiga-
tions of environmentally assisted (corrosion) fatigue
crack growth were initiated; for example, the work of

* Professor of Mechanics, Department of Mechanical

Engineering and Mechanics, Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, PA 18015, USA.
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Hartman (4), Bradshaw and Wheeler (5), and Wei et al
(6). Work during this period was reviewed by McEvily
and Wei (3) and by Wei (7), and Is also summarized in
(8). A considerable amount of work followed over the
past 20 years to characterize corrosion fatigue crack
growth response in terms of the pertinent environmental,
geometrical and loading variables. These efforts have
provided not only basic understanding, but also a frame-
work for further understanding and for design.

In this paper, modeling of corrosion fatigue crack
growth is briefly reviewed, and is discussed in terms of
a framework for understanding the role of environmental
variables and of microstructure. The principal features
of fatigue crack growth response and the current state
understanding are illustrated by data on structurally
important alloys. The interactions between environment
and microstructure are illustrated by recent results on
a high-strength steel and an aluminum alloy. The need
for environmental control in studies of fatigue mecha-
nisms is emphasized.

MODELING OF ENVIRONMENTALLY ASSISTED CRACK GROWTH

Environmentally assisted (corrosion) fatigue crack
growth involves complex interactions between the mate-
rial, its internal and external environment, and the
applied load. Depending on the nature of these interac-
tions, the crack growth response can be very different.
Understanding and utilization of data, therefore, re-
quire mechanistic understanding of the processes that
control crack growth. Such understanding has begun to
be developed through identification of the underlying
chemical processes and modeling of fatigue crack growth
response in terms of the rate controlling process in
both gaseous and aqueous environments. The modeling
effort serves as a basis for further fundamental under-
standing, and provides a formalized framework for the
interpretation and utilization of crack growth data.
Although the considerations are limited to the case of
fatigue crack growth, these same considerations are also
relevant for crack initiation.

Mechanical (Microstructural) Modeling

A superposition model was proposed by Wei and Landes
(9), and Wei (10) to decouple the mechanical and envi-
ronmental components of crack growth rate. This model
has been modified by Wei and Gao (11) to recognize the
fact that mechanical (or "pure") fatigue and cycle-
dependent corrosion fatigue proceed by different micro-
mechanisms and occur concurrently or in parallel (6)(9).
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Modeling was based on the proposition that the rate of
crack growth in a deleterious environment, (da/dN)e, is
composed of the sum of three components according to
Eqn. (1).

(da/dN)e - (da/dN)r (0 - *) + (da/dN)c, + (da/dN)scc (1)

In this equation, (da/dN)r is the rate of fatigue
crack growth in an inert (reference) environment, and is
interpreted as the mechanical fatigue (or "pure"
fatigue) crack growth rate; (da/dN)sc is the contribu-
tion by sustained-load crack growth; ceda/dN)c represents
the cycle-dependent contribution which requires syner-
gistic interaction of fatigue and environmental attack,
and is identified as the "pure" corrosion fatigue crack
growth rate; and 0 is the fractional area of crack that
is undergoing pure corrosion fatigue. It should be
noted that the rates themselves may be composed of
contributions from several concurrent micromechanisms.

For simplicity, the sustained-load growth or stress
corrosion cracking (SCC) term, which is considered as a
sequential contribution, is not included in the subse-
quent discussions, and Eqn. (1) may be rewritten into
the following form:

(da/dN)cf = E(da/dN)e - (da/dN)r]

= [(da/dN)c (da/dN)r ............. (2)

Equation 2 indicates that, in the limit, for 0 = 0 or
for a test in an inert environment, (da/dN)e is equal to
(da/dN)r, which corresponds to pure fatigue. For 4 = 1,
(da/dN) is equal to the maximum or "saturation" growth
rate, Fda/dN)eps and is equal to (da/dN)c , the pure

corrosion fatigue growth rate.

In essence, the parameter 0 represents the mate-
rial's response to changes in environmental conditions.
It is directly related to its counterpart (the frac-
tional surface coverage, e) in chemical modeling; name-
ly, 0 = 6 (11). The maximum in corrosion fatigue crack
growth rate, therefore, corresponds to saturation or the
maximum extent of chemical reaction (6 8 1) (11)(12)
(13). A more detailed discussion follows.

Chemical Modeling

Important understanding of corrosion fatigue crack
growth response in gaseous environments has been devel-
oped through chemical modeling (12,13) and through ex-
perimental verification of the role of gas transport and
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surface reactions on (da/dN)cf by Wei et al (14), Shih
and Wei (15), and Brazill et al (16). Similar under-
standing is being developed for the aqueous environments
and is illustrated by the work of Wei and Shim (17), Wei
and Shim (18), Wei (19), Alavi et al (20), and Thomas et
al (21).

The modeling effort considers the processes that
can be involved (in part or in total) in the enhancement
of fatigue crack growth. These processes include
(10)(22): (i) transport of the deleterious environment
to the crack tip; (ii) reactions of the environment
with newly produced crack surfaces to evolve hydrogen or
to effect localized dissolution; (iii) hydrogen entry;
(iv) diffusion of hydrogen to the fracture (or embrit-
tlement) site; (v) partitioning of hydrogen among the
various microstructural sites; and (vi) hydrogen-metal
interactions leading to embrittlement. These processes
operate consecutively or in sequence. The overall crack
growth response is governed by one or more of these
processes in conjunction with the mechanical driving
force for crack growth (or AK).

The actual processes would depend on the mechanism
of crack growth enhancement; namely, active path disso-
lution or hydrogen embrittlement. For a dissolution
mechanism (see (8)), only the first two steps in the
sequence need to be considered, where the anodic (dis-
solution) reactions in the second step are directly
responsible for crack growth enhancement. On the other
hand, if hydrogen embrittlement is the responsible
mechanism, then the reaction step serves only as the
source for hydrogen. All of the remaining processes (3
through 6) must be considered. It should be noted that
these steps would be identical for aqueous and gaseous
environments.

Assuming that environmental enhancement of fatigue
crack growth results from embrittlement by hydrogen that
is produced by the reactions of hydrogenous gases with
the freshly produced crack surfaces, models for tran-
sport and surface reaction were proposed (12)(13). An
analogous model for electrochemical reaction controlled
crack growth has been proposed for steels in aqueous
environments, where the kinetics of reaction are deemed
to be slow (17)(19). In these models, the environmental
contribution is assumed to be proportional to the extent
of reaction per cycle, which is given by the fractional
surface coverage 0, and the crack growth rate (da/dN)cf
is given as follows:

(da/dN)cf - [(da/dN)c - (da/dN)r]O .................. (3)
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A model for diffusion controlled growth (23) and one
involving strain induced hydride formation (24)(25)(26)
have also been suggested. The latter model relates to
metallurgical changes and the consequent effect on crack
growth rates, and will be considered separately later.
Diffusion controlled crack growth occurs when the pre-
ceding transport and surface reaction processes are more
rapid, and needs to be considered outside of the context
of limited surface coverage per cycle.

Transport controlled growth. For highly reactive gas-
metal systems, crack growth is controlled by the rate of
transport of the gases to the crack tip (12)(13). The
surface coverage (e) is linearly proportional to pres-
sure (pQ) and inversely proportional to frequency (f).
The environmental contribution to fatigue crack growth
is given by the following relationships (24)(25):

(da/dN)cf - [(da/dN)c - (da/dN)r].[(po/f)/(po/f)s3 (4a)

for (po/f) < (po/f)s

(da/dN)cf = E(da/dN)c - (da/dN)rJ = constant ....... (4b)

for (po/f) 2 (po/f)s

The terms in the second set of square brackets in
Eqn. (4a) correspond to the fractional surface coverage
(0), or extent of surface reaction, and are identified
with the fractional area of crack that undergoes pure
corrosion fatigue (0). The term [(da/dN)c - (da/dN)r]
is the maximum enhancement in the rate of cycle-depen-
dent corrosion fatigue crack growth, and is a conse-
quence of the observation that the extent of reaction is
limited, or e 4 1 (14)(16). The saturation exposure
(p /f) is a function of gas pressure, temperature, and
molecular weight of the gas, and of K level, load ratio,
yield strength and elastic constants; through their
influences on crack geometry and gas transport (12)(13).

A growth rate dependence upon AK 2 is implicitly
assumed to reflect the expected proportionality between
the size of the "hydrogen damaged" zone and the crack-
tip plastic zone size (13)(23)(26). The temperature
dependence is reflected through its influence on the
fatigue process, the mechanical properties and on gas
transport (24)(25).

Surface and electrochemical reaction controlled growth.
With less reactive systems, crack growth is controlled
by the rate of' surface reactions at the crack tip. For
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simple first-order reactions, the crack growth rate in
gaseous environments is given by Eqn. (5) in terms of
pressure, frequency and the reaction rate constant kc
(12) (13).

(da/dN)cf = [(da/dN)c - (da/dN)r]'11 - exp(-kcpo/f)] (5)

A more general interpretation of surface coverage can be
made, however, to accommodate multi-step reactions. The
actual form of the crack growth response would reflect
the nature and kinetics of the individual reaction
steps, and would be more complex.

For corrosion fatigue in an aqueous environment,
the extent of surface reaction per cycle is identified
with the fractional amount of electrical charge trans-
ferred by the reactions at the crack tip; that, is with
q/q,, where q is the amount of charge transferred per
cycre; q is the "saturation" amount or that required to
complete the reactions. The amount of charge trans-
ferred (q) is assumed to be directly proportional to the
amount of hydrogen produced each cycle. As an analogue
to Eqn. (5), (da/dN)cf may be expressed as follows (26):

(da/dN)cf = [(da/dN)c - (da/dN)r].[q/q s ]  ............ (6)

Temperature dependence is reflected in part through
its influence on the fatigue process; that is, on the
reference rate (da/dN) . More importantly, it is mani-
fested through its influence on the reaction rates. If
the reaction mechanisms remain unchanged, the maximum
enhancement in rate (or (da/dN)c ) is expecLed to remain
constant. The temperature dependence for corrosion
fatigue would be reflected principally through its fre-
quency dependence, with the maximum remaining constant.

Diffusion controlled growth. When the transport and
surface reaction processes are sufficiently rapid, crack
growth rate is then determined by the rate of diffusion
of hydrogen from the crack tip to the "fracture process
zone". According to Kim (23), (da/dN)cf would become
proportional to the square-root of hydrogen diffusivity
(D) and inversely proportional to the square root of
frequency.

(da/dN)cf - Aoexp(-HB/RT)-(poD/f)1 /2 AK2  . . . . . . .. . . . . . (7)

where Ao is an empirical constant, HB is the binding
enthalpy of hydrogen to dislocations, and R is the
universal gas corstant. The model includes an explicit
dependence on AK .
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CURRENT UNDERSTANDING

The current state of understanding of corrosion fatigue
crack growth may be conveniently considered in two
parts. The first part consists of the understanding of
crack growth response in terms of the controlling chemi-
cal processes, and the second, the influence of micro-
structural variables.

Chemical Aspects

The transport and surface (and electrochemical) reaction
controlled models have been examined by coordinated
studies of the kinetics and mechanisms of gas-metal
reactions, and of corrosion fatigue crack growth re-
sponse as functions of pressure, temperature, and time

(or frequency). Good agreement between these models and
the experimental data on crack growth and surface and
electrochemical reactions has been obtained (see Figs. 1
to 3, for example) (14)(16)(21)(27). The transport
controlled case is represented by aluminum and titanium
alloys in water vapor (Fig. 1), and steels in hydrogen
sulfide (Fig. 2) at low pressures; the reaction con-
trolled case, by high strength steels in aqueous elec-
trolytes (see Fig. 3, for example (27)).

Good correlations have been obtained between the

cycle-dependent component of corrosion fatigue crack
growth rate and the amount of charge transferred in the
electrochemical reactions with bare steel surfaces for
the NiCrMoV steel in sodium sulfate solution (27) and

for X-70 and HY130 steels in sodium chloride solution
(21). The temperature and frequency dependence is con-
sistent with the model predictions.

It is recognized that the form of the response
would depend on the kinetics and on the specific nature

and mechanism(s) of the reactions, and may reflect both

transport and reaction control. For the case of reac-
tion controlled crack growth, the response may reflect

the fact that the reactions do not follow simple first-
order kinetics, and the presence of more than one reac-
tion step. For example, for the case of 7075-T651
aluminum alloy (Fig. 2), the additional enhancement at
the higher pressures is surface reaction controlled and
is attributed to a slow step in the reactions of water

with segregated magnesium (28). Similarly, the increase
in rate observed on the 2-1/4Cr-lMo steel in hydrogen

sulfide at the higher pressures is surface reaction
controlled, and is identified with the slower second
step in the reactions of H2 S with iron (16)(29). A
similar situation exists for crack growth of high-
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strength steels in water vapor and in aqueous solutions.
The situation in water vapor may be further complicated
by capillary condensation at the crack tip (17)(18)(30).

Evidence for diffusion-controlled crack growth is
provided by the data on the titanium alloys (see Fig. 4,
for example). At the higher frequencies, (da/dN)cf was
found to be inversely proportional to the square root of
frequency (Chiou and Wei (31)). This dependence, cou-
pled with the known reactivity of titanium, is consis-

tent with diffusion control. The abrupt decrease in
growth rates at the lower frequencies is attributed to
the operation of a hydride mechanism that depends on
both strain and strain rate (24)(25)(26)(31). There is
no quantitative model for hydride induced crack growth,
however, at this time.

Microstructural Aspects

The importance of considering the role of different
micromechanisms was discussed by Gerberich and Peterson
(32). The role of micromechanism (or of microstructure)
is explicitly incorporated in the modified superposition
model by Wei and Gao (see Eqns. (1) and (2)) (11). The
implications of the model are as follows: (i) the
partitioning of hydrogen to the various microstructural

sites would not be uniform (11)(33), and (ii) the
fractional area of fracture surface ( ) produced by pure
corrosion fatigue would be equal to the fractional
surface coverage (e) for chemical reactions. The rela-
tionship between the microstructural and environmental

parameters ( and 8) has been examined by Ressler (34)

and by Gao et al (35).

Following the work of Pao et al (36), Ressler (34)
studied the micromechanical aspects of corrosion fatigue
crack growth in an AISI 4340 steel, tested in water
vapor (585 Pa) at room temperature. The cycle-dependent
component of corrosion fatigue crack growth rate is
shown as a function of inverse frequency (or period) in
Fig. 5. Fractographic data show a change in fracture
surface morphology with decreasing frequency from a
predominantly transgranular mode (relative to the prior-
austenite grains) to one that is predominantly inter-
granular (see Figs. 6 and 7).

By identifying the intergranular failure mode with
pure corrosion fatigue and the transgranular mode with
mechanical fatigue, the fraction of pure corrosion
fatigue (c) is identified approximately with the frac-
tion of intergranular failure and can be estimated from
the microfractographs. A comparison was then made be-
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tween 0 and a, which is obtained from independent sur-
face reaction measurements, Fig. 8 (Simmons et al (37)).
This comparison is shown in Fig. 9, and required an
adjustment for exposure to account for capillary conden-
sation in the fatigue crack growth experiments. The
agreement is seen to be excellent.

A similar comparison has been made by Gao et al (35)
for a 7075-T651 aluminum alloy. Typical morphology of
fatigue fracture surfaces produced in water vapor is
shown in Fig. 10. The pure corrosion fatigue micro-
me-hanism is typified by Fig. 10(b), and that for mecha-
nical fatigue by Fig. 10(c). A comparison between 0 and
6 is given in Table 1, and shows reasonable agreement.

TABLE I - Comparison of Areal Fraction of "Corrosion"
Fatigue Component with Fractional Surface
Coverage for a 7075-T651 Aluminum Alloy.

Environmental
Condition 6

Pure oxygen, 267 Pa 0 0

Water vapor, 1.3 Pa 0 0.28

Water vapor, 2.7 Pa 0.78 0.58

Water vapor, 4.7 Pa 0.94 1.0

Water vapor, 67 Pa 1.0 1.0

Water vapor, 670 Pa 1.0 1.0

These results indicate the important role of micro-
structure, and of the interactions between the environ-
mental and microstructural variables. Much more work is
needed to broaden the scope of this understanding, and
to provide statistically reliable support. Neverthe-
less, the framework for understanding has been set in
place.
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DISCUSSION

Clearly, a more complete understanding and modeling of
corrosion fatigue crack growth response is needed. This
understanding would require detailed information on the
kinetics and mechanisms of the relevant surface/electro-
chemical reactions. In addition, information on the
various other processes (including diffusion and distri-
bution of hydrogen, and the physio-chemical processes of
embrittlement) is needed to complete the understanding
and to allow for the "prediction" of actual crack grcwth
rates, in a manner analogous to that described by Gao
and Wei (33) for sustained-load crack growth. The ap-
propriateness and efficacy of models depend on proper
modeling in terms of the controlling processes and of
the possible transfer of control with changes in envi-
ronmental conditions.

Prediction of service lives, which involves extra-
polations well beyond the range of available data, re-
quires modeling (both statistical and probabilistic) to
identify additional key variables and to provide quanti-
tative assessments of risk. The key variables that
affect corrosion fatigue crack growth include stress
intensity range, load ratio, frequency, and temperature,
plus a host of environmental and metallurgical variables
(such as, solution composition, pH, electrode potential,
gas composition and partial pressure, alloy composition,
and microstructure). For improved predictions, other
factors must be considered as well. These factors in-
clude corrosion product blockage, which can alter the
crack-tip environment; corrosion product wedging, which
affects the effective crack driving force; and short
crack effects, that reflect altered driving force and
local chemistry.

So far, the environmental conditions at the crack
tip are presumed to be known and well characterized. In
fact, the chemical and electrochemical conditions near
the crack tip can be different from those of the exter-
nal (bulk) environment, and depend on the kinetics of
the transport processes and of the reactions with the
crack surfaces. Suitable models, therefore, must ad-
dress (i) the formation of the crack-tip electrochemical
environment, and (ii) the kinetics of reactions with the
crack-tip environment, as discussed by Wei et al (22),
and by Turnbull (38). Additional work in this area is
needed.

It is to be recognized that temperature and frequen-
cy are two of the most significant variables. They
should be utilized for broadening the scope of under-
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standing, and as screening variables to critically as-
sess proposed models and mechanisms. Despite the well
established importance of environmental influences and
the efforts at understanding corrosion fatigue, the
fatigue community, by and large, has chosen to ignore
this problem both in its design of experiments and in
the interpretation of results. As a minimum, a well-
controlled inert reference environment (not laboratory
air, for it can be deleterious) should be used, so that
the resulting data can be meaningfully interpreted in
terms of the purely mechanically or metallurgically
based models.

SUMMARY

Based on available experimental results and models, a
formalized basis for understanding corrosion fatigue
crack growth has been established. Corrosion fatigue
crack growth is believed to result from embrittlement by
hydrogen that is produced by the reactions of the envi-
ronment (both gaseous and aqueous) with newly created
surfaces at the crack tip. These reactions are local-
ized to the crack tip region. The crack growth rate is
proportional to the extent of reaction per cycle, with
the actual growth rates determined by the interactions
of the microstructure with the environment (namely, with
hydrogen).

Corrosion fatigue crack growth response is governed
by the response of the controlling chemical and electro-
chemical processes, and can be different for the various
material-environment systems and for a given system when
the conditions are changed. These changes in response
must be properly taken into account in design, and for
understanding fatigue mechanisms. As a minimum, an
inert reference environment should be used to mitigate
the influences of deleterious external environments in
"mechanistically" oriented research.
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Figure 1 The influence of water vapor pressure and of
other environments on fatigue crack growth in 7075-T651
(AlMgZn) alloy at room temperature. The solid lines
represent predictions of a model for transport-con-
trolled crack growth. The dashed lines indicate sur-
face-reaction-controlled growth and reflect the influ-
ence of segregated magnesium (14)(35).
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Figure 2 The influence of hydrogen sulfide pressure on
fatigue crack growth in a 2-1/4Cr-1Mo (A542 Class 2)
steel at room temperature. The solid lines represent
predictions of a model for transport-controlled crack
growth. The dashed lines indicate surface-reaction-
controlled growth and reflect the second step of hydro-
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Figure 5 Influence of frequency on fatigue crack growth
rate for an AISI 4340 steel in water vapor at 585 Pa at
room temperature (34).
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Figure 6 Microfractograph of fatigue fracture surface
for AISI 4340 steel showing predominantly transgranular
failure at 8 Hz and intergranular failure at 0.1 Hz(34).
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Figure 7 Microfractographs of AISI 43I40 steel showing
changes in fracture surface morphology with frequency
( 3 4 ).
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Figure 10 Microfractographs of I/M 7075-T651 specimen
tested in water vapor at 1.3 Pa and 670 Pa (AK = 11
MPa-m , R = 0.1 and f - 5 Hz) showing differences in
fracture surface morphology, a) Region A tested at 670
Pa and Region B at 1.3 Pa; b) corrosion fatigue com-
ponent, Region A, and c) near "pure" mechanical fatigue
component, Region B (35).
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DEFORMATION, FATIGUE AND FRACTURE BEHAVIOR OF TWO CAST
ANISOTROPIC SUPERALLOYS

Walter W. Milligan*, Eric S. Huron", and Stephen D.
Antolovich

Tensile and low cycle fatigue (LCF) tests
were conducted on two cast anisotropic
superalloys. The effects of temperature,
strain rate and stress range were
investigated. Deformation behavior was
extensively characterized and modeled. LCF
and fracture behavior were studied and
correlated with deformation behavior.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, advancements in precision casting have
allowed the introduction of directionally solidified
and single crystal turbine blades in gas turbine
engines and advanced rocket engines. Currently, the
turbopump blade in the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME)
is fabricated from Directionally Solidified Mar-M 246 +
Hf. A possible replacement for this alloy is single
crystal PWA 1480.

Both alloys show substantial improvements in creep
strength and high temperature fatigue strength over
conventionally cast alloys, due to the lack of
transverse grain boundaries. However, their use
presents an analytical problem, because of anisotropic
elastic and plastic properties. Consequently, the

Fracture and Fatigue Research Laboratory, School of

Materials Engineering, Georgia Institute of
Technology
Pratt and Whitney, Government Products Division
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conventional continuum-mechanical approach is
frequently inadequate. This has lead designers and
analysts to try to incorporate the fundamental
deformation and damage mechanisms which are active in
these alloys.

In addition to the complicated anisotropic
properties, the microstructures and deformation
mechanisms in these alloys are also complex.
Deformation mechanisms depend on temperature, strain
level, strain rate, and stress state. In the
directionally solidified (DS) material, an additional
complicating factor is introduced by the longitudinal
grain boundaries, and the associated rotational freedom
of the grains. Metallurgical analysis is clearly
needed in order to fully understand the behavior of
these alloys.

The results reported in this paper are part of a
long term project in which the constitutive behavior of
the two alloys is being studied. The variables are
temperature, strain level, strain rate, orientation,
and number of cycles. Additionally, the behavior of
the alloys under non-isothermal cyclic loading will be
studied. The main focus of the project involves
documenting fundamental metallurgical deformation
mechanisms, and using this knowledge to develop
physically-based constitutive models. To date,
interrupted tensile tests and low cycle fatigue (LCF)
have been conducted on PWA 1480, and the associated
deformation analysis has been completed. Fully
reversed, strain-controlled fatigue tests have been
completed on DS Mar-M 246, and tensile tests have also
been conducted. The analysis of the deformation
behavior has recently begun for this material.

MICROSTRUCTURES

The alloys are similar, in that they are based on the
two-phase r/r' structure, and both contain a large
volume fraction of r'. However, there are significant
differences in chemistry and microstructure due to the
grain boundaries which are present in the DS material.
The alloy compositions are given in Table I.

PWA 1480

PWA 1480 is the simpler of the two, due to the
lack of grain boundaries and the subsequent lack of
need for grain boundary strengthening phases. The
material is single crystalline, with the tensile axis
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within 10 of <001>. The alloy contains a fine
dispersion of ordered, cuboidal y' particles in a
disordered r matrix, Figure 1(a). The -rI size was
fairly uniform, ranging from 0.25 to 1.0 gm, with an
average r' size of 0.5 am. There were isolated areas
in the interdendritic regions which contained larger
primary r'particles. The average r' volume fraction
was 55-60%.

As shown in Figure 1(b), the alloy contained a
residual dendritic structure with micropores and large
interdendritic eutectic pools. The volume fraction of
microporosity was 0.15-0.20%, and most pores were less
than 50 gm in diameter. The volume fraction of
eutectic was about 5%, with an average diameter of
about 150 am. Due to a low carbon content of 42 ppm,
very few carbides were observed. As shown in Figure 1
(a), the initial dislocation density was also very low.

Mar-M 246

The r ' structure of the alloy is shown in Figure
1(c). The volume fraction T' was 60%, and the average
y, size was also about 0.5 ym in this alloy. In
contrast to the low lattice parameter mismatch of 0.28%
for PWA 1480, the mismatch between the lattice
parameters of the r and r' in Mar-M 246 was high, about
0.656%. [) This high misfit influenced the T'
morphology, as seen by the sharp cube corners of the T'
and the relatively high initial dislocation density in
the precipitate/matrix interface. Note that some
stacking faults were present in the starting
microstructure.

As shown in Figure I(d), the microstructure
consisted of elongated, columnar grains which were
parallel to <001>. The grain diameters varied, but
were on the order of 100 um. The grain boundaries were
serrated and irregular, and some transverse boundaries
and tapered grains were observed. Similar to PWA 1480,
the T' was finer near the dendrite cores and larger in
the interdendritic regions. MC and M2 3C6 carbides, as
well as eutectic pools were present at grain boundaries
and interdendritic boundaries, and the MC carbides
exhibited a slight "script" morphology. Some scattered
micropores were observed, but the level of porosity was
not considered to be significant, as subsequent
mechanical testing revealed no initiation or failure
due to micropores.
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR

Mechanical Properties

For PWA 1480, tests were conducted at 20, 705,
760, 815, 871, 982, and 10930C. For Mar-M 246, tests
were conducted at 20, 704, 927, and 10936C. Tests were
conducted at 0.5%/min and 50%/min. The tests on PWA
1480 were interrupted after the yield point, while most
Mar-M 246 tests were conducted to failure. References
[2] and (3] should be consulted for the data.

The behavior of both alloys was quantitatively
similar. As shown in Figure 2, the yield strength was
the same at 20 and 7050C. Above 7606C, the strength
began to drop off rapidly, and strain rate began to
have an effect on the strength. The temperature where
the strain rate began to have an effect on the strength
was a function of strain rate. At the lower strain
rate, the strength began to drop off above 760°C, while
at the higher strain rate, the strength did not begin
to fall until above 8150C. Such behavior is typical of
high volume fraction superalloys.

The stress-strain curves for Mar-M 246 are shown
in Figure 3. (Note that the upper endpoints of the
curves do not correspond to specimen failure, because
the extensometer was removed prior to failure in order
to prevent damage to it). The shape of the
stress-strain curves indicates a change in strain
hardening behavior. At room temperature and 7040C at
50%/min, the curves were approximately horizontal after
yielding. For all other test conditions, a steeper
stress-strain curve was observed. This indicates that
the deformation was much more homogeneous at higher
temperatures, a:,1 this hypothesis was supported by TEM
observations which will be discussed later in the
paper.

Yield Strength Analysis

As indicated by the strain rate and temperature
dependence of the yield strength, yielding at elevated
temperatures is a thermally activated process. It is
therefore appealing to present the data in the form of
an Arrhenius-type relationship. Rate-controlling
mechanisms may then be deduced as a function of
temperature. Figure 4 is a plot of the
modulus-normalized yield strength vs inverse
temperature for PWA 1480, which can be represented by
an equation of the form:
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alE = A exp (Q'/RT) ... (1)

where a = Yield strength,

E = Elastic modulus at temperature, T,
Q1 = Apparent activation energy,
A = A constant.

There are three distinct temperature regimes when the
data are represented in this way:

a) At low temperatures (below 760*C), Q'
was almost zero, so thermal activation
was not a factor in the range of
strain rates tested.

b) At high temperatures (above 9270C at
50%/mmn and above 8150C at 0.5%/mln), Qf
was constant and equal to 50 kJ/mol, and
was independent of strain rate. The true
activation energy was calculated to be 500
kJ/mol, which is indicative of a diffusion
controlled process (2].

c) At intermediate temperatures, a transition
from the low to the high temperature
behavior occurred. It is evident from the
shape of the curves that the transition
region boundaries and functional forms were
a strong function of strain rate.

DeformationStructures

Analysis of the deformation substructures at yield
resulted in the same three temperature regimes as the
Arrhenius analysis for PWA 1480, and the boundaries of
the three regimes were the same. As discussed below,
low temperature deformation at yield was dominated by
T' shearing, high temperature deformation was dominated
by y' by-pass, and intermediate temperatures exhibited
a transition from shearing to by-pass.

Low _Temperatures. Deformation substructures at yield
at 20, 705, and 760 0C (high strain rate only) were
qualitatively similar for PWA 1480. The dominant
deformation mechanism was shearing of the y' by pairs
of a/2<110> dislocations on octahedral planes. At
206C, relatively few dislocations were present at
yield, and the spacing between dislocations was large.
However, the dislocation density at yield was
significantly higher than it was in the as heat-treated
material. There was also evidence of r' shearing,
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including the presence of dislocation pairs and
residual loops within the r'. At 705 and 7600 C, the
dislocation density at yield was very high, and the
structure consisted of intense slip bands which
contained closely spaced dislocations, Figure 5. It is
possible that this type of structure may have been
formed but was not observed at 20*C, due to extremely
localized, non-homogeneous slip.

Through systematic analysis of the dislocation
Burgers vectors and line directions, it was determined
that the vast majority of dislocations observed after
deformation at low temperatures were of the type (111)
a/2<110>. Dislocations travelled through the 7' as
closely-spaced pairs in order to minimize the
anti-phase boundary (APB) area created by the a/2<110>
displacement of the superlattice. This is demonstrated
by Figure 5(b) , in which those portions of the
dislocations within the precipitate are constricted due
to the high APBE, while those portions of the same
dislocations which had exited the precipitates are
split due to the elastic repulsion.

Dislocation structures observed at failure in
Mar-M 246 at low temperatures followed the same trends.
At 20 and 7050C, precipitate shearing occurred, and
many dislocations were present in the r' and at the
interface (Figure 5 (c)).

HKiqh Temperatures. The boundary separating the high
and low temperature regimes was a function of strain
rate for PWA 1480. At the low strain rates. high
temperature behavior was dominant at 815 0 C and above.
while at the high strain rates. high temperature
behavior did not manifest itself until 9270C and above.

In contrast to the shearing which was observed at
low temperatures, deformation during yielding at high
temperatures occurred primarily by dislocations moving
between and around the precipitates. Figure 8 shows a
typical substructure in PWA 1480 consisting of
dislocation loops left in the r/r' interface and in the
T matrix. Dislocations were only infrequently observed
within the r' after interrupted tests conducted at the
low strain rates above 8150C. Although a few slip
bands were observed to have cut the 7' even at 10930 C.
the dominant mechanism at low strain levels at 9270C
and above was particle by-pass for all strain rates.
As seen in Figures 6 and 7, this leads to a very
homogeneous substructure for both alloys, which is
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consistent with the observed high degree of strain
hardening.

While dislocations were not observed within the r'
after interrupted tests at the low strain rate in PWA
1480, the specimens which were tested to failure at 871
and 9820C contained a high density of dislocations
within the r', Figure 8. This indicates that the first
step in deformation was by-pass of the r', which was
followed by shearing of the T' later in the test.
Shearing occurred only after large increases in the
matrix dislocation density and significant strain
hardening had occurred.

At very high temperatures and low strain rates,
the r' coarsened, and the substructure consisted of
interfacial hexagonal networks of dislocations, Figure
9. Under these conditions, the Y' was not sheared, and
a large amount of dynamic recovery had occurred.
Consequently, the strain hardening exponent was lower
at 10939C (n=.221) than it was at 9270C (n=.371).

Intermediate Temperatures. Not surprisingly, a
transition from shearing to by-pass was observed at
yield in the range from 760 to 927*C (depending on
strain rate). Slip bands were only observed at the
high strain rate, and the slip band density decreased
as the temperature increased.

Discussion of Tensile Behavior

Both the activation energy analysis and the
analysis of the deformation substructures at yield
divided the tensile behavior into three regimes. At
low temperatures, deformation during yielding occurred
by T' shearing. At high temperatures, deformation
during yielding occurred by r' by-pass. The
intermediate temperature regime exhibited transitional
behavior. Attempts to model the yielding behavior must
therefore be divided into these three regimes.
However, the intermediate temperature regime exhibited
complex transitional behavior which would be difficult
to model with the available data.

As discussed in ref. (2], currently available
models of yielding in high volume fraction superalloys
are based on the premise that dislocation penetration
into the particle is the rate-limiting step. The
following type of expression for the Critical Resolved
Shear Stress (CRSS) results from such an analysis (4]:
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tc = (ro/2b) - (T/brO ) + % (rm + rp) (2)

where rc = CRSS,
To = Antiphase Boundary Energy,
b = Dislocation Burgers Vector,
T = Dislocation Line Tension,
rO = Radius of Particles in Slip Plane,
rm = CRSS of the Precipitates,
rp = CRSS of the Matrix.

However, the results of this study (2] indicated
that penetration was not the rate-limiting step in the
yielding process at all temperatures in the shearing
regime. This implies that current theories are not
valid for all conditions. Further work in this area is
underway.

At high temperatures, deformation during yielding
occurred by r' by-pass. The rate limiting step in
these alloy systems during by-pass is climb of
dislocations over the precipitates. A model [5] is
available for this phenomenon which fits the
experimental data very well. The CRSS is given by:

rc = rO + K1 QO - K2 T Cln(k 3 g)) ... (3)

where ro = Threshold Stress
QO = Activation energy of the rate-

limiting diffusion process,
k's = Constants which include micro-

structural parameters,
T = Temperature,
i = Strain Rate.

It is observed that the CRSS should be a linearly
decreasing function of temperature, and this agrees
with the data fairly well.

FATIGUE BEHAVIOR OF DS MAR-M246

Life Correlation

The LCF test results are shown in Fig. 10. The
data was first fitted to the well-known Coffin-Manson
Law:

As = C(Nf) - 8  .. (4)

where As is the plastic strain range (usually at
half-life , C is a constant, N is the number of cycles
to failure, and 0 is the Coffin-Manson exponent. The
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resulting Coffin-Manson equations were:

7049C: Aep = .08 Nf - 7 8 3

927C: A = .11 Nf - 6 7 6  ... (5)
10934C: Ad = .80 Nf - .7 6 2

The correlation coefficients were 0.996, 0.986, and
0.999 respectively. Life was also plotted and
correlated against stress range (Figure 10 (b)). The
effects of strain rate on fatigue life can be noted by
examining Figures 10 (a) and 10 (b). At 7046C, the
1.0%/minute strain rate resulted in shorter lives, on
the basis of plastic strain range. On the basis of
stress range, the lives were approximately equal for
1.0% and 100%/mn. At 9270C and 1093 0 C, oxidation was
an important factor in determining life. The slow
strain rate lives were longer on the basis of plastic
strain range, but when lives were plotted against
stress range (Figure 10 (b)), they were shorter at the
slower strain rates.

It has been shown (6] that LCF life for single
crystal 7-14-6 (Ni-6.8AI-i3.8Mo-6W) could be correlated
well with either (Aet x E) or the Neuber parameter (Aet
E * Smax)3 , even for different orientations. The
present data for 100%/mmn were analyzed with these
parameters and the correlations were higher than those
for amax or Adt alone. This confirmed that elastic
modulus, which varies in DS materials due to
misorientation, is obviously significant in determining
fatigue life in the strain-controlled LCF tests,
through its effect on stress.

Cumulative Glide Behavior

The LCF tests were conducted using total strain
control. Representative cumulative glide curves,
plotting stress vs. cycle, are given in Figure 11. At
209C the stress range increased to a maximum, followed
by a gradual decrease over the remainder of the test.
Similar behavior has been observed in MAR-M200 (7] and
Waspaloy [8, 9] and is consistent with precipitate
shearing. At 704*C, 100%/minute strain rate, the
stress range was essentially constant throughout the
test. At 9270C, 1.0%/minute, and at 10930C, marked
softening was observed. Although the softening might
at first seem to be due to particle shearing, TEM
studies (which are discussed in subsequent paragraphs)
revealed that particle coarsening was taking place with
relatively little or no shearing.
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Fracture Character

SEM examination of LCF fracture surfaces revealed

marked differences dependent on test condition. At
room temperature and 704"C, initiation was due to
cracking at carbides in the interdendritic regions, and
subsequent formation of slip bands (Figure 12 (a)).

The slip band spacing was wider at 704"C. Fracture
surfaces were perpendicular to the stress axis and were
highly crystallographic at 200C, less crystallographic
at 704*C, lO0/minute (Figure 12 (b)), and only
marginally crystallographic at 704°C. 1.O/minute.
Optical examination revealed that at both 20°C and
704*C cracks followed transgranular paths along

interdendritic regions, which are to be more brittle
due to the eutectic and carbides in those regions.
Only slight deflection was observed at vertical grain
boundaries.

At 9276C the fracture character was quite
different. The fracture surfaces were still
perpendicular to the stress axis, but the initiation
region was flat and featureless and not crystallo-
graphic (Figure 12 (c)). As expected, the surface was
heavily oxidized. Optical microscopy (Figure 12 (d))
confirmed the formation of cracks perpendicular to the
stress axis (Stage II) due to oxidation of eutectic
constituent in interdendritic regions. The oxidation
was more severe at the slow strain rate tests, which
caused reductions in lives at 927@C and 10930C. The

initiation region at 10930C was similar to 927°C: flat
and featureless and resulting from Stage II initiation
at oxide spikes. However, behind the flat initiation
region, the crack changed direction slightly and
deviated from a plane normal to the stress axis.

Dislocation Substructures

The dislocation substructures, along with the
observations concerning fracture character and
cumulative glide behavior, show that the LCF behavior
of this material is highly dependent on the
precipitate/matrix relationship.

At 200C, there were linear dislocation segments
throughout the microstructure with a significant amount
of dislocation debris at the precipate-matrix interface

(Figure 13(a)). The overall dislocation density was
quite high. The dislocation character was a/2<110>

(111). At 7040C, the overall dislocation density was

lower. Dislocations were present on the interface and
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there was evidence of precipitate shearing (Figure
13(b)). Most of the dislocations were of type a/2<110>
Jill). However, some a/2<110> 110) dislocations were
found. These dislocations were pure edge, and near the
precipitate/ matrix interfaces, where the strong
component of the Burger's vector in the direction of
the cube face would serve to accomodate the lattice
mismatch. Despite the strong strain rate effect on
life, there was little qualitative difference in the
substructures as a function of strain rate with the
exception of slightly more "wavy" dislocations in the
low strain rate tests, especially in the interface
regions. On the basis of plastic strain range, the
lives at 704*C were much shorter than for other test
conditions. This has been explained elsewhere [10] as
being due to the maximum r' strength (high stress) and
an aggressive environment.

At 9270C, 100%/min, some shearing of y' by a/2
<110> (111) dislocations was observed, but the
dislocation density in the precipitates was very low
(Figure 14 (a)). The most significant structural
feature observed at 9270C and above was precipitate
coarsening, with formation of hexagonal networks of
dislocations at the interfaces. Trace analysis showed
that the networks were composed of near-edge a/2 <110>
dislocations on 1111) planes with some dislocations on
(110) planes. The interfacial networks were quite well
developed at the slow strain rate, and coarsening was
extensive.

At 10930C, 1.0/min, no dislocations were present
in the matrix or precipitate interiors (Figure 14(b)).
All dislocations were stored in arrays on the
precipitate-matrix interfaces, with the same character
as observed at 927°C. The r' coarsened significantly,
in an irregular manner, even at 100/minute strain
rate. Similar coarsening was observed at 927*C at
1,0./minute strain rate, but was absent at higher
strain rates. At 1.0/minute at 10930C, the degree of
coarsening was severe (Figure 14 (b)). Note that the
mean free path between precipitate particles has
increased greatly.

Precipitate coarsening is obviously very important
in the high temperature deformation of MAR-M246+Hf. In
DS Rene 80, coarsening has been shown to be accelerated
by stress. To investigate the stress effect in
MAR-M246+Hf, undeformed samples were held for 49 hours
at 927*C and 1093°C with no applied stress. The
resulting Y' structure for 10930C is shown in Figure 14
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(c). Some coarsening has occurred. The 10936C,
lO0/min. LCF tests coarsened to a greater extent
after test times of only 30 minutes. and at 10930C,
0.5%/min., the structure coarsened even in a tensile
test. Thus in MAR-M246+Hf, the high mismatch provides
a driving force for coarsening without deformation;
however, deformation does increase the rate of
coarsening significantly as observed for other systems
(10, 11].

Ccyic De formation_ ofPWA 148

Fatigue tests conducted at room temperature and
9270C resulted in the same types of substructures as
those observed in simple tension. At room temperature,
intense, inhomogeneously distributed slip bands cut the
r At 9270C, the dominant deformation mechanism was
r' by-pass, even at a strain rate of 50%/min and a
plastic strain range of 0.2%. Further work is in
progress.

Grain_ Boundary_§_Ijp _Behavio~r

For the low temperature tests, slip behavior on
the surface could be studied by EM. The slip behavior
across boundaries varied considerably; a typical
example is given in Figure 15. In Figure 15 (a), the
grain at the right showed primary slip with slip traces
present on the entire grain surface. The grain on the
left contained only short slip traces, adjacent to the
grain boundary. In Figure 15 (b) , both grains
exhibited primary slip. In the grain on the left,
secondary slip was observed on two additional slip
systems. These effects are similar to the results of
bicrystal studies (12 - 17] and indicate that stresses
can arise at the boundary due to incompatibility
effects. This topic will be considered in more detail
in the discussion.

Discussion of Fatigue Behavior

Factors Influencing Life. As shown in Figure 10, the
effect of strain rate on life for the DS MAR-M246
changed with temperature. The reduction in life at
7040C for the slow strain rate, for a given plastic
strain range, could be due to the difference in strain
hardening behavior. For a given amount of strain the
higher degree of strain hardening at the 1.0%/minute
strain rate resulted in a higher stress range. Note
that in terms of stress range there is little strain
rate effect.
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At 9270C and 10936C, oxidation was an important
factor in determining life, and the slow strain rate
lives were longer on the basis of plastic strain range.
This result was due to the fact that, for a given
number of cycles, increased time was available for
softening due to precipitate coarsening. This caused a
beneficial reduction in stress, although increased time
was available for oxidation. However, in terms of
stress range, life was shortened at the slow strain
rate. Although beneficial coarsening did occur to a
greater extent, more time was available (in a given
number of cycles) for detrimental oxidation, so the
life was reduced.

Antolovich, Baur, and Liu (10, 181 have presented
a model for the effect of oxidation on life. The model
assumes parabolic oxidation kinetics and relates the
depth of oxide spikes to the time of the test. The
relative depth, li of an oxide spike, is given by:

1, = (tlto)i ... (6)

where t is the time to failure. For oxide-induced
failure, the maximum stress at initiation was
proportional to tf, or 13. Figure 16 shows a plot of
maximum stress at initiation vs. the relative oxide
depth for the present study. Visually, the correlation
appears to be best for 1093°C, and the horizontal slope
at 7040C implies little or no dependence of failure on
oxidation.

Cumulative Glide Behavior

The cumulative glide behavior of the MAR-M246 was
strongly dependent on temperature due to changes in the
deformation mode. At 20 0 C, the structure was
indicative of heterogeneous, planar slip and
precipitate shearing, consistent with the surface slip
lines, the gradual drop in life over the last portion
of the test. and the highly crystallographic fracture
behavior. The initial hardening during the test
corresponded to hardening in the matrix, which is
relatively strong at 20°C. At the point of maximum
stress the dislocation density at the precipitate/
matrix boundaries and associated stress concentration
was sufficiently high to initiate precipitate shearing.
It should be noted that the TEM substructure was taken
from the failed specimen. A worthwhile experiment
would be to run an interrupted test, to a point before
the maximum stress is reached, and study the
deformation substructure. The completion of the
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present study will involve a complete matrix of
interrupted testing.

At 7040C, at both strain rates, edge dislocations
on (Il0} planes were present after deformation. This
is a significant result, because such dislocations in
the FCC structure are sessile, would act as strong
barries, and would cause hardening. Note that at
704*C, at both strain rates, the stress range of all
tests is stable almost immediately. The stability of
the stress range may be due to a balance of precipitate
shearing, which would eventually soften the material,
and strengthening from the immobile dislocations on
J110} planes. Again, completion of interrupted tests
will help to clarify these results.

At 9270C, lOO/min., the stress range was also
stable. Note that although coarsening and the
formation of interfacial networks had begun to occur,
some precipitate shearing was still occurring at the
high strain rate. At 9270C, 1.0%/mn. and 10930C, a
drop in stress over the life of the test was observed,
due to coarsening of the r'. This coarsening, with the
resultant interfacial network of dislocations, and the
low observed dislocation density in the matrix and
precipitate are important in determining fatigue life.
First, the low dislocation density is indicative that
recovery processes can occur easily. Thus. the damage
due to dislocations is probably minimal. The
interfacial networks are not actually damage, because
they serve to accomodate the mismatch. Also, the
interfacial networks themselves can accomodate large
strains by serving as sources and sinks for
dislocations, and the coarsening increased the mean
free path between precipitates. The effects explain
the observed increase in fatigue on the basis of
plastic strain range at 9270C and 10930 C. Coarsening
has been discussed in studies on Rene' 80 (10], and it
was shown that at 871 and 9820C, life was determined by
a balance between beneficial coarsening and detrimental
oxidation. Essentially the formation of oxide spikes
or regions of higher oxygen content constitute damage
to the extent that they nucleate stable cracks. The
formation of cracks at these defects depends on the
stress level, which is determined by the amount of
coarsening. The more coarsening, the lower the stress
and the longer the life. As discussed earlier, when
the present data (100%/mmn.) was fitted to the
Antolovich model, the correlation was best at 10930C.
The lower fit at 9270C could be explained by the fact
that some shearing (a mechanism not related to
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oxidation) was occuring at 927*C.

Grain Boundary Slip Behavior

The final topic of discussion concerns the grain
boundary slip behavior observed at 200C and 7040C in
the MAR-M246 LCF tests. Studies of bicrystal
deformation have provided fundamental information on
the role of grain boundaries. As discussed by Hook and
Hirth (16, 17), the grain boundary is a source of
constraint on deformation, because to remain compatible
at the boundary, each grain must contribute to the
strains in the grain boundary plane in a like manner.
In an ideal DS structure, because of rotational
freedom, the grains will possess different compliance
matrices relative to a common spatial coordinate
system. This leads to elastic incompatibility. In
addition, deformation on the operative slip systems
will not be geometrically continous and consequently
will cause plastic incompatibility. in an actual DS
structure the situation is even more complicated
because of a small allowable degree of tilt
misorientation. The tilt misorientation will result in
changes in modulus (and therefore stress) and changes
in Schmid factors for any given slip system.

A detailed analysis of the slip patterns shown in
Figure 15 could be made following the methods of
Margolin [15). However, such an analysis would require
knowledge of the exact crystallographic orientations of
each grain. Because of the grain size, the available
X-ray equipment could not be used for these determina-
tions due to the width of the beam. Following the
analysis of Prakash (19], the observed slip pattern can
be rationalized based on misorientation. The following
equation defines an incompatibility parameter 6, as a
function of degree of misorientation,

6 = -h/(h 2 + k2 ) (1 - cos 0 - h/k sin 0) ... (7)

This equation predicts increasing incompatibility with
increasing rotation difference. The misorientations of
the grain in Figure 15 were measured by examining the
grains structure on transverse planes. The secondary
dendrites arms are aligned along <001> directions and
may be used to measure orientation differences. The
misorientation between the grains was 70 in Figure 15
(a) and 280 in Figure 15 (b), correlating well with the
observed degree of incompatibility slip. Greater
rotational differences lead to higher local stresses
which cause slip concentration in the boundary.
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CONCLUSIONS

Strain rate, temperature, time, and microstructure had
strong effects on the mechanical properties of both
alloys, and physical damage mechanisms have been
correlated with these effects. This is the first step
toward characterizing the constitutive behavior of the
alloys from the physical point of view. In the
remaining portion of the program, these relationships
will be further explored to develop constitutive models
based on actual microstructural deformation mechanisms
in the alloys.
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TABLE I - Alloy Compositions

ELEMENT PWA 1480 D.S. MAR-M 246

Cr 10 9

CO 5 10

Al 5 6

T1 1.3 1.5

W 
10

M o 2 .5
Ta 12 1.5

HfI

C42 ppm 0.15

B 
0. 015

Zr 
0.05

Ni Bal. Bal.
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I'r 0.m

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Initial Microstructures. (a) PWA 1480,
TEN, g=4200>, (b~) PWA 1480 optical
Micrograph, (c) Mar-M 246 TEM~g=<200>. (d)
Mar-M 246 Optical Micrograph.
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Figure 2. Yield strength vs. Temperature. (a) PWA

1480. (b) MAR-M 246.
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Figure 3. Representative tensile test curves for
MAR-M 246.
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Figure 4. Arrhenius representation of PWA 1480
yielding data.
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0. M0.1 ILm *
(a) (b)

Figure 5. Shearing of -r at Low Temperatures. (a)
PWA 1480, 705-C, 50%/min, (b) same,
showing dislocation pairs which split in
matrix (arrow), (c) Mar-H 246, 200C,
50%/min.
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Figure 6. r by-pass at yield at high temperature.
PWA 1480, 982-C, 0.3% plastic strain,
0.5%/nun.

Figure 7. r' by-pass and coarsening after tensile
test to failure MAR-M 246, 1093 0 C,
0. 5%/min.
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Figure 8. r' shearing during late stages of tensile
test in PWA 1480 at 8710C and 0.5%/mmn.

Figure 9. Interfacial networks developed at yield at
high temperature. PWA 1480, 10930C. 0.3%
plastic strain,0.5%/min.
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Figure 10. Fatigue behavior of MAR-M 246. (a)
Coffin-Manson plot. (b) Stress Range vs.
Life.
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Figure 11. Representative cumulative glide curves for
MAR-M 246.
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0.02 mm 0.2m

(a) (b)

0.1 m 0 05
(c) (d)

Figure 12. LCF fracture behavior of MAR-M 246. (a)
In it iat ion and crystal lographi c
propagation at 20 9 C. (b) Less
crystallographic fracture at 704*C,
100%/min. (c) Initiation due to oxidation
at 9270C. (d) 927 0C oxide spikes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13. LCF dislocation structures at low
temperatures. (a) 206C, 100%/mmn, showing
remnants of shearing. (b) 704*C, 100%/mmn
Note stacking f aults indicative of
shearing.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 14. High Temperature Substructures. (a) Mar-4
246, 927*C, 100%/min LCF, (b) Mar-M 246,
1093*C, 100%/min LCF, (c) Untested Mar-M
246, aged at 10930C for 49 hrs.
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(a)

-I Rn

(b)

Figure 15. Grain Boundary Slip Behavior in 20C LCF
test. (a) Primary slip has occurred inboth grains, with secondary slip on twosystems in the grain on the left.Misorlentation is approximately 28 o . (b)
Primary slip has occurred only in thegrain on the right, with some secondary
slip in the grain on the left in the grainboundary area. Misorientation is
approximately 7O.
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Figure 16. Stress at Initiation vs. Oxide Depth. This
plot is based on the model proposed by
Antolovich and coworkers [10, 18]. The
slopes of the data at 7040C and 9270C is
are nearly horizontal, indicating little
dependence of life on oxidation, while a
stronger dependence is noted at 10931C.
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APPLICATIONS OF FATIGUE ANALYSES: TRANSPORTATION

R. W. Landgraf*

Progress in the implementation of modern fatigue
methodology in ground vehicle design is reviewed in
the context of recent advances in data acquisition,
computer modeling and laboratory simulation testing
technologies. A fatigue analysis program, designed
specifically for ground vehicle problems, is
described and example applications presented. The
trend towards integration of this methodology into
computer workstation environments is discussed and
future needs and refinements are identified.

INTRODUCTION

The assurance of adequate fatigue performance in ground vehicle
structures, while never an easy task, has taken on new complexities
with the unprecedented rate of new product development to meet the
demands for lighter, more efficient and durable vehicles. Examples
include: the substitution of a variety of stronger and lighter
materials throughout vehicles, the employment of new structural
design concepts to achieve more optimized structures, and an ever
accelerating product cycle time.

These trends have forced designers to rely increasingly on a
wide array of computer-based design and testing tools to assist in
product development and evaluation by allowing rapid consideration
of a wider range of design and performance criteria than was
previously possible. These design aids include:

- computer-aided drafting and solid modeling,

- finite element modeling of components and sub-systems,

* Research Staff, Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich.
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- full-scale structural modeling for vehicle dynamics and
durability studies,

- small, microprocessor-based field data acquisition devices,

- extensive computer databanks for material properties and
service loads,

- sophisticated laboratory simulation systems for structural
evaluation,

- new life prediction routines for assessing product durability
at various stages throughout the design process.

Although not yet optimally linked into integrated design
procedures, considerable progress has been made in applying these
new technologies to the special problems of the ground vehicle
industry. With respect to fatigue analysis, the increasing
availability of detailed load and stress information early in the
design process provides an excellent opportunity to implement
modern life prediction methodology as part of the product
development procedure. This is a departure from the traditional
approach entailing extensive testing of prototype hardware. The
most immediate challenge in this regard is to accelerate the
implementation of new methodology in engineering design by
packaging life prediction routines in easily used formats that are
properly interfaced with related computer-based design tools (1).

This paper will review current efforts to incorporate modern
fatigue methodology in ground vehicle design practice. After a
brief overview of ground vehicle durability issues, approaches for
generating the necessary input information for fatigue analyses are
outlined. Features of a recently developed, interactive fatigue
program, developed specifically for ground vehicle problem solving,
are then described and example applications presented. Finally,
some future trends and emerging needs are discussed.

DURABILITY DESIGN OF GROUND VEHICLES

In order to gain insight into the nature of typical ground vehicle
structures, key fatigue critical components of two major automotive
systems, a front suspension and an engine, are shown in Fig. 1.
Suspension componentry entails a wide range of materials and
processes including formed and welded sheet metal, high-performance
forgings and castings, and heat treated and surface processed
steels. Further, suspension systems are subjected to extremely
variable service loadings under a variety of usage patterns.

Engine components likewise involve a range of cast, forged and
heat treated members. To achieve greater powerplant efficiencies,
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a great deal of effort is currently directed at reducing the weight
of reciprocating components by substituing higher performance
materials, such as aluminum and titanium alloys, ceramics and
metal-matrix composites, for more traditional engine materials.
Attention here is primarily on high cycle fatigue resistance as
influenced by temperature and often hostile environments - e.g.
combustion gases.

The automotive engineer, because of the nature and use of the
product, faces some unique challenges. Among these are:

- automobiles are a high volume item and must be amenable to
mass production techniques; manufacturing feasibility and cost
are major considerations.

- structures tend to be non-redundant, single load-path

configurations of relatively thin sections.

- there is no periodic inspection of components in service.

- ground vehicles are subjected to extreme variations in service
loads due to driver-to-driver variables and differences in
driving conditions between regions and countries.

All of these issues require the designer to take a somewhat
different view of mechanical durability than, say, the aerospace
industry. Emphasis is primarily on crack intiation and early
growth. Classical fracture mechanics analyses have yet to find
wide application for the thin (plane stress) sections and lower
strength materials normally used; they have been applied, however,
to cast metals and welded joints. Further, probabilistic design
strategies must be employed with a view to anticipating the "worst
scenario" service case as a design objective.

The general procedure for performing fatigue analyses is shown
by the flow chart in Fig. 2. Using component load and stress
information, a local stress-strain analysis is performed at
potential failure locations, damage is determined for each event in
a history, and a initiation life projected. For propagation life,
the local stress-strain analysis is used to determine stress
intensity factors for subsequent crack growth analysis.

As indicate in Fig. 3, a number of technical activities and
specialties are involved in assuring the mechanical durability of a
vehicle. These involve the applicecion of both analytical and
experimental techniques that rely heavily on computers as tools for
accomplishing specific tasks and as communication links between
related activities. Early in the design process, oad-load
information is developed either from previous vehicles or by using
surrogate vehicles run on selected durability routes. Full vehicle
computer moodels can then be used to determine load paths through
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the structure and, hence, the design loads for subsystems and
individual components (2). Finite element modeling then provides
indications of highly stressed areas in a component and establishes
relations between applied loads and local stresses - a "component
calibration." At this point fatigue calculations can be made,
using material property data and historical service usage profiles,
to obtain early indications of probable structural integrity.

While the ultimate test of any vehicle remains the successful
completion of a carefully planned durability test on a proving
ground, increased emphasis is being put on the use of laboratory
road-load simulation systems to more quickly identify potential
problem areas and correct them before getting to the costly and
time-consuming proving ground tests (3). Fatigue analyses are used
extensively in these studies for making life projections from
strain histories obtained from instrumented componentry.

The accuracy, and hence utility, of any fatigue analysis is
highly dependent on the nature and quality of input information.
Thus the acquistion and manipulation of the appropriate loads,
stress analyses and material property data into suitable formats is
crucial to successful fatigue analysis. Fortunately, a variety of
new tools and techniques are becoming available to assist in this
important task. The next section provides an overview of current
trends in generating the input information for fatigue studies.

FATIGUE ANALYSIS - INPUT INFORMATION

SERVICE DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

Road-load data, acquired under a variety of service usage
conditions, provide a major input in establishing durability design
and performance objectives. Traditionally, service history data
has been recored on FM tape for post-processing on a central
computer facility. Alternatives to this rather cumbersome approach
are provided by a new generation of small, self-contained
microprocessor-based devices that acquire and digitally store
information in a variety of formats (4, 5). Some devices can be
left unattended on vehicles for periods of several weeks while
others have the capability of making life estimates in the field.
The expanded use of these new recorders/analyzers promises to
provide for greatly improved documentation of vehicle usage
profiles.

VEHICLE ANALYSIS

A prime purpose for gathering road-load information is to
develop load paths and levels through critical parts of the
structure so that individual components can be properly sized.
Some of the complexities associated with such analyses are
indicated in Fig. 4 where three force vectors, measured by a wheel
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force transducer as the vehicle negotiates a rectangular chuckhole,
are displayed on a time base. It is immediately apparent that the
peak forces in each direction occur at different times thus
necessitating a detailed time increment analysis to determine the
forces acting at other points in the structure - e.g. the ball
joints. Such loading patterns also result in complex mutiaxial
stress states in components that must be accounted for in fatigue
calculations.

Computer modeling schemes are becoming available to handle
these rather complex structural dynamics calculations (6). These
programs allow a vehicle to be "driven" over a road profile at
specified speeds and determine the resulting load levels at
critical points throughout the structure. Such information
provides more realistic performance objectives for early design
studies and provides a basis for structural optimization
exercises.

COMPONENT ANALYSIS

Once the loads experienced by various components have been
determined, stress (strain) analysis techniques are employed to
identify potential failure sites and to provide inputs to damage
analysis routines. Finite element modeling, as shown for an
automotive wheel assembly in Fig. 5, is a particularly powerful
technique for early design studies. Three high stress areas, with
the associated stress excursions during one wheel revolution, are
indicated in the figure. Component sizing and material selection
exercises can be carried out using this information. When
prototype hardware becomes available, such studies also assist in
strain gage placement for experimental verification of component
performance.

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Materials information plays a key role in any durability
analysis and has evolved over the past century from simple life
diagrams, defining safe ranges of operating stresses, to detailed
portrayals of a material's resistance to fatigue crack initiation
and propagation as well as complete cyclic constitutive relations
for use in structural analysis. As indicated in Fig. 6, modern
material characterization methods include strain cycling of smooth
specimens, to obtain cyclic deformation relations and life curves
for damage analysis, and cycling of precracked specimens to obtain
crack growth rates as a function of stress intensity range.

The lack of availability of materials data and properties in
readily accessible data bases remains a serious problem and
continues to restrict the wide-spread use of the newer life
prediction methodologies. This situation is currently receiving
attention and efforts are underway to develop large, central
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repositories of material propery information (7, 8).

DAMAGE ANALYSIS AND LIFE PREDICTION

Armed with the necessary input information outlined in the previous
section, a designer can perform a fatigue analysis using available
life prediction methodologies. The features of a procedure based
on local stress-strain concepts are shown in Fig. 7. Combining
service loading, material and component information, the local
deformation response at the potential failure location is modeled.
Individual events are then identified for which damage is assessed,
summed, and a lifetime estimated.

A general purpose fatigue analysis program, incorporating this
methodology, has been developed for ground vehicle applications
(9); a program overview is provided in Fig. 8. Program coordination
is handled by a central control module that interacts with the user
through a set of question and answer sets in order to compile the
basic problem description file, activate the correct damage
analysis, and display results. Help routines are available to
assist the inexperienced practitioner in assembling information
necessary for a life prediction. Finally, an extensive material
property data bank, with built-in search and sort routines, and a
service history data bank are available through the control
module.

A more detailed portrayal of the damage analysis of a notched
member is given in Fig. 9. After the local stress-strain response
at the notch root is determined, individual events in the history
are identified based on the occurrence of closed hysteresis loops
for which a strain range and a maximum stress can be determined. A
parameter based on these values is then used in conjunction with
the appropriate material life curve to assess damage which is
summed, linearly, to predict initiation life. Crack growth
predictions are based on stress intensity factors, determined from
the local stress-strain analysis, used with material crack growth
curves. The program also provides a variety of graphical outputs
as will be demonstrated in the next section.

APPLICATIONS

Fatigue analyses can be effectively employed at various stages in a
product design cycle. Of particular value is the ability to
perform design studies prior to prototype development. The
combination of finite element and damage analysis routines allow a
designer to carry out a wide variety of "what if . . ." scenarios
that can often reduce the number of prototype iterations.

At later stages, experimental data from instrumented prototype
hardware can be quickly analyzed to identify marginal designs, or
material choices, without having to perform extensive testing.
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Finally, such tools can be used during validation testing, to
project service performance based on early durability results, and
in developing and interpreting accelerated laboratory simulation
tests.

Example outputs from the durability analysis of an induction
hardened transmission shaft are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Because

of the existence of hardness gradients and residual stresses
resulting from component processing, it is necessary to consider

both surface and subsurface behavior in such problems. Figure 10
represents a computer stress-strain simulation of the surface of
the shaft under a prescribed durability history. The simulation
was run both without and with a compressive residual stress; the
fatigue life was projected to be about a factor-of-three to -four
longer with the residual stress.

In Fig. 11 is shown a simulation of the material at the
case:core interface for the same history; the history is
represented in the form of a strain range-mean-occurrence plot to
the left. Because of the much lower interior hardness, the
subsurface response displays considerable plasticity and, in fact,
failure would be expected to occur here. This plastic deformation
would also lead to relaxation of the surface residual stresses.
Performance improvements could be realized by deepening the case.

Shown above the strain-occurrence plot is a related plot
indicating the percent of total damage associated with each strain
level. This information is of use in setting up accelerated
laboratory simulation tests for product evaluation and quality
control. Because, in this instance, the bulk of the damage is
associated with the largest strain levels, a great deal of cycle
compression is possible. That is, the measured service history of
over 100,000 events can be reduced to a few hundred events in the
laboratory with little effect on life.

As demonstrated in the previous example, component processing
can have major effects on fatigue performance. Formed sheet metal
parts provide another case in point. Computer modeling of forming
operations is finding increased application and, because of similar
methodologies, provides an opportunity for a coordinated approach
to design and manufacturing. The concept is shown in Fig. 12 using
a finite element model of a wheel spider. If the strain path
information from the forming analysis were accessible, it could be
incorporated into a subsequent fatigue analysis allowing the
material properties to be suitably altered to account for the prior
deformation. In general, the complete processing history of a
component must be considered in order to reliably assess its
expected service performance.

A final example of fatigue analysis, again using an automotive

wheel assembly, is shown in Fig. 13. Here usage spectra obtained
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from a cross-section of customers are displayed as bending moment -

frequency of occurrence distributions for various percentile
drivers. Wheel bending moments have been normalized to the levels
obtained by a professional driver (100%). These usage profiles were
combined with finite element results, relating applied moment to
local wheel stresses (Fig. 5), to obtain fatigue life estimates for
different percentile loading profiles. Results of this analysis,
plotted on probability scales on the right, provide indications of
the expected service performance of this component. Two candidate
steels are compared using both mean and lower bound properties.
Such calculations provide a convenient way to incorporate both
material and usage variability in design analysis.

FUTURE TRENDS AND NEEDS

It is clear that the continuing development of a wide variety of
computer-based design, analysis and testing aids is having a major
impact on ground vehicle product development. A significant
emerging trend for the next decade is the integration of these
separate technologies into powerful engineering work station
environments in which a designer, or design team, will have ready
access to the complete spectrum of analysis capabilities. Since
mechanical durability issues remain a prime concern, fatigue
methodology can be expected to play a crucial role in these
activities.

With this integration into computer networks, the development
of more systematic design philosophies can be anticipated. For
example, decision path guidelines, to assist engineers in choosing
and applying appropriate tools at particular points in design
evolution, are becoming available. In this regard, the computer
becomes a natural repository for all information and experience
attained in a design exercise. This provides a growing technical
data base that should aid greatly in refining and optimizing future
designs in a minimum of time.

The most pressing need now is for the packaging of currently
available technology into easily used computer routines that can be
included in large libraries of design aids - i.e. getting into the
hands of th designers what we already know. The fatigue program
described is a first attempt to provide ground vehicle engineers
with the latest developments in material and stuctural fatigue
methodology in an interactive, self-instructive package. Results
to date have been encouraging; a number of engineering groups are
using the routines for problem solving with little or no
assistance.

It has further become evident that such a program, in addition
to analysis capabilities, provides unique educational
opportunities; it can serve as an effective teaching resource for
engineers, or students, with limited experience in fatigue
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analysis. By having to carefully define the various problem
solution components, the user gains an appreciation for the nature
of fatigue analysis procedures. Further, the variety of graphical
outputs available provides useful portrayals of the physical
realities of a particular problem and also serve to alert the
engineer to the sensitivity of fatigue calculations to relatively
minor variations in input data. These features help to insure
against the use of such a tool as a "black box" device.

In the longer term. a number of further developments and
refinements can be envisioned. Examples include:

- improved methods for handling the multiaxial stress-strain
fields commonly encountered in structures

- improved crack growth models incorporating plasticity and
spectrum loading effects

- libraries of stress intensity solutions for use with finite

element analyses

- extensive crack growth data bases for automotive materials

- development of damage and failure criteria for advanced
materials such as ceramics and composite systems (particularly
at elevated temperature)

- improved methods for predicting the durability of welds and
adhesively bonded joints.

As this technology becomes available, it can be easily incorporated
into existing program architecture, thus further extending analysis
capabilities.
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FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH

C.J. Beevers*

In broad terms the paper considers the growth of
both small and long fatigue cracks in a range of
engineering metals and alloys. Both intergranular

and transgranular modes of small crack growth in
aluminium alloys are reported and analysed. The
relationship between small and long crack growth are
considered and these lead to the conclusion that the
AKeff curve for long cracks can present an upper
bound range of growth rates for both small and long

cracks when the crack length is greater than the
grain size or the basic microstructural element.

INTRODUCTION

There is a continuing requirement to improve our understanding of

the damage which results from the cyclic loading of materials,
components and structures.

Whilst definitive progress has not always been achieved, there
is now available a wide range of information on such topics as
fatigue crack growth rates, fatigue thresholds, the influence of
variable amplitude loading, environmental effects and to some

extent the area of small crack behaviour.

In the following sections some recent observations from our
laboratory are presented in the context of the more general
advances which have been achieved in recent years.

The fatigue crack growth process involves many interactive
prQcesses but can be considered in terms of two major components
AKf and AKc. If the crack extension process cal be represented in
terms of a crack growth rate da/dN which responds to a driving

force AK then the applied or global AK may have two components AK
i

and AKc. AK' is the intrinsic component and is concerned with the
crack tip and the creation of new fatigue fracture surfaces.
Microstructure, slip character and environment play a significant

Department of Metallurgy and Materials,

University of Birmingham, Birmingham, B15 2TT, U.K.
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role in determining the magnitude of AK', in relation to

particular growth rates. The extrinsic component AKc is a
reflection of the interactions which develop between fatigue
fracture surfaces and the extent to which this leads to load
transfer and modification of the stress fields in the crack tip
region. This load transfer can result from the development of
microstructural or oxide induced asperities, hydrodynamic wedging
of the crack faces and the formation of an extended plastic wake
leading to plasticity induced crack closure. The specific
behaviour of a range of engineering metals and alloys will be
considered in the following sections and fatigue crack growth
response will be examined in terms of both the extrinsic and
intrinsic contributions to fatigue crack growth.

FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH IN LOW ALLOY STEELS

A study of the fatigue crack growth characteristics of a quenched
and tempered low alloy steel, En 19, revealed several features
relating to the source and magnitude of crack closure, fatigue
threshold hysteresis and the relationship between long and small
crack behaviour. The low alloy steel was oil quenched from 9000 C
and tempered at 5500 C to produce a fully tempered martensitic
structure with a yield stress of "1020 MPa. Tests on three point
bend specimens (20 mm by 50 mm by 250 mm) were carried out at 190 C
at a frequency of 100 Hz with an R ratio in the range 0.1 to 0.7
and in a laboratory air environment with a relative humidity of
60%. In any one test the R ratio was kept constant but load
shedding and load increments were applied to approach and depart
from the threshold region. Strain gauge attached close to the
crack tip region were used to obtain load-displacement curves and
a measure of the fatigue crack closure present during test.

The results of such tests are illustrated in Figure 1 and show
the expected R ratio dependence of both fatigue crack growth rates
and fatigue thresholds. The data also shows a considerable
difference between the approach and departure from threshold. The
results from test T2 (T2 refers to the test number not to the
temper condition) where crack closure measurements were made are
presented in Figure 2. The results indicate that the R ratio
effect and the fatigue threshold hysteresis can be attributed to
te occurrence of fatigue crack closure. From previous studies
(1, 2, 3) crack closure would be expected to result from the
presence of microstructural or oxide originated asperities.
Examination of the surface of the test specimens prior to final
fracture revealed the extent of oxide build up during test.

The illustrations in Figure 3 show the build up of oxide debris

for the R = 0.3 test and its absence in the R = 0.7 test. A more
detailed evamination of the surface revealed the results shown in
Figure 4. Extensive oxide debris was present on the specimen

surface and substantial agglomeration of the oxide had occurred to
result in oxide nodules which were in close proximity to the
fatigue fracture surfaces. The implication of Figures 3 and 4 is
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that extensive non mode I crack face interactions occurred during
the tests leading to continued oxide generation and nodule
formation. The squeezing of the oxide between the fatigue
fracture faces is an indication of the low strength and rigidity

of the freshly formed oxide. The oxide only becomes an effective
load transfer medium following substantial compaction to create
the nodule form of the oxide (Figure 4).

The essential features of fatigue crack closure models (4,5) is
that load transfer occurs behind the crack tip as a consequence of
the presence of rigid asperities. The present observations show
that the crack faces were kept apart both close to and well behind
the crack tip. In view of the general trend to measure closure
forces via clip gauges or back face strain gauges away from the
crack tip the effects of load transfer along the crack path may
well be worthy of further consideration.

The threshold hysteresis is characteristically observed when
extended load cycling is carried out in the threshold region,
usually with a view to establish ultra low fatigue crack growth
rate behaviour. Subsequent to this activity substantial load
increments can be required to effect further fatigue crack growth.
A scanning electron micrograph of the crack tip region where
threshold hysteresis had occurred is presented in Figure 5. The
development of these nodules can explain the form of l results
in F* res 1 and 2 where AKt was raised from "-6 MNm-  to %8
MNm by increases in the ratigue crack closure contribution to

lKtmall crack tests were carried out on the En 19 steel with

prior austenite grain sizes of 10 and 40 11m. The specimens (36 mm

by 15 mm by 3 mm) were subjected to three point bending at room
temperature with R = 0.1 and at a frequency of %100 Hz. Results
for long crack growth in compact tension specimens for En 19 with

a 10 wm prior austenite grain size and at an R ratio of 0.1 and
0.7 are included in Figure 6. The small crack data showed a
widespread of growth rates for both the 10 and 40 pm prior
austenite grain size material. The growth rates of the small
cracks exhibited rates both faster and slower than the R = 0.1
long crack curve but with one or two exceptions, were contained by
the R = 0.7 or AKeff curve. Detailed examination of the specimen

surfaces revealed inter-lathe separation to be a dominant feature
of the fatigue crack growth process.

The data points lying outside the R = 0.7 curve resulted from

crack growth in particularly large prior austenite grains with
extended lathe formation. Thus where the crack length was greater
than the prior austenite grain size the R = 0.7 or AKef curve
represented an upper bound range of values for growth of both
small and long cracks.

In contrast to the long crack observations in Figures 3 and 4
there was no Pvidence of oxide formation on the specimen surfaces
or on the fatigue fracture surface of the contained (semi-
elliptical) small crack speciuens.
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SMALL FATIGUE CRACKS

Substantial improvements in the understanding of small fatigue
crack characteristics have been achieved over the past five years
(6, 7, 8). The overall programme has undoubtedly provided
substantial benefits in terms of the development and selection of
new materials and the assessment of component reliability.

Some recent developments in the small fatigue crack area are
outlined below. The small fatigue crack is often represented
schematically as shown in Figure 7a. In this case the primary
variables are presented as crack growth rate da/dN and AK. A

fatigue crack growing in a single grain can be retarded or
arrested at a grain boundary. The presence of fatigue cracks with
substantial growth rates can be attributed to failure associated
with intermetallics or inclusions. The view of small crack
behaviour can be extended to a more general statement as
illustrated schematically in Figure 7b. This view is based on the
observations of small fatigue cracks in a Astraloy, a powder route
nickel base superalloy. Small pores (5-10 um) were the source of
fatigue crack initiation (Figure 7c). The cracks grew in a shear
mode from the pore for I to 2 m and subsequently grew as a
dominantly Mode I crack through the rest of the grain. With a
grain size of 50-100 lim it was possible to monitor in detail the
growth of individual cracks. At a distance of the pore diameter
away from the pore surface the cracks exhibited increasing growth
rates before retardation or arrest occurred at the grain boundary.
The observations in Figure 7 provide an example of this behaviour
in nickel alloys and a more detailed study in a wider range of
materials is clearly desirable. As the tendancy to more
homogeneous, high strength nickel and titanium alloys develops a
more detailed understanding of the early stages of small crack
growth becomes more desirable.

The small crack growth characteristics of a range of alloys
have been studied. Three point bend specimens (36 mm by 15 mm by
3 mm) were subjected to cyclic loading at 190 C, with R = 0.1 and a
test frequency of 100 Hz. The details of the mechanical
properties and maximum cyclic stress are presented in Table 1.
Detailed metallographic studies showed that the a/3 titanium
alloy (Ti 6A1 4V) and the aluminium alloy (a mechanically alloyed
Mg/Li alloy) exhibited transgranular crack growth. The low alloy
steel exhibited a fatigue crack growth process based on inter-
lathe separation. The 18, 4, 1 bearing steel (18W 4Cr IV) has a
tempered bainite matrix with substantial carbides up to 40 wm in
diameter. The fatigue crack growth in the bearing steel tended to
be dominated by cracking associated with the carbides.
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TABLE I - Mechanical Properties of Materials: with Fatigue Data
Presented in Figure 8

Yield Youngs Maximum stress in
Material Stress Modulus the load cycle

ay MPa E GPa MPa

Bearing Steel 2,200 286 680

Low Alloy Steel 1,080 200 810

/a Titanium Alloy 950 115 860

Aluminium Alloy 490 79 500

The data obtained from testing these four materials is
presented in Figures 8(a-c). The fatigue crack growth rate da/dN
is presented as a function of a, AK and 6CTOD. The value of "a"
was determined from replica observations where the surface
breaking crack length was designated 2a. The value of ACTOD was
obtained from the relationship

ACTOD = 2E y

where K &a 1.2(n a)!

It was initially thought that the large range in yield stress
490 MPa to 2,200 MPa would result in relatively wide ranges of
response for both growth rate and thresholds of these small
cracks. The data in Figure 8a and 8b show no marked trend in the
results when presented in terms of 'a' or AK. The results in 8c
show that the bearing steel exhibits higher crack growth rates for
a particular ACTOD than the low alloy steel or a/a titanium alloy.
This result is consistent with a crack growth mode dominated by
the cracking associated with the massive carbides in the bearing
steel.

In the absence of substantial closure contributions to AK 2for
small cracks do we have to accept an upper bound of 3-4 MNm- •

for AKth or can this be substantially improved by manipulation of
micro or macro structure?

INTERGRANULAR SMALL CRACK GROWTH

The observations to be presented in this section were obtained
from a study of a high purity Al 4.5% Cu alloy cast and rolled
under controlled laboratory conditions. In the solution treated,
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quenched and aged condition, a TEM study showed that a precipitate
free zone and elongated e precipitates were associated with the
grain boundaries. With a grain size of 40-100 um the peak aged
strength was \280 MPa.

Fatigue crack growth studies were carried out on plane bar
specimens (6 mm by 15 mm by 36 mm) using three point bending at an
R ratio of 0.1 and at a frequency of '400 Hz in laboratory air.
The application of a cyclic stress resulting in a maximum surface

stress of 80% of the tensile yield st ess produced intergranular
cracks in the range 5 to 50 wm in "40 cycles.

For over 30 specimens tested and examined the initiation and
growth of small fatigue cracks was dominantly intergranular in

character. Detailed studies showed that the intergranular fatigue
cracks were retarded and arrested like their transgranular

counterparts but the processes involved were somewhat different.
Three distinct retardation and arrest procedures were observed for
intergranular small cracks, a) The interaction with a large
inclusion located on the grain boundary, b) by the approach of the
crack to a triple point and c) the change of crack mode from
intergranular to transgranular. These features are illu-trated
schematically in Figure 9(A, B and C). The initial crack in
Figure 9A is retarded by the approach to the inclusion and triple
point in Figure 9B. The inclusion and the triple point offer
resistance to the slip accommodation required for crack extension.
In Figure 9C the crack has been retarded at the second triple
point and has also undergone a transition from intergranular to
transgranular crack growth. The change in the mode of crack
gtowth accompanied by a substantial change in crack growth
direction can lead to crack closure. An example of an arrested

crack which has changed from an intergranular to a transgranular
mode of growth is illustrated in Figure 10. An example of such an
intergranular-transgranular transition as viewed on the fatigue
fracture surface is shown in Figure 11.

As the contained crack developed from the surface the extent
of transgranular failure increased. Examples of ductile and
brittle striation formation are presented in Figure 12.

Long fatigue crack growth and threshold studies were carried
out on the Al 4.5% Cu alloy using compact tension specimens. The
fatigue crack growth mode was dominantly transgranular and similar
in character to observations for small contained cracks in Figure
12.

The results from an R=O.I test on the Al 4.5% Cu alloy and the
small crack data are presented in Figure 13. The results show
that the small cracks exhibited a wide range of growth rates but

that the AKeff curve offered a range of upper bound growth rates

for both the small and long crack response of the aluminium alloy.
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THE SMALL-LONG CRACK RELATIONSHIP

Small cracks can exhibit growth rates substantially lower than
their long crack counterparts. The data presented in Figures 14
and 15 refers to two mechanically alloyed aluminium alloys where
small contained crack growth data is compared with long crack data
obtained from CT tests. In the In9021 alloy significant oxide
induced closure occurred whilst in the In9052 there was no
detectable closure.

The mechanically alloyed aluminium alloys exhibit good
resistance to the initiation of fatigue cracks and as a
consequence the small crack growth was only obtained with surface
stresses approaching the yield stress. As a consequence
substantial plasticity was observed in association with the small
cracks. The resultant plasticity dominated closure of the small
cracks produced growth rates for the small contained cracks
substantially lower than for the long crack counterpart. In the
In9021 alloy the long crack closure was more effective than the
plasticity induced closure in the small cracks. In both cases the
Keff curve presented an upper bound range of growth rates for

both small and long cracks.
The results in Figures 16 and 17 show the relationship between

small and long crack growth in two titanium alloys (9, 10). The
results for the Ti 6A1 4V alloy show that the small crack growth
rates lie close to the AKeff curve. For the IMI 685 which had a
coarse gain size and was tested at relatively high stresses, the
small crack growth rates were substantially higher than the long
crack data.

In the preceding parts of this paper results have been
presented regarding the relationship between small and long crack
growth behaviour for a range of metals and alloys. The low alloy
steel with a quenched and tempered microstructure exhibited a
dominantly inter-lathe separation mode of crack growth, the
aluminium 4.5% copper alloy exhibited intergranular small crack
growth and the mechanically alloyed aluminium and titanium allnvy
had a dominantly transgranular mode of separation. These result,
combine to suggest that in circumstances where the small crick :-.
larger in size than the basic microstructural unit then the lz
crack AKeff curve provides an upper bound range of growth rot,-
for both small and long cracks.
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component-related test pieces to be continually assessed for the
development of fatigue damage under the action of uniform and
random loading conditions. The equipment is currently being used
to measure the growth of cracks during fatigue of plate tensile
specimens of aluminium alloys of length 250 m, width 38 mm and
thickness 10 mm with a 6.5 mm diameter through-thickness hole at
mid-width. Cracks of the order of 0.1 mm deep and over are being
measured.

The Crack Size Measurement System

A Nortec model NDT-25L eddyscope is being used in conjunction with
a Nortect PS-2M probe scanner and a 1/4 inch diameter type SD-16
differential probe.

The scanner allows a probe to be rotated and translated along a
hole in a helical motion or to be rotated only. The probe scanner
is intended, when used in its rotation + translation mode, to
enable examination of the bores of holes. The translation is
0.635 mm for each rotation but this is too great a movement for
the resolution required. In consequence, the probe scanner has
been mounted on a stepper-motor driven table which allows small,
reproducible translational movements of the probe to be made.
During inspection of a hole the scanner is run in its rotation
only mode and, for each rotation of the probe, the probe body is
moved on average 0.106 mm along the axis of the hole. This
movement is produced by the stepper-motor driven rotation of a
lead screw which moves the table. For this work, the
translational movement was chosen not to be continuous over the
period of a rotation but is step-wise and arranged to occur when
the probe coils are at a region of the hole surface where tensile
stresses are absent and cracking will not be present.

Fatigue loading has been carried out on an Amsler Vibrophore
machine and an Instron servo-hydraulic machine. An Apple lie
microcomputer has been interfaced to the Eddyscope, the probe
scanner, the stepper-motor driven table and the test machine to
give computer control of all items of equipment. This degree of
control has been utilised in the development of a fully automated
fatigue test program which allows fatigue load cycling of a test
specimen and the detection, positioning and sizing of cracks
growing at the hole as a function of load cycles. The sizing is
currently in terms of crack signal because suitable calibration
data is presently being obtained. Data analysis is on-line and
hard copy of the results is provided both in tabular form and
graphically. Key data are stored initially on a 1 M byte RAM card
within the microcomputer before being transferred to disk at the
end of test. A block diagram of the experimentrl set-up is shown
in Figure 18.
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Automated Fatigue Testing

In outline, a fatigue test with the equipment involves fatigue
cycling a specimen for a selected number of cycles, examining the
hole for cracking with the Eddyscope and then repeating the
sequence. The program for running an automatic test first
requests that set-up data be input at the keyboard. This is
printed out on the test record and includes the required load
range and R ratio, the number of load cycles between examinations
of the hole, the depth of the hole and the width and thickness of
the plate. The probe must be aligned with the hole in the
specimen when the specimen is first placed in the grips of the
test machine.

The test starts with the probe clear of the specimen and the
requested number of load cycles are performed. Fatigue loading is
halted and the probe is advanced towards the hole by the stepper
motor until the surface of the specimen is detected. Detection of
the surface of the specimen serves as a zero point of reference
for positioning cracks within the hole and for comparing signals
from different scans of the hole. Whilst the probe is rotated and
moved step-wise along the hole, the Y component of the Eddyscope
output signal is input to the microcomputer via an A/D converter
and is analysed to reveal cracks. This sequence of loading,
cracking and inspection is shown schematically in figure 19. A
crack is identified by the rate of change of the Eddyscope output
signal, by the symmetry of the signal and by the amplitude of the
signal. The crack signals during each probe rotation are stored
in terms of the amplitude of the signal, the angular position
around the hole and the position along the hole. When the probe
has moved completely through the specimen thickness it is rapidly
retracted and the key data of crack signal and position are output
on the printer in tabular form. The table is separated into data
for the left-hand and right hand side of the hole. The data is
also presented graphically in terms of crack signal versus
distance through the hole. The x and y coordinates of each point
on the graphs are also printed out and stored to disk for future
analysis.

Fatigue Crack Growth Data

A sequence of three graphical data outputs is shown in figure 20
for the development of cracking at a hole in a plate of 2024 T351
aluminium alloy. The remote applied stress range was 145 MPa with
R = 0.1. In the initial stages of the test, more than one crack
nucleated as shown by figure 20a and these then grew and merged
together as shown in figure 20b. After 59000 cycles, further
crack nucleation occurred between about 1 mm and 4 mm into the
hole as shown in figure 20b and these new cracks then grew and
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merged with the earlier ones as indicated in figure 20c. Cracking
extends almost through the thickness in figure 20c with the crack
intersecting one side-face. The maximum crack depth was measured
after test from the fracture face to be 1.99 m.

Clearly this innovative technique makes a significant
contribution towards a further understanding of the processes
involved in the early stages of crack growth. It allows a
quantitative assessment of the rate of growth of an individual

crack contained within the bore of a hole and also provides
information on the interactions between multiple cracks. This
technique has applications in the examination of damage sensitive
regions associated with fastener holes and bore holes in a wide
range of materials including aluminium, titanium and nickel alloys
and stainless steel.

CONCLUSIONS

1) Nodules formed by the compaction of oxides formed on the
fatigue fracture faces of low alloy steels can induce substantial
closure effects and lead to threshold hysteresis.
2) Intergranular small cracks in aluminium alloys are observed to
be retarded and arrested as a result of a) interactions of the
crack with grain boundary inclusions, b) the approach of the crack
to a grain boundary triple point, and c) the transition in fatigue
crack growth mode from intergranular to transgranular.
3) In materials with ultra fine microstructures such as
mechanically alloyed aluminium alloy the small crack growth rates
can be substantially lower than their long crack counterpart.
4) In some metals and alloys where the small crack length is
greater than the basic microstructural unit then the AKeff long
crack curve can offer a range of upper bound growth rates for both
small and long cracks.
5) The development of fatigue damage associated with fastener
holes can now be analysed in terms of crack length and shape using
recent advances in eddy current techniques.
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Figure 3a. A macroscopic view of the surface of an En 19
test specimen prior to final fracture shows extensive oxide
debris R - 0.3.
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Figure 3b. A macroscopic view of the surface of an En 19
test specimen prior to final fracture exhibiting little
evidence of surface debris R - 0.7.
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(b)

Figure 4. The distribution of oxide debris on the specimen
faces and between the fatigue fracture faces of a low alloy
steel tested at R -0.3 at room temperature in laboratory
air. a) x460, b) x5000.
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Figure 5. Nodules of oxide formed in the threshold region
of a low alloy steel En 19. x 2,500
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Figure 6. Data for long crack growth (solid lines) from CT
tests and mall cracks in a low alloy steel En 19.
Prior austenite grain size + 40 Uim ' 10 Umn
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Figure 7. An illustration of the growth 0fasal aiucrak i anindvidalgrain of a nickel base superalloy.Initiation from a pore was followed by Increased growthrates prior to regardation at the first grain boundary.
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Figure 8. Data for small crack growth in a rnage of
materials with proportions presented in Table 1.
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Figure 9. A schematic illustration of retardation and
arrest mechanisms of intergranular small cracks in aluminium
alloys.
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Figure 10. An example of the arrest of a small crack in analuminium alloy following a transition in crack growth mode
from intergranular to transaranular.

iv .

X 75 om
Figure 11. An illustration of the transition from
intergranular (left) to transgranular (right) for a fully
aged aluminium-copper alloy.
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Figure 12. An SEN view of a Contained small crack and themodes Of transgranul8r fatigue faiour ato aneAl eraturealloy tested in a peak aged condito atr froomA temperaure
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Figure 13. The data for small and long crack growth tests
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using CT specimens and the short crack data from three point
bed tests.
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Figure 14. Small and long crack data obtained from thepoint bend tests and CT specimens respectively of a
mechanically alloyed aluminium alloy In 9021.
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! FATIGUE I

TEST

SPECIMEN

i Figure 18 Schematic illustration of the link-up betveen

the Eddyscope, test machine and control system.
UNIT

Figure 19 Specimen geometry and probe location. Specimen

dimensions, 250 mm by 38 mm by 10 mm.
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Figure 20 Examples of the signals associated with
fatigue crack development in a single specimens
subjected to the fatigue loading described in text.
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